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MAGNETIC SELF-INSULATION OF VACUUM

TRANSMISSION LINES

E. I. Baranchikov, A. V. Gordeev, V. D. Korolev, and V. P. Smirnov

I. V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy

Moscow, USSR

1• Introduction

14 15The heating of pellets to produce nuclear fusion using 10 - 10

Wt electron beams fl] can be achieved only if the beams are focused to a

small region less than 1 - 10 an in size. The problem can not be solved

by simply placing a conventional accelerator diode near io the focusing

region. In fact, the diode-power source dielectric diaphragm cannot
7 9 2transmit energy fluxes in excess of 10 - 10 Wt/cm without flashover

of vacuum surface [2]. Consequently, for a beam power of 10 - 10 Wt

the diaphragm area should be 10 - 10 cm . It follows that the diode

has to be separated from the pellet by a distance of several meters. The

requirement to transport energy over this distance can be met by means of
7 fl

passing the beam through plasma. However, at the currents of 10 - ft) A

the focusing and transport are complicated by the too large angular spread

of the beam.

Another approach to the transport and focusing problem consists of

the use of vacuum transmission lines coupling the power source with the

diode, the latter being in the direct vicinity of the focusing region.

The efficiency of 10 - 100 ns pulse transmission along a line will be

high if the line inductance and the i.->tr. electrode gap are minimized

and the electric field strength is as lar̂ .. s possible. For instance,

the electric field necessary to concentrate the beam energy to a 1 - 10
A 7

cm diameter sphere should be 10 - 10 V/cm. Such high fields produce an



intense electron emission from the negative electrode due to the

evaporated whisker plasma arising at this electrode surface [3].

Consequently, an electron beam is produced in the gap. If the electrons

are prevented from reaching the positive electrode line, the electro-

technical problem of pulse propagation along the line becomes a problem

of simultaneous propagation of both an electromagnetic wave and an

electron beam.

A magnetic field is required to confine the electron sheath inside

the inter-electrode gap. The magnetic field should return the emitted

electrons to the negative electrode. Another important task of the

magnetic field is to slow down the expansion of the electrode-bound

plasma layers, increasing in this way the line operating time before

being short-circuited with plasma. The magnetic field can be produced

either by external currents or by the self-current of the pulse trans-

mitted along the line. The latter opportunity is the most suitable

since it does not require external field sources and provides the

possibility of producing beam self-focusing in the diode, located at the

line rear end [4]. The pulse transport along a line with self current

magnetic insulation was first achieved at the "Aurora" facility [5].

The one-dimensional theory of the magnetic self-insulation in a coaxial

diode was developed in papers [6-11] and experimental results on self-

insulation in quasistationary conditions were published [7, 8, 12].

If the quasistationary conditions are not satisfied, some leakage

current arises at the wave front where the electrons are not magnetized.

In the wave regime leakage current results in wave dissipation and

decreasing of the transport efficiency [4, 12 - 15]. It was shown in

[4] that the leakage current also results in the wave front steepening

and appearance of precursor. The resulting wave is similar to the

electroragnetic wave in a line with magnetron effect [16].
4



This report presents results of theoretical and experimental inves-

tigation of the line magnetic self-insulation. The self-insulation

theory was developed in the hydrodynamic model of the electron flux. It

is presented in section 2. In sections 3 and 4, experiments are described

with stationary and wave-propagation regime lines.

2. Theory

Using hydrodynainic equations for relativistic electron;;

and Maxwell equations in the axial symmetry approximation (9/38 = 0), one

can obtain the following equations to describe a non-linear TM-wave in

the presence of electrons

Ay -
/r -i 3T [r 3r

!?_
ao

1 3 3a2
r 3? ral + 3 T _

3T

3T2

3a, 3a,

3z~ ' 3r~

3_
3z

3e,
, a,

3h

o

3e^-Ife*.

C2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

eE.



eE2 eH6 p _y2
62 ~ m^" ' ~ me*' ' ̂' ~ ? 3

Considering the equations (2) - (5), one can easily see that, when

locally /Y*-1 /aQ = const, hyperbolic-type equations with sources are

obtained for y and h. The equation type remains the same also in the

general case of /y^-l /a = const. So the variables Y and h are described

by wave equations which are similar to the electromagnetic wave equations

in vacuum.

The electromagnetic pulse propagation velocity can be found from the

condition E z = 0 at the coaxial electrodes' surface. Using equations

(2) - (5), one can transform the condition E z = 0 and get

(6)

where a and b represent the line electrode boundaries, while & is an

integral operator inverse, respective to operator A.

Finally, using the expression for the r-th component of the current

density, one gets the following formula for the leakage current l^es^ at

the wave front:

The equations (2) - (S) and (6) - (7) together with the boundary

conditions completely define the TM-wave propagation in the coaxial

wave-guide.



First of all,-one should note that these equations possess a one •

dimensional stationary solution describing the electron beam self-

insulation inside the coaxial

Y = chf, h = - | ch? (S)

with

Y = a In - + B
r1

where r^ and r, represent the electron sheath boundaries.

For the electron sheath with zero electric field at the cathode

boundary, the possible current I and the potential U are interrelated

by the equations

Y = chf + (s-1) tsM

(9)

1=V
with

nc2 me3

' s =
IB |

Differentiating the expression for i by the parameter f yields the

following equation for the minimal current [17, 18].

Y = chV + Vsh31? (10)

eU(r,)
where chf = 1 + represents the relativxstic factor, calculated

me2

according to the potential U(r2) at the sheath boundary.

7



For each possible value of the detachment parameter s there exist

two possible equilibrium electron beam configurations in the coaxial

Plotted in Fig. 1 are the dependences of the external-boundary

position Tj upon line current for two detachment parameter values,

s = 1.0 and s = 1.7.o o

In the magnetic self-insulation wave regime and for the wave front

width much exceeding the coaxial gap, the following expressions are

obtained for the wave velocity and leakage currents:

(H)

YcTTF!

Choosing a definite type of electron motion behind the wave front

and using Eq. (9), one can obtain the dependences of jr and I j ^ ^ upon

the potential U behind the wave front.

It is to be noted that Eqs. (11) and (12) were obtained in the

assumption of no vacuum precursor. If the vacuum precursor amplitude

is taken into consideration, the wave velocity u is decreased.

It is interesting to consider the magnetic self-insulation wave

evolution. The calculation of tht- small perturbation velocity behind the

wave front,, it is easily shown, exceeds the velocity of the wave. On the

other hand, if a perturbation occurs in front of the magnetic self-insu-

lation wave, the precursor amplitude is increased, a cathode vacuun

breakdown occurs, and the perturbation velocity decreases due to the

moving electrons' inertia.



Let us make a reaiark concerning the magnetic self-insulation wave

front profile. At the forward edge of the wave front jn the transition

region to the precursor, intense emission occurs at the cathode, the

electrons starting to move towards the anode. The arising H. field

makes the electron turn back to the cathode and the length (along the Z-

axis) of the region with no electrons reaching the anode is extended.

So between the leakage-current region and the precursor a region exists

with zero leakage current.

A simple analysis shows that the line potential at the point of the

leakage current's first appearance is always less than that of the

precursor. This result agrees with experimental data (see Fig. 2).

5. Quasistationary regime

The magnetic insulation experiments were performed at the "MS"

device with 200-500 kV voltage at the line input and a current of 20-40

kA. In the matched-impedance regime, the voltage reached 3S0 kV with a

35 kA current. The half-width of the voltage pulse was 40 ns with a 15

ns rise-time at the Blumlein line input. There was a prepulse switch,

suppressing the prepulse magnitude down to 16 kV. The prepulse was

present during the 0.42 s charging of Blumlein line. The use of the pre-

pulse switch diminished the probability of the occurrence of plasma and

improved the reproducibility of the results. Figure 3 showc the coaxial

vacuum line at the accelerator output. The line length did not

exceed 70 cm, representing less that 6 10 of the beam length.



The input voltage was measured with a capacitor divider which was cali-

brated both electrically and using a magnetic analyzer. The. energy of

electrons inside the diode found from the Bremsstrahlung hardness was in

agreement with the capacitor divider data. The current I at the line

input and the current I,, to the rear-end anode were measured with
a

inductiveless shunts.

The impedance of the coaxial line was chosen in the range from 20

up to 100 Ohm with the internal electrode radius ranging from 0.36 up to

12 mm. The inter-electrode gap spread due to the assembling inaccuracy

was less than 10-30%, depending on the line outer radius. A concentric-

cone connection was used at the line input to adiabatically enhance the

input electric field strength.

The diode at the vacuum line output had a movable anode, which

made it possible to vary the diode impedance. The diode represented the

load of the line. The line impedance depended upon time and cathode and

anode materials, due to plasma formation and movement. The experimental

arrangement was so designed that it was possible to determine the line-

diode coupling efficiency.

Figure 4 presents typical current and voltage oscilloscope traces.

The line current is seen to be delayed by 10 - IS ns relative to voltage,

this lag-time representing the time required for the development of an

intense explosive-like emission from the negative electrode [3]. The

emission start coincided with a voltage trace discontinuity and the

appearance of X-ray radiation from the lateral wall of the coaxial exter-

nal tube. In conditions represented by Fig. 4, the emission start

corresponded to the coaxial internal tube electric field rising up to

350kV/cm in 20 ns. The electron current to the anode was delayed by

S - 10 ns respective to the line current. The additional time delay was

apparently due to the fact that the emission development time is longer
10
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in the case of cathode emission compared vdth that of emission from the

lateral surface of the internal electrode, since the cathode current

density is ~(-J-)c*io times higher (2 and a representing the line length

and inner radius, respectively). The delay depended upon the cathode

material.- For instance, using a carbon cathode instead of a stainless

steel one reduced the time lag by 4 - 5 ns, in agreement with the conclu-

sions of paper [3]. After complete emission build-up the anode current

was the same within a 10 per cent margin as the line current at sufficient-

ly small cathode-anode gaps. This fact corroborates the earlier experi-

mental results [7, 8].

It is worth noting, that even with zero line load (representing the

case ot large cathode-anode gaps) the coaxial line acts as a cylindric

diode. The impedance of such a cylindric diode was determined both

experimentally and theoretically in paper [7], the data being presented

in Fig. 5. Later experiments have shown [15] that the impedance was

independent of the cylindric diode length, the current being concentrated

around the line end as demonstrated by the outer coaxis tube local surface

damage traces. Such a regime should exist in coaxials with a length

exceeding the cross-section size, which is in agreement with the concep-

tions in paper [IS].

In the present section of the paper results are presented on the

dynamics of magnetic self-insulation build-up. The data was obtained by

measuring the leakage currents to the line lateral surface. These

measurements were made using Faraday cups (see Fig. 3) located at the

outer coaxial tube. To eliminate the displacement current effect upon

the Faraday cup the cup collector was screened with a 10 - 12 pm thick

aluminum foil. The traces of leakage currents measured with two diametric

opposite cups located in the middle of t i line are presented in Fig. 4.

One sees that leakage is maximal at the beginning of the pulse. The
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signal then falls off faster than the line and the anode current difference.

This indicates that with rising current and magnetic field in the line, the

leakage current location is shifted towards the diode.

The line-current value for an infinitely increasing gap d defines

the minimal line current for which the insulation still exists. As men-

tioned above, one can always choose such an accelerating gap that the di-

ode current will practically coincide with the minimal line current.

Finding out the current and voltage limiting values, one can compare the

experimental data with the magnetic self-insulation theory.

The curves in Fig. S represent the behaviour of !_*_, of the para-

potential current I and of the single-particle model current, as func-

tions of y = 1 + ev/mc plotted in the same figure and the experimental

points for various line impedance values. The experimental points

nearly sit on the 1^^ (Y) curve.

It is necessary to note that the curve in Pig. 5 was calculated in

the assunption of the electron sheath touching the cathode. However, it

was pointed out in papers [7, 8] that flow tearing-off the cathode might

occur due either to the discontinuity along Z at the line input or to the

pulse nonstationarity. The tearing-off would involve an increase of

*min ^ " "le e xP e ri m e n t a l data comparison with the hydrodynamic model

theoretical results (see Fig. 1) demonstrates that one can regard the

sheath as being in touch with the cathode.

According to [12], the experimental data for y~7 also approve the

touching model results. Another way of getting indicative evidence as to

the layer position is by comparing the current along the cathode with

computations taking into account the layer shape. This was done by in-

serting a shunt resistor into the electrode, the signal from this resis-

tor being measured through an inductive coupling. Figure 6 presents the
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inner electrode current experimental data and the results of calculations,

the latter assuming the electron sheath being in touch with the negative

electrode. The near coincidence of the obtained curves suggests the

absence of any significant tearing-off.

One should note that for pronounced-cylindricity (large b/a ratio)

lines measurements reveal leakage currents in a wider range of line cur-

rents. IMS might be interpreted as electron flow tearing-off and shift

towards the anode.

It was pointed out in section 2 that in case of I > I-jj, the current

configuration in the coaxial at fixed I and U may have two equilibrium

states, differing in the electron sheath thickness.

An experiment was done to roughly determine the outer electron

sheath layer boundary position inside the gap. A Faraday cup fixed to

the outer electrode was inserted into the cylindric gap. The Faraday cup

current was measured as a function of its immersion depth h. The electric

field perturbations due to cup immersion could but increase the Faraday

h-a
cup current. Actually, no current increase was obseived up to h =iy-

when i > i . At the pulse front, when i < i^- Faraday cup current in-

creases with h (see Fig. 7). This indicates that at moderate b/a values

the minimal sheath-thickness configuration takes place.

In the conditions represented in Fig. 4, the maximal sheath thick-

ness configuration is at distance of h = 1 inn from the anode.

One should note that at currents of the order of 1 ^ ^ the experimen-

tal data provided evidence of a constant-in-time leakage asymmetry (Fig. 4).

This suggests that sheath disturbances oriented along the line are

developed apparently due to the electron emission inhomogeneity.

The stationary state I > I -̂  pulse transport efficiency was about

100% within the margins of experimental errors. In optimal conditions

it was possible to carry over 901 of the pulse energy over a quasi-
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stationary line section with a diode at its end.

Experiments with thin coaxials have been carried out to determine the

maximum values of the electric fields to be produced in the ta^er-elec-

trode gap. The accelerator voltage being limited by 500 kV, the high

fields could be achieved with either small inter-electrode gaps or

with small internal coaxial tube radia. Measurements have shown that

the electric field (with no account of the space charge) reached 2.5 MV/cm

and 5.6 MV/cm for a = 2 mm, b = 4 ram; and a = 0.36 mm, b = 4 mm, respec-

tively. This field is sufficiently high for the vacuun lines being used

in order to heat fusion pellets with 10 1 4 Wt beams [1].

4. Magnetic self-insulation wave regime

In case the pulse rise-time T^ is less than, or of the same order as

the time (1/c) of wave propagation along the line, one should consider the

effect of magnetic self-insulation upon the front build-up of the propaga-

ting wave. In section 2 it was noted that the electrons are not magnetized

at the wave front. As a result, leakage currents arise and the front mo-

tion is slowed down due to wave energy dissipation. To study experimental-

ly the front formation and propagation it is necessary to fulfill two

conditions. First, the line length must be several times longer than the

front. The second condition is to have sufficient electron emission at

the wave front.

In the first series of experiments with the MS accelerator the line

length was 3.S m [14]. Later the length was increased up to 4.S m [13].

To simplify the assembling of so long lines they were mounted vertically

upon to the accelerator output (Fig. 8). The outer and inner electrode

radia were 2.6 cm and 1 an, respectively. The line was supplied with

the standard set o£ diagnostic probes: shunt resistors for measuring

i input and output currents, Faraday cups for determining the leakage
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currents to the surface of the outer electrode, a capacitor voltage

divider and X-ray probes to determine the electron energy and current.

As the pulse appeared at the line input, an intense explosive-type

emission would start with some delay.

The latter was found from the relative time shift of the line input

current trace and the leakage current detected by the Faraday cup (see

Fig. 9). The leakage current start observed by means of the first

Faraday cup (see Fig. 8) was delayed by 10 ns relative to the pulse

arrival (with the account of the wave propagation time).

The signal velocity, determined from the delays of the occurence

of maximal leakage currents at consecutive Faraday cups along the line,

was found to be substantially less than the velocity of light. The

velocity values were obtained from X-ray detectors' signals, the detec-

tors recording the radiation from wall of the line. The analysis of

leakage current oscilloscope traces and line output current data shows

that after the start of explosive-type emission a wave with steepening

front propagated along the line. The dependence of the wave front

propagation velocity upon voltage is in a good agreement with the theory

developed in section 2. The theoretical curve, representing Eq. (11),

together with the experimental data are plotted in Fig. 10. The later

experiments performed with a 3 MV voltage [12] agree with velocity calcu-

lation using Eq. (11) within the measurement accuracy margins.

The wave front thickness, calculated from the measured velocity

value and the duration of the main leakage pulse was 1-1.5 m, which is

3 - 4 times less than the line length. An additional proof of this

estimate validity is constituted by the fact that the experimental leakage

current density amplitude -8 A/cm was in a good agreement with the

theoretical value determined from the current change over the main front
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divided by the area at the external electrode part with length equal to

the front length

•"leak "

Behind the wave front the minimal current is established, correspond-

ing to the electron sheath being in contact with the inner line electrode.

Ihis corroborates the assumption made in developing the front velocity

expression.

Ahead of the magnetic self-insulation pulse, a vacuum precursor is

propagating along the line, the precursor being a usual electromagnetic

wave. The precursor amplitude depends upon the mechanism of electron

emission. Should the emission from the negative electrode be possible at

any electric field strength, the vacuum precursor would evidently be non-

existent due to strong dissipation and transformation into magnetic self-

insulation wave. At small amplitudes the velocity of this wave is low so

that it will be caught up by wave parts with higher voltages. This would

result into wave front steepening and electromagnetic shock wave formation

[16]. In a real line with electron emission delay t^ relative to the elec-

tric field, the precursor amplitude is determined by the time-lag t, which

according to [3] should depend upon the wave amplitude E according to the

relation E t, = const. To find the precursor shape it is necessary to

know the emission current density as a function of time and field

strength. Note that the precursor amplitude may be modified by wave

reflection from the line top. Depending on the line output load the

reflected wave either enhances or suppresses the electric field ahead at

the front. In the first case the precursor is diminished due to faster

plasma formation at the electrode, which in the second case the precursor

is enhanced. Such precursor behaviour is corroborated by diode current

data as a function of cathode-anode gap (see Fig. 9).

16
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the efficiency of wave energy transmission along the line is plotted

in Fig. 11 versus the cathode-anode gap. In optimal regime, corresponding

to the gap size of 6 mm, the efficiencies of energy and charge transport

are almost the same and both equal to about SO per cent.

In conclusion the authors wish to thank L. I. Rudakov for useful

discussions and A. S. Chernenko for help in the present work.
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Fig. 1. The electron sheath
external boundary as a function
of line current (Y=2).

u
0J9

03 06 Q9 L

Fig. 2. The maximal precursor
current anplitude as a function
of minimal line current at the
wave front. (+) experimental
data, (-) theoretical curve.
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Fig. 3. Experimental lay-out: (1) shank,
(2) capacitor divider, (3) shunt, (4)
Faraday cups, (5) vacuum line internal
cylinder, (6) vacuum line external cylin-
der, (7) cathode, (8) anode.

Fig. 5. Limiting currents I and vol-
tages V: (1) single particle approxi-
mation, (2) I . curve, (3) I curve;
x, o, A represent experimental points
(each averaged over 6-10 shots), cor-
responding to b/a Tatios 16/11, 26/13,
26/10, respectively.

Xmc

Fig. 4. Oscilloscope
traces of voltage V of line
input current I , of line
output current 5 and of
leakage currents (dashed
curves) measured with two
probes.

0 100 300

Fig. 6. The line internal
cylinder current as a func-
tion of line voltage. Theo-
retical curves: (1) for the
para-potential line current,
(2) for the minimal line cur-
rent, o - time dependence of
the measured current for the
above mentioned two regimes
(points plotted with 5 ns
intervals). (3) and (4) - the
same curves for

T - b a
Tl " I "
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Fig. 9a. Oscilloscope traces of
voltage V, line input current 1^,
line output current and leakage
currents (dashed curves).

Fig. 8. Experimental lay-out;
(1) shank; (2) 3.5 m and 4.5 m
long vacuum l ines; (3) x-ray
probes; (4) lead collimators;
(5) Faraday cups.
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Fig. 9b. Current Ig profile as a
function of cathode-anode gap d.
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Fig. 10. Magnetic insula-

tion wave propagation ve-

locity v as a function of

, line maximal voltage IL™-

ol.
M O m m m so U..I.KV

02 04 00 Ofl

Fig. 11. Charge transport

Q and energy transport E

efficiencies as a function

of the accelerating gap d.
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ABSTRACT

It is well known that in REB Generators the prepulse causes great

inconvenience and it is necessary to control its effects. In this paper

we show the large aspect ratio diode behavior of a low impedance REB

Generator (CHANTECLAIR, 2 ohms - 500 kV - 60 ns) with and without prepulse.

With or without prepulse, the first noticeable fact to take into

account consists of the basic mechanism which tends to pinch the beam.

With a 20 kV - 700 ns prepulse, the anode cathode gap is filled with a

low density plasma which avoids the self focalisation observed without

prepulse. It is possible to reach a narrow pinch on the anode by using

some technological arrangements in this last case; the energy in the

pinch is less than without prepulse.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a recent surge of interest in the behavior of plasma

in REB diodes. For study in inertial confinement, X-ray production, ion

beams, and hydrodynamic process, it may be necessary to use a prepulse.

In those cases we have to know the physical mechanisms ard geometric

arrangements in order to obtain the reproducibility of the impact and

the maximum of energy deposited on the target.
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In this paper we compare collapse velocity and deposited energy

measurements carried out with and without prepulse in order to improve

our knowledge in this way. We hope to transpose these experiments on

the 10 1 2 Watt Generator SIDQNIX.

II. CHANTECLAIR GENERATOR DESCRIPTION

A Marx generator (9 stages) with adjustable energy from 6 to 14

kjoules charge in 700 ns, a 2 ohms water forming line. Peak voltage at

the output of the Marx is 1.4 MV. A main SF, switch supplies the energy

on a 2 ohms transmission line which has the same characteristics as the

water forming line. The to and fro wave duration is 55 ns. The low

inductance diode (30 nH) allows an adjustment of the anode cathode gap

under vacuum condition.

We are able to change "the prepulse voltage conditions in the AK gap.

We can modify the capacitive arrangement between the 2 lines using two

kinds of dielectric materials to surround the main switch: water or

lucite. With water, the prepulse voltage is 20 kV maximum for 1 MV

output Marx voltage (Fig. 1A) and with lucite it remains below 1 kV.

The deposited energy on a graphite calorimeter using a magnetic

field (0.6 Tesla) is 50% of the stored energy in the Marx (Fig. IB).

With optimised geometry, the deposited energy is independent of the pre-

pulse voltage. Characteristic shapes of current and AK voltage in the

diode are given for this optimised geometry (Fig. 2 and 3).

III. DIAGNOSTICS

III-l. Collapse velocity measurements

The four different phases during pinch formation are characterized

at the anode by X-ray production. A static pin hole camera (0 1.2 mm) is

used to study the shapes and sizes of the pinch. The collapse velocity

is obtained from two independent processes: optical fibers and lead rings.
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a.) Optical fibers diagnostic (Fig. 4)

Three Crofon optical fibers, 1 mm diameter, are bedded in a lead

block and placed on the same radius at 0 - 14 and 28 mm from the axis.

The end of each fiber is in contact with a thick graphite anode (5 ram).

This insures protection against electrons. The Crofon used as a rapid

scintillator detects the X-rays. The light signal is transmitted to a^

photodiode (BPY 13 A) connected to a fast synchronized oscilloscope (400

MHz). The mean collapse velocity is deduced from the shift between the

three peaks delivered by the fibers at the three different positions.

b.) Lead rings diagnostic (Fig. 5)

Three removable lead rings are adjusted behind the thick graphite

anode. By removing one ring we can measure the X-rays produced on a cor-

responding ring of the anode. The flux is measured with a scintillator

and a photo diode (Field Emission Corp.). In the same way as in the pre-

vious measurement, we can get the collapse velocity from the shift between

the peaks. This process is easier to use than the last one, but it is

necessary to have a high reproducibility of the beam. The results from

the two processes are in agreement.

Ill-2. Energy deposition in the pinch

With graphite calorimeters we can estimate the available energy in

the pinch. First, we measure the total energy in the beam using a

calorimeter and an axial magnetic field. Then, in pinched mode, we

assume that a part of the total energy produced the blow off in the cen-

ter of the anode. This part is the difference between the total energy

previously measured and the energy deposited in the anode used as a

calorimeter.

IV. RESULTS

We present the results from two kinds of cathode (flat or hollow)

and three anode materials (thick graphite, thin Titanium, and Tantalum 20u).
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IV-1. Diode without prepulse voltage

a.) Collapse velocity (Figs. 6 and 7)

In the - > 1 diodes, and without prepulse, the beam, first cylin-

drical, becomes pinched in the center as the anode plasma appears. The

collapse velocity depends on: the electron backscatter coefficient, the

atomic number and specific heat of the anode material.

Our measurements are in good agreement with those reported by

other authors [1, 2],

Anode Graphite Ta or Ti Anode

A K gap = 4 mm
flat cathode
$ = 70 mm

3 mm/r ,> 5 mtn/ns

A K gap = 4 mm
hollow cathode

0ext =80mm(fint=60nm
1.3 to 2. 3mm/ns 3 to 4 mm/ns

b.) Energy deposition in the pinch

On a graphite anode with a flat cathode (0 70 ram) 4 mm AK gap, the

pinch diameter is 2.5 mm. It has been measured on the pin hole film

with a micro densitometer and compared to the hole on the anode. The

blow off energy in the graphite is 1.7 kjoules for a 4.3 kjoules diode

total energy. It corresponds to a 40% transfer of the beam total energy

in the pinch. We have noted that the pinched energy becomes lower when

the collapse velocity is less than 3 rran/ns.

IV-2. Diode with prepulse voltage

The diode prepulse voltage (20kV) generates low field emission cur-

rent. It is enough to create cathode and anode expanding plasma before

the isain pulse erection. The experiment shows that it is necessary to

use a gap three times larger than the one without prepulse voltage. With
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a 70 mm diameter cathode - 500 kV ' e need an 11 ram gap to obtain a two

ohms impedance and the gap closure after 100 ns.

a.) Collapse velocity

In Fig. 8, we can see that the X-ray emission of the anode has an

identical evolution in each point. The peaks of the three signals are in

coincidence with the anode cathode voltage peak. We can deduce from it

that the current lines have a fixed position very early: before the

first 20 ns. The focusing effect is quite weak and does not depend on

the anode material. The anode material and the anode-cathode gap act only

on the closure time in the same way as in the diode without prepulse.

We found out, but without explanation, that the impedance matches

the characteristic impedance of the line, independently of the geometry

and distance of the anode cathode gap (Fig. 3). But these very parameters

are quite critical when there is no prepulse, according to the parapoten-

tial model.

b.) Energy deposition in the pinch

With prepulse, the pinched energy is low. On a 3 mm diameter axial

spot we reach less than 10% of the total diode energy. Using a parapoten-

tial hollow cathode we get a slight rise of the energy on the spot.

It is possible to obtain a better pinch ;is described in [3], in

adding a stainless steel pin (0 2 mm, 5 mm long) in the center of a flat

cathode (Fig. 9). In this configuration, a plasma appears in an axial

channel which lowers the voltage in this volume and reverses the electric

field. Near the axis, the electron trajectories are pinched by the two

combined effects of electric and magnetic fields, but the peripheric

electron trajectories are not modified.

The available energy in the pinch is 1.8 kjoules for a 6 kjoules total

beam energy, i.e. 30% in 3 mm diameter spot. Centering of the beam is
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better than 2 mm. The results are reported in the table below.

Diameter of

the pinch

Energy in

the pinch

Without

prepulse

2, 5 mm

40%

With prepulse

Without pin

very large

10%

With pin

3 mm

30%

Another process to focus the beam consists of insulating the anode

from ground by a 1 mm thick polythene ring. We found out that this

arrangement acts strongly on the pinch efficiency, and gives results as

good as without prepulse.

In all cases we also established that the energy in the pinch is

higher when the closure time of the gap is near the maximum of the vol-

tage pulse. If the short circuit appears too soon the energy density in

the center remains very high and the spot is very sharp: 0.S to 0.6 ran

in diameter.

V. CONCLUSION

The results reported here have improved our knowledge of the low

impedance diode working with and without prepulse. In the case where a

prepulse voltage exists, for example to heat early the anode, it is

noticeable that the energy in the pinch is generally less than without

prepulse, for the same diode. Likewise the beam is rapidly in a focused

state and the rise time of the energy in the pinch is not different from

the rise time of the beam current. On the other hand, without prepulse,

the beam is focused much later, and the rise time of the energy in the

pinch much faster. The measured collapse velocities range between 1.3
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and 5 mm/ns. Furthermore, in order to improve the energy in the pinch

in the case with prepulse, we have shown that there are possibilities

in using an optimised geometry of the anode cathode gap.
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_DIODE CARACTERISTICS -
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CORNELL INTENSE ION BEAM PROGRAM

P. L. Dreike, C. B. Eichenberger, A. Friedman, M. A. Greenspan,
D. A. Hammer, S. Humphries, R. V. E. Lovelace, J. E. Maenchen,

A. Mankofsky, E. Ott, R. N. Sudan, and L. G. Wiley

Laboratory of Plasma Studies
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853

Intense ion beam research at Cornell has three major objectives:

(1) to seek improvements in ion diode technology so that ion beams of

high brightness can be extracted, (2) to determine the potential of

such beams for pellet fusion, and (3) to create field reversed ion

rings for magnetic fusion. With respect to the first objective two new

magnetically insulated diode configurations, viz. the "field exclusion"

and "field inclusion" diodes, have been developed. The focusing of

these beams by shaping of ion emission surfaces and also by a magnetic

lens has been investigated. With regard to the third objective intense

ion beams have been injected transverse to a magnetic field and observed

to propagate electrostatically neutralized in ballistic orbits. Mea-

surements of the diamagnetic field show that no significant magnetic

neutralization occurs. Numerical computations show that an ion ring

can be trapped resistively and a major experiment to trap an ion ring

is under construction.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ion beam program at Cornell began in 1973 with the recognition

that efficient magnetically insulated (M.I.) diodes powered by pulsed

power machines were feasible [1,2,3], However, initial experiments [4]

faiL.J to fulfill our expectations because of the lack of a good plasma

ion-emitting anode. Therefore, an alternative approach, viz., electron
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reflexing to reduce power losses to the electron current, was adopted.

This led to the development of the "reflex triode" employing an insu-

lating hydrocarbon plastic anode and the first practical demonstration

of multikiloampere ion beams [5], Soon afterwards the technique of

producing a surface plasma by the surface flashover of an insulating

anode was found to work successfully for a magnetically insulated diode

[6], We believe that M.I. diodes have several technological advantages

over other intense ion beam sources, and this perception has channeled

the Cornell program almost entirely towards this diode type. Some of

the more obvious advantages can be listed as follows:

1. Since no anode foils are destroyed as in the reflex triode,

the diode can be operated for several hundred shots without breaking

vacuum for replacement of anode surface. This makes a vast improvement

in data collection.

2. The magnetic insulation and the accelerating fields are pro-

vided by separate means which leads to better control, reproducibility

and reliability.

3. The dense anode surface plasma is capable of furnishing Child-

Langmuir ion emission up to high current densities in the range 10 kA/cm .

4. The emittance of beams from these diodes can be reduced by

techniques similar to those in neutral beam sources.

5. These diodes can be designed in a number of ways so that ion

beams can either be used internally, or extracted for external use for

injection into magnetic traps, focusing on targets etc.

6. The insulating magnetic field also inhibits the motion of the

anode and cathode plasmas, thus extending the allowed pulse duration of

the diode into the microsecond range [7],

7. While the self-field of the diode current is liable to cause
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anomalies in the operation of the diode, there are configurations in

which the self-field itself may be the dominant component of the insu-

lating field.

Applications to Fusion Research

Many of the potential uses to which intense ion beams can be put

in fusion research have been anticipated in discussions of relativistic

electron beam applications [8]. However, there may be significant advan-

tages in many cases to replacing electron beams with ion beams, e.g. for

heating plasmas in a long solenoid reactor [9], Two of these applications

are the major objectives of the Cornell ion beam program. They are

briefly summarized next.

Pellet Fusion

Calculations [10] of the energy deposition of 1-10 MeV proton

beams in gold foils have shown that the power levels required for break-

even witli protons are as low as 60-100 TW, an order of magnitude less

than that required with electron beams. This option has provided a

serious impetus for ion beam research. A reactor chamber is likely to

be 10-15 m in radius to contain the products of thermonuclear burn and

successful beam transport and focusing of this distance may favor

protons or even heavier ions [11]. Now the strong focusing

achieved in electron diodes is a result of strong self-magnetic fields

produced by beams with v » y; v = Nr is the Budker parameter, N is the

number of electrons per cm and rg is the classical electron radius, and

y is the usual relativistic factor. However, this very facility for

self-focusing makes transport difficult because the self magnetic fields

can give rise also to unwanted instabilities, like the "pinch" and "kink"

modes. Increasing the particle mass reduces \)/y in proportion, so that

a proton beam of the same power is less unstable than an electron beam.
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Moreover, such beams do not require an ambient gas or plasma for electro-

static neutralization and are also magnetically neutral when propagating

in vacuum. Since the equilibrium self-fields are small, focusing of

such beams can only be accomplished either by appropriate shaping of

emission surfaces or by external magnetic fields, as discussed in Sect.

III. A conceptual design [12] for a spherical, magnetically insulated,

10 MV, 12.6 MA diode can achieve 63 TO on a target l.S mm dia., with the

anode Child-Langmuir current density at S kA/cm for an emission area of

2625 cm . But in order to focus the beam on the target it is necessary

for the beam divergence not to exceed 0.5° if the radius of the sphere

is 25 an. Because of this small radius of curvature of the emitting

surface, such a device cannot easily be extrapolated to a reactor design.

However, if magnetic focusing of these beams is practical, and preliminary

indications from a small scale experiment appear to justify some optimism,

then intense proton beams could be viable as the "ignitor" for pellets.

But further improvements in identifying and reducing the sources of beam

divergence are necessary.

Field Reversed Ion Rings

A field reversed configuration obtained by injection of ion beams

into a magnetic mirror similar to the Astron like geometry produced by

relativistic electron beams [13] is another important application for

this technology. There are two possible scenarios for a reactor based

on this concept. In the first, known as the "Field Reversed Mirror",

[14] the closed-line region produced by the circulating ion current

reduces mirror end losses and the system Q is enhanced from the marginal

figure just in excess to unity, to about 3 ^ 5 . This arrangement requires

a steady sequence of pulses of ions with energy between one and a few

hundred keV. One possible mode of injection is to convert the pulsed
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ion beam into a neutral beam by passage through a charge-exchange grid.

This approach is being pursued by Prono [15] at Livermore.

An alternative approach is to form an ion ring by the resistive

trapping of an injected 10-20 MsV ion beam. The ring is adiabatically

compressed by an external field to increase its energy to a few hundred

MeV [16,17]. After compression the D-T plasma confined within the closed

line region is heated by the fast ions and allowed to burn. At the end

of the burn phase the ion energy is recovered by adiabatic expansion.

There can be more than one ring in the burn region simultaneously to

improve the reactor economy.

At Cornell the experimental effort is devoted to the injection and

trapping of ion rings. A small experiment [18] which demonstrates the

injection and propagation phases is discussed in Sect. III. The field

reversal on axis SB is given by c, = 6B/B = N ^ / R where N^ is the number

of fast ions in the ring, and r^ and R are the ion classical radius

and the ring major radius, respectively. For R - 10 cm and £ < 2,

17 7

N- = Ix/e. = 10 is required. For a pulse time T = 10 sec we need an

injection current I > 10 A. If pulse duration of a microsecond is

feasible in diodes, the margin for success is greatly improved. In any

case, the injection system must be designed for high trapping efficiency.

II. MAGNETICALLY INSULATED ION DIODE TECHNOLOGY

A magnetic field perpendicular to the diode electric field exceeding

the critical field B*

e 2ttu*~

is effective in preventing the flow of electron current across the anode

cathode gap d(cm); V is the applied voltage. It has been shown that for

B > B* the emitted ion current density j ^ exceeds the Child-Langmuir J C L
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limit [1,19], but for B » B* the ratio JJ/JQL approaches unity. In a

practical situation with B = 2B*, h/jrr " 1 - 2 .

The principal features of a M.I. diode of satisfactory design have

been found to be:

1. The anode surface must coincide with a magnetic flux surface.

2. Electron drift-surfaces near the cathode must be closed. If

this requirement is not satisfied, electron charge accumulation is liable

to occur and no equilibrium is attained. In practice rf emission is

observed and the local microinstability enables the electrons to cross

magnetic surfaces. The main effect on the diode operating characteristic

is that the electron Hall current conducts across the diode gap lowering

the efficiency. The total diode current I is the sum of the ion current

Ii and the electron Hall current I H = I^Cd/LHB^/B) for B > B*; L is

the diode dimension in the direction of the Hall current and l^ is the

Child-Langmuir current.

3. Electron motion along the magnetic lines is uninhibited. If

this motion is restrained by an electrostatic potential created by the

specific design electrode geometry, better diode operation is attained.

4. The insulating anode must be able to deliver a dense hydrogen

plasma n- > 10 /cm in the anode surface within 10 sec of the initia-

tion of the voltage pulse. Figure 1 shows details of a. configuration

that has been successfully employed. This arrangement is one in which

a mylar sheet is backed by a conducting plate with an array of copper

pins which pierce through the mylar and are machined flush to the surface.

These pins provide local electrical breakdown centers and by adjusting

the number and spacing of the array uniform ion emission over surfaces

as large as 1000 cm has been achieved.

In situations where the self-magnetic field of'the diode current
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becomes comparable to the external field, it may be possible to arrange

configurations in which the self-field serves to insulate the gap. How-

ever, some of the advantages of external control have to be sacrificed

and the operation will perhaps be less reproducible.

Diode Geometry and Beam Extraction

Four different diode designs have been constructed and tested. A

brief description and their relative merits and applications follows:

A. Cylindrical Diode

The simplest geometry is a pair of co-axial cylinders that serve

as the cathode and anode. The annular gap is insulated by an axial mag-

netic field produced by a co-axial solenoid as shown in Fig. 2. The

electron drift current flows in a closed circuit, (see Fig. 3). By

adjusting the length of the inner cathode cylinder to be slightly greater

than the ion emitting anode outer cylinder, the electrons are also con-

tained axially by the electrostatic potential well.

Although beam extraction from this diode is not feasible, it is

convenient for the study of anode plasma production, electron insulation

and particularly for geometrical focusing of the beam on to a line focus

at the axis of the system. A point focus can be achieved if the anode and

cathode are designed in the shape of sectors of concentric spheres.

B. Gradient B Parallel Plate Diode

The configuration shown in Fig. 4 is a planar diode such that there

is a gradient 8Bz/3z over the diode surface which gives an axial z-drift

to the ion when extracted out of the diode. The gradient and the axial

drift are adjusted to prevent the ions from striking the diode as they

spiral down the magnetic field. This design has been used for propagation

studies of ion beams across a magnetic field. Since this configuration

does not provide a closed circuit for the electron Hall current, space
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charge builds up for B > B* at the ends of the diode (see Fig. 4). This

build-up in space charge is accompanied by RF emission (Fig. 4) and the

accumulated charge drains to the anode by non-adiabatic processes.

C. Field Inclusion Diode

The "field inclusion" diode is unique in that the insulating mag-

netic field is almost entirely enclosed with the A-K gap. This feature

is achieved by (see Fig. 5) shaping the cathode like a 8-pinch coil

which is energized from a capacitor bank to produce the insulating field.

The anode is within the coil and the pulsed field does not penetrate the

anode. The cathode has an array of slots through which the ions are

extracted in a field-free region in which the return magnetic flux is

excluded by means of a flux-exclusion conducting ring. This particular

design is very suitable for beam extraction and propagation studies.

D. Annular Diode

Figure 6 shows an annular diode whose anode emission surface is made

to coincide with a flux surface by properly positioning coils within the

anode which are diamagnetic with respect to an externally applied field.

The electron drift surfaces are closed, and connect only to small high

voltage terminals at the back of the anode. The cathode is a transparent

mesh for beam extraction. The main advantage of this diode is that since

all the ions are b o m on a magnetic flux surface, they have the same

canonical angular momentun PQ. This, in principle, is ideal for forming

a rotating beam for subsequent trapping in a magnetic mirror. The field

produced by the coil within the anode combines with that produced by the

external coils D (Fig. 6) to produce a cusp geometry. Ions injected

parallel to the axis immediately pick up an azimuthal component of

velocity because of the conservation of Pg. Since they all have the same
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P. the axial spread in the rotating beam is a minimum. Thus the self
u

magnetic field of the beam is maximized and this ensures that the ion

bunch is axially well focused.

III. BEAM PROPAGATION AND FOCUSING

Several experiments have been performed to investigate the propa-

gation of ion beams in field free vacuum and across magnetic fields.

The "field inclusion diode" has been used to investigate beam

propagation in field-free drift tube at a vacuum of 5 x 10"5 Torr. At

current densities of over 10 A/an these beams appear to propagate space

charge neutralized although the exact mechanism of this neutralization

is not ; *«• identified. The most likely possibilities are (a) the beam

picks up electrons in the Hall drift region near the cathode slots O T

(b) it picks up secondary electrons emitted by the wall due to ion

bombardment. In any case we expect fast thermalization of these electrons

if they are to form an equilibrium with the beam. Fig. 5 shows the axial

current density, as measured by biased charge collector probes, versus

axial distance from the cathode surface. Another measurement, of an

individual beamlet emerging from one 4.8 mm x ISO mm slot in the cathode,

shows a current density versus transverse position profile as given by

Fig. S. This shows that the ions propagate in ballistic orbits with the

half-angle divergence in the minor dimension given by 5.4°.

Beam Propagation Across a Magnetic Field

In a cylindrical diode the ballistic trajectory of an ion is given

by curve 1 of Fig. 3 when the entire region is filled with a uniform field.

The measured current density as a function of radius for this case is

shown in the inset of Fig. 3. Thus we observe that ion beams follow

approximately ballistic trajectories; in other words space charge neu-

tralization along the magnetic lines of force has occurred. In this
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particular experiment a small fraction of the ion beam was allowed to

impinge on a plastic surface thus providing a synchronized source of

electrons. In the second experiment [20], shown in Fig. 4, the ion beam

emitted from a planar diode spiralled down the magnetic field for a

few turns. This is evident from Fig. 7, where the response from several

ion collectors spaced down the axis is plotted as a function of axial

distance. Note that ions are rotating close to their gyro-period. Mag-

netic probe measurements on the axis show diamagnetic fields of 140 G

maximum indicating a circulating current of *• 110 A/cm, which indicates

that magnetic neutralization is very weak, in contrast to field-free

propagation, and earlier results [21], This result is not surprising

since for complete magnetic neutralization a radial electric field

E = Bv-/c would be required. If tile radial thickness of the beam is

approximately an ion Larmpr radius then the potential <j> is given by

s^ - nuv^; here v. is the ion azimuthal velocity. Potentials of this

magnitude cannot be set up without breakdown occurring and charge

neutralization therefore takes place by electron currents along the

lines of force.

Geometrical Focusing

One can take advantage of the propagation features of intense ion

beams to geometrically focus these beams. An experiment using large

area cylindrical magnetically insulated ion diode was (see Figs. 2,3)

performed to confirm this possibility [22]. The cathode was constructed

of aluminum rings 0.64 an thick and spaced 0.80 an apart. Since the

magnetic field is pulsed, the cathode rings prevent the flux from

penetrating into the interior region. This arrangement provides magnetic

insulation in the A-K gap but allows the ions to propagate inwards in a

field-free region, as shown by curve 2, in Fig. 3. Ion collector probes
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and damage on target plates give evidence of beam convergence. However,

since the ions suffer a small deflection in the A-K gap they do not all

reach the axis but miss it by an amount A « dB where d is the A-K gap

distance and B is the insulating field. This is verified by the fact

that the damage pattern on both sides of either plate are offset from

each other by 2A. Ion current densities up to 90 A/cm2 are produced

over an area of 1070 cm . The total ion current < 10 A, with an effi-

ciency estimated at 451 to 70%. Damage to targets appears to indicate

a 10:1 radial focusing and over 500 A/cm has been observed using biased

charge collectors at the focal region. By examining each of the beamlets

emerging from spaces between the cathode rings we estimate a radial and

axial divergence of no more than 3° and 5° respectively.

The region interior to cathode is next filled with a steady bias

magnetic field opposite in direction to the pulsed field used for gap

insulation. By adjusting this bias field B. t = -B d/R, where R is the

cathode radius, the ion trajectories can be brought together to meet at

the line focus (see Fig. 8).

Magnetic Focusing

The use of magnetic lenses for focusing low current unneutralized

charge particle beams is well known in high energy accelerator.';. A

priori it is not obvious that such lenses could influence charge neutral-

ized intense ion beams which appear physically more closely related to

a highly directed plasmoid. However, in view of the experimental evi-

dence supporting the concept of single particle trajectories for such

beams, an experiment (see Fig. 9) to test the focusing of an ion beam

by a simple dipole lens is in progress. The "fieId-inclusion" diode

used as ion beam source for this particular experiment is unique in

that the insulating magnetic field is almost entirely enclosed within
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the A-K gap, thereby decoupling the diode insulation field from the

transport region. The cathode is shaped like a 8-pinch coil which

is energized from a capacitor bank to produce the insulating field. The

anode is within the cathode and the pulsed field is nearly uniform in

the region between the cathode and anode.

Preliminary results are shown in Fig. 9. The current density at

one axial z-location is plotted against the amp-turns in the dipole lens.

There is clear indication of focusing. Particle simulation of ion tra-

jectories in the dipole field also shows such beam focusing. The 9-

deflection of the ions by the dipole field lens causes a net 6-current.

We assume that the radial electric field is shorted out at the inter-

section of the lines of force with the drift tube. Thus the electrons

do not suffer from an azimuthal drift and thus do not contribute to the

current. I t can be easily established from the conservation of PQ that

the self-magnetic field of the beam current is unimportant provided the

total ion current I satisfies

I « (rb/R) IA

where I. is the ion Alfven current, r, and R are the beam radius and the

radius of the dipole field coil respectively.

IV. ION RING FORMATION

With preliminary investigations inplying that ion beam propagation

across magnetic field lines occurs with complete charge neutralization

and very little current rsutralization, computational and experimental

effort is now aimed at ion ring formation. On the computational side,

numerical simulations using the magnetostatic particle code RINGA [24]

indicate that an ion ring can be trapped by a combination of field-
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shaping coils and azimuthal resistor wires. The code assumes charge

neutrality, no neutralization of the azimuthal ring current, and complete

neutralization of radial and axial currents. Figure 10 shows results

of a typical run. A rotating annular beam pulse is generated in an annular

magnetically insulated diode (with radial magnetic field in the gap).

It passes under a weak mirror into the trapping region, where its axial

motion is resistively damped. The pulse, by now a ring, reflects off

the far mirror. It no longer has enough axial momentum to pass back

over the first mirror into the diode region, and hence remains trapped

between the two mirrors. Shaded areas outside the tank indicate the

location and shape of the mirror coils; in addition, a solenoidal coil

(not shown) is located between the mirror coils and the outer wall.

Resistor wires are located between the two mirrors at about .85 the wall

radius. The code is being used for experimental design studies; para-

meters for the run shown are realistic except that the nuriber of protons

in the pulse is perhaps too optimistic for near future experiments.

Preliminary experiments on rotating ion beam formation using the

injector pictured in Fig. 6 have been performed. Diamagnetic signals

as large as 2-j % of the applied (y 5 kG) field a few cm downstream

from the cusp have been observed. Current induced in a resistive ring

surrounding the ion beam was in reasonable agreement with predictions

based upon the ion current. This suggests that there is no inhibition

of the ion beam-resistive ring coupling due to plasma between the beam

and the resistor. Design and construction of a major experiment to trap

an ion ring is presently in progress. First experiments are expected

early in 1978.
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Figure 1. Details of plasma.anode for
magnetically insulated diode.
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Figure 2. La/out of cylindrical geometri-
cal focusing experiment; A, pumping port;
B, diagnostic isolator output; C, glass
vacuum vessel, 30 cm i.d.; D, diagnostic
isolation inductor; E, Itelrin support rod;
F, 20-turn, 20-kG magnetic coil; G, anode;
H, cathode assembly; I, ion-current-density

probes; J, bellows for
electrical connection; K,
high-voltage terminal from
the Neptune C generator;
L, return conductors; M,
Rogowski loop-current
monitor; N, support rods;
0, resistive diode-voltage
monitor (Kef. 22),
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Figure 3. Schematic of cylindrical
magnetically insulated diode showing
electron trajectories and ion trajec-
tories for CD Bint<= B, (2) Bint>= 0

and (3) B. . = -B d/R. B.
l l l v* Xi

is the
magnetic field inside cathode cylinder.
Inset shows observed ion-current
density vs. radius for case (1):
(itef. 12).

trifo

Figure 4. Parallel-plate magnetically insulated diode for ion
injection across field, showing approximate trajectories of
emitted ion beam. Inset shows measured RF signal against
insulating magnetic field (Ref. 20).
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Figure 5. Magnetically insulated "field-Inclusion" diode. Left inset
shews beam ion current density measured by biased charge-collector probes
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Figure 6. Layout of ion ring injection experiment using annular ring anode:
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Figure 7. Trajectory of
spiralling ion beam injected
from diode of Fig. 4 as
recorded by magnetic probes
plotted as a z-t diagram;
ZTT/UJ is the cyclotron time
IReff 12).

50
Axial position (cm)

Figure 8. Plot of the position
Ax of the most intense damage on
a plate located on the axis
(see Fig. 3) as a function of
bias field B z g; dotted line is
estimated position.

N \

1000

MAGNETIC LENS SYSTEM

E3 Figure 9. Layout of magnetic
focusing experiment using
"field-inclusion" diode.
Inset shows plot of relative
ion current density at tar-
get as function of anpere-
turns in dipole lens.
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Figure 10. Computer simulation of ion ring trapping. The figure shows
contours in the r-z plane of JQ, and "fieldlines" (contours of /|rAg|J.

H 'i !

a) 50 nsec after
start of injection:
pulse emerging from
diode.

H H ' :

J! V s

b) 500 nsec: ring
reflecting from far
mirror.

A m i

c) 1300 nsec: ring
trapped and almost
stationary.
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ACCELERATION SYSTEMS FOR HEAVY-ION BEAMS FOR INERTIAL

CONFINEMENT FUSION

A. Faltens, D. L. Judd, and D. Keefe

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley, California

1. Introduction

Heavy-ion beam pulse parameters needed to achieve useful electric

power generation through inertial confinement fusion have been set forth

by Nuckolls [1]. For successful ignition of a high-gain D-T target a few

magajoules of energy per pulse, delivered at a peak power of several hun-

dred terawatts, are needed; it must be deposited with an energy density of

20-30 magajoules per gram of the target material on which it impinges.

Additional requirements must be met if this form of fusion is to be used

for practical power generation; for example, the igniter system for a

1 GWe power plant should have a repetition rate in the neighborhood of

1-10 Hz, an overall electrical conversion efficiency from mains to beam of

greater than 101, and high availability. At present under discussion are

the needs for a Heavy-Ion Demonstration Experiment (HIDE); an example set

of parameters is given in Table 1 for comparison with those for a power

plant.

Many of these requirements either are not new to accelerator design-

ers or are believed to be tractable. Synchrotrons and linacs have been

run with repetition rates of many hertz. Particle beams with stored ener-

gy of 1 MJ exist at the FNAL and CERN synchrotrons; the stored energy per

beam at the CERN-ISR is 4 MJ (and the power 1 TW), but these are light

particles (protons) at high voltage (30 GV) and this experience is not

directly applicable to heavy ions. Also, there is considerable engineer-

ing design and construction experience with accelerating systems several
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kilometers in length - the scale needed for a power plant. The SIAC

accelerator is 3 km long and the FNAL synchrotron and associated trans-

port lines exceed 10 km. The need for technical components with a total

length measured in kilometers is not unique to the high-energy heavy-ion

approach; it is also true of relativistic electron beam (REB) and laser

igniters.

The new features of greatest concern to the high-energy accelerator

physicist are the demand for a very large number of heavy ions - two orders

of magnitude more than present experience - and the lai'ge final beam power.

Together these lead to the most difficult problems of handling both trans •

verse and longitudinal space-charge forces. In passing we also note (see

Table I) that HIDE, while calling for a presently achievable number of ions

per pulse, demands a peak power not very much less than for a power plant

corresponding to an uncomfortably short pulse duration (2 nsec) at the

final focus.

Table I: Parameter List

1 GWe Power Plant HIDE

Target Requirements

Pulse Energy and Rate 10 MJ at ~ 1 Hz 0.1 HJ, very

1 HJ at - 10 Hz low rate

Peak Power in Pulse 100 - 600 TW 50 TW

Number of Beams > 2 ^ 2

Example Accelerator Parameters (for ions with A - 240, charge qe)

Ion Kinetic Energy

Number of Ions/Pulse

Pulse Rate

Target Spot Radius

Electrical Efficiency

•Peak Pulse Current

40 GeV

~1015

~1 Hz

~1 mm

» 10%

- 10 q kA
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very low

~1 mm

very low
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2. Accelerator Systems

2.1. Choices: We can categorize systems being considered by the type of

accelerator used to supply the bulk of the kinetic energy to the ions.

Thus the three systems being studied can be broadly labelled (a) synchro-

tron, (b) rf linac, (c) induction linac. The first two systems are well-

undeTstood tools of high energy physics with a history dating back thirty

years and have also been used to accelerate heavy ions for nuclear physics,

e.g. the Unilac rf linac at Darmstadt and the Bevalac (rf linac and syn-

chrotron) at Berkeley. In both cases it is envisioned that after acceler-

ation the particles are loaded into a number of storage rings where they

are later bunched and delivered as a number of individual simultaneous

beams to the target. The induction linac is a non-cyclic non-resonant de-

vice made up of a large number of puli;e-power voltage modules in series,

each module having a modest stored ene -gy. Only a few operating accelera-

tors of this type exist in the U.S. aril U.S.S.R.; they are used to accel-

erate electron beams in the 1-100 kA rmge to modest voltages ( "10 MeV).

Because of its capability to accelerate a high-current pulse of short

duration such a system offers the attractive possibility of acting also as

a buncher, thus avoiding a multiplicity of storage rings at the end of the

accelerator. It should be noted that study of each of these three accel-

erating technologies can be of overall benefit; to give one example, a

"synchrotron system" will need an rf linac of significant size as injector

and may require use of the induction linac technology in the final beam-

bunching stage.

2.2. Limits: It was emphasized earlier that the large particle number

(or high beam current) and high final beam power are the novel elements

which, taken together with the multiplicity of choices for ion mass A and

charge state q and the spectrum of possibilities allowed by the target de-

signers, make optimization among the many workable accelerator systems
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less than transparent at this stage. The problem of high final power will

be discussed in a later section (2.4). At this point the transverse space-

charge limits are addressed. In a long, straight transport system of

quadrupole lenses there is a practical upper limit to the current that can

be transported which is set by the need for the magnetic restoring force

to exceed the defocusing electric self-field of the beam. This limit was

first pointed out by Maschke [2] and because of its importance is the ob-

ject of intensive recent and continuing study [3]. This limit can be

written approximately as

I <_ IT = CW 2/3 LN
smp

2/3

7
(6Y) S / 3 amp

where B = magnetic field at the edge of the beam (telsa); r\ = fraction of

channel occupied by magnets; we^ = normalized phase-space area of the beam

(radian-meter); A, q = atomic weight and charge-state respectively of the

ion species; and y = betatron phase-shift per cell. It is not known how

much depression of phase-shift by the space-charge is allowable; a value

of u > 3p° may be required because of the nonlinearities. The value of

the coefficient C is believed to be in the region of a few times 10 and

will be controlled by the need to avoid beam-envelope instabilities of the

type recently studied by Smith and Laslett [4]. Practical values for B

are S 1 T for conventional and ~ 5 T'for superconducting quadrupoles.

In a circular machine of mean radjus R (e.g. synchrotron or storage

ring) in which the particles make many revolutions the space charge limit-

ing current is

lr = 32 x 10
6 (§1 ^~ eM8

2Y2 b amp
1 H. I

where the bunching factor b is the fraction of the circumference occupied

by particles, and Av, the maximum permissible betatron tune shift, is

usually taken to be 0.25. (It has been shown that this limit may be
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exceeded for a few turns during a transient longitudinal implosion of

the bunch [S].

2.3. Comparison of Systems: These space-charge limits enter in different

ways in the various accelerator systems examined. One feature common to

all, however, is the problem of handling the high current ( - 10 kA) in

the final transport to the target (assuming one cannot use charge neutral-

ization) . Given the pole-tip field limit for superconducting magnets, and

the desire to keep the number of final beams small, one is pushed in the

direction of higher kinetic energy for the beam particles. This has the

undesirable consequence, however, of calling for a smaller target size and

higher brightness ir. the beam, for the same specific energy (MJ/gm).

In the case of a full-energy rf linac feeding a number of storage

rings, space charge effects are uncomfortable during acceleration only

in a short section at the front end of the accelerator. In this case the

current limit is in fact made less than that given above because of extra

defocusing introduced by the rf field and effects due to the transit time

factor. These problems may be relieved by using a number of low velocity

accelerators in parallel and combining their output into a single beam at

a velocity comfortably clear of the space-charge limit. Thereafter, since

the current remains constant during acceleration, space charge is no lon-

ger an important consideration. At full energy the beam will be stacked

in the storage rings and thus their design and configuration depend criti-

cally on the limit Ij,.

A synchrotron system requires an rf linac as an injector and similar

remarks apply to the low-velocity section of the injector. Likewise,

space-charge limits are encountered in the storage rings at the full

energy. In addition, however, the space charge limit I~ will be con-

trolling at the time of injection into the synchrotron. If after accel-

eration further bunching within the synchrotron is desired it is possible
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that Ic will also be encountered there at full energy.

In the case of the induction linac the design of the machine depends

strongly upon having a good understanding of the space charge limit Lj,.

In a broad sense the desire is to remain close to the transverse space-

charge limit for as much of the length of the accelerator as possible. The

current is amplified and the pulse duration shortened during acceleration

by arranging for the applied voltages to have a slight positive ramp. De-

pending on exactly tow the current is designed to increase as the particle

bunch passes down the machine, the magnet transport system can be tailored

--in pole-tip field, spacing, and aperture--so that the beam current re-

mains close to the space charge limited current 1^ at any point along the

accelerator. The accelerating modules become undesirably bulk)' if the

beam pulse duration is more than 1 or 2 ysec, which corresponds to a beam

current of hundreds of amperes. Thus an unusual injector must be provided

to supply such a high-current initial beam pulse. A non-resonant drift

tube structure--relying also on capacitor storage and pulse-power tech-

niques--is one solution for the injector; another is to use a low-energy

accumulator ring charged by an rf linac of a few hundred MeV.

Finally, some relative advantages and disadvantages of these different

systems can be briefly mentioned. Because the particles recirculate many

times through the same rf system, the synchrotron can achieve a much greater

particle energy gain per meter of structure than can a linac. This "gra-

dient" (MeV/m) is an important element in the final cost analysis and for

either of the linacs--rf or induction--it seems difficult to achieve a

gradient much more than about 2q MeV/m, where q is the ion charge state.

To exploit to the fullest the high-gradient feature of the synchrotron the

injection energy should be as small a fraction as possible of the final

energy; a value ~ 0.03 is common for proton synchrotrons. This can lead

to two difficulties. First, the space-charge limiting current is low at
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injection. Second, adiabatic damping of the beam size causes it to occupy

only a small fraction of the accelerator aperture at full energy, at this

time the pulsed magnetic field is a maximum and must be supplied in a vol-

ume much larger than that occupied by the beam. Rapidly-pulsed power sup-

plies to provide the needed field energy can be a significant cost item.

Like the synchrotron, the rf linac has the advantage that there is

considerable engineering and operational experience with large systems,

e.g., SIAC (3 km) and LAMPF ( = 1 km). Also, since an rf cavity acts as a

voltage step-up device the insulator can be located at a low voltage point.

The usual advantage of being a high-Q device, however, seems much less im-

portant for the present application because the large amount of charge

( = 1 mC) to be accelerated corresponds to prohibitively high stored energy

in the cavity; substantial power flow through an amplifier from an outside

energy source will be required.

The induction linac has the potential for providing a single-pass sys-

tem; avoiding the multiple traversals inherent in a synchrotron or storage

ring can be important in minimizing beam loss due to ion-gas or ion-ion

charge-transfer interactions, and loss from the inefficiencies of beam

manipulations. It exploits pulse-power technology with advantages well-

known to many attendees at this conference, viz., relatively cheap capaci-

tor-storage and spark-gap switches, and good electrical conversion effi-

ciency. The reliability and cost of high-voltage insulators are also well-

known problems that will influence the choice of key design parameters.

Some points of contrast and comparison between induction linacs and more

familiar pulse-power systems are discussed below.

2.4. Final Bunching: Because the target requirement farthest removed from

present experience is for high power pulses of short duration, it is of

interest to estimate the limits imposed by present technology on final

longitudinal compression of a bunch after it has been accelerated by known
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types of accelerators. (These limits could be greatly eased by space

charge neutralization within the bunch, a technique not yet developed for

high-current heavy-ion beams,) A synchrotron or rf linac must feed a num-

ber of accumulator rings by multi-turn injection, ufcile an induction linac

can accelerate all the ions in a single bunch. In such a ring, or along

a drift line, a bunch may be shortened by applying enough electric field

to decelerate front ions and accelerate back ones relative to those at the

center. Denoting the magnitude of the (path-averaged) difference in ap-

plied field from end to center by AE (Volt/m), the equilibrium bunch length

L (for which applied and self fields are balanced) is of order

T - k[(qeN)/(nAE)]1/2 meter

qe the ion charge (Coul.), N the total number of ions needed on tar-

get, and n the number of rings or bunches; k is ~ 3 x 10 and depends pri-

marily on the form of the longitudinal distribution of charge. Pulsed

accelerating gaps like those in an induction linac may be ramped to give

AE ~ 1 MV/m along a line as the bunch passes. However, in a ring the field

must be produced for many turns, requiring rf cavities operating at low

frequencies and having very different voltage capability and beam-loading

properties, which must share path length with the ring magnets; therefore

the path-averaged AE will be very much smaller. Without consideration of

the momentum compaction factor, in a ring of circumference C meters an rf

system would have to produce a differential (end to center) voltage gain

of C MV/m to hold the same charge in equilibrium in the same bunch length.

For heavy ions in low charge states a large ring multiplicity n would be

needed to "buy back" the relative deficiency in AE to hold the product

nAE to the same value as that in a pulsed-gap linear system.

Quasi-equilibrium compression, however, is a poor strategy. It is

much better to implode the bunch longitudinally, starting with a length
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much longer than L, and producing the largest possible implosion velocity.

The bunch will behave like a highly non-linear spring, the kinetic energy

of inward drift imparted by the ramped field gradually turning into poten-

tial energy of compression until the length reaches a minimum when it

strikes the target. The maximum compression is attained if a constant

large &E is applied over the whole path. (This is possible with a pulsed-

gap line for pulse times as small as 10 nsec, but not with rf systems un-

less complicated harmonic switching schemes are invoked.) It can be

shown that in this case, subject to some simplifying assumptions,

with L- the bunch length before implosion starts. If AE is switched off

when L = Lg < Lm^n and the beam coasts inward thereafter, the compression

attained is less than above by a factor ~ (1 - (L - L jjP/L-)- This

shows that for the rings additional compression by pulsed gaps following

extraction will probably be needed.

From these approximate relations, the final bunch length is not less

than ~ 9 x 1010(qeN)/(nL.AE). For the induction1linac L± will probably be

~ 20 m to give accelerator pulse durations < 200 nsec which allow the use

of ferrite for much of its length. For a ring, L- ~ C/2. Thus

L u r i n g case)/I^(line) £ 40/(nAV/turn)

for the same total charge on target; here AV/turn is the end-to-center

differential voltage gain in the ring in MV/turn.

3. Pulse-Power Technology: Induction Linac for Heavy Ions and the REB

Approach:

An example of a possible pulsed induction accelerating module is

illustrated in Fig. 1. A Marx generator charged to, say, 30 kV provides

a 500 kV charging pulse to a pulse forming network (PFN) which can be
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switched by a high-voltage spark-gap at the required time. A quasi-static

accelerating voltage appears on the gap while the opposing voltage is

prevented from appearing to the beam by the rising flux in the ferromag-

netic loading material and the geometry of the conductors. Ferromagnetic

loading has the advantage of causing high, load impedance. Suitable mater-

ials for different pulse lengths are: laminated iron (~ 1 visec), ferrite

C~ 0-1 sec), or none at- all s 0.01 sec; in the last case the configura-

tion becomes that of the so called "radial line". In addition, for long

pulses C~ 1 usec) the PFM may, perhaps, not be needed. The stored energy
A

per module is a few kiJojoules, and some 10 modules will be needed for a

power-plant igniter system. The general concept el such a module, and the

stored energy, are not very different from that used for the ERA injector

which operated for many millions of pulses with good reproducibility; in

that instance the energy per module and the currents switched were inten-

tionally kept low in the interests of reliability and longevity [6]. The

required number of switches will exceed present experience, although there

have been years of experience with the Astron injector which had a total

of 550 module switches. This induction linac also has an excellent record

of multi-hertz operation for several years with excellent pulse-to-pulse

reproducibility [7].

An analogy between induction linac and REB technology .can be illus-

trated in the following way. If a sequence of accelerating modules such

as shown in Fig. 1 are threaded by a metallic conductor on axis then the

individual module voltages add and the tip of the rod becomes a terminal

with a voltage equal to the summed voltages. Such a system with five se-

quenced 250 kV modules was used to make a 1.25 MV high voltage terminal

for the ERA injector field-emission source. The sequence of modules can

be considered in this case as analogous to the sequence of stages in a

Marx generator with the difference that the interstage coupling is induc-
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tive and not conductive. This leads to two important differences from the

Marx generator--the generator impedance is high (the wrong direction for

REB'sI) but the maximum stored energy that can be released if a (single)

fault cccurs is small, no more than the few kilojoules contained in a sin-

gle stage. In this illustration, naturally, the insulation required be-

tween the high-voltage terminal and ground is exactly the same as if it

were excited by a Marx generator.

The situation is changed, however, if the sequence of modules (now

considered large) is threaded not by a solid conductor but by a charged

particle beam. Then the summed voltage to ground never appears on a

material surface and multi-gigavolt accelerating voltages are achieved

without having to contend with insulator stresses greater than about 0.5

MV per insulator. Also, the stored energy released in an electrical fault

remains still in the kilojoule range appropriate to a module while the

accumulated energy is stored in the kinetic energy of the beam and in the

event of mishap can be handled without disruptive damage by accelerator

"abort" techniques.

At a recent panel-meotxiig v~ "ulse-Power Technology, G. Yonas re-

viewed some of the problems in meeting the needs for inertial confinement

fusion, e.g. energy storage, pulse forming systems, and power concentra-

tion [8]. He concluded that storage--as evidenced by the Aurora 5 MJ sys-

tem- -was a solved problem, that PFN switch problems were soluble for a

demonstration system but not yet so for a high repetition rate system, and

that power concentration could be achieved by using a multiplicity (= 50)

of systems, together with magnetically insulated vacuum line coupling, to

approach powers of 1 - 10 TW/cm at a diode terminal. Serving on the same

panel, C. Martin recognized that a suitable, system would require many

thousands of switches, and that alleviation of the switch system relia-

bility and repetition rate problems drove one to the highest operating
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voltages to minimize the electrical charge transfer per switch. In

addition, Martin indicated that high repetition rate from a material

cathode with very high power-concentration could be a ;najor difficulty.

How do these concerns translate to the high-energy heavy ion approach?

A central consideration is that we are dealing with a particle mass 4 x 10

times greater than that of the electron and, through the range-energy re-

lation, beam voltages in the range 10 - 100 GV can be contemplated--an ex-

treme realization of one of Martin's points? this leads to a reduction in

charge to the order of 1 millicoulomb. This brings dramatic relief to the

switch reliability, switch repetition rate and switch jitter problems and

we believe all are soluble by an extension of the pulse-power fan-out sys-

tem that was used on the ERA injector. Energy storage at the level of 30

MJ required for a 1 GWe power plant seems more tractable, in terms of

serviceable failures, packaged in a multiplicity of units of a few kilo-

joules apiece, rather than in larger sub-units.

Emphasized earlier in this paper was the difficulty of achieving

adequate beam power. This is visualized as being overcome by the tandem

stacking of elements leading to high voltage, rather than the parallel

stacking of multiple low-voltage beams. The cumulative storage of energy

in particle inertia rather than at the surface of a material diode seems

to have practical advantages. In addition a new dimension of power concen-

tration is added by the use of non-relativistic particles that can be

bunched in realizable distances; this is not an option for relativistic

electron beams. In this way power densities of several thousand TW/cm

can be achieved at the target.
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TRANSPORT AND FOCUSSING OF INTENSE ELECTRON AND ION

BEAMS USING EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELDS AND PLASMA CHAHNELSt

Shyke A. Goldstein,* D. F. Bacon,4*' D. Mosher and G. Cooperstein

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 20375

The propagation of intense electron and ion beams (currents of a

few megaamperes at the tnegavolt level) over long distances is analyzed

theoretically and compared to recent experimental results. Two schemes

are presented: the use of axial magnetic fields for ion beam propaga-

tion and focussing onto small targets and the use of current-carrying

plasma channels for either electron- or ion-beam propagation. The prob-

lem of current neutralization is dealt with by using Maxwell's equations

and finite resistivity of the plasma channel. It is shown that the most

important effect is the high inductance of any external path for the re-

turn current compared to the low inductance (including the possibility

of negative inductance) of the channel where the beam propagates. Self-

consistent fields are derived and beam-particle orbits are calculated.

Limits on current propagation and focal size are presented. Recent ex-

perimental results of e-beam propagation in a current-carrying plasma

channel will be briefly reviewed.

Introduction

The need to propagate intense electron and ion beams over distances

of order 10 meters for charged-particle pellet-fusion reactors has

t Work supported by U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration.

* Science Applications, Inc., McLean, Va. 28101.

**Present Address: Dept. of Physics & Astrcnomy, Dartmouth College,

Hanover, NH 03755.
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stimulated considerable recent theoretical1"4 and experimental work5"7.

The main goal of the recent work has been to obtain beam propagation and

tight focussing onto sub-centimeter targets a few meters distant from

the beam source. For these requirements, simple geometric focussing re-

quires very low eraittance beams. Presently, electron and ion flow in

diodes limits the minimum emittance of the beams emitted from the diode8.

Using external magnetic fields and preformed plasma channels however may

provide the means for propagation and tight focussing in spite of finite

beam emittance.'

First, we describe general constraints on the problem of current

neutralization that are common to all the schemes discussed here.

Second, a brief description of two schemes for ion beam propagation and

focussing using: (a) externally-applied axial magnetic fields, and (b)

externally-applied azimuthal magnetic fields will be given including

optimized injection of the ion beam. Third, we describe recent experi-

mental resrlts of propagating very high emittance electron beams in the

form of a superpinch over distances of 50 cm using azimuthal magnetic

fields in a preformed plasma channel. Basic physical considerations that

limit beam propagation including electron orbit calculations are out-

lined.

Possible diodes as sources of high-current-density ion beams were

discussed elsewhere8'9. k

Current Neutralization

Consider the propagation of a charged particle beam (a few megavolt/

particle) a distance £ C* 10 meter) onto a target that absorbs the beam.

If no current neutralization exists then simple space-charge accumulation

over times of interest, T(~ 10 ns) for a current I (a few mega-ampere)

will give rise to electrostatic voltages of order 1010 volts. If the
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target is connected to the walls a return current may run back to the

beam source and disperse the space charge. An inductive voltage will

however be generated:

Volts R ^ r(ns)

which is about 109 volts for the above parameters.

It is thus obvious that if the target is isolated or is connected

to a high inductance return current path, the unneutralized beam will

not propagate during times of interest.

A simple solution for current neutralization requires low induct-

ance and this may be achieved by a plasma channel along the beam path.

The return current will now be driven along the flow lines of the in-

coming beam. Part of the return current may still flow through other

connections (e.g. the walls) but because of the high inductance of such

paths only a few kiloamperes are allowed. We thus find that the problem

of return current decay in the plasma1 has to be treated with an imposed

boundary condition that the net current in the plasma is nearly equal to

that running through external circuits connected to the target. Com-

pared to a few thousand ohms of wall impedance, one can generate sub-ohm

plasma channels.

Any initial decay of the return current causes a transient space

charge accumulation on the target which in turn generates an electro-

static electric field that drives the return current in the plasma. The

electric field is given in general by

E = - v* - f£ (1)
and is clearly composed of two terms. Earlier treatments in the litera-

ture1"4 have neglected the end plate electrostatic term compared to the

inductive one. For our problem, we notice that the total return current
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does not decay but rather distributes itself in the plasma channel. A

simply steady state solution in the resistive plasma with

and

J, + J , = 0 (2)
beam plasma

plasma CTplasraa

may thus be obtained. Plasma channel temperatures of a few eV give rise

to resistivities of a ~ 1O1S sec"1 which for J = MA/cm2 give rise to

E =" kV/cm or about 1 MV over 10 meters. Such fields play an important

role affecting the actual orbits of beam particles. We see therefore

that self magnetic fields are not dominant due to the fact that the re-

turn current can not decay while electrostatic fields may be important.

Plasma Channels with External Magnetic Fields

He now consider the simplest case of a preformed plasma channel with

infinite conductivity and negligible self fields2 compared to those ex-

ternally applied. Two schemes for transporting and focussing the beams

are considered: (1) a constant axial magnetic field and (2) a small

plasma channel carrying a large current and generating an azimuthal mag-

netic field peaked at a radius nearly equal to the target radius.

The ion motion in a constant axial magnetic field is a helix (see

Fig. 1) and its constants of motion are: total energy, parallel energy,

gyro-radius and azimuthal conical momentum which extends also over the

region from the diode into the plasma channel. The magnetic field can be

made to flare out near the diode so that the field may be reduced to any

desired value in the diode. For zero field in the diode the azimuthal

conical momentum of the ions is zero and they will pass through the diode

axis due to the rotation forced by the magnetic field. Ions that leave

Che diode at different radii, however, have to be directed in the radial
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direction so that all of them will end up on the pellet. I£ the tempera-

ture (or emiUance) of the beam is zero then the launching with v and

v. from a radius r with:

( -
vr = Wc ' f ootans V o / ^

v6 - - »Ci § (5)

are the necessary initial values so that the ions will pass through r = 0

at a distance t from the diode, that is the pellet location. The effect

of finite temperature is to cause a spread in velocity vectors which

conserves total energy. This spread blurs the focal region. To zero

order the constant cyclotron ...requeney brings back all the ions to the

same radius after traveling the same time so that the magnetic field

focusses despite varying perpendicular velocities. To first order, how-

ever, the change in the perpendicular velocity is accompanied by a change

in the parallel velocity, because of energy conservation, and this

changes the transit time to the focus causing a finite radius A at the

distance L. Computing this radius for an :.on that deviates from the

direction Y given by Eq. (k)

v

tan Y = ^ (6)

by an amount Sy we find that

(7)

L/ 16 sin* f

The derivation is rather lengthy but straightforward. We see that

we have the freedom of choosing a = u>c. L/vn so as to minimize A. This
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in turn defines v and the resultant launching angle by Eq. (6) is:

, ,1 , vl

) (8)

This is the solution for launching the ions with their radial velocity

expanding into the drift region (as if they left a virtual focal point)

with subsequent convergence onto the pellet.

The parallel velocity is computed to be

u) L

Such a radial dependence is easily achieved by means of a foil with

"adially varying thickness.

The size of the focus is given by Eq. (7) and for 6y = 0.1 (about

6°) is 3 mm in maximum radius when the diode is 5.0 cm radius and

L = 10 meters.

Using Vlasov formalism and following a non-optimized relation of

v /v|| assuming spherical launching from a virtual focus:

v
— = £ and V|t = const. (10)

has been analyzed in great detail but can not be presented here. The

focus is larger by a factor of 3 than that for optimized launching. He

like to note that our diode code results8 show 1° deviations of the ions

that leave the diode. Experimentally, we have seen in the previous

paper8 that about 2/3 of the ion current was focussed onto 2 cm5 at

12 cm indicating about h variations. We thus find that either simple

radial launching (Eq. (10)) or optimized shape, Eq. (8) give focal sizes

of less than 1 cm at distances of 10 meters.

For finite temperature plasmas having a ~ 10 l s sec"1 and for a. 10 MA.

and 10 MV proton beam that leaves a diode with radius 5 cm, the electric
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field effect is negligible except near the pellet where it reaches

10 kV/cm. Here, the beam heating of the plasma10 plays an important

role as its conductivity is rapidly increased. It is unknown, at pre-

sent, what kind of turbulence may be caused by this rapid heating or by

two stream instabilities3 near the pellet. Other problems, to be treated

in the future, include questions of runaway electrons accelerated by the

high electric fields near the pellet. If such electrons can achieve

about 1 MeV, th >y may affect target preheating.

We now consider the ion motion in a current carrying plasma channel

(see Fig. 2 ) . We assume that a small radius R (about 1 cm) plasma has

been preformed and a high current I ~ 10s A has been driven through the

plasma a few microseconds before launching the ion beam into it. The

interface between the vacuum diode and the plasma consists of a thin foil

placed at the focal point of the ion beam. The azimuthal magnetic field

causes oscillatory motion of the ions in the plasma channel. The radial

equation of motion is:

resulting in harmonic oscillations if the current is distributed uni-

formly within the plasi <* channel. The frequency of the oscillation is

(I v /c)*
u>2 = 7A-106-

Ro

where I is in amperes and R in cm.

For a 10 W proton beam and I = 10s A the periodic focal distance is

about 30 cm. The radial displacement of the ions from the plasma axis

is given by

A = vt/u> (15)
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The radial velocity here is the maximum ion velocity after leaving

the diode. For the above parameters, A °* 5 v /v and can easily be less

than 0.5 cm. If the magnetic field is not linear with r (nonuniform

current distribution) then ion orbits are a bit more difficult to com-

pute. One loses the feature of refocussing the ions every half periodic

distance but the ion orbits stay within the small plasma channel bounded

by radii very nearly given by Eqs. (12) and (13). The main effect on the

ion orbits may be self fields and the plasma stopping power. First,

notice that we wish to propagate about 10 MA in a plasma channel of 1 cm2

cross section. The ion-beam density is ~ 10 l e cm"3 aitd the plasma has to

be denser by at least an order of magnitude. This provides scattering

and energy loss. The return-current problem is of high importance since

simple Spitzer-type conductivity for a few eV plasma and assuming Eqs.

(1) - (5) gives E ~ 10 kV/em. One has to rely on beam heating of the

plasma in order to reduce this field. The head of the beam provides this

heating but effects of beam bunching complicate the dynamics beyond

simple calculations. In spite of all the difficulties mentioned, the

tight focussing property of the magnetic field structure is appealing and

has already been usad to propagate high emittance electron beams from

pinched beam diodes6*7.

Following the original work of Sandia Laboratories, we feave tried

to propagate higher u/y beams using plasma formed by exploding wires in

air (see Fig. 5)- The electrons follow orbits similar to those computed

by Alfven and we have seen efficient propagation when the plasma current,

driven by an external capacitor bank was nearly equal to the Alfven

limiting current for the diode voltage. For much lower currents, very

little beam current was observed to propagate. For higher currents

(about 1.6 times Alfven's current), poor propagation was observed. The
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maximum current propagated was 300 - 'tOO kA at a distance 6h cm and diode

voltage about—1 MV. Plasma current was 50 kA and no change in the cur-

' rent was observed during beam injection as anticipated by the return

|] current considerations. This, in spite of the fact that the finite

plasma conductivity (a ~ 10 1 4 s"1) and small radius f" 0.5 cm) should

have given 20$ return-current decay2 if only local effects were impor-

tant. Such an effect should have given an excess current of 63-80 kA

over the initial 50 kA. As stated, no return-current decay was observe-1

by the B loop outside the plasma channel.

Conclusion

Two schemes were outlined for efficient transport and focussing of

intense ion beams. Both schemes are simple enough to be treated analyt-

ically and include zero- and first-order effects. Experimentally, they

are also simple and conceivably may be used in a reactor system.

Presently, very positive results were obtained at two laboratories

propagating intense electron beams in agreement with basic theory. It is

hoped that experimental and more detailed theoretical work will check out

some of the ideas expressed here.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Ion beam propagation and focussing using helical motion of the

ions so that all cross near the diode axis independent of their

temperature perpendicular to the diode axis. The ions cross a

region from zero magnetic field in the diode to a constant

axial field in a preformed, warm (a few eV) plasma around the

target. Relatively low (- 3 kG) magnetic fields are needed.

Fig. 2. Ion beam propagation in a tight focussing node inside a plasma

channel carrying a high current (a few hundred kilcamperes}

over small radii. The ions are first focussed in the diode and

cross a thin foil interface that carries the plasma curri?1".

Fig. 3* The schematics of propagating intense pinched electron beams in

current carrying plasma.
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INTENSE ION BEAM ACCELERATION AND TRANSPORT*

Stanley Hunphries, Jr.

Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

ABSTRACT

Theoretical problems associated with the operation of pulsed

linear accelerators for intense ion beams have been studied.

Numerical models for transverse and longitudinal beam control are dis-

cussed, along with methods for suppressing the destructive velocity

bunching instabilities resulting from the use of loaded pulselines

as voltage sources. Options are considered for the final lens to

focus the output beam to fusion targets.

I. INTRODUCTION

A number of computational investigations have been carried out

in support of PULSELAC, a multiple stage pulsed linear ion accelerator

under construction at Sandia Laboratories. The basic acceleration unit

(Fig. 1) consists of annular drift tubes separated by gaps insulated

with radial magnetic fields. The magnetic field allows strong electric

field stress without electron backflow , traps cold electrons in the

drift tubes to provide beam neutralization, and determines the location

of virtual cathodes which can be curved to electrostatically focus the

beam. Multistage intense accelerators have potential application to

induced fusion. Compared to single diodes * , they may provide lower beam

*This work was supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development

AAiinistration under Contract AT(29-l)-789.
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divergence angles with reduced power flow requirements and

no electrode damage. Compared to the use of conventional

accelerator technology for fusion applications,5 the relaxa-

tion of space charge limits greatly increases the available

options and reduces the cost of the system.

The problems of transporting the beam through the accel-

erator were first considered in Ref. 1, In the present paper,

three areas will be considered in greater depth. Section II

deals with transverse beam control, Section III with longitu-

dinal control, and Section IV with the final beam focus. In

theory, the problems associated with the preservation of the

quality of the beam through hundreds of acceleration stages

appear tractable, and an experimental program is currently

underway to understand the physical processes Involved.

II. TRANSVERSE BEAM CONTROL

The two requirements on the transverse optical system

are to assure that particle losses are small and that the

phase space area is preserved. In Ref. 1, a method of elec-

trostatic focusing is proposed. Referring to ?ig. 1, if the

virtual electrodes of gap n have a radius of curvature R and

the gap voltage is Vn, then the•transverse velocity change of

a crossing ion is Av = -(eV /m.v R )x. Since the focusing
All ij i LI JTL

occurs at the acceleration gfips which are separated by approxi-

mately equal time intervals (At), the best choice of variables

to treat the transverse focusing are x, vx, Avxn, and At.

Using these variables, the problem is equivalent to a uniform

lens array independent of the axial acceleration. Electro-
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static lenses have the attractive property that the focusing

effects are Independent of the ion mass.

The first requirement on the optical system is that the

transverse dimension of the beam, x , not increase. In the

absence of space charge forces, this is accomplished as shown

in Pig. 2(a). The initial phase distribution has velocity

spread v . The first lens gives a maximum velocity change

~ v
x o at xQ. The subsequent lenses, separated by an interval

At = x /v , give maximum changes of -2v to produce the

sequence shown. Viewed in another way, the choice of x ,

Av and A determines the maximum v such that the beam does

not increase in size. The requirement of uniform dimension

is that Avx = 2 v . This implies, for the electrostatic

lenses, that as the beam energy increases from gap i to j we

must have (V./V^CRj/R.) = (E./Ej)^. In the accelerator

envisualized, the gap voltage may be increased to 2 MV com-

pared to 0.5 MV in the injector and it should not be difficult

to increase the electrode curvature by a factor of 6, so that

electrostatic focusing may be effective up to the reactor

regime of 300 MV.

Since the ion orbits through the electrostatic lenses

are not paraxial, imperfections in the electrode shapes can

make the lens effect non-linear. Additional departures from

linear behavior can result from space charge in the gap,

radial deflections from the insulation magnetic field coils,

and self-magnetic fields of the beam in the regions of trans-

verse magnetic field. These three effects become relatively

less important as the ions gain energy. The influence of lens
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imperfections has been investigated with a computer code that

traces geometric particle orbits. The code will also be used

to provide geometric predictions of transverse distributions

to compare to experiments. An example of results is shown in

Fig. 2(b). Downstream lenses give a velocity change of A v
x n

=

-2vxo(y/y )(1 + |y|/A) which, except for the additional term,

is the same case as Fig. 2(a). Results are shown for A = + 3xQ.

In general, even after a large number of lenses and a very

imperfect lens shape, the phase space has not deteriorated

greatly and the bulk of the particles are contained between

+ xQ. This is reasonable since all the phase oscillations of

the distribution are stable and bounded. Fig. 3 is a plot of

the regions of stability in terms of xQ/A and v At/A for A

positive and negative. As opposed to the ideal lens, some

regions are unstable, but these are outside the initial dis-

tribution except for extreme lens imperfections. It appears

possible to achieve satisfactory beam transport using poor

lenses.

Calculations have also been performed on limitations to

transverse stability for ions propagating in a region of

physical supports protected by localized fields, guch as

magnetic dipoles.1 The general requirement for stability on

the ion orbits is that 6 > AVgAt, where 6 is the scale length

of the field interaction, Avg is the velocity spread of the

ions in the azimuthal direction, and At is the time interval

between encounter of the potentials. The other requirement

for containment is that the potential be strong enough to tarn

the particles. Such protection of support structures is
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essential in the- PULSELAC where physical supports are neces-

sary for the innc.̂  cylinder of the drift tubes. In a very

long accelerator, the bulk of the ions would be lost if

allowed to freely drift in the azimuthal direction. In prac-

tice, the requirements for particle containment can be met by

adjusting the strength and spacing of the magnetic dipole

elements.

III. LONGITUDINAL BEAM CONTROL

The control of the longitudinal phase distribution is

essential to achieve beams of interest for fusion applica-

tions. Since the focal length of the final lens will be

energy dependent, there are limits on the permissible energy

spread in the emerging beam. Also, in an accelerator driven

by loaded pulselines, the current must be properly shaped to

maintain the desired voltage levels. In Ref. 1, an instabi-

lity in the current profile of a loaded pulseline accc-lerator

caused by velocity bunchi-.g of the non-relativistic ions was

discussed. In this section, results of a computer simulation

code, PILAC, are reviewed \tfhich demonstrate the growth of this

instability within a few acceleration gaps. Methods of con-

trolling the beam profile to enable the use of a large number

of gaps are presented.

PILAC simulates the self-consistent phase space orbits

of a large number of ions through drift tubes and acceleration

gaps driven by realistic pulseline circuit models. A numeri-

cal calculation was used since the problem of non-linear velo-

city bunching in a machine with finite accelerating structures

and interactions of the particle distribution with the gap
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voltage levels is relatively insoluble with analytic treatment.

In the code, the Seam is considered to be completely space

charge neutralized. Since, for most of the time, the parti-

cles freely drift, a simple Eulerlan difference scheme was

sufficient. The acceleration gap is taken as a plane; a

particle's energy is incremented by the value of gap voltage

upon crossing. This neglect of transit time effects is justi-

fied since the acceleration gap is only 1 to 2 cm in width.

The transverse focusing problem is considered to be separable;

no particles are assumed to be lost. In its present manifes-

tation, PILAC allows one active gap at a time, so it is suit-

able to describe resonant electrostatic gap drives.1 The

extension to -nultiple active gaps will allow treatment of

inductive drive.6

Typically, 2000 particles are used in a run. Various

initial phase distribution subroutines were used with options

to specify the shape of the distribution as well as the

spreads, Az and Av . The current in the active gap was com-

puted by counting the particles within a ficticious gap width;

the width could be adjusted to provide varying degrees of

statistical smoothing. Fluctuations were large in the calcu-

lation of the current time derivative, so this quantity was

smoothed by using a second order polynomial fit determined by

the calculated current and the four previous values. The

current related quantities were combined with the circuit

model of Fig. 4 to arrive at the gap voltage. The pulseline

is approximated as a constant voltage and series resistance.

A parasitic inductance, L , is included as well as shunt
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circuit elements R, and C . The shunt resistance can reduce
& s

the dependence of tha gap voltage on the beam current, and

the shunt R C circuit can provide an approximately linears s

voltage ramp.

At low beam loading with a positive voltage ramp, the

behavior of the beam in the accelerator is identical to that

in a RF driven linear accelerator since the beam experiences

what appears to be the stable phase of an oscillating voltage.

Low loading runs were used to test the program. With beam

loading included, the effects of velocity bunching quickly

became evident. Fig. 5 shows such a case for 50 ohm pulse-

lines charged to 1 Iff with R = 100 ohms and L = 30 nH. Cur-

rent spikes begin growing in the second gap because of the

effects of the beam current on the voltage in Gap 1. The

voltage variations induced by the current spikes create more

beam bunching, ana the process bootstraps until the current

profile is severely corrugated and the phase distribution is

rapidly filamenting. There are possible solutions to this

problem. In Ref. 1, it was suggested that if the width of

the phase distribution in velocity was greater than the level

of the variation in velocity introduced in the gaps, severe

bunching could not occur. The effect of velocity spreads in

delaying the onset of current spikes was demonstrated with

PILAC runs, but in itself it cannot prevent the ultimate

growth of the instability. The voltage variations in Fig. 5

are so large that it would take an unreasonalble velocity

spread to provide stability. A possible method for smoothing

the short terra voltage oscillations is to parallel the
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acceleration gap with a low impedance shunt circuit. In

practice though, it is unlikely that such a circuit could be

incorporated in PULSELAC in a configuration of low enough

inductance to provide much benefit.

A promising solution is to take advantage of the

unusual voltage clamping properties of the magnetically

insulated gaps themselves. Plotted in Fig. 6 are the V-I

characteristics of a typical insulated gap with end loss

protection and no ion flow. The dotted line shows the elec-

tron current in the absence of the magnetic field. The cri-

tical voltage for electron turning is given by (non-relati-

Vistic) V* = B^d rg/2e, where d is the effective gap spacing

and B the applied field. At high voltage, the electron flow

is relatively unaffected by the magnetic field; approaching

V* the current drops below the Child-Langmuir limit because

of curvature of the electron orbits. At V* there is a sharp

drop in the current, sometimes by as much as a factor of 500

below the Child-Langmuir limit. Also shown in Fig. 6 is a

possible pulseline load line. The magnetic diode clamps the

voltage near V*, independent of the line charge. Consider

the magnetic gap in parallel to the acceleration gap and

adjusted so that when the pulseline is turned on the electron

current is larger than the expected ion current. As the ion

current rises, the voltage will drop to reduce the electron

current anc: maintain the total current approximately constant.

The voltage change is determined by the slope of the V-I

curve which can be very steep. Thus, the current flowing

out of the pulseline to the acceleration gap is always
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constant and the parasitic inductance has no effect on the

gap voltage. The ion current simply replaces the electron

current to maintain a constant voltage, so that variations

in the ion current are decoupled from the voltage. The res-

ponse tine of the magnetic gap is probably determined by the

electron orbit time, which can be subnanosecond. Diode

closure will decrease the effective spacing and cause a drop

in the operating voltage of about AV/V = 2Ad/d. For typical

parameters this should not be severe. For a closure velocity

of 1 cm/usec in a 2 en gap over a 30 nsec pulse, the voltage

drops only 355. An attractive feature of electron clamping is

that it can be activated merely by lowering the magnetic

fields of downstream gaps in PUt.SELAC. The drawback of

clamped gaps is that they can only operate at constant volt-

age and therefore cannot be used for longitudinal focusing.

This could be rectified by incorporating relatively ineffi-

cient gaps with low loading and steep voltage ramps at posi-

tions along the accelerator.

IV. LENSES FOR INTENSE ION BEAMS

In order to utilize intense ion beams for fusion appli-

cations, accurate lenses with relatively short focal lengths

are needed to produce the final beam convergence. The two

possible choices for lenses are magnetic and electrostatic.

Electrostatic lenses have not been extensively utilized in

conventional accelerators because of difficulties in sustain-

ing the high electric fields needed. In addition, a normal

electrostatic lens would have no effect on a neutralized

intense ion beam since it would be attenuated within a Debye
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length. On the other hand, magnetically Insulated electro-

static lenses may resolve these problems. The presence of

the insulating fields coupled with the fact that the electric

field Is on only during the passage of the beam allows high

field stresses to be imposed. Also, the magnetic field

removes the electrons in the accelerating gap so there is no

exclusion of the electrical field. He have already seen the

use of electric fields to confine the beam to an annular cross

section in the accelerator. In principle, an acceleration

gap could be used for the final focus, as shown in Fig. 7.

If E. is the beam energy, the angular deflection is (eV^

tan8/Eb) , independent of the ion mass. Relatively short

focal lengths could be obtained; for instance, with 0 at

300 MeV and with 6 = 1)5°, a gap voltage of 4 IW would be

required to attain a 6° deflection Coused on a 30 cm diameter

beam with 3 m standoff). To maintain an accuracy of £ 0.06°

for a divergence limited focus, the product V^sin© must be

maintained to IS accuracy over the beam cross section. The

major disadvantage of the electrostatic lens is that there

will be beam space charge effects that must be compensated.

Magnetic lenses are also a possibility; with plasma

filling it may be possible to almost eliminate macroscopic

self field effects so that the lenses operate in essentially

a single particle mode. We will consider the idealized

solenoidal lens shown in Pig. 8. Such a lens would be useful

for light ions (p+ at 10 MeV) but for heavier ions (0+ at

300 MeV) a quadrapole pair would be necessary. Nonetheless,

the processes of space charge and current neutralization are
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similar in both devices, so the simpler geometry of the

solenoid will be considered. The lens shown produces an

inward angular deflection of about r//4r . , where r . =

m.cv./eB. If a neutralized beam entered such a lens, the
1 1 Z

strong magnetic fields would prevent the cold electrons from

following the ions. In the absence of additional sources of

electrons,the electrical deflection of the beam would equal

the lens deflection at beam densities of about 10^ cm~^

(compared to typical beam densities of 10 -10 cm ), so

oh3t almost complete neutralization is essential. Because of

the larger scale lengths involved, cold electron neutraliza-

tion1 from wall sources will not be as effective as in the

accelerator and is also incompatible with current neutraliza-

tion. On the other hand, neutralization by a cold plasma

fill can be quite effective. Consider the lens of Fig. 8

filled with a plasma of density n and temperature kT . As

the ions enter, electrons flow in along field lines with a

potential difference determined by the plasma resistivity.

The total electron current is equal to the rate of change of

the ion charge, or Ig •= Trrfc J'iO^/
viatr (

for v j a t
r
 > ^ where

j. is the peak ion current density and At is the current

risetime. Hall currents are neglected by assuming magnetic

neutralization §_ priori. The resistance to plasma electron

flow is about R S prb/irrb
2, where p is the parallel plasma

resistivity. As an example, a 10 MeV proton beam at 1000 A/cm

has a beam density of 10 1 2 (the plasma density should be high

compared to this number). For this beam density, r = 20 cm,
b

At = 10 nsec, in a hydrogen plasma with kTg = 5 eV, the
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potential imbalance would be only 0.5 Volts, a negligible

effect.

Current neutralization results from inductive electric

fields driving reverse currents in the plasma that approxi-

mately equal the initial currents. In the absence of a

plasma, there can be a Bg induced as the ions cross the region

of radial field lines and a B z change in the solenoid region

from the ions' azimuthal velocity. The unneutralized magne-

tic fields can have a large effect on light ion beams; since

the beam is annular, the self magnetic field deflections are

not proportional to r, and they add a lens abberration. We

will consider the B, field effects. Since there can be noz

E r, there will be no azimuthal electron di-ifts, so the two

possible mechanisms of plasma back currents are ion polariza-

tion and collisional electron conduction. If, for the plasma

ions, a .~ > it, they are freely accelerated, and (for an

annular ion beam of thickness Ar) the plasma ion current can

be related to the azimuthal beam current as j . ~ j, a (1 +
pi Do

m ±c /2-ne n . r ^ r ) "
1 ; so if the second term is small, there

will be effect'.ve neutralization. As an example, in a 10 kG

field (typical for a proton lens) a .~ for nitrogen is about

150 nsee. For rb Ar = 100 cm
2, it is found that the density

of nitrogen ions must be large compared to 9 x 10 cm .

Similar considerations for electron cross field conductivity

show that for good neutralization the quantity c At /2ira r.Ar

must be much smaller than 1. For rbAr = 100 cm
2, this implies

that a, must be much greater than 1.4 x 10 sec" . Table I

shows values of a1 for B = 10 kG in a singly ionized plasma.
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For cold dense plasmas, this mechanism may be effective.

TABLE I CROSS FIELD COLLISIONSCONDUCTIVITY, an . B = 10 kG

kT (eV) n (cm"^)
e* p^

1

5

10

In conclusion, it appears that magnetic lenses have

potential application for focusing intense ion beams. For

light ion focusing a plasma fill is essential to achieving a

high quality focus; the problems of space charge and current

neutralization are relatively less important for heavier ions

at higher energies, and cold electron neutralization may be

efficient. The limits of utility of plasma filled lenses

will be determined mainly by possible instabilities, which

remain an open area of investigation.
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Fig. 1. Magnetically insulated acceleration gap. (Calculated field
lines courtesy of J. Freeman.)

Fig. 2. Transverse phase plots, (a) Initial distribution; following
lens 1; before and after lens 2 through n. (b) Iiiperfect lens
(see text). Initial distribution; entering lens 11; entering
lens 21.

Fig. 3. Stability region for ini-
tial distribution for imperfect
lenses of form discussed in text.

Fig. 4. Pulseline circuit
model used in PILAC.
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Fig. 6. V-I characteristics of magnetically insulated gap.

Fig. 7. Short focal length
electrostatic lens.

Fig. 8. Idealized solenoidal
magnetic lens.
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HIGH POWEtt MAGNETICALLY INSULATED RADIAL DIODE*

G. Ŵ  Kuswa, S. Humphries, J r . , D. J . Johnson,
R. J . Leeper, and J . R. Freeman

Sandia L a b o r a t o r i e s , Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

ABSTRACT

Tests of a radial-focus ion diode using externally'sup-

plied magnetic suppression and operating at power approaching

1 TW (10 MeV and 100 k amp) are described. The magnetic field

configuration in the system causes a deflection of the ion

flow that results in tangential incidence on a 2 cm diameter

by 15 cm long cylinder.

Diagnostics include >achine electrical parameters, moni-

toring of beam-target neutrons, calorimetry, witness plate

damags, and X-ray measurements of bremsstrahlung from leakage

electron current.

The following qualitative observations have resulted:

The diode sustains minimal damage so that a system can be con-

ceptually designed to repetitively operate at multiterawatt

power levels. The ion source, employing surface flashover on

a dielectric, can be tailored to emit only from <?(• • * =*t»eas ;

this implies that by careful design it will be poss. >

engineer very efficient power flow of the ions to the target.

As in previous experiments, protons are the predominate ion

species accelerated, and evidence exisDs that the ion beam is

well neutralized.

*Work supported by the U. S. Energy Research and Development

Administration under Contract AT-(29-l)-???.
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Several configurations for achieving a spherical focus

of centimeter scale will be outlined and the possible appli-

cation to ion beam inertial confinement fusion experiments in

the near term will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The optimal energy source for igniting inertial confine-

ment fusion pellets should have the following properties. The

ignition source must be efficient and the form of energy

delivered to the pellet must be efficiently absorbed with a

high specific energy deposition. A- minimum quantity of ther-

monuclear fuel preheat can be tolerated if the pellet is to

be imploded on a low temperature adiabat and attain the

required pr > 1 (density x radius in cgs units) for high

energy gain. For a commercial energy-producing installation

there must be provision for preventing the bursts of pellet

energy from rapidly damaging the ignitor or degrading the

energy converter.

It has long been recognized by workers in ICP that the

creation of intense focused ion beams would best satisfy

pellet ignition requirements, but the requisite sources were

discerned to be improbable. Recently, as a result of the

development of potentially suitable ion beam ignition source

technology, calculations predicated upon ion beams have been

published. We report here progress toward extending pre-

vious ion diode results to create an intense ion beam which

will be useful in pellet fusion studies. The final goal is

to utilize pulse-power technology to create a beam which can

lk 2
deposit * 10 W/cm symmetrically upon a pellet while
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maintaining good Impedance match with tKe power source for

the duration of the pulse.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
h

The nominal 10 MeV 140 k amp Hermes accelerator was em-

ployed as the pulse-power source for the experiment described;

the diode is shown in Fig. 1. Magnetic insulation to suppress

radial electron flow was provided by pulsed coils with a

period of 10 milliseconds to allow nearly unimpeded penetra-

tion of the field lines through the stainless steel housing.

The calculated field plot is shown in Fig. 2; measurements

confirmed that eddy currents did not alter the field config-

uration. The magnetic field lines were nearly perpendicular

to the electric field in the highly stressed portions of the

anode and cathode to reduce electron leakage current, and the

path length along lines connecting the anode and cathode was

made as long as possible for the same reason. The gap spac-

ing and the area of the ion-emitting source were chosen by

assuming Child-Langmuir limited flow of protons with an

applied voltage of 7.5 MeV. Other factors considered were

possible plasma closure of the gap during the 800 nsec pre-

pulse, and the magnetic field limit of about 20 kilogauss

which could be produced with easily constructed coils and

available energy storage. The ion source was a piece of

nylon plastic window screen placed in contact with the stain-

less steel anode surface. During the voltage rise capacitive

energy is stored within the plastic, and eventually the sur-

face breakdown strength is exceeded, causing the stored

energy to dissipate in a surface plasma. We have not yet

attempted to analyze this process in detail or to optimize
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the plasma layer formation. For several shots, a layer of

deuterated polyethylene powder suspended in a volatile liquid

was coated over the screen. We assumed that hydrocarbon con-

tamination in the diode would cause at least half of the ion

flux to be protons, rather than deuterens, consistent with

previously reported data. A ten cm length of polycarbonate

plastic was inserted in the cathode shank to serve as a pre-

pulse suppressor giving a capacitive division ratio of > H:l

to the 800 kV prepulse.

DIAGNOSTICS AND RESULTS

Three B loops were positioned 120° apart on the input

and output faces to estimate current flowing in the diode.

Azimuthal variations of the B signals were insignificant. A

pinhole X-ray camera was used to image the ends of the diode

to determine the position of the electron leakage and thermo-

lumiscent detectors (TLD's) and PIH diodes were used to com-

pare the X-ray flux levels from different shots at several

locations. Figure 3 shows an example of electron leakage

measurements obtained with the pinnole camera for B = B lt.-*

It is apparent that a substantial current of electrons was

lost in radial flow along the field lines in the forward dir-

ection. The pinhole camera viewing the input region of the

diode indicated that < 10 percent of the leakage current

appeared in this region and this was confirmed by TLD's.

This is expected because the radial electric field and azi-

muthal magnetic field due to current in the cathode shank

B . . is the field for which an electron gyrogradius equals

the gap spacing.
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results in an axial drift force on electrons so that

leakage would be in the forward direction.

The targets were either polyethylene or aluminum sheets,

or conic sections which served both as witness plates and as

targets for neutron production. The purpose of the conic

sections was to determine the azimuthal uniformity of the ion

flux; no azimuthal structure larger than the cathode screen

mesh size was in evidence. Damage patterns on plates showed

clear outlines of the perforations in the cathode screen,

indicating that space charge neutralization of the ion stream

was rapid and nearly complete and that ion beam divergence

was at most a few degrees. Electron transport along the B

field lines within the cathode and field emission from the

regions where these lines intersect the cathode is the means

postulated for neutralization. It wa.s also noted that the

intense region of ion emission was restricted to areas

covered by the plastic mesh.

Based upon current measurements and neutron output, we

estimate that approximately 20 percent of the current was

carried by protons. The peak diode voltage, corrected for

inductance, was •v. H MV, and the total diode current was

160 k amp. A plot of diode voltage and current for a typical

diode is shown in Fig. 5. Since the inductive correction to

the voltage was > 50 percent, errors in calculating the impe-

dance are considerable. Nevertheless, we note that the impe-

dance appears to drop considerably toward the end of the pulse.

The impedance would be expected to stay fairly constant over

the 100 nsec power pulse because the gap is > 2 cm and plasma

closure at 3 cm/usec would change the effective gap by less
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than 10 percent. Measurements by the others have shown that

the presence of magnetic fields > B c r l t tend to hold back

plasma expansion and hold the impedance constant. It is

likely that either plasma generated during the prepulse or

increased electron leakage, perhaps from field emitted elec-

trons on the cathode end are responsible for the fall in

impedance.

Because of the extreme potentials developed by Hermes

and the high diode feed inductance (t 1600 nh) it was not

practical to incorporate leads to an external electrical

recording system in the cathode. Therefore, calorimetry was

attempted by using a liquid crystal thermometer attached to

a box behind an aperture. This device was to be photographed

a few seconds after the shot. Unfortunately, hot vapor from

the diode appeared to damage the liquid crystal surface, and

may also have contributed to the deposited energy in the box.

We expect that the new ion diode outlined below will be more

accessible to calorimetry. Additional ion production data

was obtained by measuring the neutron output and energy from

several combinations of ion source and target during the

course of the experiment. A deuterated polyethylene coating

was employed on the ion source -screen together viith a CHp

target to produce the C12(d,n)N13 and C13(d,n)N1'1 reactions.

For a few shots, a thin CD2 coating was used over the CH2

target in an attempt to superpose some yield fi-om the

d(d,n)HeJ reaction. In the absence of CX>2, it was possible

U study proton induced reactions. The neutron detectors

included two silver activation counters and two
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scintillation time-of-flight (STF) detectors placed 8.8 and

17.9 meters from the diode. The STF's had a linear response

and peak current ratings of 0.6 and 1.2 amps, and were

shielded with 20.3 cm of lead.

An example of ST? data obtained from the detector loca-

j ted 8.8 in from the diode is shown in Fig. 6. (A CD- source

and a CH2 target were employed.) The first peak is caused by

bremsstrahlung from leakage electrons. The leading edge of

the second peak is attributed primarily to fast neutrons from
TO l|l

the C J(d,n)N reaction. The change in slope at 475 ns

after the X-ray signal ma;- be caused by the peak production

12 13

of neutrons i'com the C (d,n)N D reaction. Of course, com-

plications caused by other reactions which can occur for the

materials in the diode in the 4-6 MeV ion energy range avail-

able, and the 100 ns neutron production interval make precise

measurements difficult to carry out.

For a CD2-coated ion source and a CH^ target, the neutron
9 10

flux recorded on the silver detectors was 5 x 10-7 x 10

Using the value 4.2 MV for corrected diode voltage and total
q

neutron yield cross sections, we calculate the diode current

to be 20 kA of ions. We assumed in this calculation that

about 50 percent of the ions accelerated were protons from

diode contamination, In agreement with previous data. Since

the reactions cross sections have a large functional depen-

dence on voltage, the ion current inferences may be in error

by as much as a factor of two.

This experiment differs from a previously reported rad-

ial Ion diode experiment for which 60 percent ion
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generation efficiency was measured. In the previous work,

the exclusion of field lines from the cathode would have

caused a bulge in the field pattern in the vicinity of the

e.id of the cathode. The flow of electrons would have been

inhibited because E and B would be approximately orthogonal,

a condition less well preserved in this experiment. In

addition, it is possible that the glass insulator in the pre-

vious experiment could have reflected some of the electrons.

If a single current feed such as employed in our experiment

were used in the future, we would suggest using a B field

modified to be mirror-like at the open end for the purpose of

reducing leakage current.

Similarities in observations of beam quality, integrity

of the acceleration gap and ion source after many shots,

space-charge neutralization, and insulation against electron

flow across the annular region of the gap give us confidence

in the utility of extending this technique for fusion

research.

DIRECTION OF FUTURE RESEARCH

The defects of end leakage of electrons and magnetic

deflection of the protons to an off-axis locus can be cir-

cumvented, by using the design conceptually sketched in

Pig. 7. In this design, the magnetic coils are placed within

the cathode structure, which is magnetically transparent.

The anode is a good conductor which expels the field so that

magnetic lines of force are tangential to the anode surface.

The total magnetic flux traversed by a particle moving from

the anode to the center is zero, so that ions undergo no net
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deflection. Since the lines of force close around the

cathode structure and drifts are inward from both ends, elec-

tron leakage should be small. For the sketch shown, the

Sandia Proto I and II accelerators rated at 2 and 8 terrawatts

are ideally configured with two groundeu radial feeds with a

positive radial feed interposed. This allows the magnetic

coils to be readily connected to a capacitor tank, and keeps

the target at ground potential providing easy diagnostic

access. The azimuthal magnetic fields caused by the diode

current itself will perturb the focal spot size. This effect

can be partially compensated by shaping the gap cathode, so

that the original velocity of the ions is altered in a man-

ner which causes the ions to converge for a particular diode

current.

Certain questions will be addressed to assess the util-

ity of ion diodes for fusion research. VJe will, for instance,

explore the dependence of beam quality on cathode mesh size

and ion source design. We will find out whether electrons

moving freely along field lines will allow those lines to

effectively smooth out potential variations so that the field

lines can be viewed as equipotentials. To operate at small

gap spacing, and low impedance, we will have to confirm and

extend previous results showing that B fields can delay plas-

ma closure of the gap so" that a good impedance match can

exist through the pulse. The diode self-magnetic fields may

further aid in reducing electron leakage as high powers are

attained. The spherical focus experiment now being planned

for the 2 TW Proto I machine is expected to provide answers

to many of these questions.
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100 KJ ION BEAMS FOR PELLET IMPLOSIONS*

Ronald L. Martin
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

SUMMARY

Among DOE's goals for inertial confinement fusion is support of con-

struction of a heavy ion facility for demonstration experiments on deute-

rium tritium (DT) pellets with ion beams of 25-100 kj energy. Three

accelerator laboratories (Argonne, Berkeley, and Brookhaven) are actively

engaged in accelerator development toward this concept. This paper will

analyze and compare several accelerator systems which could meet the

criteria for these demonstration experiments.

INTRODUCTION

Strong interest has recently been generated in the use of high ener-

gy heavy ions for the compression and ignition of the fusion reaction in

small pellets of a DT mixture. The rapid evolution of this interest is

pertly due to the work done on pellet dynamics for the laser fusion and

electron beam fusion programs. Additionally, however, there are several

apparent advantages in the use of high energy heavy ions as the ignition

source. These include good energy deposition properties, the relatively

high efficiency of accelerators, and their inherently high repetition

rate and reliability. Ranges of heavy ions in dense matter are very

short so that ion energies of tens of GeV can be utilized, reducing the

current requirements to kifoamperes rather than the megamperes required

of electron and proton beams. Accumulation of several megajoules of ions

utilizing existing high energy accelerator technology appears feasible.

A group of accelerator and pellet physicists participating in the

1976 ERDA summer study on ion beam fusion found the concepts very prom-

ising. The requirements of the ion beam for igniting pellets adequate

for power plants of 1000 MW electric were specified by the target group

at that study. The accelerator requirements were given as a beam ener-

gy of 10 MJ in a shaped pulse with 60% of the energy in the last 10 nsec

for a peak power of 600 TW, a specific energy deposition rate of 30 MJ/g,

*Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.
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a minimum accelerator efficiency of 1055, and a repetition rate of 2/sec.

Each of the accelerator laboratories involved (Argonne, Berkeley, and

Brookhaven) have been considering these requirements in addition to ini-

tiating a research and development effort toward resolving some of the

outstanding questions in the heavy ion fusion concept. It is quite clear,

however, that such an accelerator system would cost a few hundred million

dollars. Such costs are not unreasonable for a power plant of this siEe.

However, an initial demonstration of the feasibility of the concept on a

considerably smaller scale would be desirable. DOE has established the

goal of such an accelerator facility for a heavy ion demonstration exper-

iment CHIDE) beginning construction in FYI98I. For this demonstration,

we have taken the ion beam requirements to be a total beam energy of

100 kJ in a shaped pulse with a peak power of 60 TW and a specific energy

deposition rate of 20 MJ/g. The pulse shaping is such that 60? of the

energy is to occur in the final time interval, which in this case is

I nsec. For the purposes of design of the accelerator system, then it

would seem reasonable to have the capability of delivering all of the

beam in this time interval, or a square pulse of peak power 100 TW.

These criteria have been used in the accelerator calculations which fol-

low.

There are many accelerator configurations suitable for achieving the

above goals. The ion beam fusion working group at Argonne is currently

investigating the design of rapid cycling synchrotrons with storage rings

because such systems appear to be the most economical. For the purposes

of the comparisons of this paper, however, 1 have chosen to consider

accelerator systems composed of a conventional linear accelerator to full

energy followed by one or more storage rings to accumulate the required

beam energy. Such systems are easier to analyze and illustrate adequate-

ly ali of the trade-offs between ion mass and ion charge state. As in
2

earlier reports, it will be clear that one

with a wide range of ions and charge states.

2
earlier reports, it will be clear that one can meet the requirements

In this paper, I will compare accelerator systems for Bi at the
209

> highest and lowest ion energy allowed by the assumptions, Bi at the

, :./.'• highest charge state allowed, (+8), l 3 lXe + 4, and 8 4Kr + 2. The latter are

the highest charge states allowed for these two ions, with The assump-

tions chosen for the demonstration experiment. It is not necessarily

true that these charge states would be the maximum allowed for the
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accelerator system of a power plant. We now consider that 200ng would be

a more promising ion in the mass range around 200 than Bi because of prac-
209

tical source questions. The results presented here for Bi are very

similar to those that would be obtained with Hg, however.

DISCUSSION

One of the limitations presented by the target group at the 1976

ERDA summer study was that the target radius shoufd not be smaller than

I mm nor larger than I cm. This restriction, together with the total en-

ergy desired, the specific energy deposition rate, and the range-energy

relationship, serves to define the maximum and minimum ion energy for any

particular ion. The allowed ion energies for Bi are illustrated in Fig. I

for three different requirements on total beam energy. One notes the

significant reduction in allowed ion energy as the beam energy require-

ments are reduced. While this reduction will lead to some cost savings

desired for a demonstration facility, it means that the required current

does not decrease as rapidly over the power plant requirements.

Figure 2 shows the r3nge of ion energies allowed for Bi, Xe, Kr, and

Ar ions with the beam energy assumptions for the demonstration experiment.

Thus, the peak ion energy is approximately 12 GeV for Bi, 6 GeV for Xe,

3 GeV for Kr, and I GeV for Ar. The minimum ion energy for each of these

ions has been chosen as 500 MeV for reasons of feasible current multipli-

cation factors as will be discussed later.

It is instructive to analyze the problem in terms of the required

current multiplication factor from the ion source to the target. Since

the peak power is specified, then for any assumed source current the

required current multiplication factor is a simple function of the linac

voltage independent of ion or charge state (where the current refers to

electrical current rather than particle current). For the demonstration

experiment, we assume a requirement of 100 TW in a square pulse I nsec

long (which becomes 60 TW peak in a shaped pulse), tie will also assume

50 mA electrical from the linac for any ion or charge state. This

assumption corresponds to that stated by the ion source group at the

1976 ERDA summer study. The group felt that source currents of 100 mA of

singly charged ions of any mass including uranium could be produced with

a normalized emittance of 0.02 cm-mrad (area/ir). Allowing a factor of

two beam loss for injection and capture in the linac and a factor of five
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emittance dilution through the preaccelerator and linac, one should ob-

tain a beam of 50 mA with a normalized emittance of 0.I cm-mrad. For the

higher charge states, we assume a source of singly charged ions and ac-

celeration in this state to an appropriate energy for stripping to the

desired charge state. In the stripping process, a range of charge states

will be produced so that particle current will be lost. We assume, how-

ever, that the increased charge state will balance the loss of particle

current so that the electrical current will be preserved. Of course, the

possibility exists that the electrical current can be increased in this

process.

With the assumed source current, the required current multiplication

factor is shown in Fig. 3. There are several processes which can be util-

ized to increase the linac current. The increase in velocity in a syn-

chrotron during acceleration results in an amplification of the current.

This mechanism, however, is not involved in the accelerator systems con-

sidered here. Injection of S turns into a circular machine (synchrotron

or storage ring) multiplies the injected current by this factor. One

might also increase the linac current by combining the beams from several

linacs,^ by utilizing intermediate accumulation rings,'' or by the "box

car" approach suggested by Maschke. Any of these methods increase the

transverse emittance of the beam, and all will be included in the multi-

plication factor S.

Additional current multiplication can be achieved by longitudinal

compression of the beam. Normal rf bunching in a circular machine is an

example of longitudinal compression such that the instantaneous current

does not generally exceed the space charge limit of the ring. MascSikeJ

has pointed out that greater longitudinal compression can be achieved by

strong rf fields, such that the current can greatly exceed the space

charge limit provided the compression is accomplished in a time short

compared to the transverse blowup due to resonances. We will include all

types of longitudinal compression into the current multiplication factor

L.

Finally, the total current on the target is the sum of the currents

in each of the. beams which are simultaneously focussed onto the target.

This final current multiplication factor, the number of beam transport

lines, will be labelled Hg.



The total current multiplication factor, K, is then the product of

S, L, and Ng. As in earlier work it we take as upper limits for each

of the individual factors the values S < 400, L < 100, ND < 100, then
— — b —

the maximum value of K is 4 x 10 , as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3.

With these assumptions, the minimum value of the linac voltage is 500 MV

for any ion and, hence, determines the minimum value of energy for singly

charged ions at 500 MeV. For this reason, the low energy end of the

curves of Fig. 2 was terminated at this energy.

RESULTS

There are two factors that are more critical for the accelerator

system for the demonstration experiment than for that designed for a

large power plant. First is the decrease in pulse time from 10 nsec to

I nsec. Equivalently for a decrease in total beam energy of a factor of

100 (from 10 MJ to 100 kj), the peak power required only decreased by a

factor of 10. The short pulse duration for the demonstration experiment

has strong implications on the required longitudinal compression and the

minimum number of beams transported to the target. Second is the reduc-

tion in ion beam energy. Lower energy of the ions reduces the amount of

power that can be carried in transport lines so that for any given total

power, more beam lines must be utilized.

The revolution time in a circular ring is given by

Ts = ^ f - s e c

where Y is the total ion energy in units of the rest mass, A is the nu-

cleon mass number, B is the average magnetic field in tesla, and q the

ionic charge state.

The ions are quite nonrelativistic for the conditions chosen so that

Y~l. For an ion mass of 200 nucleon masses, an ionic charge of +1, and

an average magnetic field of 3 T, the revolution period is approximately

4000 nsec. To manipulate this beam so that it all is incident on the

target in I nsec requires a strong longitudinal compression and a large

harmonic number (number of separate bunches around the circumference).

The total number of beams to be transported is the product of this har-

monic number and the number of storage rings required to accumulate the

given total beam energy.
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The power that can be transmitted by a transport system of alter-

nately focussing and defocussing quadrupoles is approximately given by

- 0. 7 7 5 TW (2)

where e is the beam emittance in cm-nrad, B_ is the pole tip field (or

field at the maximum beam radius) in tesla. It has been shown6 that this

formula is not strictly accurate and that the power that can be trans-

ported in such a system is a function of the aperture. For practical

purposes, however, the relationship is useful in indicating a degree of

difficulty. The reduction in ion energy for the demonstration experiment

leads to a faster decrease of power transport capability. Hence, the

required number of beam transport lines increases. In all of the exam-

ples calculated which utilize the lowest possible linac voltage, one

finds that this factor limits the minimum voltage so that the number of

beam lines to the target not exceed 100. With certain assumptions on the

beam emittance (e = 5<'i), the minimum linac voltage using 100 beam trans-

port lines is 2.6 GV for Si + I, 2.3 GV for Xe + I, 2 GV for Kr + I, and 1.5 GV

for Bi + 8, Xe + 4, and Kr + 2.

Five possible accelerator systems capable of satisfying the require-

ments for the demonstration experiment are shown in Table i. All employ

a conventional linear accelerator with an output of 50 mA electrical and

one or more storage rings. The storage rings are all assumed to have an

average magnetic field of 3 T. Case I is the maximum energy of B1 ion

(12 GeV) that meets the target condition, r >_ I mm. It requires one

storage ring of 77.4 m radius with a useful acceptance of 1.64 cm-mrad.

The number of injected turns is 34 and the longitudinal compression L

<th'? product of the inverse of the bunching factor and a.i additional

final longitudinal bunching which exceeds the space charge limit) is 100.

The limit set for longitudinal compression and the revolution time In the

storage ring combine to fix the harmonic number and, hence, number of

beam transport lines to be 48. In all other cases, the number of beam

transport lines is determined by the requirement (approximately) for

N R <^ 100 and the linac voltage determined such that each beam line can

transport I TW with a pole tip field of I T.

Case 2 is the minimum energy of Bi ion that can meet this crite-

ria. It also requires only one storage ring, approximately half the
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radius of that of case I but with a much larger aperture represented by

the acceptance~(enittance of the beam) of 12 cm-mrad. In comparing these

two cases, one recognizes that the cost of the storage ring is related to

Bp and the aperture area. The latter is roughly proportional to E since

each transverse dimension is proportional to Je. Hence, the storage ring

for case 2 is apt to be several times more than that for case I. How-

ever, in both of these cases, the cost of the linac, which varies approx-

imately linearly with its voltage, would likely be the overwhelming cost.

Therefore, one would expect the cost of the accelerator system of case 2

to be much less than that of case I.

TABLE I. POSSIBLE ACCELERATOR SYSTEMS

Ion

Linac Voltage CGV)

Ion Energy (GeV)

No. Storage Rings

Magnetic Field (T)

Radius (m)

E (cm-mrad)

Injection, S

!/Bf

Longitudinal Bunching

No. Beam Lines

rT Ian)

6..- (mrad)

Bi

12

12

!

3

77

1

34

7

13

48

0,

15,

+ 1

.4

.64

.3

.7

.1

.4

Bi + I

2.

2.

1

3

35.

12.

161

2.

19.

100

0.

36

6

6

6

0

4

5

33

B i + 8

1.5

12

6

3

9.6

5.63

400

2.1

16.0

96

0.1

56

Xe + 4

1.5

6

5

3

10.8

6.32

400

1.9

17.6

100

O.I

63

Kr + 2

1.5

3

4

3

12.2

7.18

400

1.7

19.9

100

0. 1

72

Case 3 is the highest charge state for the Bi ion that will meet

the demonstration experiment requirement with the assumptions used. The

ion energy of 12 GeV is the maximum allowed by the target criteria. The

charge of +8 will allow I TW to be transported in each of 100 beams and

fixes the linac voltage at 1.5 GV. Six storage rings are now required,

but they have relatively small radii (at 3 T ) . The first order storage

ring cost (product of number of rings, magnetic field, radius, and beam
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emittance) Is less than for case 2. In addition, the linac voltage

Chence, cost) is less than 60? that of case 2. It seems clear, therefore,

that the cost of this accelerator system is less than that of case 2.

One possible problem is that there is only 34 nsec between beam bunches,

and this is somewhat short for the rise time of extraction kicker magnets.

One can alleviate this situation by reducing the magnetic field and in-

creasing the radius of the storage rings.

Cases 4 and 5 are similar calculations for the maximum charne states

of Xe and Kr ions. For these cases, the radius of the storage rings is

also relatively small. The small increase in radius and in emittance as

one considers lighter ions is compensated by the fewer number of rings

required so that there does not appear to be much difference between

cases 3, 4, and 5.

CONCLUSION

It has appeared that for the accelerator systems considered here,

higher charge states lead tc more economical accelerator systems subject

to their capability to meet the requirements. The result depends on the

assumption of maintaining the electrical current in the stripping process

from an initial singly charged ion beam. This conclusion reinforces an

earlier result ' for accelerator systems designed for higher power where

lighter ions and higher charge states appeared to be more economical.

Since the minimum ion mass and the maximum charge state are determined

by some assumed constraint, it is clear that the technical difficulty

increases as one goes to lighter ions and higher charge states. The

optimum choice may thus be somewhat subjective.

In dropping the total beam energy requirement to 100 kj in order to

make an economic demonstration facility feasible, several new problems

were introduced. These combined to require that very significant longi-

tudinal compression is still required as well as many beam lines. The

decrease in energy did not lead to a corresponding decrease in technical

difficulty. The question of the opti.'(;m size in terms of beam energy for

an accelerator system to demonstrate the practicality of pellet fusion by

heavy ions is thus quite pertinent and the answer not at all obvious.
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ferent assumptions of total beam energy and specific energy deposition

rates.
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SPACE CHARGE NEUTRALIZATION OF HIGH BRIGHTNESS ION BEAMS*

R. M.-Mobley, A. A. Irani, J-L LeMaire,* and A. W. Maschke
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973

ABSTRACT

Experiments are under way to investigate the extent

to which various space charge neutralization methods will

allow one to exceed the space charge limited transport con-

dition. Imperfect spatial neutralization will result in

nonlinear fields which have the effect of diluting the

phase space density of the beam, and thereby increasing

the emittance. These experiments give quantitative re-

sults on the problem of vacuum neutralization in the final

focus/transport for a heavy ion fusion reactor.

I. Introduction

Hie Heavy Ion Fusion (HIF) group at Brookhaven plans a series of

experimental tests of positive beam neutralization. Present concepts of

pellet fusion using heavy ion beams envision beam parameters something

like those in Table I.

TABLE I

8 beams of 30 GeV U 6 +

6000 amperes/beam for 4 nsec
12

Beam power 240 X 10 watts

Energy 0.96 megajoules

Spot size at pellet 0.1 cm

Particle range 0.3 gm/cm

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy Research and
Development Administration,
ton leave from Saclay.
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Problem areas in which space-charge neutralization will be extreme-

ly useful or indispensable include:

1. Final focus region — a 5 to 10 meter drift region where the

beams are focused from a diameter of several centimeters to a fraction

cf a centimeter.

2. Final bunching — a 100 to 1000 meter region in which the final

stages of bunching from several tens of amperes intensity to kiloampere

levels occur.

3. Low g acceleration -- a conventional accelerator problem area

in which the space-charge limits beam brightness.

He are using a 750 keV Cockcroft-Walton preaccelerator with a duo-

plasmatron source to test various neutralization techniques. The source

can deliver ~ 200 mA of H and ~ 20 mA of Xe for 500 (/.see or longer at

5 pulses/sec.

This report gives experimental results of transverse space charge

studies of a 720 keV, 60 mA H beam in a drift region of 4.6 meters.

Xhe beam diameter was ~ 2 to ~ 5 cm, depending on intensity and degree

of neutralization.

II. Experimental Set Up

The apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The beam optics were adjusted,

and the collImator sizes chosen (in a sequence of steps to be described),

with the object being to provide a best-focus condition at Box 2. The

best-focus condition was obtained with a low-intensity sample of the

beam using a 10% mesh in Box 1. This beam, < 10 mA, has negligible

space-charge blow-up.

The sequence of steps was:

1. Calculate currents and set quad triplet II to focus a parallel

beam at Box 2.
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2. Choose upstream bea'fl defining collimator of 1 5/8 inches to

match beam diameter filling Triplet II aperture.

3. Adjust source and Triplet 1 to get brightest spot on fluores-

cent screen in Box 2. Make visual observation of full beam (10% mesh

removed) spot size to get estimate of space-charge size change.

4. Choose 1 inch aperture downstream collimator to pass low in-

tensity beam, and to intercept a good fraction of the high intensity

beam.

5. Adjust steering magnets for maximum current to Faraday cup.

In practice, the above steps were done several times in dif-

ferent orders, but we soon arrived at source, quadrupole, and steering

settings used thrcughout the experiment.

The upstream and downstream coilimators vere biased to serve as

clearing-trapping electrodes for electrons. Inner sleeves of Al, insul-

ated from the 6-inch vacuum pipe, were originally intended to serve this

purpose. They were externally connected to supplement the collimators,

as shown in the details of Fig. 1.

The Faraday cup is a 1/8 inch thick aluminum plate of 3 X 4 in. .

The plate is surrounded by an open-sided aluminum box which is wrapped

with a tungsten wire grid. The box and grid are biased to -400 V to

suppress secondary electrons leaving the Faraday cup surface, and to

exclude electrons and collect positive ions from the background. With

H + at 720 kV, we find that with no bias the cup gives 20 to 50% higher

signal levels, depending on the background vacuum condition, apparently*

due to vacuum surface layer effects.

III. Experimental Results

Visual observation had shown a bright beam spot of 3/4 to 1 inch

diameter, with a halo filling a temporary 2 1/2 inch aperture. The
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spoc grew larger with higher intensity, and when + 300 V bias was appli-

ed to the clearing electrodes. These observations were confirmed with

Faraday cup measurements of beam transmitted through the 1 inch down-

stream aperture.

The results are shown in Figs. 2-5. The upper trace is the beam

current monitored by transformer 1 (120 to 140 mA). The lower traces

are Faraday cup currents at 20 mA/div. Figures 2 and 3 show transmitted

currents of 50 mA and 15 mA, respectively, corresponding to -300 V and

+300 V biases on the clearing-trapping electrodes. Even with electrodes

at ground potential, Fig. 4 shows that neutralization occurs. Above

+240 V clearing potential, little further de-neutralization occurs, as

shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 shows that for the 10% beam, there is no change in trans-

mission when the clearing electrode polarity is switched.

The rise time of the beam current signal is due to the rise time

of the source. He applied a +130 V square pulse to the clearing elec-

trodes, falling to ground when the beam had stabilized, and observed

that the transmission (therefore the neutralization) changes level

within 1 (xsec. This is shown in Fig. 6.

He conclude that the beam is rapidly self-neutralizing. Further-

more, since increasing the clearing bias above +240 V has do effect (we

went as high as 1 kV) we think that the electron removal is nearly com-

plete.

IV. Discussion of Results

The change in H beam transmission that we obtain with this parti-

cular geometry is short of a fundamental result. From an accelerator

applications point of vie?, we would like to know the limiting beam

brightness (the quantity (intensity/transverse emittance^ )) we can obtain
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with neutralization. From a beam propagation theory view-point, we

need to know the source of the neutralization electrons, properties of

the potential well of the H beam, properties of the background plasma,

and the degree of neutralization achieved. Bowever, at this stage we

can make two important conclusions described In A and B below.

A. The change in transmission observed in consistent with complete

neutralization in the dri£t pipe for grounded or negative electrodes.

and with complete de-neutralization in the case of > +240 V electrodes.

The space charge calculation of the beam blow-up goes as foll-ms: A

zero-current optics calculation yields a 1 in. diameter spot size at

4.6 meters for a beam of c • emittance/jT = 7 X 10" meter-radians, with

a 2 in. effective aperture at the focal plane of Triplet II. Assuming

a uniform charge distribution in x-y space the focal spot vs. current

with space-charge forces is as shown in Table II.

TABLE II

Current (mA) Spot Radius (cm)

1 1.27

10 1.54

20 1.88

30 2.25

40 2.61

50 2.97

60 3.32

The ratio of the spot area at 60 mA from Table II to the 1 in.

aperture is 6.8. We observe transmitted current ratios of 3 to 4. If

we choose a smaller c (say, that corresponding to a 3/4 in. spot), we

can obtain agreement with the experiment. It is misleading to make that

kind of fit, however, since our assumption of a uniform xy distribution
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is probably not valid. Hence, we say that our results are consistent

with 1007. neutralization, but we have not demonstrated neutralization to

that degree.

&. Background &as Ionization cannot be the main source o£ the

electrons. The neutralization time of 1 (isec from Fig. 6 cannot be pro-

duced with the largest estimates of the ionization cross section, and

the most optimistic assumption about electron trapping in the potential

veil of the beam. Moreover, measurements of the current to the elec-

trodes in the clearing mode, allowing for positive beam cancellation

(including secondary electron emission), yield ~ 100 mA of electron

current. That corresponds to more than one electron per pri.-r.ary proton

in the steady state.

A rough estimate of the background ionization goes as follows:

An H beam of 60 mA forms a potential well for electrons. For a 1 in.

(radius) beam in a 3 in. (radius) pipe the potential is -150 V at r » 0,

-100 V at r • 1 in., and 0 V at r = 3 in.

Differential cross sections for the reaction:

H + (750 keV) + H -* H + + H + + e,

from Bates and Griffing show that collisions yielding electrons above

50 eV have a negligible contribution to the cross section. Taking the

-17 2
H, cross section to be a factor of 2 higher, we get o^ < 5 X 10 cm .

The background density at 10" Torr is i^ = 0.35 X 1013/cm3. (Ion

gauges in Box 1 and Box 2 give background pressure readings of 1.2 and

1.8 X 10" Torr, respectively. The ion gauge correction factor for H 2

is 2.2, giving approximately 4 X 10" Torr if the background is H,.

If the background is assumed to be air, there is no gauge correction,

2/3
but the cross sections should be A » 4 times higher.)
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is:

Taking 10 Torr as an upper limit the mean collisional length t

i, = — — = 57 meters.

Assuming that all of the electrons are trapped in the potential well,

each proton has a 0.08 probability of creating a trapped electron. Thus,

it would take .~ 12 protons to produce 1 electron in the pipe, or 12 pro-

ton transmit times to produce 100% neutralization. Since ths proton vel-

ocity is 12 m/|i,sec, the transmit time for 4.6 m is 0.38 |isec. This gives

4.6 p,sec for neutralization. In this linear model, it would take 2.3 (isec

to reach 50% neutralization.

A detailed calculation allowing for the collapse of ths potential

well as neutralization proceeds, and integrating the differential form

of the cross section, yields longer times as shown in Fig. 7.

The question remains, how are the neutralizing electrons produced?

Further measurement? of the rise time are in progress to help resolve

this question. Three inch collars have been placed in the beam pipe

to prevent grazing of the drift pipe wall, which should reduce secon-

dary electron production to 0.2 - 0.5/proton. The vacuum can be improved.

In addition, we have not fully considered what the H, component of the

beam contributes to the process.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A HIGH CURRENT UNIDIRECTIONAL

ION BEAM GENERATOR (CMG-REBO)*

D. A. Phelps, W. Clark, J. E. Rauch, and P. Korn

Maxwell Laboratories, Inc.
9244 Balboa Avenue

San Diego, California 92123

ABSTRACT

Intense relativistic electron beam oscillations are es-

tablished in a short drift region between a real and virtual

diode located in the highly converging fringe magnetic fields

at one end of a solenoid. By locating the virtual diode at

the peak of an 8:1 magnetic mirror only 5% of the energy and

VL of the deuterons present in the real diode are observed

to be lost through the virtual cathode. In this sense, the

system is effectively a unidirectional ion beam generator.

When operated at ^0.4n impedance up to 10 * neutrons have

been produced in a thick target CD2 coated cathode. This

infers deuteron currents up to 300 kA or 40% of the total

current.

Supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that intense ion beams are generated in
• 1 9 0

pinched relativistic electron beam diodes * ' as well as in
the real and virtual diodes formed in reflex triodes '5'^'7

Q

collective ion accelerators and relativistic electron beam
Q

oscillators (REBO) . Preliminary observations have been re-

ported on the latter device when operated in the highly con-

verging magnetic gradient (CMG) formed at one end of a sole-

noid, The purpose of this paper is to provide a more complete

characterization of the CMG-REBO as an ion beam generator.

The results are compared with bipolar flow conditions simu-

lated with annular razor blade diodes in a uniform 40 kG

magnetic field.

The experimental configuration is outlined in Section II.

In Section III, a few basic CMG-REBO impedance characteris-

tics are described. In Section IV the electron and ion in-

tensities are characterized statistically. In Section V the

comparison with theory for a simulated bipolar flow diode is

given. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section VI.

II. THE EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

The experimental configuration and a typical axial mag-

netic field profile are sketched in Figure 1. The nominal

1 MA - 50 ns pulse generated by the BLACKJACK 3 pulse line is

radially fed through the vacuum transition region to the

diode. This diode is immersed in the highly converging mag-

netic gradient formed at one end of a solenoidaf magnetic

field coil.

Beam electrons are emitted from the CP- coated stainless

steel cathode and accelerated across the gap where they pass

through a CDj coated 1/4 mil aluminized mylar anode foil and

are immediately compressed in a short drift region. Mirror

reflections during compression return electrons to the diode

where they reflex in the applied electric field. Electrons

which reach the top of the magnetic mirror pass through a

thin foil and form a virtual cathode which electrostatically

reflects most of them. Ions (mainly deuterons and impurity
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protons) are emitted from the anode plasma (when formed by

electron energy dissipation) and accelerated into the cathode

where they release neutrons.

Diode characteristics are measured by voltage and cur-

rent waveforms. A carbon calorimeter is used to measure the

energy lost through the virtual cathode. The basic ion beam

diagnostic for these experiments was the Lanter and

Bannerman silver activation counter, which used four 1B85

geiger tubes with silver foil jackets that wera immersed in a

large block of polyethylene moderator. The standard cali-

bration factor of 30 (5.3 + D(inches)) neutrons/count (over

the first 60 second interval) was checked against measure-
252

ments with two different Cf sources (8.2 and 62 pg). The

absolute neutrons/count calibration experimentally was 307°

higher than previously determined - evidently due to the

current geiger tubes averaging 14750 CPM, cr higher than the

10500 CPM used earlier. The data agreed with the combined

decay curve of Ag and Ag which ware activated by the

neutrons.

In order to simulate the experimental configuration,

some mock up conditions were measured. The magnetic solenoid

reduced the neutron signal, while the proximity of concrete

walls increased the signal. Combining these observations

with the higher counting rate, the factor 68 (5.3 + D ) 2

neutrons/count was used - probably good to within +50%.

III. TYPICAL IMPEDANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The applied magnetic field can be adjusted depending on

the desired requirements. The magnetic field strength in the

diode can be adjusted from zero to "̂ 8 kG. The magnetic com-

pression ratio can be varied from unity to <v.8:l. In order to

compare the CMG-REBO with other devices, the system can be

operated in the pinched beam, relfex triode, and compressed

REB modes by removing the applied magnetic field, drift pres-

sure, or virtual diode respectively.

System impedance characteristics were obtained by divid-

ing the time resolved diode gap voltage and current waveforms.
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A few of these are presented in Figure 2. The solid line

denotes a CMG-REB (no virtual diode) characteristic with

5.2:1 compression and 7.5 kG diode field. If the virtual

diode is introduced under otherwise similar conditions (CMG-

REBO) then the impedance is seen to drop significantly about

30 ns into the pulse, evidently when the anode plasma is

formed. This characteristic does not change appreciably in

going from 5.2:1 to 8.4:1 compression, until the applied

field is lowered to 3.9 kG. As indicated in the figure a

strong pinch occurs and the flat profile of a hollow cathode

pinched beam is observed!

IV. ELECTRON/ION INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS

In an earlier paper , the electron beam transmission

efficiency to a carbon calorimeter beyond the downstream

mirror was measured as a function of magnetic compression

ratio with and without the presence of a virtual diode. In

ordar to discuss the results in the context of this paper,

that graph is reproduced in Figure 3. The calorimeter

measurements have been normalized to the energy inferred from

diode waveforms. In the absence of a virtual diode, the

transmission efficiency is fairly good out to M>.4:1. Beyond

6.4:1, the shape and strength of the diode magnetic field

produces significant pinching in the diode and minimal energy

transmission. Introducing the virtual diode further reduces

the energy transmission to only ^5% for the 8:1 compression

conditions.

The ion beam intensity is characterized under a variety

of conditions in Figure 4. The total number of neutrons

measured in a given shot are normalized to the square of the

mean diode voltage and displayed versus the magnetic com-

pression ratio. This normalization was used because the

thick target neutron yield for deuterons in CD^ (and hence

the current) is roughly proportional to the square of the

diode voltage.12'13

The data at 1:1 magnetic compression was taken in a

strong (36 kG) uniform applied magnetic field. These con-

ditions produced the lowest yields independent of whether
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electron reflexing was imposed. The yield for ^5.2:1 com-

pression was a little better for a 1.7SJ diode and no virtual

diode, and significantly better for the same conditions at

lower impedance (^0.4fl). About 50:1 enhancement in deuteron

current above the uniform field level was consistently

achieved at 5.2:1 compression when the virtual diode was

formed (Note the slight improvement over the high impedance

pinched beam). However, the best results occurred at sub-ohm

impedances and 8:1 compression with a virtual diode at the

peak magnetic field. Under these conditions the deuteron

current lost through the virtual diode was only 1̂7o of that

generated in the real diode.

In order to estimate the number of deutercs, the NRL

thick target yield curves were used. For 8:1 compression

in a CMG-REBO, ^400 keV mean electron energy and a charac-

teristics 50 ns power pulse FWHM, VL50-300 kA was inferred.

This range of estimates reflects the inherent difficulties in

making the measurement, and compares with the ^800 kA total

current to suggest that 20-40% of the diode energy was in

deuterons. The probable presence of impurity proton current

implies that the total ion current could have been higher.

However, no attempt was made to detect and measure the

impurity ion current.

V. TRENDS IN A STRONG UNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD

For uniform disc cathodes, the emission occurred only in

a statistically low number of hot spots relative to the total

area. This caused the measured impedance to be 2-4 times

that theoretically predicted. One possible interpretation is

that the applied electric field is too low for good field

emission and the strong magnetic field (36 kG) constrains the

electron bombardment (and related ion emission) to anode

areas conjugate to the cathode emission sites.

When an annular razor blade cathode is used good sym-

metric emission occurs even in the strong magnetic field.

Good agreement with the empirical model sketched in Figure 5

is obtained. The sketch describes a plane anode and an

annular razor blade cathode whose tip feeds a roughly
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toroidal electron rich plasma of fixed major radius R and

continuously expanding minor radius vct (cathode plasma

velocity times time after pulse onset). Due to the stray

magnetic field an annular plasma expands from the anode at

velocity v_. The combined effects of these two plasmas can

be characterized by a continuously closing diode gap of

d-v t. In order to collect ions emitted from the anode

plasma, a CD, coated base plate for the razor blade cathode
18

is used. This geometry is basically that derived by Forster

for non-relativistic electron flow using approximations to a

conformal mapping of the cylindrical Child's law. If the
19

relativistic electron-ion bipolar flow model of Poukey is
combined with the electron path lengthening effects of

20
Friedlander , then the following impedance formula can be

written (good up to 1 MV)

Z I.1B7 - 0.19

This formula is multiplied by the square root of the

voltage and plotted in Figure 6 in the presence and absence

of ion emission using an experimentally justified 4.5 cm/us

closure velocity. Also, for each case, the Friedlander cor-

rections to pure one-dimensional flow are shown. The experi-

mental data tends to follow the electron flow theory until

^30 ns after the start of the pulse (presumably when the

anode plasma is formed) at which time a transition to the

electron-ion flow theory occurs. Good agreement with bipolar

flow theory is obtained through the end of the pulse. The

measured deuteron current was only ^207 of that predicted

from bipolar flow, indicating that impurity protons may have

been the dominant species. More extensive measurements are

planned to test the usefulness of the empirical model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The present status of a potentially sfficient uni-

directional ion beam generator has been discussed. Although

the deuteron to total current ratio is ^40% at best, the

ability of this system to operate at sub-ohm impedance (as
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low as 0.2 - 0.4J2) makes it potentially useful for future

high current systems. More extensive experimental research

is planned in order to optimize and focus the ions generated

in the device.
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IMEENSE POISED ION NEUTRAL SOURCE (IPINS)

D. S. Prono, H. Isbizuka, R. J. Briggs

Lawrence Livennore Laboratory, University of California

Livermore, California 9^550

Abstract

An Intense Pulsed Ion Neutral Source (IPINS) Is being developed

for Injection into a mirror confinement experiment. Hie ion source is

based on the reflex triode principle. The parameters achieved in curren

small-scale experiments are pulse duration 1 fis, bear.', energy 80 keV, and

ion current density ^0.2 kA/cm . Beam neutralization using thin carbon

foils is under investigation.

I. Introduction

The generation of an intense ion flow from pulsed power diodes is

now well documented. Our work at the Lawrence Livermore laboratory is

directed at combining this new technology with on-going mirror confine-

ment experiments, with a major goal being the achievement of field

reversal configurations. In existing mirror experiments (like 2XZTB),

the vacuum magnetic field and plasma size are established parameters

and they specify a suitable ion beam energy of 50 to 100 kV. In this

energy range we can convert the ions to neutrals and greatly simplify

the problem of injection and trapping.

To estimate the injected charge required for field reversal, we

B 2

set QJrf_ = =— x Plasma volume where Cu is the trapped charge and Wg is

beam energy. For 2XUB, Qr, =r .05. Assuming a 5% ion generation and

trapping efficiency, we see that pulsed power sources capable of
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supplying a total of about one coulomb are necessary. To achieve these

values, the most reasonable approach is one based on the development of

a long pulse (5 1 ysec) intense ion generator. Given the constraints

of desired ion voltage, pulse time, and low beam divergence, the roost

reasonable intense ion diode configuration is the reflex trlode.

In this paper we present data on the operational characteristics

of a 1 usec, 80 kV ion diode. Ion current densities In the diode of

^ 200 A/cm were achieved, representing about 203! of the net current

density. The ion beam was extracted through a transparent (grid)

cathode, and tlme-of-flight measurements of beam arrival at distances

the order of a meter verified the ion beam energy of 80 kV. Studies of

the conversion of the ion beam to an Intense neutral beam using thin

carbon foil neturalizers are underway.

II. Description of Experimental Apparatus

Our experiments have been performed using a modest 10 kJ Marx bank;

In Figure la we show a schematic of the electrical circlt. Three 0.75

ufd capacitors, charged to +65 kV each, are switched in series. The

inductance of this marx is "^70 nhys. A 0.1! J2 damping resistor is

used to protect against extreme voltage reversal. The positive voltage

output is connected to the diode through a parallel array of high

voltage cables followed by an oil-Lueite Insulator arrangement which

interefaces to the diode vacuum chamber. In Figure lb we sketch the

diode arrangement. It consists of two parallel grounded cathode plates

fixed 8 cm above and below the mid-plane anode. Cathode stalks close

the A-K gap down to ̂  4 cm over the location of the anode foil, and

the cathode area is 30 c m . An axial magnetic field of ̂  1.5 kg is

produced over this A-K gap region. Numerous current diagnostics are
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located as shown in the figure. These measure the current frcm the

marx and how it is divided between the top and bottom A-K gap regions.

Diode voltage is sensed with a resistive divider and then inciuctively

corrected (although the L-I correction is always small).

The bottom cathode is a solid plane, except for small holes

allowing measurement of the ion flow accelerated from the anode to the

bottom cathode. The top cathode consists of a 90% transparent grid

which allows extraction of ions that are accelerated from the anode to

the top cathode. A 6 cm aperture limits the extracted ion flow to

the central region of the cathode'. A beam current monitor capable of

measuring total ion current or total neutral beam current is located

either 75 or 120 cm downstream. For some experiments, a 2.0 kg

sweeping magnet (pole pieces 6 cm apart and 8 cm axial length) is placed

immediately behind the 6 cm limiting aperture. When beam neutral-

ization is studied, a 10 ugm/em thick carbon foil is placed on the

cathode grid structure to neutralize a fraction of the positive ions

passing through it.

The oscilloscope traces reproduced in Figure 2 illustrate the

conversion of a normal electron beam generator into the ion flow mode.

Iii figure 2a we show corrected diode voltage and diode total current

when the anode is range thick to the electrons. In this case there is

no reflexing of the electrons and the diode follows Child's law

operation; any ion flow present is less than the sensitivity of our

detectors. In figure 2b we show V-I diode characteristics when a

range thin anode (0.25 mil mylar foil) allows the electron reflexing

necessary for an intense ion flow mode. After a transition period,

the diode converts to a low impedance ion flow mode. Intense ion flow
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is seen to start with the voltage fall (signifying the onset of a low

impedance state of the diode). The ion beam collector located 75 con

from the top cathode shows arrival of a beam delayed by the appropriate

time of flight.

III. Diode Behavior

A. High Impedance Phase

One of the important problems of diode behavior is hot* quickly the

ion-flow mode is established. To study this question, we tried several

types of anodes and also changed the axial magnetic field Bz. Atypical

pulse wave forms of diode voltage and diode current are shown in

Figure 3.

Significant features related to the type of anode are:

1. Regardless of foil type, there is an initial constant high

voltage phase during which time the diode behaves very close to the

Child-Langmnr predictions. This phase is followed by a drop of

voltage (diode impedance) leading to the ion flow mode.

2. The foil type and magnitude of B z field control the duration

of the high voltage phase.

a. Ifylar foils at Bre = 1.5 KG '7.75 WJ) have a high voltage

duration of 400 ns (800 ns).

b. Aluminized %lar foils behave like clean l̂ ylar except for

the duration of the high voltage phase, for example, at

B 2 = 1.5 kfi (0.75 WJ) the high voltage duration is 750 ns

(850 ns).

c. Anodes made of 0.2 mil Nickel grid wires (90S transparency)

which are lacquer coated have a long high voltage phase

similar to aluminized Mylar.
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3. The foil type alone controls the rate of transition from the

high voltage phase to the low impedance ion flow phase.

a. CSylar and aluminized l%lar have i< 100 ns transition

tines.

b. Ifetal grid anodes have transition durations of •>> 400 ns.

M. Additional properties of various anode types ai-e as follows:

a. tfylar foil with iodine coating on one side acts like

aluminized Mylar.

b. A combination of %lar foil and metal grid, with the

latter either set on the foil or set parallel 1 cm

distant, shows the same features as the grid plate.

c. Holes perforating the foils (aluminized or not) do not

affect diode behavior.

d. Mylar foil thickness does not appear to control the

voltage of the ion flow mode in these experiments. This

contradicts previous results, and is not understood.

To surrmarize, an insulating anode foil gives "stepvd.se" voltage

characteristics, while a metal grid acts to make the transition slow.

Heavier materials, either conductive or insulating, coated onto the

Ifylar foil lengthen the high impedance phase.

The diode current reaches >*> 3 kA within the first '(OO nsec. This

amount of current is consistent with bipolar flow. Note that the total

energy deposited on the anode at the end of the high impedance phase is

only several hundred joules.

The duration of the high impedance phase (T) is plotted in Figure 4

as a function of B . Noteworthy features are:
2

1. The duration T decreases with the increase of B .
2
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2. T is strongly dependent on B whenever conditions are such

that T < 700 nsec.

3. T is rather insensitive to the generator voltage V.

Possible explanations for some of these observed phenomena are

as follows. When the anode is an insultating foil, flashover will

occur rapidly and generate an anode plasma of sufficient density to

conduct away the electron, current striking the foil. When the raetal

grid is used, the electric field is perpendicular to the anode surface

and cannot cause a flashover. In the ease of aluminized Hylar, flash-

over will also be suppressed. In either of these last two conditions,

a longer time would be required for build-up of a sufficient anode

plasma to initiate the low inpedance mode, where a high current density

of ions are extracted under space charge limited flow conditions frcm

the anode.

The buildup of a sufficient anode plasma density is not the only

requirement for intense ion flow to occur, however. We believe that the

strong B. field may also play an Important role, for the following
y

reason. Electrons passing through the anode plane see a relatively

abrupt change in B e, and hence their velocities parallel and perpen-

dicular to the net magnetic field can change signflcantly (a non-

adiabatlc process). Ihis nonadiabatlc feature of the reflexing electron

trajectories has the following potential consequences!

1) The electron energy spectrum parallel to B will be influenced

by this process as well as foil scattering. Since the BQ field varies

with radius, the existence of a high current (low impedance) mode as

described in the one-dimensional theory is unlikely, since the

electron spectrum now varies with radius.
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2) The transport of reflexing electrons radially would fie greatly

enhanced when the motion is non-adiabatic, and this nay limit the average

number of axial transits more than the foil scattering and energy loss

do.

This non-adiabatic effect can disappear as the foil plasma expands,

however, since the change in B Q becomes more gradual as the current-

carrying plasma expands. The transition between adiabatic and non-

adiabatic motion roughly given by:

- ,

where p is the electron gyro radius, B is the external axial magnetic
e -TO 2 2

3R 2Bfl
field and ~ = g-| where B g is the azimuthal beam self-field which

changes sign on crossing the foil whose thickness is T. Since effective

anode foil thickenss is expanding at some velocity v e X D« the adiabatic

criteria would be established after sans tine t__ given by

Complicated material processes (flash over, metal vaporization, plasma

production and expansion) govern v in an unknown manner, but regard-

less of their exact details, t would be of finite duration and

strongly B dependent as is demonstrated by the data.

IV. Ion Flow Phase

The data shows that the intense ion flow begins as soon as the

diode undergoes the transition to the low impedance mode. We showed in

figure 3 the diode I-V characteristics and ion production for three
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characteristic anode types. For the best conditions ion current density

in the diode reaches 200 A/cm when the total current density for that

diode is 1 kA/cm (current monitors confirm that the Marx current is

equally divided between the two diodes).

Note that the diode voltags remains relatively constant (at about

80 kV) during the ion flew phase, in good agreement with the one-

dimensional reflex diode theory. The time dependence of the diode

current in this phase can be calculated with good accuracy from a

single solution of the circuit equations of the Marx generator, etc.,

replacing the diode with a zero-impedance constant-voltage element.

This demonstrates that abnormal diode behavior (i.e. shank emission,

insulator leakage, pulse reflection, etc.) is not occurring.

When the experimental arrangement allows ion beam extraction, we

use time-cf-flight data taken by a downstream current monitor to verify

beam energy. This beam current detection can be located at 1- = 75 or

120 em from the anode plane and t1me-of-flight t f of hydrogen and

numerous impurity ions can be measured. Since

where Eg is the beam energy, m is the proton mass of unit charge q, M

is the atomic weight and Q is the charge state. We plot in Figure 5

experiment data o f | ~ J normalized to that for the M=Q=1 measurements

(earliest arrivals must be protons). The data clearly verifies

that ion energies are indeed the diode 80 kV, and also indicates the

type of impurity ions that are present. Some of these ions obviously

result from the atomic composition of Mylar [(C.JIQOU) ]. We anticipate
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the Ionic impurity level to decrease and when deuterated polyethylene

(CI>2) foils are used.

When thin carbon foils supported by the extracting cathode grid

are used, there is no anomalous behavior observed In the diode (no

preliminary A-K shorts) and the downstream beam current monitor (which

is a modified secondary emission detector capable of measuring ions and

neutrals) shows signals very similar to non-neutralized beams. We are

presently sending the extracted beam through a strong crossed magnetic

field to attempt to diagnose the neutralized inaction.
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If ions are to be used for pellet fusion, it is essential that the

ions start the acceleration process with low initial angular momentum.

Ihis implies that the ions be extracted f ran a plasma with low ion tem-

peratures. Two types of target plasmas have been utilized: a pulsed

hollow cathode discharge in a low pressure background gas of helium, and

a plasma formed by the ablation of a nylon mesh attached to the down-

stream side of the anode. The anode was pulsed positive by a Nereus

accelerator to * 400 kV. Time-of-flight data from biased probes and

scintillators indicate average ion energies close to that of the anode

voltage. By using a crude focussing geometry, we have also observed the

ions to focus to roughly 1 cm in diameter. Sane evidence for temporal

focussing (bunching) has been observed.

Introduction

The purpose of our work is to utilize the high efficiency of

electron bean machines for pellet fusion. We have proposed1 doing

this by the following sequence of steps: (a) transferring the energy

from the electrons to the ions of a pre-formed plasma with high effi-

ciency thereby generating an energetic neutralized bean of heavy

particles; (b) focussing this beam on to a suitably small target; and

(c) bunching the arrival of the beam at the target so as to magnify and/or

tailor the pulsed power. In principle, all three functions can be

achieved by utilizing the space charge fields of an inverted spherical

diode, such as that utilized for experiments on electrostatic plasma
(2)

confinement.
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In fact, many of these ideas have been demonstrated separately.

Humphries, Lee and Sudan were the first to demonstrate efficient

transfer of energy fran the electrons to the ions by the space charge
(4-5)fields of the injecbed beam. By utilizing the reflex triode, many*

have generated multi-megawatt neutralized ion beams. Vfe have sham that

the potential well on the interior of a spherical diode is nearly ideal

for bunching, and have, in fact, demonstrated ion bunching at low

energies in a planar experiment.

This work reports on our efforts to scale our previous lew energy

(1-5 kv) results toward a regime closer to that envisioned for pellet

fusion. Specifically, we have utilized a Nereus Accelerator to inject

electrons through a shaped anode so that the space charge fields would

tend to focus any ions toward a point downstream. ' Two types of ion

sources have been utilized for the interior of the anode: (1) a nylon

string ' which ablates ions (mostly H + with some H*) which are then

accelerated by the space charge fields; and (2) a pulsed hollow cathode

discharge (in •>. 20 mTorr of Helium) producing a quiescent target plasma

of ̂  10 e-i pairs/cm .

It should be emphasized that the pre-fonned plasma is the more

desirable ion source eventually, (even though it does cause diagnostic

problems). "Bus follows from the following consideration about the

trajectory of an accelerated particle. Suppose ions are created at r = R

with a Maxwellian velocity distribution characterized by a temperature

T., are accelerated in a very short distance to an energy E by a central

force field, and then are allowed to drift to a small target - say a

sphere of radius Ar. Conservation of angular monentun dictates that only

a fraction f will hit the target under the most ideal set of circumstances,

where
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f
f = l-exp ( - (^§)2 (5^-)) (1)

Any deviation from this ideal, i.e., a longer transit time, a non-central

force, or the existence of a transverse stochastic force necessarily

lowers this fraction. Even though the energies envisioned are quite

large compared to k T., the presence of the very small quantity (Ar/R)

places severe restrictions on the initial temperature of the ions. If

the ion source were 3 meters from a target of 3 mm diameter, the tempera-

ture must be less than 10 of the final energy for 90% of the ions to

hit the target.

In the following sections, we will first discuss our experimental

apparatus and diagnostic procedures followed in obtaining the data. Much

of the data was taken with a conical anode with low effective transparency

(< 30%). Consequently, the overall efficiency in converting electron

beam power to neutralized ion beam power is low {•>. 1.5%). However, a

reasonably well defined focal spot was realized of •>. 1 cm . In our more

recent experiments with a highly open hemispherical anode, the efficiency

is much higher, ranging from 10-25%.

Experimental Apparatus and Results

The Nereus Accelerator was run with the line charged to + 350-450 kV

so as to pulse the anode positive with respect to the grounded cathode.

Typically, the voltage across the diode ran from 320-400 kV with currents

between 30-40 ksmp. Shown in Fig. 1 is a sketch of the diode end of the

system with the details of the conical anode shown. Mthough the micro-

raesh had a transparency of 45%, the anode stock reduced the overall

transmission value. When the nylon mesh was used as a source of ions,

the pressure was low - typically less than 2 mTorr. In order to have a

volumetric source of ions. Helium at 20-30 nfrorr filled the system and
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the grounded aluminum can acted as a cathode for a pulsed hollow cathode

discharge of -v 250 aips.

Probes biased to - 600 volts were used to measure the ion currents

at various distances downstrean from the anode structure. Depending upon

the intensity of the current, various probe apertures of 0.036 cm ,
2 2

0.0081 cm , and 0.0034 cm were used to keep the collected current to

less than 1 anp. The spatial distribution of the ion current was

inferred with probes placed 4.5 an off the axis of the dsvice in two

orthogonal directions and also from open shutter photography of a Pilot B

scintillator plate which intercepted the emerging bean. The light from

this scintillator was also coupled to a small fiber-optic bundle and

detected by a fast photo diode.

Typical time-of-flight data using the conical anode is shown in

Pig. 2 where we also rhow that the ion pulse is caiposed of a distrib-

ution of velocities. The leading edge of the pulse travels afc a velocity

corresponding to 411 kv whereas the peak of the ion current is slightly

slower. Such a distribution of velocities is essential to achieving

bunching, although, in this case, pulse spreading is the result.

Figure 3 conpares the axial current density with that 4.5 cm off the

axis at various distances from the base of the cone. Notice that the off-

axis data drops off as that probe is moved closer to the anode as if the

beam is being focussed at a point just beyond (•*• 4.8 cm) the base.

Cpen shutter photographs of the scintillator plate verifies that the

beam is indeed focussing to a spot-size of " 1 an in dianeter - even with

this crude geometry.

If one assumes a Gaussian-like profile in r for the ion current

tensity matching the probe data, and also azimuthial synmetry (verified

in other experiments) then there is a total ion current of 408 amps at
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357 kV passing the plane Z = 14 an. The conversion efficiency of

electron beam to ion beam power is low, t 1.5%, primarily because of the

low transparency of the anode. In our more resent experiments, the anode

was part of a sphere with a radius of 7.3 an and subtended a solid angle

of n steradians. The transparency of the sphere was 94%, excluding the

2.5 an diameter anode stock.

Much higher current densities and conversion efficiencies are

achieved with this geometry as illustrated in Fig. 4. Bather surpris-

ingly, we haras found that the current density is nearly uniform in r (and

$) for most of the downstream measurements. Only very close to the base

of the hemisphere does the axial current density exceed the off-axis

value. The sharp drop-off in current density is consistent with assuming

a highly divergent beam emerging from a point within the sphere (but not

accessible to measurement). Assuming azimuthial symmetry and more-or-

less uniform current density emerging from the base of the hemisphere

yields an ion currant of ^ 6 kA or a conversion efficiency in excess of

^ 25%. That figure is probably optimistic, but a lower bound is surely

greater than 10%.

Summary and Conclusions

Obviously, spherical geanetry is best for application to pellet

fusion, however, it is inaccessible for diagnostic purposes. One is then

forced to eaipromise between a gecmetry which allows access for diag-

nostics, and one that favors focussing. The results from two cases have

been described above. One shows a rather tight focus (conical geometry)

while the other (hemispherical) shows respectable efficiency. While all

of the data shown here was taken with the nylon mssh, similar ion currents

have been recorded with the pulsed discharge source.

Work supported by the United States Energy Besearch and Development
aitiinistration.
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ANODE

DIAGNOSTIC
PROBES

ANODE: » j = 4 5 % TRANSMITTANCE

\—RESISTIVE CURRENT MONITOR

Fig. 1. Physical Arrangement ef Diode - "Hie anode is a 45% open micro-

mesh stainless steel screen fanned into a cone. The cathode (K) is a

corrugated epoxy filled ring. The target plasma is formed either by

ablation of nylon mesh over the mouth of the oone or by a pulsed hollow

cathode discharge (run in ̂ 20 ndtorr of He) using the high voltage anode

shown above the diode can. The Faraday and scintillator probes are

located downstream from the anode. Distances are measured from the base

of the anode cone.
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Fig. 2. Tisne-of-flight war Ion Bean. The above graph shows the arrival

times at various position, downstream (Z) of the front edge of the ion

pulse and the peak of the pulse as treasured fcy a Faraday probe and the

arrival time as measured j.y a scdntillatar probe. Hhe associated

energies found frcm the time-of-flight are also shown. - (Die arrival

tines are referenced to an arbitrary time marker).
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Fig. 3. Ion Bean Current Density fran Conical Anode. Ite ion current

density was saroled by a Faraday probe at points downstrean alcng the

center axis (2, r * 0) and simultaneously at points off axis (r = 4.5 cm

off axis). "She above graph shows the variation of the ion current

density on and off axis vdth position downstrean from the cone.
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Fig. 4. Ion Bean Current Density fran Hanispherical Anode. The. above is

a semi-log plot c£ the ion bean current density on axis (r = 0) versus

position downstream from the mouth of the hemispherical anode. Tte data

points are from different runs using two different apertures on the

probes. Baraday probes, on and off axis, (r = 0, r = 4.5 cm) were used

to sanple the ion current density. Only the results of the on axis probe

are shown due to the imiformity of the ion beam with radius off axis.
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ELECTRON BEAM DRIVEN IMPLOSIONS

L. Baker, M. J. Clauser, J. R. Freeman, L. P. Mix
J. N. Olsen, F. C. Perry, A. J. Toepfer, and M. M. hddner

Sandia laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

ABSTRACT

Theoretical and experimental investigations have been carried out to

study the physics of electron beam driven targets with emphasis on implo-

sion dynamics and stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

The compression of DT gas to densities of interest for inertial con-

finement fusion(ICF) requires a stable implosion of the gas to densities

such that (pr)Dj ^0.3 gm/an where p is the fuel mass density and r the

fuel radius [1]. The achievement of high pr requires an ablatively driven

implosion where the energy of the driver is deposited in the outer region

of the target. This paper is a summary of theoretical and experimental

work in progress at Sandia Laboratories to study the physics of imploding

systems.

Figure 1 is a generic radius versus time plot for an ablatively

driven capsule. The capsule may consist of a simple outer shell which

acts as both ablator and pusher [2], or more generally there may be sever-

al interior layers of various densities (3,4,5]. At the diffuse boundary

between the ablator and pusher3 and at all internal boundaries where

pressure and density gradients are in opposite directions, Rayleigh-

Taylor instabilities [6] can grow exponentially. At shocked interfaces,

linear growth of small amplitude perturbations [7] and the generation of

high velocity jets from surface imperfections (which results in a high

*This work was supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development

Administration, under Contract AT (29-1)-789.
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density spray of particles into the fuel) are possible.

Besides these macroscopic hydrodynamic processes, microscopic pro-

cesses on the atomic scale may lead to anomalously high-energy dissipation

at pressures in the 10-100 Mbar range. Although the resultant effects

would have a stabilizing influence on hydroayr«imic instabilities, they

would also result in internal energy dissipation in the pusher and reduce

the efficiency of the implosion.

II. HYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY

We have studied the late-time stability of the fuel-pusher interface

and have found that shock initiated growth can be quite important. As an

example, we consider the computed radius-time plot shown in Fig. 2 for a

0.2 TW exploding pusher target consisting of an iron shell filled with

D2 fuel. This target was designed for use with the Hydra accelerator.

Since the target is thin compared to the range of the 750 keV electrons,

the inner and outer surfaces initially expand at about the same velocity.

The imploding inner surface drives a shock wave into the fuel, (indicated

by the dashed line) which reflects at the origin and travels back out-

wards. As it passes through the fuel-pusher interface, it splits into

separate transmitted and reflected components. The shock momentarily

decelerates the interface, thereby resulting in the possibility for

unstable growth. As the fuel is heated and compressed by the shocks and

the pusher, the fuel pressure increases to the point at which it exceeds

that of the pusher. This pressure gradient decelerates the fuel-pusher

interface, again providing the conditions for unstable growth.

Since the final fuel-pressure induced instability has been discussed

previously [8], we will here concentrate on the shock-induced phase. If

an initial sinusoidal surface perturbation of amplitude i is given as
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n = no(l + yt) , (1)

where

Y = kVc(p+ - pj/(p+ + p.) , (2)

k = 2n/X. is the wave number, p + and p are the initial densities of the

high and low density regions, and V is the interface (or contact surface)

velocity change induced by the shock. This result is, of course, valid

only for k « 1.

If the linear result, Eq. (1), was even approximately valid in the

large amplitude regime, high density iron spikes would be expected to

penetrate and cool the fuel region for the target described in Fig. 2.

To study the large amplitude growth, we have performed a direct numerical

simulation of the instability. Meyer and Blewett [9] have published

related simulations. The Eulerian hydrocode CSQ [10] of S. L. Thompson

was used to avoid mesh-tangling at large amplitudes. By limiting our

interest to short wavelengths, A = 0.01 rp, where rp is the turnaround

radius of the fuel-pusher interface for the 1-D case (Fig. 2), we can use

a planar model with the high and low density regions assumed to have

initial conditions (temperature, density, and pressure) similar to the

actual 1-D solution just before the shock arrives. Since the shorter

wavelengths have the fastest growth, this is not a severe restriction.

As a check on the method of solution, a relatively long wavelength

(\ = 10 urn, n0 = 0.08 u) case, which should compare well with the linear

relation, was studied first. Figure 3 compares the computed and analytic

amplitude vs. time for this case. The growth rates agree to within IS

percent. The evolution of a 1 urn wavelength cosinusoidal perturbation of

Saitial amplitude ti = 0.08 nm was calculated next. Growth well into the

nonlinear regime was calculated.
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An amplitude vs. time plot for the nonlinear case is plotted in Fig.

4. A growth rate reduced by over a factor of four from the linear pre-

diction is observed. The reduced growth of the spikes in the nonlinear

regime appears to be due to a combination of pressure gradient reversal

and kinetic drag. Even if the growth in the shock-initiated phase remains

small, it can still provide much larger initial amplitudes for the usual

late-time fuel pressure driven instability. This could have the effect

of reducing the importance of finite growth time effects [8] and allowing

even relatively long wavelength spikes to free-fall through the fuel.

Most work on the Rayleigh-Taylor instability has concentrated on the

behavior of a single mode, or wavelength, of the instability. However,

when a number of modes are present and have amplitudes comparable to, or

larger than their wavelengths, the interactions between different modes

may be expected to be strong and nonlinear. When the behavior becomes

very complex, the details of the motion are of little interest in many

cases; instead, average quantities such as mean densities, concentrations,

effective transport coefficients, etc.,can be sufficient for many purposes,

just as they are in turbulence theory.

The latter circumstances have been assumed by Belenkii and Fradkin

[11]. They apply a mixing-length model of turbulent diffusion to the

unstable region with the turbulent diffusion coefficient given by

3p oP \ W
" 3Z I . (3)

The mixing length JL can not be derived, but in other forms of turbulence

it is observed to be a fraction of the instantaneous width L of the tur-

bulence, it = aL with a ~ 0.1. The quantities p and P are the macro-

scopic or mean density and pressure and do not include the fluctuations

of the turbulence.
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Applying this model to the case of two fluids initially of density
1 8Pp^ and p 2 undergoing constant acceleration g= -— -gj > results in growth

of turbulence at the interface between the two fluids if the acceleration

is in the direction of increasing density. The width of the turbulent re-

gion grows in time as

L = 270 a4 In {— 1 gt2P2l
(4)

This implies that a slab or shell (such as a fusion target pusher) can be

safely accelerated a multiple of its thidsiess given by

r
Ar 270 oT to (Pl/p2)

(5)

Values of a in the range 0.1 to 0.13 result in values of r/Ar in the

range 10-30, essentially the same as are considered "safe" on the basis

of single-mode analysis. The Instability at the fuel-pusher interface is

thought to lead to a contamination of the fuel by the pusher material. If

we assume that the turbulence model applies here, then we find that a

relatively small amount of fuel is contaminated, and a turbulent state

in an unstable region may be beneficial provided that a = 0.1.

III. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF IMPLOSION DYNAMICS

The physical characterization of an imploding fusion target involves

the measurement of temperature, pressure (or material velocity) and den-

sity as functions of time and space. In closed spherical systems, these

experiments are extremely difficult if not impossible to perform. We

have, therefore, chosen open (but converging) model targets in order to

perform thermo- and hydrodynamic experiments relevant to the physics of

imploding systems. These model targets consist of (1) open hemispheres

and (2) cylindrical sections. Experimentally determined thermo- and
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hydrodynamic quantities are compared with calculations for these geometries

using one and two-dimensional hydrocodes. The performance and stability

of these targets will provide a data base for fusion target design.

Initial experiments were conducted with single ablatively driven

hemispherical shells [12]. In that work, the electron beam target coup-

ling efficiency was established by comparisons of experimental implosion

times and material jet velocities with the results of two-dimensional hy-

drodynamic calculations. More recently, material velocity and temperature

measurements have been performed for (1) double-shell hemispheres and

(2) thick-walled single-shell (shock focusing) hemispheres, and optical

holographic data for cylindrical implosions have been obtained.

In Fig. S is shown the basic experimental arrangement for measure-

ment of the material implosion time and jet velocity. The figure depicts

a double-shell target, with an outer shell Au (wall thickness =0.32 mm,

diameter = 3.8 mm), and an innter shell of W (wall thickness = 0.2 mm and

diameter 1.4 mm) with water as the buffer material between the two shells.

The two thin pellicles ( ~7 ym) are used along with a laser somce and

fast photomultiplier detector to measure the time of arrival of inner

shell material at the equator (first pellicle) and arrival approximately

one-centimeter downstream (second pellicle). For the arrangement shown

in Fig. 5, the measured implosion time was approximately 300 n? and the -

material jet velocity was 1.6 cm/ps for a total diode energy of 22 kJ.

In addition to material velocities relevant to the implosion dynamics

of double shells we have performed time resolved temperature measurements

of the inner shell of the double-shell system during implosion. In Fig. 6

are shown two oscillographs of a photomultiplier detector which recorded

either (a) light with wavelength = 514 ran (a laser source) reflected from

the inner tungsten surface or (b) light with wavelengths centered at 514 m

(bandpass = 100 X) generated by the collapse of the inner wall. The purpose
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of illuminating the-tungsten inner wall was to detect the time of shock

wave arrival at the inner surface, a useful parameter in hydrodynamic

analyses. A definite reduction in reflectivity is observed (a) and the

occurrence of this change is interpreted to be the time of shock break-

through. Following the reduction in intensity, the rapid rise in light

intensity is thought to be associated with the luminosity of the converg-

ing shell. In (b) the shell was not illuminated, and the intensity is

solely associated with self-luminosity. In this case, the calibrated op-

tics and photomultiplier implied a peak temperature of approximately 0.5

eV. Although the complete structure of the light signal is not understood,

the occurrence of the initial maximum at - 300 ns is in agreement with pre-

vious measurements of the implosion velocity. In fact, the rise of the

luminosity signal is correlated with the time-resolved implosion velocity

for the double-shell system.

We have applied these techniques to the single shell, thick-wall or

shock-focusing target system. In Fig. 7 are shown the results of an im-

plosion time-jet velocity measurement similar to that for the case of a

double-shell. The shock focusing single shell was multi-layered, consisting

of a thick outer layer of gold (thickness = 0.6 mm, diameter = 1.9 mm) and

thin inner layer of tungsten (thickness = 0.094 mm). For the shot depicted

in Fig. 7, total diode energy was 23 kJ. The first pellicle was placed

slightly downstream from the shell equator. The light intensity trace in-

dicates an initial reduction due to X-ray induced noise in the detector

followed by a change at 130 ns due to arrival of material at the first pel-

licle. The initial change in reflected intensity from the second pellicle

occurs at approximately 255 ns resulting in a jet velocity of 3.3 cm/us.

Also shown in the same figure is the calculated (from the two-divensional

hydrodynamic code CSQ [10]) velocity-time history for beam and targer. con-

ditions similar to those of the experiment. The calculated implosion time
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and pellicle arrival times correspond well to the experimental data.

Temperature measurements were carried out employing a single shell

shock focusing hemisphere. An example of these results is shown in Fig. 8

where the target consisted of a nickel (thickness = 0.139 nun) inner layer.

These targets do not meet the design criteria for good shock focusing, be-

cause the nickel layer was too thin for adequate build-up in shock wave

amplitude. Also, the tungsten layer was probably preheated during the

beam pulse by electrons as well as X-rays. However, the results are inter-

esting in that the rise in temperature (light intensity) is significantly

slowe. than expected from the hydrodynamic calculations. Such a result

would be expected when the converging shock wave was not adequately sharp

upon arrival at the inner surface, or because of preheating of the inner

shell due to electron deposition. Because of insufficient propagation vol-

ume the above situation will prevail in the present experiment. Compared

with the double-shell, the light intensity is several orders of magnitude

higher. If one assumes a source size equal to the 30 percent fall-off

point in the calculated radial temperature profile, then a temperature of

10 eV results from the data.

In order to further study the dynamics of implosion, multiple pulse

optical holography has been utilized to observe symmetry and convergence

of the pushsr in cylindrical targets. Figure 9 shows holographic inter-

ferograms made of cylinders imploded by electron deposition on the Hjrdra

accelerator. The exposures in both cases were made at - 28 ns intervals

using a FIM ruby laser having a 4 ns FWfM. Figure 9(a) shows the implo-

sion of a thin plastic cylinder which is uniformly (to about 14 percent)

irradiated. In this case, the implosion proceeds to an almost circular

shell near the axis of the cylinder. Figure 9(b) shows, for comparison,

a thick (compared to a CSEtA range) cylinder which was irradiated with a

front-to back asymmetry of > 10 to 1. A shock wave propagates through
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the shell and drives the implosion. Although one night have expected the

implosion to form a pancake shaped core, the converging plasma is observed

is observed to form a jet with peak-fringe velocities of l.S to 2 cm/usec,

in contrast to the body of the plasma which is moving at - 20 percent of

this velocity. Thus, the final state for the fuel in a corresponding

spherical implosion is a toroidal shaped plasma at relatively low density

and temperature which would be expected to give reduced thermonuclear

neutron yield.

IV. SIMWRY

The hydrodynamic stability of fusion targets has been studied

theoretically, with particular attention to the stability of the fuel-

pusher interface near maximum compression. Results show that for certain

target designs, shock initiation o£ linearly growing andes at the inter-

face could provide a finite amplitude perturbation to feed exponentially

growing nodes at the tune of maximum compression. Growth of a spectrum

of unstable modes may lead to a finite thickness turbulent region at the

interface, reducing the degree of penetration of the pusher material into

the fuel.

Experimental techniques have been developed to measure pusher velo-

city and temperature in open converging e-beam driven targets. Shock

arrival at the pusher surface and the subsequent heating have been mea-

sured. Degradation of the shock front rise time and preheating of the

pusher by electrons for ablator/pusher thicknesses less than an electron

range have been observed. Optical holography has been used to observe

the effect of non-uniform target loading in cylindrical implosions.
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CHARGED PARTICLE FUSION TARGETS*

R. 0. Bangerter and D. J. Meeker

University of California, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

Livermore, California

Abstract

In this paper we review the power, voltage, energy and other

requirements of electron and ion beam fusion targets. We discuss

single shell, multiple shell and magnetically insulated target designs.

Questions of stability are also considered. In particular, we show

that ion beam targets are stabilized by an energy spread in the ion beam.

Introduction

In this paper we review the status of charged particle fusion

target design at the time of the 1st International Conference on Electron

Beam Research and Technology ana ascribe some of the innovations and

progress of the intervening two years.

Targets having gain (thermonuclear yield/input energy) <1 are

interesting from a scientific point of view and considerable'progress

has been made in the design of these targets. However, ultimately tar-

gets having gain considerably greater than 1 are needed. In order to

limit the scope of this paper we discuss only targets having gain >1.

*Research performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy, Research and

Development Administration under contract No. W7405-ENG-48.
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Electron Beam "Eargets

Two of the targets discussed at the last conference ' are shown

in Fig. 1 and 2.

In one-d3mensional computer simulations, the target in Big. 1

achieves gain as 1 at a peak input power of 360 W . A similar target

with a carbon ablator gives gain = 1 at an input power of 225 W . The

two-shell design of Fig. 2 achieves gain as 1 at a peak input power of

250 TO.

Relatively little progress has been made in improving these electrons

driven targets during the last two years. Calculations at Sandia

Laboratories on time-varying voltage pulses have not been very

encouraging. Some calculations have been performed at Idvermore on

targets similar to that shown in Jig. 1 but having larger yield. In

particular, the target shown in Pig. 1 gives a yield of 2*12 MI with a DT

fuel mass of 880 yg. The required input power is 1200 TW. The

input energy is 6.6 MJ and the gain is 2k.

Ion Beam "forgets

Two years ago the ion beam targets shown in Fig. 3 and *) were

reported. ' A newer target design is shown in Pig. 5. The principal

feature of this target is the high Z, high density tamper surrounding

the low Z, low density pusher. Low Z naterials are more effective in

stopping ions than high Z materials. This is illustrated in Pig. 6.

Ihs enhanced deposition in the low Z material creates a tamped explosion

that efficiently drives the fuel inward. The characteristics of this

target are given in Table I. The chief advantage of this target is that

it gives high gain (~100) at relatively modest input power and energy.

High target gain is expected to significantly reduce the cost of an

inertial confinement fusion power plant. Toe chief disadvantage of this
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f
target is the requireinent of rather precise pulse shaping.

Magnetically Insulated Targets

An approach to target design that has been extensively studied

since the 1975 Conference is the addition of a magnetic field to the

fuel region. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. The purpose of the

magnetic field is two-fold. If the fuel is at a sufficiently low

density, the magnetic field can. inhibit thermal conduction from the OT

to the surrounding pusher wall. M s allows one to use preheat in the

OT and then do a nearly adiabatic compression of the fuel to reach

ignition conditions. A second advantage occurs at maximum compression.

If the initial magnetic field is sufficiently large, the resulting

compressed field can trap the alpha particles produced by the DT fusion

reactions thereby heating the burning plasma even further, the net

result is a target design that should allow one to reduce the input

requirement of the driving source.

Results of one class of these targets designed for 10 MeV protons

is shown in table II. They are characterized by relatively low input

powers and, for the larger sizes, no pulse shaping requirement. Thus

the advantage of low power appears to be possible.

There are disadvantages, however. The magnitude of magnetic

field required is quite large if thermal conduction is to be limited.

Several methods of producing this field are shown in Fig. 8 but all

fall short of producing the large fields needed by these targets.

Furthermore, even with magnetic fields the fuel density must be

low to nrintain a large ux. This low fuel density forces one to

accept low gain or to face the difficulty of fabricating and propagating

the burn into a dense fuel layer surrounding the low density core.
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For high gain targets questions of fuel cleanliness, implosion

symmetry, fluid instability and target fabrication must be addressed.

In spite of these difficulties, the appeal of low power sources

producing significant gain continues to be of Interest and we shall

investigate this approach further.

Ion Beam TSarget Stability

The consequences of Rayleigh-Taylor instability were discussed at

the last conference. ' The growth rate for this instability is given

by y =Tfctka where a is the Atwood number, k is the wave number and a is

the acceleration perpendicular to the unstable interface. If the

unstable interface is replaced by a region in which the density varies

exponentially with scale length L = 1/3 one m s t make the replacement

k6 7
k •* jjjv • When B 5 k this effect becomes important and results in

considerable stabilization. Because of multiple scattering and

bremsstrahlung, 1 MeV electrons have a deposition profile that falls off

very gradually at the end of the range. Such an extended deposition

profile results in minimal sensitivity to fluid instabilities, but also

considerable preheat and low thermonuclear gains. Ions, with a sharp

cutoff at the end of their range, result in more efficient, lower power

implosions but greatly increased sensitivity to fluid instability.

However, putting an energy spread on the ion beam will spread out the

deposition at the end of the range. By suitably choosing this spread

in energy and adjusting shell thicknesses appropriately, one can still

achieve a relatively efficient implosion but with greatly reduced

sensitivity to fluid instability. Figure 9 shows the plots of dE/dx for

an ion be?m with an average energy of 10 KeV under various conditions.

Curve A is the deposition profile for a monoenergetic beam focused

radially onto a spherical target. Curve B is the profile for a
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monoenergetic beam but assumes a 10 eV transverse temperature at the

source which spreads the beam to 1.66 nm FMHM at a distance of 1 m from

the source. Hence, the beam Is no longer radially focused. Curve C is

the profile for a beam with an average energy of 10 MeV but -,d.th a

gaussian spread in energies of n.6% FWHM and a 10 eV transverse

temperature at the source. These sources are applied to the target

shown in Fig. 10. The target consists of a gold shell with a 2 ram inner

radius and 1 rag of solid OT in a 100 u thick inner layer. The gold

shell varies in thickness from 0.21 ram for the radial deposition A to

0.23 ntn for the deposition C.

For deposition A the required power is 500 TW while for deposition

C the required power increased to 700 TW.

The higher power for case C occurs because the gold shell is

thicker to aooomodate the greater ion range and because the implosion

is somewhat less efficient with the extended deposition profile.

Shown in Fig. 11 is a plot of the density scale length L as a

function of time for the three deposition profiles. Plotted for

reference is 1/k versus time for I = 100. For the radial profile A,

the scale length is much less than 1 A while for C, the scale length

exceeds 1/k.

Note that a greater shell thickness also goes with a shallower

density gradient as shown in Fig. 12. Some of the increase is due to

the fact that the initial shell is thicker for case C.

The reduction in growth as one goes from A to C is evident from

the disperson relations given in Fig. 13- The curves are analytic

results and show in (i/nQ) = yY^t as a function of k. The quantities

H and n are respectively the initial and final perturbation amplitude.

The points are from LASNEX calculations. As a result of the modified
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density gradient, case C easily survives with 100 A surface finish.

In conclusion, it should be possible to exploit tensity gradient

modification to reduce the sensitivity to fluid instability of charged

particle driven micro-fusion implosions.

For ion beams sources, the reduction is achieved by introducing

an energy spread on the driving source. TKLs may have important

consequences for pulsed power technology.
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— 0.1440 cm

54.3 ms

_0.1100cm
26.76 mg

— 0.1000 cm

50.265 ng

Fig. 1 - Single Shell Target
Driven by 1 MeV Electrons

Fig. 3 - Single Shell Target
Driven by 10 MeV Protons

—0.26784 cm

229.6 mg

-0.2304 cm

51«J

0.039974 cm
49 jug

/ 0.03920 cm
1.3 mg
0.03283 cm

31.1 fig

Fig. 2 - Double Shell Target
Driven by 1 MeV Electrons

— 0.432 cm
492.56 mg

— 0.4032 cm

37.8 jug

p=0.21
OT

0.0400 cm
49.2 fig
0.03721 cm

"1.30 mg
0.03283 cm
31.1 ng

Fig. 4 - Double Shell Target
Driven by 10 MeV Protons
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Tamper p = 11.3 (72.1 mg)

Pusher p=1.26 (16.8 mg)

Fuel p = 0.21 (1.00 mg)

0.23333 cm

0.22360 cm

0.20000 cm

0.19004 cm

Fig. 5 - Ion Beam Fusion Target vdth low Density Pusher.

Pusher-tamper
interface

-•". . I . . i I . • , I I, .
0 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 8 0 . 1 2

Beam penetration, g/cm2

Fig. 6 - Deposition Profile for 6.5 MeV Protons Incident on Target.
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Fig. 7 - Magnetically Insulated Targets

Electron or proton beam Stripped heawy ion beam

Localized beam healing Exploding wire Drffinion from external coils

Fig. 8 - Various Methods of Obtaining Magnetic Fields

0.25
Depth, gm/cm2

Fig. 9 - Energy Deposition of 10 MeV Protons in Gold at a Temperature
of ZOO eV and Density of 5 ~~ '~J
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fi • 0.21 gm/cm3

0.221 or 0.223 cm

1.200 cm

0.190<an

Fig. 10 - Target Used for Ion Beam,
Density Gradient Stabilization Study.

Fig. 11 - Density Scale Length as a
Function of Tine for Ion Beam Target.

100 200
Wavcnumber

Fig. 12 - Shell Thickness as a Fig. 13 - Number of e-Foldings as a
Function of Time for 10 MeV Function of Wavenuniber for Ion Beam
Proton Target. Target.
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Time, ns
0

10
14
17
20.S

Power. TW

1.6
1.6

16
240.0
240.0

Power varies linearly between values listed.
Input energy MJ 1.28
Yield, MJ 113.0
Gain 88.0

Table 1 - Properties of Ion Beam
Target with Low Density Pusher

Fuel radius

Input power

Input energy (MJ|

Yield (MJ)

Gain

Max. interface velocity
<tmfo)

Minimum fuel ratiiin (cm)

Compression ffltto

Mw. furi tenpetstun (tteVJ

Man. fuel density (3/csl

M u . fu«t or (g/cm*)

0.2 cm

80TW/25ns

2.1

180

84

12

0.011

5900

210

230

0-82

O.1

45TW/1&B

0 4 5

15

34

13

0.0045

11.000

110

340

0.5

0.05

1TW/13m
5TWT.5-a5m

O2

0.67

ZA

14

0.0019

17.000

29

560

0J28

0.025 cm

osmn&K
2TW/t.B-2.Tni
8TWtt.1-ZAt»

30TW/3.4-4.9ni

0.O79

QJ08I

1.1

14

0.001*

6.000

28

560

0.11

Table 2 - Sunmary of Optimized Ion Driven
Targets Employing Magnetic Fields
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rfEUI'ROIJ PRODUCTIOM FROM ADVANCED REB FUSION TARGETS

J. Chang, 14. M. Widner, A. V. Farnsworth, Jr.,
R. J. Leeper, T. S. Prevender, L. Baker, and J. N. Olsen

Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

ABSTRACT

8

Experiments have been performed in which plastic shells,

containing a CD_ fuel wire, were irradiated and imploded by

a single beam from the Fsehyd REB accelerator (1 MeV, 250 kA,

100 nsec). The fuel wire is pre-exploded by beam prepulse,

providing preheat and magnetic fields in the fuel which per-

mit high I'uel temperatures upon inplosi'"-r.. Initial results

indicate that ~ 10 neutrons, of energy 2.5 ± 0.? MeVs were

produced during the last 30 nsec of the voltage pulse, con-

sistent with the expected implosion time. Additional "null"

shots with portions of the target cut away and/or without

prepulse did not produce such neutrons. These initial data

suggest the origin of the neutrons to be thermonuclear.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past two years we have been investigating an

advanced REB fusion target concept consisting of targets

which contain preheated fuel and magnetic fields. The pur-

pose of the preheat is to place the fuel onto a higher adia-

bat anJ the purpose of the magnetic field is to reduce fuel

thermal conduction losses. An advantage to this approach is

*Thls work supported by the U. S. Energy Research and Develop-

ment Administration under Contract AT(29-l)-789 .
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that high fuel temperatures can be obtained for relatively

slow implosion velocities, implying increased neutron pro-

duction for targets irradiated with low power REB accelera-

tors. In particularj Widner and Farnsnorth have predicted

measurable neutron yields (~ 10 - 10 ) for available REB

accelerators (power - 0.2 TW). Additional 1-D calculations

indicate this approach may also permit lower beam power for

breakeven level targets, assuming negligible thermal conduc-

tion losses and deposition of a energy in the fuel. Others

have also indicated the advantage of using preheat and magne-

tic fields in ii.ertially confined systems in the context of

thin shell REB targets for which the beam, passing through

the target, provides the preheat and magnetic field in the

fuel.

Recently, we reported a target design which incorpor-

ates a preheated, magnetized fuel as is shown schematically

in Fig. 1. Owing to its resemblance to the Greek letter "*",

it was designated as the "*" target. The target consists of

an insulating spherical shell which contains the fuel (in

this case a CD2 wire), a thin metallic collector and two

electrodes, one of which connects the collector to the shell,

and the other connects the shell to the anode. The thin

metallic collector serves to collect electric charge during

the beam prepulse and during the main beam pulse until the

electron range becomes greater than the collector thickness,

This charge accumulation causes electrical breakdown to occur

along the fuel wire and subsequent filament explosion. The

resulting current flow provides ohmie heating of the fuel and
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a magnetic field inside the shell. In this way the "*" target

makes use of the electron beam not only to drive the shell

implosion but also to precondition the fuel. The simplicity

of this target design permits easy experimental implentetion.

II. EXPERIMENT

The "*" targets used in these experiments consisted of

plastic (polystyrene) shells, 0.3 cm I.D. ar.d 0.03 cm wall

thickness, which contained s CD2 filament ~ 25-50 pm in diam

as shown in Pig. 1. These targets were irradiated by a

single REB from the Hydra leg of the REBA accelerator (called

Rebyd)(l MeV, 250 kA, and 100 ns). Energy deposition sym-

metry of the shell, as demonstrated previously with spheri-

cal targets without collectors, was preserved by the choice

of aluminum collectors thin to an electron range at full

diode voltage. In the experiment, these targets were shot

both with and without machine prepulse.

In addition, a number of null targets were shot. These

include targets with large portions of one or both halves of

the spherical shell cut away (Fig. 2a and b ) ; targets with a

thick plastic cylinder around the shell to prevent uniform

energy deposition (Fig. 2c); and targets with the electric

conduction path interrupted by an insulating plug between

the CD2 wire and the bottom electrode (Fig. 2d).

The neutron diagnostics included a silver activation

counter and two scintillation neutron time-of-flight detec-

tors placed at 4.28 m and 6.35 m away from the diode and at

10° and 32.7°, respectively, measured from the diode axis.

With these detectors the neutron yield and the time of arrival
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of the neutron pulse was measured. Additional diagnostics,

other than the usual current and voltage monitors, included

an optical streak camera to measure the target blowoff

velocities and a target current monitor measuring the current

collected by the target. A schematic diagram of the experi-

mental set up is shown in Fig. 3.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 39 target shots were made, of which 24 were

with null targets and 15 were with complete targets. No 2.5

MeV neutrons were produced by the null target shots . However,

some of these have generated lower energy neutrons (<_ 0.5 MeV)

apparently from the C (d,n)N reaction-3 arising from the

deuterium in the diode and carbon on the anode. Of the 15

complete target shot.", 7 shots failed to produce 2.5 MeV

neutrons; four were due to low diode output, and the failure

mode of the remaining three have not been identified.

Eight target shots produced from 5 x 10 - 2.5 x 10

neutrons as mesured by the AG activation counter. The neutron

energy are reduced from the time-of-flight data (see Fig. 4).

Jt is clear two groups of neutrons are produced and they are

well separated by the far detector. The slow group is attri-

buted to background C (d,n)N beam-target reactions and the

leading edge of the fast neutron pulse is analyzed. These

arrival times are plotted in Fig. 5 against the dectector

distance away from the diode. Curves a and b show TOF data

of two different arrangements of detector position; they indi-

cate 2.5 MeV +0.2 MeV neutrons were produced during the last

30 ns of the beam voltage pulse. The corresponding implosion

time for curve b is derived from optical streak data of the
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shell aud shows agreement with the extrapolated neutron

formation time. The total 2.5 MeV neutrons produced in these

shots are bounded on the low side by the time-of-flight

counter sensitivity, ~10 , and on the high side by the Ag
7

activation counter measurements, ~ 10 , which includes both

high and low energy neutron contributions, as is evident in

Fig. 4b. Also plotted are the neutron arrival times at the

near detector of shots made with incomplete spherical shells,

and due to the low neutron yields (< 10 ) of these shots, no

signal was recorded by the far detector. These arrival times

are much later than those of curves a and b.

The rate of expansion of the shell, as measured by the

optical streak camera, has been compared to CHARTD computer

code results to estimate the specific power absorbed by the

shell. This comparison, which assumes the light front approxi-

mately corresponds to a constant areal electron density of

- 10 ' c m , indicates approximately 3-5 TW/g absorbed in

the shell.

Neutron production from exploding shell targets without
Q

preconditioning of the fuel have been investigated by others.

Measurable neutron yields from such targets have been pre-

dicted, but have been shown to require substantially higher

deposition levels than the - 4 TW/g observed here. We find

this conclusion verified by the present resuJt that the pro-

duction of 2.5 MeV neutrons requires prepulse current.

Our present interpretation of the preconditioning of the

fuel is that prepulse current ohmically heats and expands

the CD2 fuel filament during the 1 ysec, 5-10 kA prepulse,
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creating a non-uniform fuel density distribution. The lower

density regions obtain higher temperature for a given current

density and therefore, become less resistive, providing a

preferential channel for current flow. The result is that a

fraction of the wire mass is heated to a high temperature and

contains a magnetic field sufficient for thermal conduction

suppression. Calculations made with a two-dimensional MHD
o

computer code including radiative transport and Spitzer

resistivity are in general agreement with this interpreta-

tion. For example, at a point in time just before the

target starts to implode, calculations indicate central

region conditions are: p - 2 x 10 gem , T ~ 20 eV,

B - 10 gauss.

During the main beam pulse, the fuel and magnetic field

are compressed, increasing the UT of the low density central

region. This leads to a substantial reduction of electron

thermal conduction losses during the high temperature com-

pression phase when such losses would otherwise dominate.

Using the calculated preheat temperature, and fuel density,

and assuming a thermal conductivity reduction factor consis-

tent with the expected final magnetic field from flux conser-

vation considerations,,we have performed 1-d hydrodynamic and

thermonuclear neutron calculations using CLYDE. These

calculations show that after an implosion time of - 80 ns

the fuel reaches ~ 1 keV and 1.6 x 10 gem" in temperature

and density and produces - 10 neutrons in 5-10 ns. We find

that the calculated implosion time is consistent with the

observed time of origin of the 2,5 MeV neutrons, and the

predicted neutron yields are consistent with those observed,
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IV. SUMMARY

The results of the "*" target experiments indicate that

~_ 10 neutrons of 2.5 MeV energy were produced during the

last 30 ns of the beam voltage pulse, consistent with the

target iraplosion time. A number of null shots indicate that

beam prepulse and a complete shell t.re necessary for the

above neutron production. The data are consistent with our

interpretation of the advanced target concept which employs

preheat and magnetic fields in the fuel to reduce the- power

requirements for the production of thermonuclear reactions.
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PROCESSES LEADING TO ENHANCED ENERGY DEPOSITION BY

PARTICLE BEAMS

P. Gilad, Z. Kaplan, S. Miller, E. Nardi, E. Peleg and

Z. Zinamon

Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

Range shortening of electron and proton beams due to

target temperature and density effects is calculated. The

effect on target hydrodynamics is calculated for a proton

beam. The effect of the penetration of an electron beam self

magnetic field into the target is shown to cause affective

range shortening. Enhanced energy deposition by a pinched

electron beam in a foil target is studied numerically and

experimentally. The target expansion velocity measured by

laser flash photography is used to determine the enhancement

factor. Bremsstrahlung measurements are used to study the

electron trajectories.

For the design of efficient pellet fusion targets the

details of beam-target interaction should be studied. Of

special interest are processes which lead to the enhancement

of energy deposition relative to that deduced from the simple,

single particle mechanisms. In this work we study three such

processes.

The first process is due to the elevated temperatures

and low densities prevailing in the ablation layers of high-

Z targets. At temperatures close to 1 keV the atoms in such

targets are highly, but not completely, ionized. The slowing

down processes due to free electrons, including collective

and screening effects are different from those in bound elec-

trons . In the case of electron beams the effect on multiple

scattering should also be taken into account. The contribu-

tion of bound electrons to the slowing down process is also

modified by ionization. Here we study this effect in some de-

tail for fast proton and electron beams. In the case of pro-

ton beams it is of interest to check whether the "in depth"
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deposition effect typical of cold targets is weakened by tem-

perature effects. In the case of electron beams, the effect

on brem£strahlung emission is studied.

The second process is the penetration of the self magne-

tic field of an electron beam into the target. ' This is im-

portant in basic studies as well as in certain pellet fusion

schemes in which the target irradiation is not spherically

symmetric. If the magnetic field penetrates into the target

at the relevant time, the effective range may be shortened.

in a previous work this effect was calculated in a non self

consistent way. Here we employ a one-dimensional model in a

calculation including the hydrodynamics, magnetic field dif-

fusion with temperatrxe and density dependent conductivity,

and energy deposition by a Monte Carlo calculation in which

magnetic forces are taken into account.

The third process involves the use of thin foil targets.

It has been suggested that a special mode of reflexing

occurs in the focus of a pinched beam when a foil anode or a

thick anode with foil center is used. Diode simulation calcu-

lations indicate that this process should lead to the enhance-

ment of energy deposition efficiency '. Enhanced deposition

in foil targets has been observed and explanations in

terms of magnetic stopping , beam stagnation and instabili-

ties ' have been suggested. Here we study the shape and velo-

city of the expanding target plasma and the results are used

to determine the deposition power density.

To calculate the high temperature plasma effects on the

particle range, we calculate the number of free electrons

from the Thomas-Fermi model. Their spatial distribution is

taken at. uniform and that of the bound electrons is obtained

by subtracting the free electron density from the Thomas-Fermi

distribution.

The energy loss of protons is calculated from

where p is the density, s=px, v is the proton velocity, k is

the wave number, n=cos6, 9 the angle between k and v, D is the
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1
dielectric function and to is the frequency. In calculating D

the plasma ions are regarded as point charges with nopolariza-

bility. The contribution of the bound electrons is then cal-

culated from Bethe's theory, taking into account the possible

screening effects of the plasma. The classical dielectric

function used is :

D<k,w) = 1 + 2x2[l+xZ(C)]u)p/u2 (2)

where g=x+iy, Z(g) is the dispersion function, x=w/kv., y=

v/kv, , v is the collision, frequency, v. the thermal velocity.
9) -1

With this classical dielectric function a cut-off at kD =
-Ye h/mvfc (y=0.5772) was used. For non-collisibnal plasmas,

Eq.(2) with y=o was used and matched at an intermediate value

of k to the quantum mechanical value of the dielectric func-

tion , approximately calculated for the large k region,

where |D| % 1 . For comparison, we also calculated the plasma

contribution to the energy loss according to the simpler

Chandrasekhar binary collision theory , with an upper limit

for the impact parameter set equal to the Debye length XD and

minimum deflection angle (k-A.,)" . To this the contribution
12)of plasma oscillations according to Pines and Bohm was

added:
2 2

(dE/ds)pB = -
e- "f? Hn[l+2v2m/3kT] (3)

2pv

The contribution of bound electrons was calculated by

evaluating Bethe's excitation energy I from

£nl = i jn((o)Kn(*(d)do) (4)

Here, N is the total number of bound electrons, co is the fre-

quency of revolution and n(to) is the number of electrons with

frequency w, calculated from the temperature-dependent Thomas-

Fermi model of the atom. A shell correction is introduced by

excluding those electrons for which 2mv <fiu. The screening

effect of the plasma is calculated by taking into account

that the maximum impact parameter is the Debye length when-

ever it is smaller than v/<o. Agreement of 6% is obtained in

this approximation with experimental energy losses in cold

targets.

Results with the various approximations are shown in
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Fig.l for 1 keV gold targets. Range shortening occurs for the

higher proton energies due to plasma effects and range leng-

thening occurs at the lower energies due to the higher ther-

mal electron velocities. This modification in the shape of

the energy loss curve is expected to reduce the "in depth"

deposition of such beams.

The effect of the temperature and density dependence of

the energy deposition on the hydrodynamics was studied by

numerical simulation. For this purpose values of dE/dx were

tabulated as functions of temperature"and density, and inter-

polated values were used in the hydrodynamic calculations. A

one-dimensional Lagrangian calculation with electron thermal

conductivity according to Spitzer and a simplified treat-
14)ment of the opacity for radiative heat transfer was carried

out. To save computing time/ energy deposition calculations

were performed every several time steps, at intervals deter-

mined by the rate of change of the deposition profile, and

the Lagrangian deposition profiles were kept constant during

each interval.
o

The specific calculations were performed for a 1.28x10

A/cm , 10 MeV proton beam incident on a 0.3 mm thick gold tar-

get. The Lagrangian deposition profiles 4 ns and~9 ns after

the start of the pulse are shown in Fig.2 and compared with

the cold profile. The weakening of the "in depth" deposition

effect is evident. The effect on the hydrodynamics is demon-

strated in Fig.3 through the trajectories of the .front and

back free surfaces. While the range shortening results in a

higher expansion velocity of the ablation layer, the weaken-

ing of the "in depth" effect is reflected in the velocity of

the cold surface. Further calculations, including complete

pellet compression, have to be performed to clarify this point.

Similar range shortening was calculated also for relati-

vistic electrons. Again, the Thomas-Fermi, model was used to

determine the number of free electrons and their contribution

was treated separately from that of the bound electrons. In

view of the agreement described above for protons between the

dielectric function calculations and the simpler calculations

combining binary collisions and Pines-Bohm plasma contribu-
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tions, we follow this simpler approach here. The contribution

of binary collisions with the free electrons is calculated in

the usual manner, using

energy loss is given by

the usual manner, using the Holler cross-section . The

*n2+l—fcnz

where e m i n is the minimun energy transfer in units of the

electron energy, T is the kinetic energy in units of the elec-

tron rest mass. We take e m i n = V * D where X is the de-Broglie

wavelength. To this we add the contribution of plasma excita-

tion as described above. The contribution of bound electrons

is again calculated from the Thomas-Fermi model as described

above.

The electron multiple scattering was treated using

Moliere's theory. The screening potential due to the bound

electrons was obtained from the Thomas-Fermi model of the ions

and the corresponding screening length ro was obtained by

fitting the screened potential to an exponential. The plasma

screening was represented by the Debye length D1, including

the screening due to the plasma ions. The screening was taken

as given by the sum of two exponentials with characteristic

lengths ro and D'. The screening angle in Moliere's theory

was calculated from this potential, using the first order

Born approximation. The energy deposition of 400 keV electrons

in 1 keV gold targets was calculated by the Monte Carlo method

and the results are shown in Fig.4 from which range shortening

and the relative contributions of the differences in the

energy loss and multiple scattering processes are evident.

The effect of the range shortening on bremsstrahlung

emission was calculated by the Monte Carlo method. Cross-

sections were taken from Koch and Motz . The results are

shown in Fig.5 where the drop in bremsstrahlung emission is

evident. This point is interesting because of the possible

reduction of radiation preheat in fusion targets.

The effect of the penetration of the electron beam self

magnetic field into the target on the energy deposition pro-

cess was studied in a one-dimensional model in which the field
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dependent deposition calculated by the Monte Carlo method

was coupled to the hydrodynamics.

A parallel flowing beam of uniform current density was

assumed to be perpendicularly incident on the face of a

cylindrical target. The beam self field B penetrates into the

target according to the one-dimensional diffusion equation

3?(jlo zz) = at (6J

where a is the electrical conductivity and u is the magnetic

permeability. He take U=uo- a as function of temperature,

density and magnetic field was calculated, following

Braginskii17': _ ,

T is the electron collision time, n is the electron density,

x = (eB/mc)T_., a.1, a',6, and 6^ are parameters taken from
IAI 6 X O X O

Chandlerxo;.

The energy deposition was calculated by the Monte Carlo

method including the magnetic force on the simulation part-

icles . The continuous slowing down approximation for the

energy loss and Moliere's theory for multiple scattering were

used. The particle trajectory between two Monte Carlo events

is not a straight line, but bent by the calculated magnetic

force. The temperature and density effects on deposition were

not taken into account. The trajectories of backscattered

electrons outside the target are calculated by solving the

equations of motion in the beam self field and an assumed

external electric field. To save computing time the Monte

Carlo and magnetic diffusion calculations were performed only

every 0.25 ns, and the deposited power as function of Lagran-

gian coordinate was assumed constant during these intervals.

The values of B as function of depth and radius calculated

from Eq.(6) were used in the Monte Carlo calculation. The

calculated deposited energy in each layer was summed up and

the average energy per unit mass in the layer was used as in-

put to the one-dimensional hydrodynamic expansion calculation.

Following that a new cycle was initiated, with the new temper-
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ature and density profile. Radiation and conduction effects

were neglected.

The specific calculations were performed for a parallel

flowing beam of 2MA, 4MeV and 0.1 cm radius incident on a 0.25

cm thick cor- - target. The external field is assumed to be

2-10 v/cm. The field penetration is demonstrated in Fig.6

and the effect on the energy deposition is shown in Fig.7,

from which a drastic range shortening is evident. More exten-

sive calculations are required to verify whether the enhanced

deposition in the outermost layers of the ablation region

causes decoupling of the beam from the high density region.

The possibility of achieving enhanced energy deposition

through the use of thin foil targets was studied by numerical
41

diode simulation . It was shown that the oscillating elec-

tron trajectories in the focal region of a foil.anode result

in considerable deposition enhancement. In these calculations

the beam characteristics were those representing our acceler-

ator: 450 kV, 165 kA, 80 ns. A hollow cathode of 35 mm inner

diameter and SO nun outer diameter and 40 um thick aluminum

anode were used in the calculation. It was found that 38% of

the beam power were deposited in the center 5 mm radius, and

that an average deposition power of 2*10 W/g was expected

over the center 2.5 mm radius.

The deposition efficiency was experimentally determined

by measuring the expansion velocity of the anode plasma using

a sequence of laser shadowgraphs. The beam characteristics

were as above, but the cathode was somewhat different: 80 mm

outer diameter with the center 14 mm recessed by 15 mm and

the outer 20 mm radius tapered at 6°. The cathode was brass

coated with Aquadag. The anode was 40 pm aluminum or 9 mm

thick aluminum and the gap was 3.5 mm. A nitrogen laser was

used with pulse length of 6 ns and power of 500 kw. The laser

viewed the gap perpendicularly to the diode axis. The expan-

sion velocity was determined from sequences of about 20 shots

for each diode configuration. Sequences of typical shadow-

graphs for the various diode configurations are shown in Fig.

8. The final expansion velocity on axis of the thick target

was 3.5*10 cm/s, and for the foil anode 4.0*10 cm/s. It is
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evident from collaring the shadowgraphs of both ancxles that the pinch

quality with the foil anode is poorer than that with the thick target.

In order to estimate the enhancement factor with similar pinch qualities,

an attempt was made to improve the pinch quality with the foil anode.

Following ref.[1], a hollow stainless steel cylinder of wall thickness

0.3 ian, outer diameter of 9.6 ram and height 1 mm above cathode surface,

was inserted into the cathode recess. The corresponding shadowgraph

sequence with foil anodes is shown in Fig. 8. In this improved pinch

configuration the final expansion velocity on axis was 5.2-10 cm/s.

Velocity measurements are shown in Fig. 9.

From the velocity measurements a deposition power enhancement fac-

tor is obtained over the solid anode case of about 1.3 for the foil anode

with ordinary cathode and 2.3 for the foil anode with .mproved cathode.

Bremsstrahlung angular distribution may give indication as to the

electron trajectories causing the enhancement. In order to minimize the

geometric correction due to the angle that the finite diameter collimated

beam makes with the anode surface, the possibility of using tantalum in-

serts in thick and thin aluminum anodes was tried. The detector viewed

the center 6 mm radius on the anode when at 0°. The inserts were 4.5 mm

radius. With the foil anode a 6 nm tantalum window was used and with the

thick anode the insert thickness was 0.3 ran. The bremsstrahlung angular

distribution with the foil anode was fairly flat between 0° and 50°. This

result is consistent with our Monte Carlo calculation of the oscillating

trajectories model, but is not conclusive due to the large smoothing

effect of multiple scattering in tantalum. The ratio of intensities at 0°

and 50° with the thick target was 1.65. Also, this result could be consis-

tent with more than one model for the same reason. Further calculations

and experiments with various targets are underway.
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Fig.l: Energy loss of protons

in gold targets at a temper-

ature of 1 keV, compared to

the loss in cold targets.

Fig.2: Protons deposition

profiles in Lagrangian co-

ordinates, a. With experimen-

tal cold dE/dx. b. With temp-

erature and density dependent

dE/dx, 4 ns after the start

of the pulse, c. Same at 9 ns.

Fig.3: Trajectories of the

hot (top) and cold (bottom)

free surfaces of gold target

irradiated by proton beam,

a. Cold dE/dx. b. Temperature

and density dependent dE/dx.
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Fig.4: Deposition profiles of 400 keV electrons in cold and

1 keV gold targets. Dots represent results with "cold"

multiple scattering parameters and 1 keV energy loss.

Fig.5: Bremsstrahlung angular

distribution from 400 keV

electrons in cold and 1 keV

gold targets of thickness

0.296 g/cm2. a. Cold target

p= 19.0 g/cm .

19.0 g/cm . c.

0.19 g/cm3.

b. 1 keV, p=

1 keV, p=

Fig.6: Penetration of the

magnetic field into the tar-

get, a. 3 ns after the start

of the pulse, b. 7 ns after

the start of the pulse. Sha-

ded range indicates initial

position of the target.
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Fig.7: Electron energy deposition

7 ns after the start of the pulse

with and without magnetic field

penetration. Shaded region indi-

cates initial position of the

target.

Fig.8: Laser shadowgraph se-

quences of anode plasmas,

a. Ordinary cathode, solid

anode, b. Ordinary cathode

40 ym aluminum anode,

c. Improved cathode, 40pm

aluminum anode.

40 55 70 85 100 115 130

Time (ns)

Fig.9: Plasma expansion on axis.

Open circles: solid anode.

Full circles: Foil anode with

improved cathode.
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PROPERTIES OF HIGH \>A DIODES USING THIN

FOIL ANODES

P. Gilad, Z. Kaplan, S. Miller, J. Wachtel, H. Zeiberg

and Z. Zinamon

Weizraann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

Properties of high v/y diodes using thin anode foils

have been studied both experimentally and theoretically. It

has been demonstrated that these diodes are very useful in

accelerating the pinch formation, in production of intense

ion beams from the pinch area and in enhanced energy deposi-

tion in the focal area of the electron beam.

The dynamics of relativistic electron beams in a diode

using a thin foil anode and an evacuated drift tube behind

the anode, differs considerably from that of electrons in a

diode employing a thick anode. The induced electrostatic

field in the drift tube forces oscillations of the electrons

around the anode foil. This feature has been investigated

extensively for high current ion beam generators .

In a foil anode diode, the beam collapse speed towards

the axis is higher than for the thick anode case. This effect

is attributed to the oscillatory motion of the electrons

around the anode foil. It is expected that in the pinch reg-

ion electron oscillations around the anode foil will drive

intense ion beam densities and bring also to enhanced energy

deposition in the small mass of the anode foil. Both of these

effects were indeed observed experimentally and studied theo-

retically by computer simulation.

The experiments described here were taken with the Ion

Physics' Neptune accelerator of the Weizmann Institute. The

peak voltage on the diode was 420 kV, the peak current was

160 kA with a rise time of the current of 30 nsec and pulse

width of 80 ns.

Pinch Dynamics

The dynamics of electron beam collapse in large aspect
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ratio diodes using solid anodes and annular cathodes, was in-

vestigated experimentally and theoretically ' . The depend-

ence of the beam collapse velocity on the process of ion

emission from the anode through heating and release of adsor-

bed gases is well established.

Rapid pinch formation in diodes employing thin foil

anodes was observed by our group and by Condon et al. '.

Study of beam dynamics and ion formation in thin foil anodes

was carried out subsequently. The experiment investigated the

time scale of events for solid and 40 um thick aluminum

anodes using 80 mm diameter cathodes tapered at 6° and re-

cessed by 10 mm to a diameter of 35 mm. The anode cathode gap

was 3.3 mm. Pinch formation was monitored by a vacuum photo-

diode viewing the x-ray radiation emitted from the center

10 mm of the anode and by a fast neutron detector viewing

neutrons produced by deuterons accelerated from the center

10 mm circle on the diode into the drift tube. The arrival

time of the neutrons originated in the drift tube target was

correlated with the time signal of neutrons produced at the

cathode CD, coating by deuterons accelerated in the diode. In

this way it- was possible to measure ion formation time rela-

tive to the applied voltage pulse.

Figure 1 shows x-ray and neutron signals originated in

the pinch region. Both the neutron and the x-ray data show a

time difference of 16 ns between pinch formation in solid and

foil aluminum anodes. In the thin foil the pinch is formed

32+2 ns after the start of the voltage pulse, whereas in the

solid anode the pinch is complete 48+2 ns after the start of

the voltage pulse.

In Fig.2 we show the neutron signals produced by deuter-

ons accelerated inside the diode. The anodes in these experi-

ments were coated with CD, and the pinch formation is slower
1-3)

than in bare aluminum anodes . For the thick anode, ion for-

mation started 60+3 ns after the start of the voltage pulse

and a tight pinch was observed 71+3 ns after the applied vol-

tage. In the thin foil case ion formation started 41+3 ns

after the start of the voltage pulse but in this case the

arrival of the beam to the center coincides to within 3 ns
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with the start of the collapse, meaning abrupt pinching.

The faster ion•formation in thin anodes is explained by

the higher energy deposition rate of the electrons, due to

their reflex motion around the anode. In the stage of beam

collapse in the thin anode case, the electrons can reach the

axis after crossing the anode foil a few times and this re-

sults in abrupt pinching.

These arguments are supported by a numerical calculation

using the code described in ref.3. The center recessed part

of the cathode is simulated by an area of suppressed emission.

The taper is simulated by an average gap of 4.3 mm. The drift

tube length was taken as 2 cm. Electrons are emitted from the

cathode and ions are emitted from both sides of the anode foil

according to bipolar Langmuir's flow. The energy loss of an

electron entering the foil with energy E is calculated from

the ratio of its path length in the foil to its range given

roughly by65 H(g/cm2) = 0.5[E(MeV)J1*5. Integrating the expe-

rimental V-I curve up to a voltage of 300 kV yields a temper-

ature rise in the anode foil of 500°K, which is a reasonable

value for the release of adsorbed gases. Assuming that ion

emission starts when the diode voltage reaches 300 kV, we

calculate the electron distribution at this voltage just be-

fore and just after the start of ion emission. The results of

these computations are shown in Fig.3 where electron trajec-

tories in the laminar and collapsed stages are shown. The

charge distribution in the collapsed stage is displayed in

Fig.3b showing pinch formation with power density of 2.5*10

w/cm over the center 2.5 mm diameter. The rate of energy de-

position in the thin anode opposite the recessed part of the

cathode is such that ion emission there starts only 2 ns .later

and when this happens, and at a voltage of 300 kV, 18% of the

power is computed to be deposited within the center 5 mm

radius.

Shadowgraph Photography of the Pinch

Shadowgraph framing photography of the pinch region was

used to study anode plasma expansion velocity and pinch qual-

ity. The anode cathode gap in the pinch region was pulse

illumintated by a 500 kW, 5 ns, 3371 R nitrogen laser. The
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laser design was similar to that described by Tarasenko.et

al. . An array of 10 ohm coaxial cables with staggered cable

length charged ceramic capacitors along the laser discharge

cavity in a traveling wave mode. A sequence of shadowgraphs

was obtained at 3.5 magnification for differsnt times during

the pinched diode state. In order to reduce film exposure by

the self luminosity of the plasma, use was made of a 10 5!

wide interference filter centered around the 3371 2 laser

line. The expanding plasma was opaque to the laser light even

after expanding the full 3.5 mm of the diode gap at a part-

icle density between 2 and 3 orders of magnitude below solid

density . On the other hand, by comparing expansion velocity

of 40 urn aluminum anodes with 5 pm tantalum anodes, it was

verified that desorbed gases expanding from the anode were

•• transparent to the laser light. The expansion velocity of the

Ta plasma was 47% of that of the aluminum plasma.

A series of frames for thick and for 40 um aluminum anodes

is shown in ref.9. These frames show a poor pinch quality for

the foil anode. The pinch quality deteriorated even further

for 15 pm aluminum anodes. An attempt was made to check the

possibility that higher electron charge density near the di-

ode axis, due to reflexing electrons in the thin anode, is

responsible for the poor pinch quality. Following ref.10 a

9.6 mm diameter 0.3 mm wall thickness stainless steel tube

was inserted in the cathode recess with 1 mm height above the

cathode surface. A framing sequence with this cathode and

40 \im aluminum anode is also shown in ref.9. Evidently the

pinch quality was improved and the expansion velocity was

higher. These results are interpreted in terms of deposition

enhancement in ref.9.

Ion Acceleration

The distribution of ion current inside the diode using

40 pin aluminum anodes and the 35 mm diameter recessed cath-

odes, was studied through measurements of neutron yields pro-

duced by D-D reaction from accelerated deuterons. Absolute

neutron yield was measured by calibrated silver activation

and scintillation-photomultiplier neutron detectors. The total

number of deuterons was established from the known cross-
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section for the D-D reaction. The deuteron current was inferred from the
diode pulse width. Anodes coated with various diameters of 1 mg/cm <J>2
rings, were used to map the current density. The cathode was coated with
circles of 4 mg/cnu CD- to a diamter identical with the outer ring diame-
ter on the anode. The measured deuteron current integrated up to the
outer radius is shown in Fig. 4.

The results of the particle simulation code for the total ion cur-
rent for a fully pinched beam of 450 kV and 40 pro thick aluminum anode
are also displayed in Fig. 4. The difference may be due to the fact that
the experimental results show only deuteron current, whereas the computed
current is the total ion current.

The spectrun of ions, accelerated by a pinched beam into the drift
tube, their type and energy were measured by magnetic deflection spectro-
scopy and time of flight analysis.

The cathode for these experiments was a shallow conical one 80 ran
in diameter with 15 ran diameter recess. The anodes were 40 von thick
aluminum. The anode side facing the drift tube was coated with 0.5 mg/cm
CD~ or CH. polymers. A 600 pm diameter iris was placed in the drift
tube 95 cm from the anode. A 200 ym wide 5 ran long slit was mounted
farther down the drift tube at 125 cm from the anode. The photographic
film was mounted on a curved wall of a 10 cm diameter cylindrical drun
located between 10 cm diameter flat pole faces of an electromagnet. The
distance from the anode to the film was 163 cm.

The slit and iris system was chosen to collimate the optical, UV
and x-radiation emitted from the entire anode plane. The acceptance
angle of the iris and slit collimator was 3 milliradians limiting the
geometric error to within 5 percent of the ion raomentun at the average
deflection position on the film.

The magnetic field was mapped along the beam axis in the deflection
region for various values of magnet currents. The deflection of various
ion species was calculated for moderately small deflection angles so that
the maximum useful deflection distance on the film was about 3cm. The
ion momsntum measurement was absolutely accurate to within +10 percent.
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However, the relative position of ion lines is primarily

determined by geometric properties and is accurate to better

than +5 percent.

Several ion beam pulses were recorded on a single film,

changing the anode and the cathode after each shot. Therefore,

the recorded spectra represent an average of several identi-

cal experiments. The diode voltage and current were monitored

to insure uniformity in an acceptable series of shots. Spec-

tra obtained with CH2 and CD2 anode coatings are shown in

Figs.5 and 6 respectively. The spectrum of Fig.5 is the re-

sult of five consecutive nearly identical shots on the same

recording film. The spectrum of Fig.6 is the result of a

different series of four consecutive shots.

The ion spectra show carbon ions and protons or deuterons

at various energies not exceeding the peak diode voltage. The

spectrum of Fig.5 for CH2 coated anode shows a prominent line

at the position corresponding to protons H + at 425 keV, a

weak line corresponding to the molecular ion H_+ at 425 keV

and a broad but strong peak due to H + at half the energy 212

keV. There are carbon ions at various intermediate energies.

The spectrum of Fig.6 for CD2 anode coatings shows a promin-

ent D+ line at 475 keV and a weak D+ line at 237 keV as well

as carbon ions at various intermediate energies.

The acceleration mechanism responsible for the proton or

deuteron beams,can accelerate other ionized fragments formed

from the anode coating or from impurities such as adsorbed

water, pump oil or organic solvents as may have been present.

Some of these fragments may break up after the acceleration

took place and contribute to a new peak in the ion spectrum.

This explains the complicated structure that shows up in the

ion spectra. However, most of the peaks in the ion spectra

can be predicted by assuming acceleration of the fragment ions

in an electrostatic potential well. The energy of an ion de-

pends upon its particular parentage and history, as the acce-

lerated fragment might break up after leaving the acceleration

region. An accelerated proton will generate a proton with

kinetic energy equal to the full potential well depth. The
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hydrogen molecular ion will generate itself as an ion with

kinetic energy equal to the full potential well depth, or it

may fracture generating two protons each at half the kinetic

energy of a full potential well value. Similarly, carbon or

hydrogen ions can be generated from break-up of an acceiera-

ted CH, ion or (CH2)2 ion, etc. In addition C
+ may generate

itself at the well depth energy. A similar scheme applies for

fragments of CD2 anode coatings.

To predict an ion spectrum, the dominant proton or deut-

eron line energy is used to designate the full potential well

depth. The measured energy of the proton line in the spectrum

of Fig.5 is 425 keV and the measured energy of the deuteron

line in Fig.6 is 475 keV. These are the designated potential

well depths for the two spectra. The energy of other ions

consistent with these values were calculated and their expec-

ted positions are marked with arrows in Figs.5 and 6. The ion

type, ionization state, energy in keV, and when necessary its

parentage are indicated. The close proximity of many of the

observed lines to their expected positions is obvious. Some

peaks are not identified in this manner. It is possible that

one of various impurities on the anode surface is responsible

for these lines. On the whole"; the agreement with the predic-

ted spectrum is good.

A time of flight measurement of the accelerated ions was

made by collecting the ion current at the end of a 388 cm

long drift tube. The collector was a deep copper cup 2 cm in

diameter, immersed in a magnetic field perpendicular to the

beam direction. The magnetic field assured the suppression of

secondary electron current induced by ion bombardment of the

collector surface. It was also necessary to separate the

electrons from the ion beam. A field of at least one kiloGauss

over a few centimeters in front of the cup was needed to over-

come the electrostatic attraction between the ions and elec-

trons .

The two oscilloscope traces in Fig.7 show the voltage

appearing across the 50 ohm termination of the collector

electrode for CH2 and CD,, anode coatings. The early, off scale

peak is due to the full and half full energy light ions.
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Because of the ion pulse duration, its possible energy spread,

the full and half full energy light ions do not disperse in

time within the distance of 388 cm from the anode to the col-

lector cup. The following two peaks in the current pulse are

due to slow ions. The time of flight corresponding to the

peaks of these pulses was measured relative to the diode cur-

rent pulse. Assuming uniform motion over the entire drift

tube path, these pulses include carbon ions at 328+90 keV and

181+37 keV for CH2 coated anodes and carbon ions at 337+93 keV

and 173+26 keV for the CD2 coated anodes. The limits corres-

pond to the full width at the base of each peak. Each energy

range includes the predicted energy for a carbon ion separa-

ted from CH2, (CH2)2» CD2 or (CD.,)- accelerated to the poten-

tial well depth energy. These results support the interpreta-

tion of the various peaks in the ion spectra.

The experimental results indicate ion acceleration by a

static potential well. Support for this conclusion is obtain-

ed from the simulation code of ref.3. Using the code, as

explained above, but for a fully pinched beam of 450 kV, the

electron distribution depicted in Fig.8a is obtained. The

total spree charge density is calculated by subtracting the

ion space charge from that of the electrons and a self-consis-

tent potential is obtained. The curve of Fig.8b shows the

potential on the axis of the drift chamber, normalized to the

cathode potential. We note that the depth of the potential on

the drift tube side of the anode foil is close to the diode

potential difference. The electron trajectories in the pinch

region, as derived from the simulation code, are character-

ized by complex oscillations around the anode foil. At the

peak of the potential, the electron charge density is very

high and ions can escape the potential well by a neutraliza-

tion process similar to that observed by Humphries et al.

in the reflex diode. Ionization of the neutralized ions occurs

farther down the drift tube, mostly by UV radiation emitted

from the high temperature anode plasma.

We conclude that the use of foil anodes is of interest

for accelerated pinch formation, deposition enhancement and
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intense ion beam generation.
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Fig. 1: a,b. Neutron detector signal from deuterons accelera-

ted in the drift tube. c,d. Photodiode signal from the pinch

area. Scale 20 ns/div. a and c are results for thin foil

anodes, b and d are for foil window in a thick anode.
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Fig.2: Neutron detector signals

from deuterons accelerated in the

diode, a. Thin foil anode, b. Thick

anode. Scale 20 ns/div. The time

marker signal of (a) is 5 ns ear-

lier with respect to the voltage

pulse.
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Fig.3: a,b. Electron

charge distribution in a

thin foil anode diode at

300 kV. Dots represent

simulation particles.

c. Typical trajectories,

a and 1, prior to ion

emission, b and 2, with

ion emission.
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Fig.4: Radial dependence of the measured deuteron current and

computed ion current in the diode.
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Fig.5: Magnetic spectrogram of

ions accelerated from a CH-

coated anode foil.

Fig.6: Magnetic spectro-

gram of ions accelerated

from a CD2 coated anode

foil.
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Fig.7: Ion current collected at 388 cm from the anode, a. For

a CH2 coated anode foil (0.04 A/div). b. For a CD2 coated

anode foil (0.01 A/div). The horizontal scale is 500 ns/div.

AXIAL DISTANCE (CM)
0 I 2

Fig.8: a. Electron charge distribution in the diode and drift

chamber. The anode position is indicated by the line at

0.43 em. b. The potential on the drift tube axis, normalized

to the applied voltage of 450 keV.
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ENHANCED DEPOSITION OF INTENSE ELECTRON

BEAM ENERGY INTO LOW Z TARGETS

K. Imasaki, S. Miyamoto, S. Ohnaka

S. Nakai and C. Yamanaka

Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University

Suita, Osaka, Japan

The interaction between intense electron beam and low Z

target has been investigated. Enhanced deposition of the

beam energy to the solid target of low Z material is observed

from measurments of neutrons and protons produced by the D-D

reaction. The yield dependence of neutrons on the beam in-

cident power and the energy of protons indicate anomalous

interaction between pinched beam and blow-off plasma. In

addition, the measurement of a-particles produced by the P-

llB reaction clarifies the influence of the effect of nuclear

reaction by accelerated particles. The extent of accelerated

beam reaction to thermonuclear reaction is estimated to be

less than 6% in D-D case.

1. Introduction

The required REB energy for inertial fusion strongly

depends on the deposition mechanism of REB energy to the

solid target. The observed enhanced energy deposition to

the low Z plasma will reduce the necessary REB intensity for
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the fusion breakenven. The evidence of the enhanced depo-

sition of the pinched REB energy to the solid target was

investigated. An interaction model of collective coupling

: of REB and blow-c^f plasma was proposed by us to explain the

experimental data. *1' Results showed that the neutron yield

was caused by thermonuclear reaction due to the strong inter-

action between REB and target. However there are some

possibilities of nuclear reaction due to beam-target or

beam-beam collisions of accelerated ions in a diode. ' '

The purpose of this paper is to find an evident proof of

thermonuclear reaction and to estimate the contribution of

nuclear reaction induced by acceleration. Neutrons and

protons produced in D-D reaction and a-particles produced by

p(llB, a)Be6 reaction are measured to persuit the above

purpose.

2. Experimental Apparatus

The experiments have been performed using the REB

generator 'Reiden III*. The experimental arrangement is

shown in Fig. 1. The typical characteristics of REB are as

follows, beam voltage: 500 keV, current: 80 kA and pulse

length; 80 nsec. The diode impedance is in good agreement

with estimated value of parapotential model when the beam is

tightly pinched.<5)(6)

The beam is focused onto the target set at the center

of the anode. To enforce the pinching and to get the re-

producibility in focusing position a tungsten rod extruding

toward the target is used.
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A thin foil target is set at the bottom of the hole.

Thin foils of polyethylene 99% enriched in deuterium and

thin paraffin layer containing fine powder of the natural

boron with same weight backed on the mylar of 2 \aa thick are

used as targets of D-D reaction and P-llB reaction respec-

tively.

The focal spot size of the beam on the target is es-

timated to be 1.5 mm in diameter from the x-ray image of

pinhole cameras. Time resolved distribution of the current

at the anode is measured by the 3 fast x-ray p-i-n detectors

located behind the anode at 0 cm, 2.5 cm and 5 cm from the

center axis. At 60 nsec after the initiation of the main

pulse, the x-ray intensity shows a maximum value at the

center detector and very small signal in the other two de-

tectors. • At this time most of the diode current is concen-

trated in the focused spot of 1.5 mm in diameter. Then the

maximum power density of 10'2 watt cm "2 and electron density

of 1015 cm"3 at focus are derived.

3. Results

3.1 Neutrons Measurement

The time dpendence of neutron yield is measured by the

neutron detector of NE-102 scintillator wijth RCA 6810 A

photomultiplier. The overall rise time of the detectors is

less than 10 nsec.

The neutron energy is estimated from the time of flight

between two neutron detectors. The neutron waveforms of each

detector averaging over several shots are shown in Fig. 2.
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The time of flight corresponds to the energy of 2.5 MeV ex-

\ pected from D-D thermonuclear reaction. The neutron emission

is found to have a peak at 60 nsec after the rise of main

pulse by extrapolation of neutron signals to the origin

of the target. The timing of this peak corresponds nearly to

; that of the beam pinching at the diode center.

The ion temperature of thermonuclear reaction is esti-

mated from the velocity spread of the neutron in the rise

time. Assuming the Maxwellian velocity distribution the

differential width of the rise time at half maximum can be

described by AE = 41 (kT)"* in keV. * ' The ion temperature

is estimated to be about 5 keV as shown in Fig. 2 by AE -

100 keV.

The isotropic distribution of the neutron yield is

ascertained by using three activated In foils at the angle

of 0°, 45° and 90° as shown in Fig. 1. Data averaging over

50 shots show the isotropic neutron yield within the devi-

ation of 10%.

The total neutron yield is obtained by the activation

of calibrated Dy foil. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the

total neutron yield on the incident beam power to the target.

The film targets of deuterated polyethylene of 40 ->» 300 um

in the thickness are used.

The energy of the produced neutron due to the collective

acceleration will be modified by the additional energy of

accelerated deuteron. From the experiment the energy of

deuteron should be less than 200 keV because the widest

spread of neutron energy in each shot is usually in the
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range of 2.2 "v- 2.8 MeV. To produced 109 neutrons by accel-

eration the total number of accelerated deuteron of energy

200 keV is necessary to exceed that of the beam electron.

3.2 Charged particle measurements

Charged particles produced from the nuclear reaction

are measured by the magnetic energy analyzer with a drift

tube. The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 4. The

scintillation detector of NE 111 scintillator is coupled to

an Amperex 2020 photomultiplier tube. The overall time

response of the detector is less than 10 nsec. Therefore

the energy resolution for 3 MeV protons is estimated to be

±200 keV. The drift tube is baffled and the damper is set

to avoid the invasion of scattered x-ray and high energy

particles into the detector tube. A small fraction of

stray x-ray is used as a timing marker.

Typical oscilloscope traces of protons from D-D reaction

and a-particles from P-11!* reaction are shown in Fig. 5 (a)

and (b> respectively. In each shot of Fig. 5 the current,

voltage and timing of the beam pinch are almost the same.

No signal can be observed when targets are exchanged to

normal polyethylene or paraffin without boron.

Tb.- energy of the particles is estimated by the time-

of-flighi and the intensity of the deflecting magnetic

field. The origin of the time-of-flight of the proton signal

corresponds to that of the a-particle signal, which is

estimated to be 60 nsec after the main pulse rise. This

also accords to the peak of neutron yield. Figure 6 (a) and

(b) show the energy of detected protons and a-particles
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; respectively transmitted through various thickness of tar-

\ gets.

The decrement of proton energy is due to the collisions

in the target. Energies of measured proton lie between the

attenuation curves in the solid state and plasma both of

which are originated from the energy of 3 MeV. This indi-

cates that protons of 3 MeV are produced in front of the

: target surface. However energies of measured a-particles do

not correspond to the attenuation curves originated by the

energy of 4 MeV. The results of a-particles from P-llB

reaction may suggest the accelerated particle reaction in

the solid target.

4. Discussion

In D-D reaction, almost the same reaction rate is given

for the branch of d(d, n)He3 and d(d, p)T. Neutrons and
i

protons are produced in the same number. The number of the

proton detected at the scintillator is calibrated from that

of neutrons which is measured by Dy activation. The emitted

number of neutrons in Fig. 5 is 8x108. As relative sensi-

tivity of the scintillation between the proton and the a-

particle is given, the number of the o-particle detected at

the scintillator is estimated from that of proton. The

angular distribution of emitted a-particles is fairly uni-

form, so we can estimate the number of events of P-11B

reaction to be 1.5x10" over the whole solid angle. In the

plasma of temperature of several keV, no a-particles from

thermonuclear reaction of P-11B can be detected because of
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small burn rate less than 10"2l( cm sec"1. The detected a-

particles are produced by beam-target collisions, which are

also suggested from their energy.

The number of accelerated protons n for P-llB reaction

in the paraffin plasma is given by

np

where N^ is the total number of a-particles i.e. the number

of events of P-X1B reaction in the target, nfi is the density

of B J 1, <ov> is the cross section of P-llB reaction for a-

particle emission in the range of 0.5 <v 1 MeV of proton

energy (4xlO"ls cm'sec"1), s is the section of the target

(0.25 cm 2), D is the penetration depth of proton of 1 MeV

and T is the beam pulse length (80 nsec). The number of

accelerated proton required to produce 1.5"108 a-particles

is roughly estimated to be 4x10**.

In the case of D-D reaction, we may assume that the

same number and the same energy of deuteriums are accelerated

in the diode. The number of neutrons produced by the beam-

target collision is estimated to be 4.5*107. Then the

fraction of reaction due to accelerated particles to thermo-

nuclear reaction in the case of (CD2>n target is less than

6%.

The production of such great number of thermonuclear

reactions requires the high dense and high temperature

plasma. This fact means that the REB energy should be

deposited to the target in shorter length than the simple

collisional range. The enhanced deposition process is

classified to two categories i.e., the anomalous interaction
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caused by plasma instability and the collisional enhanced

' deposition.(11)

In the case of the interaction due to the plasma insta-

bility, the growth of plasma wave is expected in the corona

plasma at the surface of the target. The blowoff corona

plasma is produced during the prepulse or early stage of

i the main pulse, which is observed by the high speed streak

:. camera. The dimension of corona is 2 a. 3 mm thick from the

target surface.

The kinetic two stream instability caused by the

tightly focused beam and plasma electron can grow in the

density n < n u u
D /

v
c where n is the plasma density, n^ is

the beam electron density, <u is the electron plasma frequen-

cy and v is the ion-electron collision frequency in the

plasma respectively. Then the instability can grow in the

corona of density of upto 10 2 0 cm"3.

The growth rate o of the kinetic two stream instability

is approximately given by
n.

° ~ "p "p
The characteristic length A of the energy deposition is

A = v eM/a (2)

where A is a numerical factor of 10 for the smallness of

the initial oscillation energy, n is the stagnation

factor and v is the electron velocity.

The magnetic field of the beam can penetrate the plasma

considerably deep at the time when the beam is tightly pin-

ched. The magnetic effect may act as an additional deposi-

tion mechanism due to the stagnation i.e., slowing down of
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the transit velocity through the plasma. The REB electrons

is injected to the plasma having the effective velocity of

v= |E|/[B1 predicted by the parapotential model. Therefore

the stagnation factor n i.e. v/v is estimated to be 0.1 ^

0.05.

The energy balance equation can be written as

irr2X < n p > kT = IpVDxc (3)

where r is the observed radius of the beam on the target,

<n > is the averaged density. kT is the plasma temperature,

Vj. is the accelerating voltage. I is the current on the

target and T C is the inertial confinment time of the plasma

in the radius r respectively. Figure 7 shows the schematic

description of this model given above.

Substituting n b of 10
ls cm"3 and oi at n of 10 1 9 -v 10 2 0

cm"3 into eg.(1), the magnitude of the order of the growth

rate is calculated to be 10 1 1. The deposition length X is

calculated to be a millimeter taking A=10 and TFO.1 from

egs. (1) and (2).

The plasma temperature is given to be a few keV substi-

tuting the experimental parameters into eq.(3) with the

averaged plasma density <n> of 5x10'9 cm"3. The neutron

yield can be estimated using the relation n = < n
p
> 2 <ov>Tir2x

Xrr where xr is estimated to be 80 nsec. The solid lines

in Fig. 3 show the calculated neutron yield. It is obviously

noticed that the neutron yield and its dependence on the

incident power of the beam correspond quite well to the

experimental results.

In summary, the experimental neutron yield in D-D re-
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action is mainly caused by the thermonuclear reaction. The

existence of the enhancement of the energy deposition has

been found experimentally. The data of total neutron yield,

ion temperature and dependence of neutron yield on incident

power can be explained by the kinetic two stream instability

in the blowoff plasma. Such strong interaction between RED

and plasma is favorable to the pellet implosion reducing the

necessary REB intensity for breakeven.
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Fig. 5

(a) Oscilloscope trace of protons
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(b) Oscilloscope trace of a-partieles
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Fig. 6
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Fig. 7
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ion toss and Plasma i n t e r a c t i o n .

A; the length of d e p o s i t i o n .
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ION BEAM IMPLOSIONS USING LAYERED PELLETS OF ADVANCED FUELS*

G. H. Miley, C. K. Choi, and D. Lee

Fusion Studies Laboratory
Nuclear Engineering Program
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Layered pellets of deuterium-rich advanced fuels in-

cluding D-D and p- B are under study to use with high-

energy ion beam implosions. Using uranium ions, various

input energies ranging from 5 to - 500 MJ are considered for

the D-T seeded D-D and p- -B layered pellets. The seed is

designed to achieve a raatchhead effect via D-T ignition

propagation.

Present estimates are that, compared to an equivalent

D-T pellet, two or three times the input energy may be

required. However, the added 2.54 MeV D-D neutron pro-

duction provides an operation with a tritium breeding ratio

<<1 with the generation of He from tritium decay. Thus,

the present DT-DD scheme can ideally be coupled to D- He

satellite reactor. For p- B buriis, considerably higher

energy inputs are required. Still, if ignition could be

achieved, p- B potentially provides a very attractive,

relatively clean, fusion power plant.

Introduction

The extension of conventional high-energy accelerator

technology to the operation as a driver for heavy ion im-

*This work is supported by EPRI.
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plosion of fusion pellets appears relatively straightforward

[1]. In fact, present devices such as the Intersecting

Storage Rings at CERN already handle beam energies in the

range of interest (>1 MJ). While considerable development-

would be necessary to design for the peak powers (5500 TW)

and to provide efficient beam transport and focusing with

heavy ions, accelerator experts appear confident that several

different approaches are in fact feasible. These range from

the use of linear or circular accelerators that fill one or

more storage rings followed by bunching prior to injection

[1-3] to the linear induction accelerator techniques that

avoid the use of storage rings.[1,4] Nominal design ob-

jectives for a 1000 MW plant are for ~10 J stored beam

— 8energy, 600 TW peak power, -10 sec pulse length, and an

accelerator efficiency of the order of 3% with D-T pellet

gains near 400.

An important aspect of this approach that we are con-

cerned with here is the possibility of burning "advanced

fuels," e.g. deuterium pellets that avoid problems associated

with tritium breeding. Heavy ion beam fusion seems well

suited to advanced-fuel pellets for several reasons: scale-

up of the accelerator to the higher energies required (2 to

5 times D-T pellets) seems feasible as does the feasibility

of good accelerator efficiency (30-50%) required to offset

lower pellet gains. Further, compared to the magnetic

confinement, the elimination of cyclotron radiation losses

makes burns possible in some cases where the plasma energy

balance is only marginal.

• ' • • 2 4 4



One potential problem with heavy ion fusion is, however,

that pellet physics and economics may restrict this approach

to quite large central stations. Thus, another objective of

the present paper is to point out that the use of advanced

fuels can also provide an important flexibility through use

of smaller "satellite" plants that would operate on fuel

(e.g. He) shipped to them from the large accelerator complex.

D-Burner Pellets

Nominal pellet input requirements for heavy ion im-

plosions as reported by the Livermore target group[5] are

summarized in Table I.

Table I. Target Input (Accelerator) Requirements3

E"
(HO)

10

1

10

At

(ns)

10

6

10

P

(TH)

600

100

600

e

(J/g)

3xlO7

2x107

3x107

•

m
10

10

50

Rep Rate

(s"1)

2

20

20

Special

features0

nominal DT

advanced DT

D burner

"t% -m Ref. 1.

E is the total beam energy, at is the pulse iength at peak power, P
1s peak power, z is energy/mass deposited in the target, and $ is
accelerator efficiency.

°The last two pellets use thin pusher shells, introducing more risk
of failure due to instabilities.

It is assumed that the pellet is ignited by two or more

beams focused down to a spot of ~l-mm radius. The details

of the pellet designs are not available due to classification

restrictions. These concepts represent, however, the first

high gain (>100) designs suitable for the relatively long
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and only partly shaped accelerator pulses. This is achieved

because the outer absorber region acts as a hydrodynamic

tamper which is less lossy than the ablation to vacuum in a

laser implosion[5]. With shaped accelerator pulses, low

density, lightweight pushers are employed to minimize non-

productive energy investment in the pusher.

The D-burner pellet of Table I is of particular interest

here since it represents an important Eode of advanced-fuel

operation. It, in effect, provides a "catalyzed"-deuterium

(Cat.D) burn cycle[6] since some tritium and He seeds are

provided in amounts that can be replaced by that generated

in burning deuterium. This approach is similar to Cat.D

cycles proposed for magnetically-confined devices[7] and has

the same motivation; namely, elimination of the necessity of

breeding tritium in a lithium blanket. This in turn has

several significant advantages. The added flexibility in

blanket design can be used to stress energy recovery effi-

ciency, simplicity, and ease of maintenance. More impor-

tantly, the reduction in tritium inventory required, along

with reduction in chemical explosive hazards associated with

lithium, enhances the safety and environmental coinpatability

of the plant.[8] • As stated by one author[9], " this

disposes of the last non-negligible hazards of fusion power .

plants."

Several characteristics of the D-burner pellet of Table

I should be noted. First, the input energy requirements are

held the same as the nominal D-T pellet. The lower gain is

reflected in increased accelerator efficiency (increased
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from 10 to 50%) and repetition rate (increased from 2 to 20

pulses per second). If, for economic reasons, the recircu-

lating energy is to be held to less than -25%, the

efficiency-gain product (nG) must be of order 100.[6] This

implies a gain of ~200 for the Cat.D pellet, and this is

also reflected in the increase in repetition rate necessary

to maintain a constant power level. These results are

roughly in agreement with similar pellets reported by L.

Wood[9] for use with lasers that would require 3 times the

pulse energy or twice the laser efficiency.

Satellite Approaches

While the D-burner approach seems quite attractive,

current approaches appear limited to fairly large central

stations. As illustrated in Fig. 1, another approach is to

use the accelerator to generate fuel for small D- He satel-

lite units. For example, field-reversed mirror devices

operating on D- He have been proposed[7,10] that could

potentially be as small as 10 MW. (Proof of feasibility of

such small units must await definitive field reversal ex-

periments, but tests at 2X-IIB at Livermore appear to be

encouragingly close to this goal).

While it may be possible to operate the accelerator/

generator without a lithium blanket, the present study

assumes that tritium breeding is carried out to provide seed

material for new pellets and simultaneously provide addi-

3

tional He (via T decay with 12.5 yr half life) for satel-

lites. The He obtained directly from D-D reactions would

be sufficient to start-up ~30 satellites while an additional
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Rep. Rot«/see)/ 5.53 x I03 gm/YR

T/1.67 x I04 gm/YR
(or 1.88 gm/hr)

Satellite
D-3He
Field
Reversed
Mirror
Reactor:

140 gm/YR
per single
unit

Figure 1. The Accelerator-Satellite Concept. For the case

shown, a lithium blanket with tritium breeding

ratio of 1.8 is assumed to supply additional

tritium for He generation and for "seeding" the

ion-beam pellets.

100 could eventually be supplied via the tritium.

The use of the lithium blanket and tritium breeding

might be quite acceptable for a large generator station of

the type envisioned. It could be located on a relatively

isolated site and appropriate measures would be taken to

insure tritium containment. Further, if, as has been sug-

gested by some, classified pellets are employed, security

could easily be maintained at the site. In contrast, these

problems would be eliminated at satellite plants, providing
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the desired overall system flexibility.

A key to this type of operation, as well as the Cat.D

pellet, is the use of D-T burn propagation to ignite D-D and
o

D- He fuel. Consequently, in the following section a pre-

liminary investigation of tritium-seeded pellets is pre-

sented.

Layered-Type Advanced Fuel Pellets

(a) D-T Seeded D-D Pellets

A variety of advanced fuel pellets can be envisioned

ranging from homogeneous mixtures to designs with layers

containing different fuels. Present considerations, however,

are restricted to the elementary layered design of Fig. 2

consisting of a D-T core surrounded by a D-D layer and an

appropriate tamper. This design is selected to minimize

beam requirements by providing for shock ignition of the

small D-T core. The surrounding deuterium layer is subse-

quently ignited by burn propagation, i.e., by fusion-born

alpha particle heating.

Tamper

Figure 2. D-T Seeded Deuterium Pellet.
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Calculations of burns with these pellets have been

carried out using a highly simplified technique. Details of

the implosion phase are omitted so that the starting point

is a compressed density profile. Subsequent transport of

fusion product energy is found by assuming a Fokker-Planck

energy loss model. The radial temperature profile is

determined as a function of time by solution of appropriate

particle and energy balances. The burn is terminated using

the conventional sound time transient approximation but

increased by a "tamping factor" (T.F.) to account for the

outer tamper region.

Such calculations can only be considered to be approx-

imate at best, and the pellet design itself is probably far

from the optimum high gain concepts. With current classi-

fication restrictions, however, more detailed studies do not

seem feasible. Still, it is hoped that the present model

will illustrate some points and indicate trends of impor-

tance to the D-T seed concept.

Some results for core ignition with 5 to 10 MJ inputs

are given in Table II along with Figs. 3 and 4. Modest

inputs are retained purposely to illustrate the advantages

of seed ignition. Neutron yields for the two layers are

Table II. Parameters for Several D-T Seeded D-D Pellets*

r, GOu 90ii 120u

H^ga) 1.7x10"* 5.7»l<r* l.ixlO"3

1.0 2.1 2.9

l.lxlO"3 6.0«10"3 l.MtlO"2

22 9S 300

'Results shown for rj/r^ ~ 3* Eo ' ^ iiJ* T"F* = 5* a n d

T, » 20 keV (EQ: input energy; T. T.t tapping factor;
T,: init ial p«afc temperature in recion 1; r 2 ' p l : r a d i u s

r*tio u p«r Fifi. 3-
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shown since it is of interest to replace a sizable portion

of the 14-MeV D-T neutrons with 2.t*5-MeV D-D neutrons. In

other words a high ratio of total neutrons per tritium

burned is a figure of merit for these designs. It is ob-

served from the graphs that an optimum deuterium burn is

obtained for a r^/r^ ratio of ~3. For lower ratios, the

amount of deuterium is unnecessarily low such that it over-

heats. At larger ratios, the deuterium does not receive

sufficient energy per unit mass. While the deuterium layer

provides some tamping and reverse heating, over the range of

parameters covered, there is relatively little effect on the

D-T burn. The core radius, r^, is purposely held somewhat

I021 -

6
Z

I019

DT-DD

W.I MeV
Neutrons

2.15 MeV
Neutrons

T. -«

(2>-

CD'

[ 2 ) '

(3K

3 KeV. E°=5 MJ, Tr . = 5

/

/ x

/ ll)r, = l2O/t
(2)r, = 90/i
<3)r,= 6O(i

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
rz/r,

Figure 3. Neutron Yields From Several D-T Seeded D-D

Pellets Assuming 5 MJ Energy Input.
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Figure 4. Neutron Yields for the Small (r^ = 60u) Pellet

With 10 MJ Input.

below the size indicated for a maximum D-T yield with the

energy inputs assumed. While higher total yield pellets

could be considered, that was not the purpose here. The

pellet gains (Qs) in Table II are open to considerable

question since this is strongly dependent on the detailed

modeling. However, cases with a tamping factor of 5 appear

to be in reasonable agreement with results for D-T pellets

from Table I. Consequently, the possibility of D-T seeded

pellets with Qs well over 100 seems good.

The best of the designs shown here provides about 3.5

neutrons/tritium burned with a 10 MJ input (Fig. 4). This

is thought to be a lower limit since more detailed modeling

of the D-T core ignition should provide reduced D-T burn

requirements. Even so, for present results, with a high

breeding ratio blanket (possible with waterfall-type blan-

kets due to minimum structure, hence parasitic losses in the
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lithium region), over half of the tritium produced could be

3 3

held for He production. Direct He production would equal

~25% of the tritium consumption. While some of the He is

burned in the pellet, over half appears to be recoverable.

(b) D-T Seeded p - U B Pellets

D-T burn propagation into a p- B layer using the same

pellet design as Fig. 2 has also been considered. An order

of magnitude larger energy input (500 MJ) is assumed in

order to reach the higher burn temperatures necessitated for

the p-l:LB burn. Results are shown in Table III and Fig. 5

for a. small (r^ = 60u) pellet. Improved yields could be

obtained with a larger core, but this case illustrates

trends.

The optimum radius ratio under these conditions is

found to be about v^Zr-, ~ 1.6. As seen from Table III, this

Table III: D-T Seeded p-i:lB Pellet Results*

1.6

cm

41

W2(gm) T2(keV) Q

.-2l.UxlO 279 12.0

*For T 1 = 20 keV, E Q = 500 MJ, TX = 60u and T.F. = 5.

provides reasonable heating of the second region (T, - 300

JceV). Even so, the energy release from the p- B layer is

only ~10% of the total. Further, the Q value of -12 is too

low for a practical system. Clearly more sophisticated

designs are required for an attractive p- B pellet. It

appears that a pure p-^B pellet, while exceedingly attrac-

tive, may never achieve an adequate burn. Thus some seeding
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(Here E f is the fusion energy released and other

symbols follow the early convention).
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seems necessary. D-T seeds, unless very small, reintroduce

many problems that one hopes to avoid with p- B. Other

possibilites include D- He seeds, and this plus alternative

designs are under consideration. Even if the large energy

input requirements remain, the possibility of a p- b

pellet burn seems so important that this problem deserves

continued study.

Summary

The possibility of deuterium rich pellet burns using

heavy ion implosion technology seems promising. Based on
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prior results (Table I) from the Livermore target group,

Cat.D pellet,burns using thin pusher shells are assigned a

"moderate" degree of confidence for success. Such a concept

is very attractive since the need for a lithium breeding

blanket is eliminated. The present study considered an

alternative possibility whereby D-T seeded deuterium pellets

would be employed to generate He for smaller satellite

reactors (perhaps employ field-reversed mirror confinement

described in detail elsewhere). Such a system would prob-

ably retain a lithium blanket for maximum He production,

although this would not be essential. At any rate, the size

and blanket problems could be better tolerated with the

added flexibility of the satellites. Studies of the seeded

pellet designs are, of necessity, very crude. Results

presented are mainly intended to indicate trends and some

design considerations. Yields and Q values for deuterium

pellets indicate sufficient promise, however, to warrant

more detailed studies. Extensions to p- B seeded designs

are much less promising, even with an order of magnitude

increase in input energy, suggesting the need for more study

and radically improved designs.
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INTENSE J0CU5SED ION BEAKS AND THEIR INTERACTION WITH MATTER*

D. Mosher, G. Cooperstein, S. J. Stephanakis,
Shyfce A. Goldsteint, D. G. Colombant, and Rosvell Lee
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, B.C. 20375

Recent experiments and theory dealing with the production,

focussing, and interaction with matter of ion beams extracted from

pinched-beam diodes is re-viewed. Present experiments indicate that in

excess of 300 kA of .8 MeV protons can be extracted from flat anode

structures while deuterons can be focussed to about 70 kA/cm2 over 2 cm2

target areas in a focussing geometry.

I. Introduction

Recent work1 has demonstrated that large relativistic-electron-beam

accelerators can be used to create proton beams with efficiencies

comparable to that of electron beams and that such ion beams are well

suited to drive thermonuclear pellets2. Since ions have a much shorter

range in materials than electrons of comparable energy, higher impedance,

i.e. technologically simpler, generators can be employed to create ion

beams of fusion-level (100 TW) power. The favorable deposition charac-

teristic of ions (maximum energy deposition occurs deep within the

target) allows for the design of efficient pellets with low beam-power

and large focussing-area requirements. Additionally, unlike either laser

or electron-beam drivers, 100^ of the ion-beam energy is delivered to the

target in a known fashion, independent of any plasma-dynamic or electro-

magnetic effects which are difficult to determine theoretically. Thus,

the ability of a particular pulsed-power system to couple the required

energy into a pellet can be assessed before construction of the facility.
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Before light ions can be seriously considered for fusion-reactor

applications, a number of important technical capabilities must be demon-

strated. These are the abilities to: (l) scale beam power to the 100 T»

level, (2) focus the beam to pellet dimensions, and (3) propagate the

beam over many meters to demonstrate standoff between accelerator and

pellet. The primary purpose of this paper is to review recent work and

present new experimental and theoretical research which indicate that the

first two achievements can be accomplished. Techniques for attaining

the third ability3 are the subject of the next paper. Section H reviews

recent experiments on ion production and ballistic focussing with sup-

porting analytical and numerical-simulation results. Section H I dis-

cusses two models for the interaction of focussed ion beam with sub-

range-thick foil targets and compares theory with experimental results

using the beams discussed in Section II. Experimental findings of the

last few months are presented in Section IV, while the results of research

are discussed in Section V.

II. Review of Recent Research

Several years ago, in an effort to theoretically model intense

electron-beam pinching in low-impedance diodes, Goldstein and lee4 deter-

mined that radial electron flow enhanced ion emission from the anode

plasma bji an amount far in excess of the f!Vriifl-T>TigMii4r rate. They

derived the relation

I / \ i

^ ^ pi (1)

for the rat io of ion to electron current flowing in a self-pinched diode.

In Eq. ( l ) , E is the cathode radius, d is the diode gap, and V is the

diode voltage. Later, particle-simulation codes5 confirmed this rela-

t ion. For the parameters of the Haval Research Laboratory Gamble I I
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operated at § Ttf (800 kV, 600 kA), Eq. (1) predicts that roughly $ of

the total diode current (I. + I <a 600 kA) should be carried by protons.

Experiments1 conducted on Gamble II operating in reverse polarity

(cathode at ground potential) yielded results consistent with Eq. (1).

Nuclear activation of carbon targets was used to measure up to 200 kA of

0.8 MeV protons in the configuration shown in Fig. 1A.

Figure 2 shows the scaling of ion-beam power with 1O-generator

power obtained by solving Eq.. (l) simultaneously with a generator cir-

cuit equation and a modified para-potential-flow equation6 for diode

current.

fY2-!)*] (2)

(5)

Here, V is the electron relativistic factor, V is the generator open-

circuit voltage, and Z_ is the characteristic generator impedance. The

abscissa is the product IV while the ordinate is IjV. The NRL and

lower-power Sandia Laboratory experimental results are ir reasonable

agreement with the theoretical scaling. At the 100 TH level, about 60$

of the available energy is predicted to be converted to ion energy.

Results presented in Section 17 employing newer designs indicate that

505? efficiency can be achieved currently at Gamble II power levels.

Thus, there is good reason to believe that ion-beam powers at the 100 TH

level are attainable.

Because of their high mass, simple ballistic focussing of ions can

be used to concentrate the beam down to pellet dimensions. Preilainary

URL results using small, diameter hemispherical anodes and transmission

cathodes7 demonstrated the experimental validity of the technique. In

more recent experiments, focussing was accomplished by curving the anode
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(1.6 ma-thick lucite) and transmission cathode into sections of spheres

of larger radii. The geometry employed for this is shewn in Fig. 1C.

Experiments were performed both with and without a curved 2 pm Kimfol

polycarbonate foil mounted inside the aluminum ring cathode. Both con-

figurations focussed the ion beam to pellet dimensions8.

Beam cross-section as a function of axial position was determined

qualitatively by placing thin, plastic target i'oils perpendicular to the

beam at various axial positions and taking 100 ns framing photographs of

the visible light emitted (Pig. 3'). These show decreasing beam size up

to the best-focus location (upper-right photograph) where beam diameters

in the 1-2 cm range were recorded. Framing photographs through a side-

viewing port (center photograph) of the luminosity produced by passing

the focussed beam through ~ 3 Torr of air are consistent with the

focussed-ion trajectories determined by the foil measurements. A more

accurate determination of beam size was obtained by placing thick

aluminum targets at the best-focus location. The resulting rear surface

spall, an example of which is shown in Fig. h, indicates focussed-beam

dianeters of about 1 cm. Implications of ion-induced spall with respect

to ion-current density are mentioned in Section III.

Proton-current-density as a function of radius at the best focus was

determined by activation of carbon located behind thick targets with

varying-diameter holes located at the focus. Results comparing radial

distributions using flat and focussing anodes are shown in Fig. 5. Both

the central current density and fraction of the total fi^rent contained

with,in a 2 cm-diameter hole increased by about a factor of six as the

anode j«as changed from flat to curved. Typically, 20-30 kA/ems proton

current density was recorded for the central .75 cm2 of the focussed

beam. Prompt-neutron, measurements obtained by focussing a deuteron beam

onto a 1.5 em2 CD target resulted in 15-20 M/cm2. The results reflect
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the atomic-mass scaling of Eq. (1) in that deuteron fluxes are down by

about the square-root of the ion mass from the proton fluxes.

Bare aluminum x-ray diodes9 -were employed to determine the intensity

of radiation emitted by sub-range metal-foil targets placed at the best-

focus location. Absolute calibration of the diodes was obtained by

assuming the targets emitted black-body spectra. An example of these

measurements is shown in Pig. 6. Here, it is shown that the x-ray inten-

sity remains constant as the viewing area is reduced down to 1.5 cm2

again demonstrating ion-focussing down to at most this cross-sectional

area. The intensity of the radiation was that of a 9 eV blaefc-body

radiator for sub-range gold targets. As will he shown in the next

section, the x-ray measurements predict focussed-eurrent densities of

30-^0 M/cm 2, in fair agreement with activation results.

| All of the focus measurements described above indicate that best

focussing occurred several centimeters closer to the anode than the

location of the geometric focus. Two possible causes for this were

errors in curvature and magnetic deflection of ions In the diode region.

The effect of magnetic deflection was tested using the NRL 2-d, time-

dependent diode code10. Eesults of this calculation are shown in Fig. 7.

There, the self-consistently calculated ioc trajectories have been

ballistically projected axially assuming a spherically-curved anode

surface. The effect of the diode electromagnetic fields is seen to

smear the focus both axially and radially. As observed in experiments,

about ^ of the calculated focussed current appears within a 1 em2 area.

However, the shift in focus observed in experiments is a factor of 2-3

greater than predicted in the code. It will be shown in Section IV

that improvements in anode curvature and the use of thin-foil transmis-

sion cathodes in Series n anode structures (Fig. ID) bring experiment

closer to theoretical prediction.
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I U . Target Hydrodynamics

Here, it is desired to calculate the hydrodynamic response of sub-

range foil targets and use t-tae resulting dependence of radiation-

intensity on ion-current density as a diagnostic for the focussing

experiments. Two plasma models are discussed and compared. The first is

a zero-dimensional, similarity solution to the equations of motion while

the second is a one-dimensional solution in a slab geometry using a HID

fluid code. Both approaches assume that the plasma is in Saha equilib-

rium11 and radiates li&e a black body; a reasonable assumption for the

low-temperature, high-atomic-number plasmas of interest. Ion stopping'

power and range information is provided by analytic fits, to published

tables12. The time variation of ion energy and current density are

taken from Gamble II electrical measurements1. The similarity solutions

are discussed first.

:he conservation of target-mass and momentum equations

where p, V, and F are the plasma mass density, fluid velocity and pres-

sure are solved by writing P in the form P = a(p ,T)p and requiring that

a(p,T) varies slowly with z compared to p. This is insured by seeding

a solution for which T, the plasma temperature, is constant for all z

but varies in time. The variation of a(p,T) with z is then due only to

the Slav change in ionization level with density associated with Saha

equilibrium. Solutions to Eqs. (h) and (5) may then be written

p(z,t) = - T ^ exp(-z2/z2) (6)
*2(t)
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V(z,t) = Zz/z (7)

where the evolution of Z in time is given by

ZZ = 9a(p,T) . (8)

Here, p is an average density, and A is the foil-plasma thickness in

g/cmF. The initial value of Z is determined from the requirement that

p(0,0) be the solid mass-density p , i.e. Z(0) = ATT^P .
s s

The evolution of plasma temperature with time is calculated from

overall energy balance. The sum of the totax plasma kinetic and internal

energies must equal the difference between absorbed beam energy and

black-body radiated energy. If b(p,T) is the average internal energy

per gram determined from Saha equilibrium, this relation takes the form

arT4)dt' . (9)
/•+» ft
I P[iV2+b]dz = | (§A£± -

J-a> Jo

In Eq. (9), § is the incident ion flux and A £ is the total energy loss

suffered by an ion traversing the plasma. Integrating over z results in

b(p',T) = f / (§A£ - aiT4 )dt
A

which is solved simultaneously with Eq. (8) to obtain tue temporal vari-

ations of Z and T.

The results of the similarity solutions are to be compared with

those of a 1-D Eulerian code solving conservation of mass, momentum, and

energy equations on an inhomogeneous grid. The major advantage of this

more complicated approach is the realistic treatment of local energy

conservation resulting in self-consistent temperature distribution. The

energy balance equation includes diffusive transport of black-body

radiation, electron heat conduction, and a time-varying ion deposition
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provile. Radiation is transported to within one optical depth (based on

the Rosseland mean-free-path13) of free space at which point it is

freely-radiated at the local temperature.

Figure 8 compares the variation of peak density and temperature

with time for the two models discussed when the target is a 5-8 mg/cm2

gold foil with 30 &A/cm2 " " V ^ ™ ™ proton current incident. This thickness

is about .6 of the range of an .8 tfeV proton and was commonly used in the

experiment. The solid curves in the figure show the variation of p and T

using the similarity solutions while the points show results of the MHD

code. The triangles plot the change in maximum temperature in the

interior of the plasma, while the rectangles show the variation in radi-

ation temperature (located one optical depth inside the plasma). The

asymmetry in heating associated with the ion deposition profile is

recorded by the height of the rectangles. The upper edge records the

radiation temperature at the back of the plasma (where ion heating is

maximized) while the lower edge shows that of the blow-off plasma facing

the incident beam. The convergence of the two radiation temperatures

late in time is due to the low-energy of incident protons. At that time,

protons are stopped in the plasma interior so that reduced heating of the

back-plasma surface occurs. Figure 8 also illustrates why rear-surface

spall (Fig. h) requires high ion-current densities (> 10 kA/cm2). Pe&fc

pressure always occurs very early in the beam pulse because of rapid

plasma expansion.

The general agreement between the two models is gratifying con-

sidering their difference in sophistication. The single-temperature

similarity solution falls between the maximum and radiation temperatures

predicted by the ID code. The variation in peak temperature occurring

in the pulse with peat incident ion-current density is shown in Fig. 9.

The temperature from the OD, the maximum from the ID, ana an average
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radiation temperature T* = %(T4 +T*) are plotted. Based on this result

and absolute measurements of soft x-ray intensity (see Fig. 6 ) , it was

determined that 30-40 kA/cms maximum proton-current density was incident

on the foil and that the gold foils radiate at about 9eV. Stellar calcu-

lations yielded about 50 kA/cm2 for x-radiation frcm aluminum foils.

However, measurements conducted with transmission-window-filtered x-ray

diodes indicated that the increase in radiation intensity might be

associated with aluminum L-line radiation. The current density inferred

from gold-foil measurements agrees with other proton measurements con-

ducted on Series I diodes and discussed in Section H .

IV. Hew Results

Here, proton- and deuteron-beam measurements using the Series n

flat and focussing geometries shown in Figs. IB and ID are discussed.

Modifications common to both new designs are:(l) a thin-foil reflexing

structure extending beyond the cathode radius, (2) a controlled gap

(typically 5 mm) between the foil anode and anode back-plats, and (3)

the use of an aluminum or carbon button (typically 1-3 cm in diameter)

providing on-axis electrical continuity between foil and anode back-

plate. Proton yield, was found to increase as the foil-baeS.p2.ate gap was

increased from zero when foils which allowed electrons to reflex were

employed. However, gaps much in excess of 5 mm lea to poor quality, as

asymmetric electron pinches with associated decrease in ion yield. With

the optimal gap, the central button effectively symmetrized the electron

pinch on axis but its removal did not reduce ion yields. The support

ring across which the anode foil was stretched was made of either

aluminum or Iucito. Ion yield did not depend on the ring's material nor

its removal (when the foil was supported by the central button).

In the flat geometry of Fig. IB, carbon activation was used to

determine proton yields for Ch2 anode foils ranging from 2.5 x 10~3 to
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.05 cm thick. Anode-cathode gaps were t-5 mm. No statistically-

significant variation of proton current with foil thickness was observed.

The maximum ion current, inferred fran activation, electrical measure-

ments and Eqs. (l) and (2) averaged .52 MA for these data with a standard

deviation of about .1 Mk. The corresponding values of total proton yield

were in the range (1.3 ± .4) x 10 1 7 with ion-pulse durations of 60-90 ns.

These data demonstrate that nearly one half of the diode current can be

routinely extracted as protons.

The observed high ion-production efficiency is supported by new

numerical-simulation results studying ion enhancement due to electron

reflexing in thin-foil anodes. Beflexing is modeled by including the

energy loss of electrons passing through CH2 foils and by assuming that

electron motion behind the foil is determined by the local magnetic field

with zero electric field. The diode geometry shown in Fig. 10 with

V = 750 kV was simulated for various anode-foil thicknesses. The table

shows that the ratio I-/le increases and that the total diode current

decreases as the foil thickness is reduced.

Series II focussing anodes (Fig. ID) were modified in two additional

•ways. They were fabricated from .025 to .050 cm thick polyvinyl acetate

and were configured to a much more accurate spherical section than the

Lucite Series I structures. The accurate spherical contour was desired

to eliminate errors in curvature as a source of degradation of ion

focussing. 3h addition to electron reflexing, an additional advantage .

of the thinner structures is a greatly redueed pressure pulse following

discharge allowing for proximity soft x-ray and other delicate diagnoses.

Ion focussing was tested using CD2-coated anodes and targets because

of the difficulties in obtaining accurate carbon-activation data at high

incident current densities1. Totally-collecting CDa targets mounted

just behind the hollow cathode in focussing geometry gave deuteron yields
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1
as high as 1.1 x 10 1 7 corresponding to SOO kA average ion currents.

Measurements with similar targets mounted 9.5 cm away from the anode

indicated an about 30# reduction in deuteron number.

Best focus was determined by measuring the neutron yield from

1.9 cm2 CDa targets mounted at various axial positions. Figure 11 shows

neutron yield vs. distance frcm the anode using both hollow cathodes and

cathodes containing 2»i.-thick KDJFOL polycarbonate-transmission foils.

The variation of yield with position is much closer- to what one would

expect (Fig. 7) than was obtained with Series I focussing anodes. That

is, best focussing occurs at, and within a fevi centimeters in front of,

the geometric focus. The improved agreement with theory is attributed

to the highly-spherical contours employed in the latest experiments.

The neutron yield at the 12 cm location for KIMFOL cathodes corresponds

to an average deuteron current-density in excess of 70 kA/cms over the

1.9 cm2 target with as many as 5.5 x 10 1 6 deuterons intercepted by it.

Thus, about 2/3 of the deuterons reaching the axial location of the

target were focussed inside 2 cm2. This figure is a factor-of-two

improvement in focussing efficiency over either Series I focussing

anodes (see Fig. 5) or Series Ii anodes with hollow cathodes.

Figure 12 helps one to understand the iinproved focussing attainable

with KIMPOL cathodes. A current shunt was placed in the return-current

chamber through which the beam passed and in which the target was

mounted. On shots in which the cathode was hollow, net currents mea-

sured were close to total ion current. When KIMFOL was employed with

focussing geometries, net currents were typically reduced by a factor-of-

2.5 accompanied by a factor-of-2 increase in neutron yield. Although the

nature of the electron flow is not presently understood, it is probable

that the highur current non-neutralization associated with the bare

cathode flow produces fields which disrupt the ballistic focussing of
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ions. This effect is not a serious Impediment since a high degree of

beam neutralization can be assured by a few Torr gas background in the

focussing region.

V. Discussion

In the introduction, it was stated that the viability of light ions

for inertial fusion depended on demonstrations of ion-production scaling,

focusability, and transport. Here, significant progress in the first

two of these areas has been demonstrated.

Measurements of proton currents from Series H flat anodes have

demonstrated that about l/2 of the total diode current can be extracted

as ions. This represents a nearly faetor-of-two improvement in efficien-

cy over that predicted by the Goldstein-Lee formula Eq. (1) or the

scaling of Fi , 2. PIC results suggest that this improvement can be

traced to the use of thin-foil anode structures which allow for electron

reflexing in the anode plane. In any case, the efficiency predicted for

100 OT-level generators has already been achieved on Gamble II at .5 5W«

Focussing measurements utilizing Series II focussing anodes coated

with CD£ have demonstrated a three-fold improvement in focussed-

deuteron current density over that attainable with earlier designs.

About 1/2 of the total deuteron number produced in the diode was observed

to be focussed with a 1.9 cm2 area 12 cm from the anode, consistent with

that predicted by numerical simulation. Additional improvements in

focussing may require aspheric anode configurations in order to compen-

sate for magnetic deflection in the diode. An upper limit of k° beam

divergence due to thermal, time varying-field, or scattering effects can

be associated with the deuteron focussing results. As will be discussed

in the next paper, this figure is sufficient to allow focussing over

several-meter distances.
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The most recent neasuremer ts have determined the importance of cur-

rent neutralization to good focussing. The observed large net currents

are not understood at this time although techniques for their reduction

to safe levels are available. Employing KBIFOIi transmission anodes

reduces the net current to about ka& of the ion current, causing a

dramatic improvement in deuteron focussing. Future experiments will

test the effect of reduction of net currents to much lower levels by

providing a few lorr gas background in the focussing region.
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VII. Figure Captions

1. Diode configurations used in the experiment. (A) Series I-flat,

(B) Series H-flat, (C) Series I-focussing, and (D) Series H -

foeussing. Cathodes ( K ) , anodes (A), and thin-foils (T) are labeled.

2. Theoretical scaling of ion power vs. deliverable electrical power

for a 1 fi generator.

3. Visible-light framing photographs of ion-heated targets.

k. Ion-induced rear-surface spall of an aluminum target placed at the

ion focus.

5. Proton current-density profiles for flat and focussing geometries

at the best-focus axial location (Series I anodes).

6. X-ray diode traces of XUV emission from sub-ion-range gold targets

mounted at the Series I focus for three target viewing areas.

7. PIC-code prediction of the time-averaged ion-current-density

distribution in radius for various axial locations. Diode parame-

ters were H/D " 30, v = .75 MV.

8. Plasma density and temperature variations' with time predicted by

OD and ID fluid models. Response shown corresponds to 30 SA/em2

of .8 MeV protons incident on a 5.8 mg/cms gold foil.

9. Variation of gold-plasma temperature with incident current density.
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I

10. Diode geometry and results of simulation of ion enhancement due to

electron reflexing in thin-foil anodes. Due to compression of tbe

radial dimension, electron orbits appear to intersect the anode

normal to the surface. In reality, the radial momentum is usually

:nuch greater than the axial momentum and the electrons, after

passing through the anode, execute a partial Larmor orbit before

reappearing in tbe anode-cathode gap.

11. Variation of prompt-neutron yield from a 1.9 cm2 target vs. axial

distance fi-oai a Series II-focussing anode.

12. Diode voltage, diode current, and net current variations with time

for two of the shots of K g . 11.
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DEFLAGRATION WAVES SUPPORTED BY THERMAL RADIATION

Katsunobu NISHIHARA and Kazuhlro NOZAKI*

Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University, Osaka,

•Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan

Abstract

It is shown that deflagrations supported by thermal

radiation are classfied into two types, a supercritical

deflagration and a subcritical one. Their characteristics

and structures are investigated in the framework of the

diffusion approximation for radiation flux. The subcritical

deflagration is found to be easily obtained and to lead to

larger compression than the supercritical one. The ef-

ficiency of compression driven by the deflagrations is

estimated to be 0.1 ^ 0.3.

1. Introduction

Thermonuclear-neutrons have been recently observed from

a plasma compressed by a shell which is accelerated with the

aid of a relativistic electron beam. ' The target used in

the above experiments is composed of a gold anode foil and

an inner polyethylene shel^ containing fuel. The outer gold

shell is thin enough to allow an electron beam to heat it

uniformly. Heat is removed from the heated gold shell by

radiation. Half the heat goes to heating the inner polyeth-

ylene shell and causes plasma to be set into motion. A

deflagration wave supported by thermal radiation can thus be

formed, which plays a role of a piston and drives a shock
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wave ahead.2' A schematic structure of the compression thus

formed is shown in Fig.l. The thermal radiation from the

heated gold shell is absorbed in the deflagration and ex-

pansion regions. Since thermal radiation in a high tempera-

ture medium has a much higher characteristic frequency than

that of lasers, it can propagate into the much higher

density region.

We investigate here the structure of the deflagration

supported by thermal radiation in a one-dimensional steady

model. It should be noted that the radiation is not necessa-

rily in thermodynamic equilibrium with the polyethylene

plasma. Corresponding to a radiant shock, two types of

deflagration can be expected to exist, one of which is

driven by thermal equilibrium radiation, the other by the

non-equilibrium radiation.

2. Two Types of Deflagration Waves

It is assumed throughout the following discussion that

an outer (gold) shell is heated to a temperature about 100

eV to 200 eV by a relativistic electron beam and emits

black-body radiation at this temperature. The thermal

radiation is absorbed by the polyethylene plasma and drives

the deflagration wave that is assumed to propagate station-

arily into the target. The point marked © i n Fig.l corre-

sponds to the Chapman-Jouguet point.

By means of the jump conditions at the shock front and

throughout the deflagration width, one can easily obtain the

physical values in the whole system such as temperature,

density, flow velocity and propagation velocities of the
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I shock, v , and the deflagration, vD, if the values in the

> unperturbed region are specified and the temperature and

•I density at the Chapman-Jouguet point, T2» n2» axe given.

''[ Moreover, from the energy conservation at the Chapman-

f Jouguet point, the incoming energy flux F_ required at the

point to maintain the deflagration is estimated to be, if

. nx / n2

• for the adiavatic constant Y = 5/3, where p,c , m and z are,

respectively, the pressure, the thermal velocity, the ion

; mass and charge. Here we have assumed that electrons and

; ions are at the same temperature T. We consider the case

that the thermal radiation flux at the Chapman-Jouguet point

.; is equal to this energy flux FQ.

Because of the assumption of stationary propagation of

the deflagration, no energy is acquired by the plasma in the

• deflagration region. However, the energy increases in time

; in the shock compression region and the isothermal expansion

• region, since the area of compression region increases due

i to the fact that the shock velocity is larger than the

j deflagration velocity. Hence, the total energy flux F

| which is necessary for the system can be given by

/
P2CT2 - 4 ml/2

 T2 n 2 ' (2)

where the shock is assumed to be strong and n,/n2>>l. The

thermal radiation flux FR_ coming in from outside of the

system is approximated as

F ~ tjlT ~ f I f^\
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where a is the Stefan-Boltzman constant and Tj^ is the

incident radiation temperature. The condition for maintain-

ing the system is then written as

W n2> = FRI(TRi' T 2 ) ' (4)

which gives the relation between the plasma temperature and

density at the Chapman-Jouguet point, which is shown for the

specific radiation temperatures in Fig.2.

If thermal radiation is in thermodynamic equilibrium

with the plasma, the maximum energy flux of the radiation is
4

given by a T . Therefore, if the plasma temperature at the

Chapman-Jouguet point is so small that even the maximum

thermal radiation flux of the plasma at the point, a T 2 ,

is less than the energy flux necessary to form the deflag-

ration (FD as is given by eg.(D), the radiation from the

outer shell is required for its flux to be equal to FQ. In

this case the radiation temperature at the Chapman-Jouguet

point, TR2, is highur than the plasma temperature at the

same point, T2, and hence the thermal radiation is not in

thermal equilibrium with the plasma. On the other hand, if
A

o l , > FD, it is possible that the equilibrium thermal

radiation can support the deflagration. In accordance with

the definitions of a radiant shock wave, we call these two

types of deflagrations, respectively, a subcritical deflag-

ration in which the radiation is not in thermal equilibrium

with the plasma, and a supercritical deflagration in which

thermal equilibrium is established at the Chapman-Jouguet

point. The critical condition is then given by
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which is shown in Fig.2.

3. Structures of Deflagration Waves

The diffusion approximation is assumed to be valid for

the radiation flux, namely the transport equation of the

radiation flux, FRt can be expressed in a coordinate system

moving with the stationarily propagating deflagration as

d F = C(U -U), F = - — — 0, (6)

4 4where U is the radiation energy density, U = — a T R and Ue

the energy density of equilibrium radiation of the plasma,

4 4U = - a T , and c the velocity of light and A the absorp-e c

tion mean free path of the radiation. Since in the case of

the absorption of high energy photon <hv>>T) the absorption

mean free path can be determined by bound-free transitions,

it is given by

A = 7.4 x 1036TR
7/2/U+z)2zn2 cm, (7)

where T is in eV. The electron thermal conduction, the

radiation energy and the radiation pressure are neglected

because of the high temperature and high density of the

plasma.

From the equations of conservation of mass, momentum

and energy, we can obtain the local inward energy fiux, F,

as a function of the local normalized temperature, T =

T/T2, as

F = | p2cT2l(l-T)
1/2+(1c+2)/Kr-n2/n1l[(l-T)

1/2-l+n2/n1],(8)

where K = (Y+1)/(Y-1). The local plasma density and veloci-

ty are given by

°T2~ ~ ~ 1" a" T > ' (9)

For the supercritical deflagration, the radiation is in
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local thermal equilibrium. In this case since the radiation

temperature T R is equal to the plasma temperature T,

energy flux of the radiation can be given by

c\ dF = " T-~ —— U .j dx e

Substituting this into eq. (8) and integrating tlje equation

thus obtained and combining with eq. (9), we can get the

structure of the supercritical deflagration wave, which is

shown in Fig.3(a). The width of the deflagration is given by

(Y-I)CU ,

where f (n^/i»2) is a numerical factor due to the nonlinear

radiant heat conduction which is given in Fig.4 and f (n,/n2)

— > 1/19 as n^/n2 ^ <*>.

For the subcritical deflagration, the radiation is not

in equilibrium with the plasma, that is, T R > T2- The

transport equation of the radiation can be therefore given

by

k FR - -1 °'
Integrating this equation, we can obtain

0 = V.expl-Ba-E.-)], F = - £ H, (13)
d Z R ^

where C is the optical length, dx = Ad£. The structure of

the subcritical deglagration is shown in Fig.3(b). Numeri-

cal integration yields its width as

Ax = fb(nj/n2)A2, ( 1 4 )

where f^nj/ng) is also shown in Fig.4 and ffa ^1/10 as

nl/n2
4. Compression Efficiency and Concluding Discussions
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As explained in Section 2, when the incident radiation

temperature T_. is given and the unperturbed state in the

Rl

front of the shock is specified, onlj' r ie more parameter can

be arbitrarily chosen to determine the whole structure of

the steady compression. For example in case T . = 100 eV

and the number density in the unperturbed region n Q =
23 -3

10 cm , from Fig.2 we can specify the two types of deflag-

ration by choosing either the plasma temperature or its

density at the Chapman-Jouguet point. If n2>1.3xl0 cm ,

the deflagration is subcritical while otherwise it is super-

critical. The speed of the shock propagating ahead of the

deflagration is given by72- CT1 * - ^ I 7 2 ( ^ > V 2 CT2'
' T 1 ( Y - D V 1

where the shock is assumed to be strong, and n^/n2>>l.

Various physical parameters such as n 2, T2, \2< Ax
 a n d v

s

are summarized in Table 1. It is obvious that the sub-

critical deflagration can produce a stronger shock than

that obtained from the supercritical deflagration. It

should also be noted that the width of the subcritical

deflagration is considerably smaller compared to that of the

supercritical one. This is due to the nature of the large

nonlinearity of the radiation conduction. In order to drive

the subcritical deflagration one must suppress the expansion

of the polyethylene plasma and maintain the relatively high

density at the Chapman-Jouguet point. For the target con-

sidered here, the expanding plasma due to the heavy gold

shell on the outside can. play the role of a tamper and

support the high density necessary for the formation of the
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subcritical deflagration. Thus, a subcritical deflagration

can be achieved at least in the early stages of compression.

We can now estimate the compression efficiency. In

order to do this, we can calculate two parameters as a

function of n2/nQ, the ratio of the number density at the

Chapman-Jouguet point to that in the unperturbed region.

The first is the ratio of the momentum flux in the com-

pression region to that in the unperturbed region, M / p ,

and the second is the ratio of the energy flux in the shock

compression region to the total absorbed energy flux, Fs/FE.

The latter corresponds to the efficiency of energy transport

into the shock compression region. It is also obvious from

Fig.5 that the subcritical deflagration leads to higher

efficiency and the maximum efficiency becomes about 30 %.

If the density ratio is greater than 0.65, the efficiency

becomes worse since the deflagration wave exceeds the shock

ahead.

When the shock in the polyethylene arrives at the

boundary between the polyethylene and the inner fuel, a

shock wave due to the polyethylene pusher propagates into

the fuel. Because the mass of the polyethylene pusher is

heavier than that of the fuel, the shock can be accelerated

at the boundary. It should be noted that taking into acount

this acceleration, the shock speed due to the subcritical

deflagration, which is given in Table 1, coincides reason-

ably well with the simulation result.1
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n 2 (cm"3)

T 2(T R 2) (eV)

X2 (ym)

Ax (tarn)

v_ (cm/sec)
5

Subcritical

3xlO22

6C (91)

12

1.3

5xlO6

2xlO22

70 (86)

48

5.5

4.4xlO6

Supercritical

ixlO22

84

329

72

3.5xlO6

i: i Table 1

Various physical parameters for the incident radiation

temperature Tj^ = 100 eV and the number density in the

unperturbed region n Q = 10
 3cm~3. n2, T 2, T ^ and X2

represent the number density, the plasma temperature, the

radiation temperature and the absorption mean free path of

the radiation at the Chapman-Jouguet point, respectively.

Ax and vg are the width of the deflagration and the shock

speed.
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Fig.l

Schematic structure of

polyethylene pusher. The

four regions corresponds to

an unperturbed region (1),

a shock compression (2), a

deflagration region (3),

and an isothermal expansion

region, respectively .

The points marked 1 and 2
U1 -1-2 4- 3-i-

are the front and the Chapman-Jouguet point of the deflag-

ration wave.

10

I

10^

Fig. 2

Parameter range

of the two types

of deflagrations.

T ^ indicates the

incident radiation

temperature from the

gold shill. The

number density

in the unperturbed

region is assumed to be n

- sub-critical

22

1021

1020

critical
super-critical
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(eV)

1.1 x 1023cm~3.
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ELECTRON DEPOSITION IN THIN TARGETS*

M. M. l.idner, E. J. T. Burns, M. J. Clauser,

S. A. Goldstein, J. A. Halbleib, Sr., L. P. Mix,

J. N. Olsen, F. C. Perry, J. W. Poukey,

J. P. Quintenz, and A. J. Toepfer

Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

ABSTRACT

Recent theoretical and experimental studies of electron deposition

in thin foils and targets are discussed with emphasis on enhancement of

collisional deposition resulting from macroscopic self-beam and diode

fields. The deposited power/mass = PM was inferred to be P^ = 1-2 x 10

watts/gm for experiments on Hydra (1 MeV, 300 KA, 100 nsec) and P., =

4-16 x 10 1 2 watts/gm on Proto I (1.5 MeV, 250 KA/side, 30 nsec). P M is

found to depend critically on current density and enclosed current in

the pinch as expected.

j Introduction

Recent interest in electron deposition has centered on enhancement

of collisional deposition resulting from particle dynamics in strong self

beam aci/or diode macroscopic fields. The increase in deposited power

per unit mass is simply the result of an increased path length in a given

amount of material which can be caused by electrostatic reflexing1 or by

magnetic beam stagnation or diffusion .

* Supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration.
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The following discussion gives our definition of en-

hanced deposition and describes theoretical models and pre-

dictions for deposition experiments. Next, experiments per- I

formed on the Hydra and Proto I accelerators are discussed

and finally conclusions are given.

Definitions and Theoretical Models

In general, electron deposition can be described as

-MAX
e f(£) Be S(£) d£ , (1)

"o

where P., = deposited power/mass (w/gm), e = 1.6 x 10" col,

electron density/energy (cnT Volt ) , Be = electron

speed (era/sec), and S (£) = stopping power (Volt/gm/cm ) .

dc* . (2)

b e c s(&o)-
 I n t h e e n e rsy

and S = 106 Volts/gm/cm2

and depends weakly on material. Therefore to increase P.. the
M

beam density must increase. If we reference PM to a cold,

amps/cm ) ,

-1

The

For

beam density nb x s

nb

given as

f^MAX"I
a monoenergetic beam P., = e

range of interest 1-10 MeV, B =

nonnally incident beam with current density J (amps/cm ) ,

then an enhancement factor x can be defined as x =nhe$cj~

8/0N. where 6̂  = \M/"' C a n d V f j / = a v e r a g e normal velocity.

One can further relate the normal drift velocity due to cur-

vature and grad B drifts, assuming B a r or B a r " , such

that x = */*A' w'lere * is t'l« enclosed current and IA =

17000 6Y- This enhancement results from magnetic stagnation

for large v/y beans since the beam density increases as the
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I
beam drift velocity becomes small.

The computational models used for studying enhanced

deposition include both (1) Monte Carlo models and (2) diode

codes. Versions of the Monte Carlo models are (A) collisions

only, (B) collisions with non-self-consistent E and B fields,

and CC) collisions with self-consistent B fields.4 The Monte

Carlo model is useful for studying magnetically enhanced

deposition in targets of arbitrary thickness. The diode code

can predict deposition (A) in the limit of negligible beam

target interaction or (B) with a simplified scattering and

energy loss model. This model contains self-consistent E and

B fields and is useful for computing deposition in very thin

foils in realistic diode geometries.

Theoretical Predictions and Results of Hydra Experiments

Theoretical predictions of deposition for the Hydra

experiment are shown in Fig. 1. Plotted is specific power

deposited in the focal volume vs I = current enclosed within

pinch radius r . The focal volume is the region in the foil

with r < r and r is -J- of the FWHM of the current density

profile. The voltage is 1 MeV, r = .15, and the foil is a

6 pm thick, planar Au foil. The upper two curves are Monte

Carlo code predictions with non-self-consistent E and B

fields for either isotropic or normal incidence to the foil.

A gaussian J and n^ profile, truncated at r = r , is assumed,

with E = 10 v/cm in front of the foil and E = 0 behind the

foil. It is also assumed that B penetrates the foil. Note

the increase in P^ as I increases for I > IA = 47.4 kA,
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reflecting deposition enhancement. Also shown are analytic

estimates obtained from Pj. = e n. 8c S for charge neutralized

Hammer-Rostoker equilibrium beam and for a Bennett equili-

brium beam. For these estimates one obtains n. from the

equilibrium beam conditions with the remaining parameters

fixed by the beam voltage. It is seen then that enhanced

beam density is implicit to high current beam equilibria and

that deposition estimates are somewhat reduced from the non-

self -consistent Monte Carlo calculations. For these esti-

mates it is assumed that the beam equilibria is not signifi-

cantly modified by the interaction with the foil. The

variation in the upper four curves is thought to qualitative-

ly represent the theoretical uncertainty due to uncertainty

in the source beam. The lower line represents the reference

deposition level of a cold, paraxial beam.

Examples of solutions using the Monte Carlo model with

self-consistent magnetic forces are shown in Fig. 2. A

Hammer-Rostoker beam with charge neutralization is injected

from the left boundary and propagated into a foil as shown.

Plotted are a few representative particle trajectories for a

beam with energy 1 MeV, radius = .15 cm and total current =

94.8 kA (\>/Y = 2). The case on the left is for gold foil of

areal density 1.93 x 10 gm/cm expanded to .01 cm. The dot

density plotted within the foil is proportional to the local

PM> For this very thin case the beam is not significantly

perturbed by the foil and uniform deposition of ^ 4 TW/gm is

calculated within the beam radius, which is consistent with

that given by the unperturbed beam density and particle

energy. The example on the right is similar except that a
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-2 2
foil with areal density of 1.93 x 10 gm/cm is assumed.

For this c*. .e scattering is more pronounced and there is some

reduction in P., near the beam axis which results. The

deposition averaged over the focal volume is i 3.2 TW/gm

which represents only a 20% reduction of the unperturbed beam

case. Since these parameters approximate the conditions of

the Hydra experiment, we would not expect substantial reduc-

tions in PM due to modifications in R due to scattering in

the foil.

Examples of diode code calculations for the Hydra para-

meters are showii. in Fig. 3. Figure 3(A) shows a dioue con-

figuration with a planar hollow catho- ,. The anode consists

of an absorbing boundary at 720 kV which approximates a

carbon anode in the experiment. A typical electron trajec-

tory is shown. The diode code predicts a pinch with FWHM =

1.5-2 mm which approximates the experiment although the

current density was ^ 2-4 x higher than in the deposition

experiment. Figure 3(B) shows a similar diode except that a

thin 6 \im Au foil, backed by vacuum, is located near the

axis. This configuration is similar to the thin foil deposi-

tion experiment. Note that this model indicates an increase

in beam density on axis for the thin foil case. The deposi-

tion level inferred from the peak beam density is ^ 6 TW/gm

which is qualitatively in agreement with the Monte Carlo cal-

culation for pinch radius of .15 cm and pinch current of

100 kA.

Two deposition experiments were performed on the Hydra .

accelerator (1) a planar anode foil experiment with material
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temperatures and beam diagnostics and (2) a planar anode

foil-thin target experiment with holography and thermcelastic

material response diagnostics.

For the planar anode foil experiment a tapered C10°)

hollow cathode o.d. 7.6 cm and i.d. 3.56 cm was used with a

thick carbon anode (.635 cm) with a hole of 2.54 cm dia. in

the center. Various foils were then mounted over the anode

hole in the plane of the anode. There was vacuum on both

sides of the foil. Surface temperature of the rear surface

of the foil was measured using x-ray diodes, optical diodes,

and spectroscopy. The beam was also diagnosed using time-

integrated x-ray pinhole photography and a collimated PIN

detector.

Figure 4 shows results of this experiment and is a plot

of temperature vs time for shot #5706 for which a 6 p Au

foil was used. Calculated solutions ( ) as well as experi-

mental data using XRD measurements ( ) and optical diode

measurements (—•—) are shown. The calculated solutions are

obtained using the CHARTD code with planar geometry which

assumes the foil is optically thick. The deposited power/

mass is constant in time and space at the level indicated.

The hydrodjnamic calculations indicate a temperature profile

which is peaked at the center of the foil and which decreases

to some plateau near the outer portion of the blow-off. Both

the optical and soft x-ray depth are such that temperatures

in the plateau region are measured and both diagnostics

should measure essentially the same temperature. The XRD

data corresponds to spatially averaged black body temperature
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associated with the hot focal region of the beam. The

associated error bars correspond to uncertainties in sensi-

tivity of the detector and the source area. The optical

diode data results from an absolutely calibrated photo diode.

Spectroscopy was also employed to insure that strong line

radiation was not emitted in the range observed by the photo

diode. Both measurements are consistent and indicate P,, i.
M

1 TW/gm. The data here are typical of many shots for which

temperatures "v> S eV were measured.

If we take the most optimistic values for current den-

sity and pinch radius as that given by x-ray pinhole data for

a thick carbon anode, then the peak J is only 600 kA/cm and

the pinch current I = 45 kA. This implies deposition levels

of about 1 TW/gm (see Fig. 1) which indicates little enhance-

ment and which is consistent with experimental measurements.

The second deposition experiment on Hydra employed a

similar diode and multiple pulse holography and thermoelastic

response diagnostics. Targets consisted of hemispherical

anode foils, disc foils on stalks, and planar anode foils.

Holography measurements were not made for planar anode foils

since the target blowoff is obscured by anode plasma at large

radii.

Holography measurements of fringe position vs time were

compared with 1-D hydrodynamic calculations using CHARTD to

infer deposition levels. Fringe velocities were measured to

be 2-Z.3 x 10 cm/sec for the thin hemispherical foil and

2.7-3 x 10 cm/sec for the thin foil on a stalk. When com-

pared with the hydro calculations this implies ^ 1 TW/gm for
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the hemisphere and >>• 2 TW/gm for the foil on the stalk.

Simultaneous to the holography measurement an interferometric

measurement was made of the thermoelastic response of an

aluminum plate to hard x-ray production. If a high-Z target

is used with a low-Z backing then this technique is sensitive

to the total amount of deposition in the high-Z target. This

measurement consistently indicated a 70-80% increase in x-ray

output for a thin Au target with carbon backing compared with

a plain carbon anode. The same anode result was observed

with planar gold foils also. This suggests either (1) depo-

sition enhancement in the foil or (2) modification of the

source beam. Diode calculations and holography data tend to

support the latter conclusion. Monte Carlo calculations

indicate enhancement of deposition for (r > r } which

supports the first possibility. Further experiments are

required to determine the correct conclusion.

PROTO-I Experiments and Theory

Another series of experiments has been recently per-

formed on the PROTO-I accelerator. The diode physics are

different than that of Hydra since a much smaller cathode

O 2.S cm diameter) is used in a plasma filled diode. A much

tighter pinch is produced with higher J and with a large

fraction of the total current enclosed. X-ray pinhole

photography indicates that a single beam incident on a thick

carbon anode produces peak J = 5 MA/cm with FWHM = .16-. 2

cm. For these conditions we would expect PM = 10 TW/gm from

previously discussed theoretical models.
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Results of surface temperature measurements and hydro-

dynamic calculations are shown in Fig. S. Plotted is

temperature vs time for (A) a 6 pm Al foil and (B) a 6 iinAu

foil. For the calculations, the CHARTD code was used with

planar geometry and the temperature obtained at a depth of

10 gm/cm from the front surface corresponding to the maxi-

mum depth observed by the soft x-ray temperature measure-

ments. The deposition was assumed uniform in space and con-

stant in time and radiation losses were assumed negligible.

Note that calculations predict that for a given deposition

level a higher temperature is produced in the gold foil than

for the aluminum foil which is a result of greater foil

inertia, and less expansion cooling, for the gold.

Also shown are surface temperature measurements obtained

from x-ray diodes for the respective foils using a single

side of PROTO-I. Time = 0 corresponds to the pinch formation

time. Again uncertainties in the emission area lead to

uncertainties in the measured temperature. The Al foil data,

however, is pessimistic in that the entire apertured area is

assumed to determine the lower temperature bound. For the

Au foil x-ray pinhole photography and PIN detectors were used

to estimate the emission area. From this data we conclude

PM = 4-6 TW/gm for a 6 ym Au foil and Py =8-16 TW/gm for the

6 urn Al foil.

Diode code calculations for the above conditions indi-

cate that scattering in the gold foil tends to reduce the

deposition over that of a 6 um Al foil where scattering is

negligible. We feel this and differences in ion diode cur-

rent due to the ion mass explain the differences in deposi-
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tion levels between the Al and Au.

Summary and Conclusions

Theoretical deposition models have been extended to

examine self-consistent aspects of the beam target interac-

tion. Theory predicts deposition levels of 1 TW/gm and much

greater for Hydra parameters. The precise amount depends

critically on the pinch size and the amount of current in the

pinch. Experiments on Hydra using surface temperature,

blowoff, and hard x-ray measurements, indicate 1-2 TW/gra

deposited in the focal volume. This is consistent with the
2

inferred current density profile which is peaked <v 600 kA/cm

with 4 mm/FWHM for which one would not expect substantial

enhanced deposition. Theoretical models indicate that much

higher deposition levels > 10 TW/gm could be obtained with

improved focusing efficiency.

Experiments on PROTO-I indicate much higher deposition

levels of "v 4-16 TW/gm due to better focusing. Diode calcu-

lations indicate comparable deposition levels and that the

enhancement results from a mode of operation described in

Ref. 1 as a "reflex pinch."
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ELECTRON BEAM SOLENOID REACTOR CONCEPT
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O. Lopez, S. Putnam and T. S. T. Young

Physics International Company
San Leandro, California 94577

The Electron Beam Heated Solenoid (EBHS) reactor is a

linear magnetically confined fusion device in which the bulk

or all of the heating is provided by a relativistic electron

beam (REB). The high efficiency and established technology

of the REB generator and the ability to vary the coupling

length make this heating technique compatible with several

radial and axial energy loss reduction options including

multiple-mirrors, electrostatic and gas end-plug techniques.

This paper addresses several of the fundamental technical

issues and provides a current evaluation of the concept.

The enhanced confinement of the high energy plasma ions due

to nonadiabatic scattering in the multiple mirror geometry

indicates the possibility of reactors of 150 to 300 meter

length operating at temperatures > 10 keV. A 275 meter EBHS

j reactor with a plasma Q of 11.3 requiring 33 MJ of beam

energy is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Two high power beam heaters have been seriously proposed

for linear magnetic fusion devices operating at densities

£ 10 /cm —relativistic electron beams and CO., lasers. The

reactor possibilities for these heaters are quite distinct

in several important aspects. Because of the nature of the
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plasma coupling, CO, lasers are suited for kilometer long,

18 3
10 /cm , 400-500 kG systems, whereas REBs can couple to

100-300 meter systems at 10 -10 /cm densities (~ 150 kG).

Also because of coupling limitations, as well as energy

availability considerations, lasers are proposed as pre-

heaters with the bulk of the plasma heating provided by a

secondary theta pinch type heater. On the other hand, REB

generators exist in the MJ range at present and can be pro-

posed to supply all of the heatir.g energy for a reactor,

thereby avoiding the complication of an adiabatic heating

stage. Several small scale experiments have addressed

physics issues of concern for REB heated linear systems

(plasma coupling, beam stability, and diffusion) with favor-

able results. Theoretical models, which have been developed

provide an optimistic assessment for reactor conditions.

This paper addresses several of the technical and physics

issues (REB injection, REB scatter due to beam-plasma inter-

action, anomalous plasma diffusion, and reduction of end-

losses) . A complete review of several of the operating

modes of the reactor and a discussion of the principal tech-

nical areas requiring additional verification and investiga-

tion are outlined in References 1, 2, and 3.

2. BEAM INJECTION AND COMPRESSION

In the end region of the EBHS (Fig. 1), where the REB

is generated, compressed, and injected into the plasma

column, the diode-solenoid interface must be designed to al-

low the hot plasma to escape from the ends without destroy-
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ing the diode. A diode-solenoid interface which allows these

multifarious processes to occur is shown in Fig. 2. A plasma

gun or guns inject a low temperature plasma along the

solenoidal magnetic field lines. The magnetic field lines,

which initially pass through the opening in the annular

cathode, are moved by the transfer magnet so that they pass

through the cathode surface. The REB is then injected along

the magnetic field lines into the plasma column. After beam

injection the transfer magnet moves the field lines until

they pass through the opening in the annular cathode and are

connected to a distant wall. When the plasma escapes, it

expands along these field lines, dropping in density until

it encounters the wall. At this point the derrsity is so low

that the Debye length is large enough for the use of electro-

statically biased grids. Plasma striking the wall generates

secondary electrons which are repelled by a negatively

biased grid located near the surface. Since the secondary

electrons do not communicate with the plasma, thermal con-

duction from the plasma to the wall is suppressed.

The REB current density within the plasma column in the

reactor is » 50 kA/cm while the current density at the

cathode surface is only a few kA/cm . Thus the beam must be

compressed by a factor of « 25-50 between the cathode and

the entrance to the solenoid. For the reactor diode param-

eters of interest, two different types of compression can be

used. The REB can either be adiabatically compressed within

a plasma which charge and current neutralizes the beam,

or the beam can be compressed within a vacuum region between

the cathode and solenoid.
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He first consider the case of adiabatically compressing

the beam within the cool plasma. For this case the plasma

created by the plasma gun is allowed to expand along the

magnetic field lines to within a. few centimeters of the

cathode before the beam is fired. The beam is then generated

in a vacuum diode and is current neutralized as it passes

into the plasma. The diode will be designed so that in the

acceleration region the electrons to first order will follow

the total B field lines in the vacuum diode. If the current

neutralization length * n in the plasma is on the order of

or much less than a Larmor radius, i\. of a beam electron,

the beam electrons will undergo a nonadiabatic scattering

at the vacuum-plasma interface. The Bg field following

component of the electron velocity in the diode then becomes

a v^ component in the current neutralized region. Subsequent

adiabatic compression of the beam within the current neutral-

ized region is then limited by the magnitude of v^. The

maximum value the beam can be compressed for this case is

given by .

sF)

where Bn is the magnetic field in the solenoid, B.(r ) is
Z o C

the beam self-field at the cathode edge, and 8 is the pitch

angle of the beam after compression. By using a thin annular

cathode for which Bg (rc) = ji lB/4irR / where !„ is the REB

current and Rc is the major radius of the cathode, VJ/VII

at the vacuum-plasma interface can be kept small and the REB

can be easily compressed. For the other limiting case
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£ > r. the beam can be compressed to a higher current

density than if I < r.. Since Z < r- represents a worst

case, we treat this option only.

The adiabatic compression scenario can be used to provide

a beam for the specific reactor example given in Section 6

which requires a 10 MV, 454 kA (22a diode) EEB. Assuming a

current density of 2 kA/cm at the cathode, the parameters

of the annular cathode which satisfies the reactor require-

ments are Rc = 53 cm, S = 0.6 cm where 6 is the thickness of

the annular cathode, B at the cathode is 6.1 kG, and

Bg(R ) = 0.86 kG. The pitch angle 8_ of the beam after a

compression of 25 is 45°.

| • : A current density of 2 kA/cm requires an effective gap

| spacing of 4.3 cm as determined from the plane parallel

a Langmuir-Child formula. Since £ < d, the gap spacing,

|° the plane parallel Langmuir-Child formula is not expected to

apply. The results of an analysis carried out by Forster,

which did not have a strong B z field, and diode simulation

investigations of a 3 MV diode performed at PI, which in-

cluded a high B field, indicated that when S •< d, cathode

current densities in excess of the plane parallel Langmuir-

Child flow can be obtained. Based on these results we expect

that a current density of 2 kA/cm is consistent with an ef-

fective gap spacing of on the order of 10 cm.

In addition, there are processes occurring in the diode

which allow the beam to be compressed beyond the adiabatic

limit. The beam electrons which are adiabatically reflected

in the compression region on the first pass can be trapped

between the compression region and the electric potential at
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the cathode. These trapped electrons nonadiabatically change

their pitch angle and their guiding center flux tube each

time they transit the vacuum-plasma interface. The .trapped

particles are either pitch-angle scattered to low enough VL

to pass adiabatically through the magnetic mirror, or they

escape radially across the guide field due to the random

changes of their guiding center flux tube. For many cases

of interest the radial escape rate is slow compared to the

pitch-angle scattering and the beam transmission is enhanced

over the simple adiabatic (single-pass) prediction. These

competing rates have been calculated and compared with
Q

experimental data. The results of more recent experimental

beam compression work at PI is shown in Fig. i, where we see

that the beam can be compressed in excess of the ?diabatic

limit. Thus we observe that the injection scenario based on

adiabatic compression provides a worst case for designing a

diode-

s' now consider generation and the compression of the REB

within a vacuum. For this case the plasma created by the

plasma gun is at the entrance of the solenoid when the

injection begins. Since the beam is propagating within a

vacuum in the compression region the limiting current, I ,
9

is given by
8.5 (v2/3 - I ) 3 / 2

Jin a/b li/

where y is the relativistic factor and a and b are the radii

of the metallic chamber wall and beam, respectively. This

means that for a 10 MV diode REB currents in excess of 1.4 MA

can be propagated in a vacuum provided a/b < 1.1. Applying
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Eq. (1) to the beam required for the reactor example in

Section 6 provides the maximum value for a/b = 1.36.

The annular beam is compressed in the vacuum region.

While several authors ~ have investigated the propagation

and equilibria of annular REB, the compression of such beams

has not been investigated in detail. Preliminary studies at

PI appear promising for compressing the beam by a factor of

2 5 to 50 between the cathode and the entrance to the solenoid.

The vacuum compression of the REB before injection in the

solenoid appears to be a promising alternative to the adia-

batic compression of the beam in a current and charge

neutralizing media.

Assuming the beam can be compressed in the vacuum

region, an annular cathode which satisfies the REB parameters

(10 MV, 454 kA) for the specific reactor example in Sec-

tion 6 is given by R = b = 42.5 cm, a ~ 57.8 cm, 6 = 0.85,

B at the cathode is 6.1 kG and, Bg (Rc = b) =1.1 kG, where
2

a 2 kA/cm cathode current density has been assumed. At the

cathode the energy density of the magnetic fields is ap-

proximately 25 times the energy density of the beam and at

the entrance to the solenoid this has increased to « 600.

The ratio of B./B,, at the cathode is 0.18 and 0.35 at the

entrance to the solenoid.

3. BEAM DIFFUSION

As the beam propagates along the solenoid, it is

retarded from diffusing to the walls by the strong B 2

field. Collisions with the plasma, both by particle and

wave-particle interactions, will cause the relativistic
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particles to diffuse out of the plasma column. If this

occurs after the beam particles have lost most of their

energy to the background plasma, then the effects of beam

divergence will not be important.

Beam divergence due to macroscopic electrodynamic

processes and Coulomb collisions has been investigated by

Lee. The calculation included the effects of cyclotron

motion, betatron motion, and the Coulomb scattering of the

beam by the background plasma. For a current neutralized

beam appropriate for reactor applications propagating in a

strong B field and losing its energy slowly through Coulomb

collisions, the radial expansion of the beam is much slower

than the energy loss (i.e., the beam loses almost all of its

energy to the plasma before it diffuses radially).

The effect of magnetic field errors on the radial beam

14diffusion has been investigated by Benford. He found that

for reactor lengths of a few hundred meters and realistic

values for the magnetic field errors the radial diffusion of

the beam was not a significant problem.

The turbulent beam-plasma interactions which heat the

plasma can also cause radial beam diffusion. The beam

spreading will be determined by the saturation amplitudes of

the transverse turbulent wave spectrum. As an estimate of

the radial scattering of the REB by wave turbulence, we use

15
the model initially proposed by Sudan. In this model the

turbulent wave packets are assumed to be randomly distributed

in-space with arbitrary size. The angular scattering of the

REB electrons occurs at each wave-particle collision. The

radial diffusion then results from this angular scattering.
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Applying this to the EBHS, an expression is obtained for the

axial distance over which a beam electron can travel before

it is scattered radially over a distance equal to r. , the

beam radius in the solenoid;

r. 2 S nkT
L s /2 — W (2)
z i.

where I is the characteristic dimension of the wave packet

determined by the width of the turbulent wave nuiiber, Ak, B
j- - is the plasma beta (~ 1), W is the turbulent wave energy
't' •

f•'. density, and nkT is the plasma energy density. The I is
}•'•

% roughly a few Debye lengths, A , because the turbulence is

|c ' beam excited Langnjuir turbulence, upper hybrid, or beam

¥ • cyclotron all of which are high frequency and short wave-

4\°: lengths.

J,: For the expected heating mechamism the average turbu-

lence level will not be large (i.e., W/nkT ~ 0.05). For the

typical reactor parameters of T = 5 keV, n = 5x10 cm" ,

r. = 2 cm and 6 = 0.8;and assuming W/nkT = 0.05 and

J = 3 Xp., we obtain from Eq. (2) L_ ~ 2.8 x 10 cm, which
U it

is much longer than the normal reactor length of a few

hundred meters. Thus it appears the turbulence caused by

the beam plasma interaction will also not cause significant

radial beam diffusion.

4. PLASMA DIFFUSION

The turbulence generated by the beam-plasma interaction

can also cause anomalous radial diffusion of the plasma. As

an estimate cf. the upper bound on this effect we assume that
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the binary electron-ion scattering t-.ime, T * can be replaced

by the effective beam-plasma turbulent electron-ion scatter-

ing time T * in the normal MHD equations. The cross field

drift of the plasma due to collisions is then given by

Vn_

e "„

where me is the rest mass of the electron.- k is Boltzmanri's

constant, n is the electron plasma number density, e is the

charge of an electron, and T. and T are the ion and electron

temperature, respectively. Using the approximation that

during the beam heating the ions remain relatively cold, we

assume that T^/TQ < 1 and VT- « 0. The gradients are ap-

proximated by Vn_/n * - l/r_ and VT_ *< - T./r.. Substitut-

ing in Eq. (3) gives

v_
m e k T e

B V
 rB

(4)

This radial plasma drift given by Eq. (4) tends to put an

upper limit on the beam injection time of T1?8^ ~ r./2V_.

Recently experiments and theory have shown that high

frequency turbulence can lead to low frequency turbulence

This low frequency turbulence appears as an anomalously low

conductivity (i.e., anomalously high effective binary

collision frequency) which means that part, if not all, of

the e-e turbulent energy can appear as return current heat-

ing. In order for a REB to deposit all its energy by return

current heating, in a plasma column of length L, the effect-

ive electron-ion scattering time must be
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I. = S — 2 s (5)
1.96e 2n eV B

where J_ and VD are the current density and voltage of the

beam, respectively.

Applying Eq. (5) to the specific reactor given in

Section 6, we find the effective scattering time to be

T e = 1 . 2 x 1 0 sec. This provides an upper bound of

11«3 VS. Since the required injection time for the

?V reactor of Section 6 is 7.5 ys, the enhanced radial plasma

]<i: diffusion due to the beam-plasma turbulence should not

i'•..'• affect this specific reactor. We have found this to be the

[ case, in general, for the reactors which we have investi-
]••:

I : gated.
i .:

1 ; The estimates of the radial plasma diffusion is an

jt upper bound since the most rapidly growing turbulent waves

are expected to be close to longitudinal (i.e.,

k-B/|B| *> |k| ) and thus produce significantly less dif-
19fusion than given ty Eq. (3).

After the decay of the turbulence generated by the

beam-plasma interaction the most likely driving sources for

any anomalous radial plasma diffusion are the gradients in

T, n, and B z at the edge of the plasma column. Liu has

investigated the gradient driven-instabilities for the case

of a magnetized plasma with a nonuniform T and skin current

providing the confining v|B/g|. He concludes that the most

dangerous mode in a plasma with skin current and T > T. is

the resonant ion-acoustic mode driven by VT. This mode,

for a large enough temperature gradient, produces t > anom-
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alous thermal diffusivity perpendicular to the magnetic

field lines which is of the order of magnitude of the Bohm

diffusity, D » 40 (m /m.) Dn . , where m. is the ion mass.6 x DO run i

However this mode of the instability is excited only if the

characteristic gradient length L T = (d Jin T/dx) is

L T < rL
e/(in /nij) where r ® is the plasma electron Larmor

radius. For a typical reactor (T » 10 keV, with a residual

magnetic field of * 60 kG within the plasma column) the

instability and thus the anomalous diffusion cannot occur

when L_ > 0.085 cm. Since the beam-plasma interaction will

produce gradient characteristic temperature lengths larger

than this, we do not expect that this instability will

occur for reactor parameters of interest.

There are numerous other gradient driven instabilities

which may -»...cur and which must be analyzed. However, we

expect that many of these instabilities, just as with the

instability treated above, will not occur because of the

presence in the plasma of the residual magnetic field, which

is present in order to stabilize the beam filamentation in-

stability, maintain g * (

multiple-mirror stability.

stability, maintain g * 0.8 - 0.85, and assist in the

5. MULTIPLE-MIRROR CONFINEMENT WITH NONADIABATIC SCATTERING

One of the most promising methods for reducing the end

losses (increasing the confinement time) from a linear

23 24
system is to use multiple magnetic mirrors, ' which

hinder the particle loss by reflecting particles at each

mirror throat. The particles are subsequently trapped and

untrapped iii the mirror cells as they random walk their way
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c dally out of the solenoid. For the appropriate spacing

and mirror ratio, the multiple-mirror confinement time is

24given by

tMM _ M L 2

C o n f 2 V\ Hz

where M is the mirror ratio, L is the length of the reactor,

V. = (8 kT./ m.) , and 4 is the average step length between

successive trapping. Most of the previous reactors using

multiple-mirror confinement have been designed for conditions
i
t where ^z * *i:j/M where Xii is the ion-ion mean free path.

i? Since X. . ~ T. , the confinement time, tj?4 _ ~ T.~ ' ,

| decreases rapidly for increasing temperatures. In addition,

*• since A... is larger for the higher energy plasma ions,

i. multiple-mirror confinement, at first glance, appears to
i

confine the lower energy plasma ions much better than the

higher energy plasma ions. For this reason most reactor

designs based upon using multiple-mirrors as an end-loss

reduction technique have been forced to operate at low

plasma temperatures of ~ 5.0 keV.

However, if the mirrors are made sharp then in addition
to Coulomb scattering, the particles which pass through the

j sharp mirrors can be nonadiabatically scattered out of

i the loss cone for the next mirror cell. These two scattering
• 25

I mechanisms have been addressed by Logan and Foote for the

j specific example of plasma temperature T^ = 10 keV, plasma

density n = 2x10 cm"3, base magnetic field of 100 kG,

plasma beta 6 = 0.9, vacuum magnetic mirror ratio of 1.25

and a gradient scale length for the magnetic mirror near the
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mirror throat S,z = B/(dB/dz) = 5 cm. The results are shown

in Fig. 4 where the dashed curve (A^/M) is based on Coulomb

scattering and the dotted (A,™) on nonadiabatic scattering.

The solid curve is the average step length between successive

trappings taking into account both processes l/£z = V * H A +

M/A... It is obvious that Coulomb scattering length deter-

mines the effective step length for the lower energy plasma

ions while the nonadiabatic scattering length determines it

for the higher energy particles. More importantly the

higher energy plasma ions are, to first order, confined

equally as well as the lower energy particles.

When nonadiabatic scattering is included in the multiple-

mirror confinement time, the confinement time is no longer

found to be a strong function of plasma temperature. This

scaling of the confinement time with temperature allows the

use of higher reactor plasma temperatures. Our studies have

shown that the optimum plasma Q (ratio of thermonuclear

energy release to plasma thermal energy at ignition) occurs

for a plasma temperature on the order of 12 keV.

6. EBHS REACTOR WITH MULTIPLE-MIRROR CONFINEMENT

An example of a EBHS multiple-mirror reactor, which

utilizes the enhanced ion confinement by nonadiabatic scat-

tering outlined in the previous section, is given in Table 1.

We point out that the radial plasma energy confinement time

is 10 times the axial confinement time. Thus, for this

reactor example some anomalous radial diffusion could occur

without seriously affecting the reactor performance. The

REB and reactor parameters given in Table 1 have not been
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TABLE 1

EBHS REACTOR DESIGN PARAMETERS
(ENHANCED ION CONFINEMENT BY NONADIABATIC SCATTERING)

Length
Plasma Radius

temperature
ion density

Wall radius

Superconducting field
Guide field in plasma during heating
Mirror field
Mirror ratio (vacuum)
Plasma (3

Confinement time
(axial = 1/10 radial)

Cycle time at 4 MW/m

Plasma gain (fusion/plasma energy)
Overall gain (fusion/all input)

POWER BALANCE

E-Beam output
Fusion thermal
Total electrical power

E-Beam generator input
Plasma gun
Mirror magnet loss

Net electric power
Circulating fraction

E-Beam characteristics
Voltage
Current
Impedance of diode
Pulse duration

ENERGY, MJ
PULSE

33.1
337

39
2.5
11

275 m
1.7 cm
12 keV
2.1x1016 cn
12 cm

15.3 Tesla
5.9 Tesla
15.3 Tesla
2
0.85

0.0201
0.258 s

11.3
6.4

Average Power, MW

128
1306
588

151
10
43

384
0.35

10 MV
0.454 MA
22 ohm
7.3
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optimized. Shorter reactors with comparable Q are expected

for an optimized reactor.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has examined several of the fundamental

technical issues of the EBHS concept. A REB diode which can

produce the beam required for the specific reactor design

given in this paper has been suggested. The problem of

anomalous radial diffusion of both the REB and the plasma due

to the turbulence generated by the beara-plasma interaction

has been examined and found not to be a problem for reactors

of interest. One of the gradient driven instabilities which

would lead to rapid anomalous radial diffusion has been

shown not to exist in typical reactor plasmas. We have

found that when multiple-mirrors are used in the reactor

design, enhanced confinement of energetic ions by non-

adiabatic scattering allows thermonuclear burn temperatures

in excess of 10 keV.
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B=100 kG, 6=0.9, vacuum
mirror ratio=1.25, and
Hm=B/(dB/dz)=5 cm.
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I
TRANSPORT OF SSLF-FOCUSED RELATTISPIC EXJSCTRDN BEAMS

R. J . Eriggs, J . C. Clark, T. J . Fessenden, R. E. Hester, E. J . Lauer

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, University of California

Liveraiore, California 9^550

Abstract

Experiments with the Astron beau (5 MeV, 0.4 kA) and an FX-25 beam

(1.5 MeV, 15 kA) show that the transport of self-focused electron beams

in neutral gases is limited by two instabilities. At gas pressures from

nearly zero to a few torr, the propagation is dominated by a form of two-

stream instability. At higher pressures the resistive hose instability

dominates. Between the two regimes, a pressure window exists in which

the higher current diode beam propagates stably In both conducting and

insulating drift tubes.

Introduction

Whether one is exploding a pellet, heating a plasma, producing x-

rays or reversing a field, the question of propagating a beam from the

accelerator to the target is often crucial. It has been known for some

time that under certain conditions beams can pinch after force neutrali-

zation and then self-focus and propagate in a low pressure gas. For the
i

I past several years, we have been studying this self-focused relativistic

electron beam propagation.

We describe experiments performed with two electron beams; the

Astron beam and an Ion Physics FX-25 diode beam. A diagram of the drift

vessel and some of the diagnostics used with the Astron beam is shown in

Pig. 1. Here the principle diagnostic was a beam current density probe

that was moveable in all directions and had a rise time less than one
nanosecond. A magnetic field of up to 8 kG was occasionally used to
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FIG. 1 SCHEMATIC OF ASTRON CHANNEL EXPERIMENT

provide additional beam focusing or to control hose amplitudes. Propa-

gation experiments with the HC-25 beam were done In both conducting and

insulating drift tubes up to 7 m long with dianeters from 2.54 to 28 cm.

The drift length was controlled by a moveable Faraday cup/calorimeter

that has a rise time of H ns. Other diagnostics include a C0_ laser

Interferometer and a subnanosecond rise current density probe.

The nominal parameters of the Astrcn beam were current 0.H kfl,

energy 5 MeV, pulse width 0.3 vis, repetition rate 2/s. The FX.-25 beam

parameters are 15 kA, 1.5 MsV, 30 ns, single pulse operation. Both beams

have approximately 600 J/pulse.

At low pressures a propagation window exists between force neutrali-

zation in'/nb = V Y 2 ) and space charge neutralization (nVr^ >̂  1) in

which the net radial force on the beam electrons is inward, but all

secondary electrons are ejected by the space charge field. At higher

pressures where the neutralization time is short conpared with the pulse,

a streaming instability occurs in which the plasma electrons are strongly
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heated by the beam electrons. Above a few torr this instability appears

to be damped by collisions and a resistive hydromagnetic Idnk (or hose)

instability becomes the main limitation to propagation.

The experiments show that iii the streaming regime, the interaction

of the beam with the plasma electron drives these electrons in the for-

ward direction. M s can lead to an amplification of the net current in

the system. At higher pressures this mode stabilizes and the induction

field at the pulse head drives the plasma electrons in the reverse direc-

tion leading to a net current considerably less than the beam current.

Thus it is the stabilization of the streaming mode and r t a gas break-

down that causes a sharp drop in the net current. At this pressure the

diode beam is observed to propagate stably, but a similar propagation

window for the Astron beam does not exist. This is the propagation

regime noted by many others.' ' At higher pressures both the Astron and

diode experiments shew that the beam is lost due to the onset of the

resistive hose instability. Quantitative measurements of the hose insta-

bility using the Astron beam shew that the maximum hose growth occurs

near OJT = 1 and that the instability is damped at high frequencies by the

spreads in betatron oscillation frequency of the beam electrons. Obser-

vations of hose effects in the diode beam show a loss of the pulse tail

that progresses with either pressure or drift distance. Finally, the

diode experiments show that the presence of a conducting metallic bounda-

ry near the beam is not required for stable propagation. Radial current

density measurements of a beam drifting in a Lucite tube shew that the

net current, which normally returns in a conducting metal boundary,

simply returns in the plasma around the beam with little effect on pro-

pagation.
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TWo-Stream Instability and Current Multiplication

We have observed the current multiplication effect in a wide variety

of situations, both with and without axial magnetic guide fields. An

example is shown in Fig. 2. The 5 MsV Astron beam was injected into the

system shown in Fig. 1 at a fill pressure of 0.1 torr of helium. The

equilibrium (Bennett) radius of the beam was about 2 am over the 1.8 m

path; the self-magnetic field (Bfl) and the applied solenoidal field of

5 kG are rougily equally important in determining this matched radius

which is consistent with a measured beam quality of abou* 10mnr-cm. As

shown in Fig. 2, at the entrance point, the beam current is a flat-topped

0.4 kA pulse. Measurement of the downstream net current shows that the

net current is equal to the beam current for the first 100 ns (note the

absence of return plasma current at the beam front), and it then

increases to about three times the primary beam current. After the beam

pulse passes, a resistive (L/R) decay of the net current is observed.

The mechanism for current multiplication is the exchange of momentum

From the relativistic beam electrons to the plasma electrons through

collective processes. The net current can be increased by as much as

(Y-1) times, the beam current in this process, as discussed in the com-

panion theory paper.*•

The 100 ns "delay time" for the beginning of the current multipli-

cation is related to the time scale required for buildup of the plasma

electron density to a critical value. In helium at 0.1 torr, the speci-

fic primary icnisation by the beam electrons creates an ion density equal

to the beam denstiy in about 40 ns. Thus, the plasma electron density

at the onset of current multiplication is at least several times the beam

density.

Measurements of the peak plasma electron density with a CO2 laser

interferometer indicate densities around lO^/enr5 ̂  o.l torr nitrogen,
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dropping to a little more than 10 /car in the range of 0.5 to 3 torr.

This high degree of ionization at low pressures is interpreted as second-

ary lonization from the plasma electrons heated by two-stream turbulence.

The observed plasma density at 10 torr and above can be accounted for by

direct beam ionization processes, whereas the densities at pressures

below one torr are orders of magnitude higher than the classical single

particle rates.

The existence of current multiplication effects depends critically

on the system length. With our movable beam stop, we find that a system

length of about a meter is required for the onset of current multiplica-

tion. This length dependence is in reasonable accord with estimates of

the spatial growth length of the two-stream mode.

The high current 1.5 MeV diode beam also exhibits a current multi-

plication effect, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In this case, the current

1.2
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E 0.8
3
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0.4
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1 1

/

1 1 1

Rogovwki on a x i s ^ s
at 1.6 meters
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r- Entrance beam
/ current _
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I
3
>- io
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5 csn

75 cm
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Fig. 2 Current Multiplication of the Astron Fig. 3 FX-25 Current Observed Through
Beam After 1.5 meters in 0.1 Torr He
B, = 5 kg

25.4 um Kapton Foil (E > 50 keV) in 0.3
Torr Air. Conducting Walls 10 cm diameter.
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is measured after passage througi a 25.^ im Kapton foil at the end of a

variable drift distance. The Initial current of about 15 kA is "multi-

plied" to about 22 kA over a self-focused propagation distance of 75 cm.

The beam radius is the order of a centimeter, so the current density is

about 5 kA/cm . Ihe net current measured by a Rogowski loop at the up-

stream end is less than that shown in Fig. 3, possibly indicating a com-

ponent of less energetic electrons contributing to a reverse plasma

current.

The dependence of the (peak) net current on pressure shows a drama-

tic drop at around 1.5 torr in air, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This

general dependence of net current on pressure has been observed by many

workers with a variety of beam parameters. It has been comuonly inter-

preted as a transition from an absence of gas ''breakdown" in the induc-

tive electric field (at low pressure) to breakdown on the beam current

rise above a critical pressure, resulting in high conductivity and large

1014

15

10 <

I
3

0.1 0.2 0.5 5 10 20 50 100 200

Air pressure, torr
500

Fig. 4 Dependence of Peak Plasma Density and Net Current on Fill Pressure
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plasma return currents. There are many problems with this interpreta-

tion, a major one being the observed dependence of the maximum plasma

density on pressure, also presented in Fig. 4. We find that the plasma

electrons are intensely heated below 1 torr leading to a fully ionized

plasma about a microsecond after the beam pulse. Ou" interpretation is

that intense two-stream interactions below one torr lead to current

multiplication and intense electron heating, and the sharp drop in net

current and plasma density above 1 torr signifies the "tumoff" of the

intense two-stream interactions.

Different gases have different critical pressures, ranging over

factors of 20 to 30, and good correlation between this critical pressure

and the ionization cross sections at high electron energies (i.e. pulse

breakdown data) has been noted in the past. Our tentative interpretation

of this dependence on gas types is that the critical condition for two-

stream to occur depends on the electron-gas momentum transfer collision

rate,"' and at high electron energies, the collision rates for ioniza-

tion and momentum transfer are roughly equal for all gases.

Hose Instability Observations

Resistive hose instability is a primary limitation to the propa-

gation of self-focused electron beams at gas pressures greater than a few

torr. With the Astron beam, the features of the "steady state" hose mode

with damping due to phase mixing of particle betatron motions is well

documented. The high current FX-25 beam produces a higher plasma con-

ductivity, and this beam is hose stable in a nairow pressure range. At

pressures greater- than optimum, the propagation of the FX-25 beam appears

to be disrupted by growth of the hose perturbations. The mode amplifies

both in distance and time (behind the beam head) in this case
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FIG. 5 Hose Instability Disrupting the Astron Beam in

10 Torr nitrogen (B2 = 0) .

The effects of hose instability growing from "natural" perturbations

en the Astron beam when propagating In the apparatus of Fig. 1 are shown

in Kg. 5. These perturbations are caused by transverse forces in the

accelerator gaps and resonant structures in the beam transport l ine,

( i . e . , they are not due to random noise). This i s shown by the fact that

the time history i s very reproducible for many successive pulses of the

acceleratoi. (Ifce oscillograms en Pig. 5 are overlays of several

successive pulses.) The mode is shown to be m = 1 (transverse oscilla-

tions of the beam center of >aass) by comparing the phase of the signals

with the current density detector located transversely on opposite sides

of the equilibrium beam position. At z = 150 cm the deflection amplitude

is canparable with the beam radius (the signal just goes to zero between
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peaks). The upper pictures on Fig. 5 are radial profiles of the time-

averaged signals.

In order to produce reproducible, controlled transverse perturba-

tions of the beam, passive resonant structures were introduced into the

beam line, just upstream (88 cm) of the gas entry foil. The structures

consisted of strap electric transmission lines, open at one end and

shorted at the other. The beam was directed (in vacuum) between the open

tips (slightly closer to one tip than the other). Transverse components

of the E-field at the head of the beam "shock" the structures into

oscillation with the length of the line equal to a quarter wave length

for radiation in vacuum. Subsequently the E-field oscillates sin-

usoidally (and damps about a factor of two by the end of the beam pulse).

The resulting transverse oscillations of the beam are very reproducible

for many accelerator pulses. The wave growth with z was measured for

eight frequencies between 32 and 200 MHz in air at 0.5 and 10 torr.

On Fig. 6 the measurements at 0.5 torr air are compared with two

theoretical models of "steady-state" hose. One theory assumes that the

beam has a unique response frequency and the other theory assumes that

there are a distribution of frequencies arising because of the distribu-

tion of particle betatron frequencies in the Bennett beam current density

radial distribution. The dipole magnetic decay time constant was found

by fitting the measured curve to the phase mixing curve. The shape and

amplitude of the measure* curve agrees with the phase mixing model within

experimental uncertainty, with the growth rate turning negative for

wTg > 2.3. At a higher air pressure (10 torr) a shorter decay time con-

stant was found (1.3 ns).

Hose Is also seen with the FX-25 beam. Figure 7 shows oscillograms

of the beam current recorded by the Faraday cup/calorimeter at different

pressures and drift distances. Here the relative timing of all the
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Fig. 6 Comparison of Theoretical and
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Fig. 7 Tail Erosion of FX-25 Beam Current
Traces at Various Pressures and Propagation
Lengths in Air

pulses was carefully noted and timing errors were kept to less than one

ns. As can be seen, at pressures greater than 2 tore, the tail of the

pulse is lost with increasing drift distance at a rate that increases

with pressure. Note that the beam drifts with inhereeptable loss in 2

torr air. in neon the optimum pressure is 5 torr; hydrogen is 10 torr,

etc. Measurements of the total energy propagated are eonsistant with

this measured tail erosion. These measurements agree well with the code

calculations reported in the theory paper^2'.

Stable Propagation in Insulating Drift Tubes

We have investigated the propagation of the FX-25 beam at the stable

pressure in various gases with no external magnetic field, the beam

propagates equally well in conducting or insulating tubes. At pressures

higher than optimum, beam behavior in conducting or insulating tubes is
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practically indistinguishable. At pressures below optimum in insulating

tubes there is evidence of virtual cathode formation as well as streaming

instability and the team drifts somewhat better in conducting tubes. In

the stable window the drift speed Is 0.75 c which tallies a maximum nose

erosion rate of 0.1 c for the parameters of this beam. Qpen shutter

photographs of the beam propagating in a lucite tube with a lucite end

plate show that the beam was self-focused indicating the presence of a

strong Bg field around the beam. Lucite end plates are damapsd in a one

centimeter spot on axis providing further evidence that the energy and

therefore the beam are well focused. A fast risetime (<10 ns) Rogowski

loop placed around the Incite tube near the diode measures zero current

at all times. Photos of the beam taken through the Lucite end plate show

no evidence of a surface flash along the inner wall of the drift tube.

Measurements of beam and plasma current density as a function of

radius were made by varying the diameter of the active area of the Fara-

day cup/calorimeter by a disk-in-ring arrangement. The results of these

measurements indicated that the beam current density is Bennett-like with

a radius of approximately one centimeter. The reverse plasma current

density in the beam region has the same profile and an amplitude about

2/3 the beam current. The remaining 1/3 of the net (reverse) current

flows in the plasma between the beam and an insulating wall. If a con-

ducting wall is present, this current flows in the wall.

We have successfully propagated the FX-25 beam over 7 m (the length

of our experimental room) in 10 cm diameter Lucite tubes. The team re-

mains well focused and contains approximately 250 Joules (ko% of the

initial energy). The energy IOFS can be reasonably accounted for by the

dissipation of induced plasma currents in the ionized gas.
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ELECTRON BEAM STUDIES ON THE HIGH-CURRENT

"ERG" ACCELERATOR

L. N. Chekanova, A. A. Kolcmensky, D. D. Krasilnikov,

A. M. Maine, V. A. Papadichev, S. G. Rott, A. I. Samokhin,

A. A. Shirokov, and L. A. Zubkov

?. N. Lebedev Physical Institute of the Academy of Sciences
Leninsky Prospect, 53, Moscow, USSR

The ERG accelerator for generating high-current electron beams,

beam diagnostics and focusing are described. Experimental results on

beam pinching in planar and conical diodes are presented. Some peculiari-

ties of pinch formation in a high-impedance diode are discussed.

I. THE ERG ACCELERATOR

The high-current electron beam accelerator ERG [1] has been in

operation at the Lebedev Physical Institute since May 1976. It was con-

structed for research work on physics of high-current beams, their focus-

ing and collective ion acceleration in high-current electron beams. The

accelerator is of conventional design: Marx generator, water Blumlein,

step-up transformer line and cold-cathode diode. The Marx generator is

bipolar charging (±100 kV) with oil for insulation. Thirty capacitors

(0.4 pF, 100 kV), each having an energy capacity of 2 kJ, are installed

in two rows on an insulated table in a cylindrical tank. The Marx

generator is switched by 14 three-electrode switch-gaps and one two-

electrode gap at the output end. The generator is initiated by a triga-

tron-type switch, which grounds the high-voltage terminal of the first

capacitor to the tank. A specially-designed circuit is used to achieve

reliable switching of the Marx generator over a wide range of voltages.

It uses a step-up transformer and resistors for transmitting the voltage
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jump to firing electrodes of the first switch-gaps [2]. This circuit

makes it possible to fire the Marx generator without changing the gas

pressure in the switches in the range (0.5-1.0)Vo using only a low-power

firing pulse of IS kV, 30 J (VQ is the voltage of self-firing).

The generator tank volume is separated from the Blumlein by two

lucite diaphragms of 1-m diameter and 2.5-cm thickness placed at both

ends of the voltage input section of the Blumlein. A diaphragm of the

same diameter and thickness separates the diode vacuum tank and water-

filled tank of the transformer line (Fig. 2). To have uniform voltage

distribution (especially important for the vacuum surface), the dia-

phragm is cone-shaped [3]. This allows for a pulse amplitude of 3 MV to

have a maximum electric field on the vacuum side of the diaphragm of less

than 100 kV/cm (with a plane diaphragm the electric field near the cen-

tral electrode would be 600 kV/an). In addition, the cone shape of the

diaphragm ensures the negative voltage pulses' deflection of electrons

from the diaphragm, thanks to the substantial normal component of elec-

tric field E when diode current is negligible or to the drift of elec-

trons in the crossed magnetic Hg and electric E fields. The inductor

for charging the inner line of the Blumlein is in the form of a spiral

and is placed inside the diode. The cathode shank is pear-shaped to pre-

vent contamination of the diaphragm surface with cathode-anode erosion

material: the cathode-anode gap is not directly in line-of-sight from

any point of the diaphragm. Operation ot the accelerator showed that

indeed this measure reduced greatly metal deposition on the diaphragm

surface.

The accelerator, when used with step-up transformer line and high

impedface diode, is designed for 3 MV, 120 kA and a pulse length of about

100 ns. At present, it is operated up to 1.5 MV, 50 kA and a beam energy

of 4 kJ.
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II. BEAM DIAGNOSTICS

A diagnostic chamber is attached to the diode for beam pinching

experiments (Fig. 1). It has many ports at various angles for viewing

the central part of the chamber. The cathode shank has an extension

I including a surface-break-down solid switch to reduce prepulse to less

than 3% of the main pulse. An anode holder is inserted into the chamber

with a changeable anode plate of 4.5-cm diameter.

The diode voltage is measured by a resistance divider, the upper

I
p arm of which consists of a copper-sulfate solution and the lower arm

I carbon resistors connected in parallel. The total diode current is

| recorded by measuring the return current with a resistive current moni-

, tor. Similar resistors placed in vacuum are used for measuring the

' c anode current. The cathode current and the current passing through the

)( anode aperture are measured by two identical Rogowski coils.

An integrated-over-time image of the beam pinch is recorded hy

means of a pin-hole camera. Time-resolved signals of beam bremsstrahlung

are recorded by scintillation detectors *r.d PIN-diodes. X-ray emission

in the shot is measured by means of an integrating ionization chamber.

Anode plates damaged in one shot are also used as witness plates in

] interpreting experimental results.
j

j A multi-frame high-speed method of photographing has been developed

for investigating plasma created when a beam strikes the anode target.

A sketch of the system for 6 frames with an exposure time of 3 ns and

! frame intervals of 20-50 ns is shown in Fig. 2. A Q-switched ruby laser

is used as a light source. The laser is synchronized with the accelera-

tor through a trigatron-type switch by means of a capacitively divided

Blutnlein pulse.

A synchronization pulse is nearly 100 ns ahead of the high-voltage

pulse of the diode. This is sufficient for Q-switching excitation of
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laser oscillations and transport of the light to the diode. A short

light pulse is formed by a Kerr cell driven by a laser initiated switch.

The functions of other elements can be clearly seen in Fig. 2. , High-

speed photography with a similar device was carried out on accelerator

Impulse (600 kV, 20 kA). Typical photos are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Plasma jets from the target surface (Fig. 4) might be an indication of

electron beam filamentation during beam pinching in plasma.

III. ELECTRON BEAM PINCHING EXPERIMENTS

Experiments on electron beam focusing were performed with planar

and conical diodes: the anode was a plate and the cathode a 5.0 cm

diameter cylinder or cone with full angle 120°, 60° or 30°. The cathode-

anode gap was varied in the range 0.1-1.0 cm.

The operation of the diode and beam pinching are greatly influenced

by the plasma emerging from the cathode and anode. Plasma formed on the

cathode by exploding whiskers is necessary to obtain electron emission

from a large area of the cathode and space-charge-limited current flow.

Plasma emerging after the electron beam strikes the anode may be useful

for better pinching of the beam, i.e., for obtaining larger current and

energy densities in the center of the pinch. Ion current extracted from

the anode plasma may also improve electron beam pinching. On the other

hand, the movement in respectively opposite directions of the cathode

and anode plasma leads to decrease in the diode impedance and finally to

diode shorting before a substantial part of the pulse energy is absorbed

in the diode. The picture is complicated by prepulse because in this

case plasma can be produced and fill the diode long before the main pulse

arrives. Experiments with a high-impedance diode (for ERG, Z = 28 Ohms)

are more vulnerable to plasma influence and this in some cases allows

separation of the roles played by the prepulse plasma and the plasma

formed during the main pulse.
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In experiments with a plane diode, the cathode was 5.0 cm in

diameter and-the anode-cathode gap was 0.8-1.0 cm in order to obtain

diode impedance matching. Circular projections were cut on the cathode

to facilitate electron emission. Pinching in this diode was not very

tight: autographs on the anode and pin-hole photographs show the

diameter of the focused beam to be 0.6-0.7 cm. The pinch location wan-

dered from shot to shot up to 1.0-1.5 cm from the axis- This is probably

due to the fact that in a plane diode there is no well-determined center

and therefore local inhomogeneities on the cathode and anode have a

stronger effect on centering of the pinch. The rather large anode-

cathode gap diminished considerably the effect of the prepulse.

The following experiments were performed with conical cathodes with

the apex of the cone being a few millimeters from the plane anode (d ) .
ac

The important advantage of conical diode geometry is that it has a well-

determined center (common apex of the anode and cathode cones), When

treated theoretically, the problem has a self-similar solution with

electron flow converging to the center [6,7]. It has been shown [6]

that beam focusing is possible in a high-impedance conical diode if one

uses small-angled cathode cones. Experiments should show how close one

can approach the theoretical model in which the anode-cathode gap
d = 0. One can expect the pinch diameter to be less than d and the<«- ac

main problem with small d a c will be to prevent the diode short-circuiting

with plasma. The small pinch diameter leads to high magnetic fields and

can facilitate holding of the plasma.

In experiments with the prepulse (10-151 of the main pulse) the

diode was short-circuited in most cases before the main pulse arrived if

one used anode-cathode spacing d = 1-4 mm (Fig. 5a). There was no

X-ray emission in such shorts. After several pulses, the anode usually
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became conditioned and the diode was not short-circuited by prepulse

plasma, but the main pulse was still much shorter than the normal. The

depth and diameter of the anode erosion spot grew and after several

shots the anode was pierced.

In experiments without the prepulse and with a low-voltage main

pulse ( < 400 kV), its width in the first short with a new anode was

30-40 ns. After 5-7 pulses of 70-80 ns duration, the pulse length reached

120-140 ns (Fig. 5). An estimate of the plasma front velocity with con-

centration leading to diode short-circuiting yields = 1.5 «10 cn/s for

shots after No. 10. One can suggest that anode conditioning (degassing)

takes place beginning from the central spot and then the neighbouring

region. After enough pulses, the middle region of the anode becomes

clear and with high probability the diode is not short-circuited early

during the main pulse. Such an explanation agrees with the results of

others [8,9] about the importance of absorbed gases and hydrogen-contain-

ing substances. The most convenient conditioning of the anode is to

apply a series of low-voltage pulses (200-300 kV). This leads to

negligible anode erosion, but yields good degassing. After such pre-

conditioning, the main pulse width is more than 100 ns.

Experiments without prepulse (2 3%) and using a preconditioned

anode allow a long main voltage pulse and use of smaller anode-cathode

spacing dac = 2-3 mm. This results in smaller pinch which as can be

seen from beam prints on the anode has a central depression of 0.5 d
3C

diameter. Pinch formation was studied in experiments with an anode

having a 2-nm diameter central hole. The beam current through the hole

was measured by a collector and Rogowski coil. The amplitude of the hole

current 1^ varied from shot to shot and was (0.3-0.8)IH. Ij being the

diode current. The moment, of 1^ appearance and its duration varied also.
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The appearance of the hole current and short-circuiting of the diode

were marked by high-frequency oscillations on the voltage and both cur-

rent pulses. The single pulse energy Q deposited in the anode reached

1.5-2.0 kJ with pulses of 600-800 kV. The energy deposited in the pinch

area was considerably less = 0.1 Q mainly because pinching occurred some-

where in the middle of the current pulse (Fig. 6a). In some shots with

the prepulse, its plasma created favorable conditions allowing the hole

current to appear from the beginning of the full diode current (Fig. 6b).

The energy in the pinch area in this case was = 35% of the total energy

absorbed by the anode. The current density in the pinch area in the best

cases with small d was = 1 MA/cm. Two anode witness plates are shownac

in Fig. 7. Curves of the beam power in the diode at moderate voltages

without (a) and with (b) prepulse are shown in Fig. 8. One can see that

with a prepulse the power rises faster, but the pulse is shorter and the

energy in the beam is less compared with the shot without prepulse. The

time-dependent impedance curves for the same shots are presented in

Fig. 9. The prepulse plasma reduces the impedance from the beginning

and leads to its collapse earlier.

The energy absorbed in the pinch area decreases because of a) delay

in cathode emission switching, b) mismatching of the transformer line

with changing impedance of the diode, c) delay in beam pinching (plasma

and ion current formation), d) voltage cut-off when diode short-circuit-

ing occurs. By varying the prepulse shape and amplitude, one can vary

density and velocity of the diode plasma and obtain more favoTable con-

ditions for beam pinching and energy deposition. This agrees with the

results of others [4,5]. It is difficult, however, to achieve repro-

ducible and reliable control of beam pinching by prepulse plasma.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

(a). Experiments on beam pinching in a high-impedance diode

(= 30 Ohms) with conical cathode confirm the decisive role in diode pro-

cesses plasma formed under beam irradiation from gaseous and oil inclu-

sions in a thin anode surface layer. To obtain reproducible results and

increase energy deposition, it is necessary to precondition diode anodes.

(b). Decreasing of anode-cathode spacing d leads to improved

beam pinching: the pinch diameter on the anode decreases, its position

becomes more stable. Work without prepulse allows use of smaller d__ and
dC

results in smaller pinch diameter and larger fiill and specific energy

deposition in the pinch area.

(c). Current densities = 1 MA/cm are achieved in beam pinch with

conical cathode.

(d). Plasma control by varying prepulse is time-consuming and

reproducibility is poor. It seems, therefore, preferable to suppress the

prepulse, precondition the anode and fill the diode with plasma having

desired density and space distribution, for instance, by external injec-

tion. Such an experiment is now in preparation on the ERG accelerator.
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Jig.I.BEG diode and experimental setup.
1-capacltlYe monitor, 2-induetance,
3-diaphragm, 4-prepulae switch, 5-
Bogowaki coil, 6-HB diode, 7-ano-
de, 8-ca*hodef 9-resistive current
conitor, 10-reairtiTe TOltage Mo-
nitor.

Pig.2. Mnltl-fraae ltlgh-speed photography system.
l-Q-swltch. ru1>7 laser, 2-Kerv cell, 3-tele-
ecope, 4-laser discharge switch, 5-delay leg,
6-interferoaetsr, 7-fila, 8-accelerator.
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Fig. 3. First, second and third interferograms
photographed at 110, 150, and 190 ns from the
beginning of the voltage pulse. The exposure
time was 3 ns. (1} Anode aperture for passage
of electron beam; (2) Al foil (15 v). Dis-
tance between foils was 2 mm; (3) Massive target.

Fig. 4. Shadowgraph of target plasma photo-
graphed at 150 ns from the beginning of the
voltage pulse. Distance between anode and
target was 4 run.

Fig. 5. Diode current (on) and
gap voltage (top).

(a) 1st high voltage (0.8 MV)
shot without preconditioning;

(b) 1st low voltage shot for
anode conditioning;

(c) 2nd shot;

(d) 7th shot;

(e) calibration wave 50 Mfc.
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PLASMA HEATING BY INJECTION OP RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON

BEAMS IN NEUTRAL GAS

A.K.L.Dymoke-Bradshaw, A.E.Dangor, D.A.Hammert J.D.Kilkenny.

Blackett Laboratory,Imperial College,London,United Kingdom.

Abstract

We report laser scattering measurements of the electron

density of a magnetized plasma produced by a relativistic

electron beam (35OkV, 5OkA, 100ns, 2 cm diameter) injected

into neutral hydrogen. Electron number densities of

•»• 5 10 1 5 cm"3 corresponding to £ 20? ionization and

electron temperatures < lOeV are observed during the late

stages of the e-beam pulse. The corresponding electron

thermal energy is much smaller than can be expected from

the measured resistive heating due to the plasma return

current. The measured resistivity appears to be classical.

An ion temperature of •»• lOOeV is inferred from Doppler

broadening of Ha and Hg radiation of charge exchange

neutrals. This ion thermal energy is in reasonable

agreement with the observed plasma diamagnetism. Soft

X-ray measurements put a limit (n <3.7 1011*cm"3jT >2.6keV)

on the electron tail if the energy density in the tail is

assumed equal to the plasma diamagnetism.

•Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853.
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Two previous experiments ' , one at Physics

International and the other at Imperial College, have

demonstrated appreciable heating of a plasma by an intense

relativistic electron beam. The beam was injected along

a strong magnetic field into hydrogen gas. In the Physics

International experiment energy densities up to 1019eV cm"3

were observed with a beam of 200-500kA (v/y* 10) and

current density > lOkA cm"2. Energy densities

£ 3 10 ! 8 eV cm"3 were obtained in the Imperial College

experiment with a beam of comparable current density but

smaller current (5OkA, v/t •>• 2.8). The measured energy

density could be accounted for in both experiments by

the ohmic dissipation of the return current induced in

the plasma by the beam. In our experiment the

energy density is found to depend on the angular scatter

of the beam. These observations are consistent with the

non-linear interaction theories according to which return

current heating can occur at an enhanced rate due to ion

acoustic turbulence generated by the parametric decay of

the Langmuir wave instability driven by the beam electrons.

In both experiments the energy density was inferred

from measurements of the plasma' diamagnetism. In the

present paper, we report direct measurements of the

electron and ion temperatures. These show that the

electron temperature is very much less than the ion

temperature and that there may be an additional energy

loss from the electrons. The measured ion temperature

can account for the observed plasma diamagnetism.
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The beam, 35OkV, 50kA, 100ns and 2cm diameter, is

injected through a 12.5pm aluminized mylar foil into an

interaction chamber immersed in a uniform longitudinal

magnetic field of about 15k Gauss. The chamber is of

stainless steel, 7.6cm diameter, and 30cm long

The electron temperature and number density were

measured by laser scattering using a 400MW, 25ns ruby

laser pulse. The laser beam was perpendicular to the

e-beam and 90° scattering was observed from the plasma

region 10cm downstream of the foil. The scattered

profile was monitored with a seven channel polychromator

over a range of 12o8 to the blue side of the ruby line.

In all instances, the scattering was low a(= /|i^-i£sUD).

Thus the scattered profile observed determines the electron

velocity distribution perpendicular to the electron beam

direction. Signal to noise limitations preclude any

observation of a possible high energy tail.

The ion temperature was obtained by unfolding the

H and H. line profiles to give the Doppler and Stark
a p

broadening contributions. This is a relatively simple

procedure since the Stark broadening for Hg is an order

of magnitude larger than that for H . The Stark

broadening measurement together with T e from scattering

yielded a value of n compatible with n from scattering.

If a broadening other than thermal Stark, such as

turbulence, were responsible for a significant part of the

broadening, then agreement would not be expected. The

Doppler width measured is due directly to neutral hydrogen
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atoms. However, due to the large charge exchange cross

section , the neutrals and ions are expected to be in

equilibrium. The emission lines were observed

perpendicular to the electron beam direction and thus the

measurement represents the perpendicular temperature.

The self absorption correction for the Ha emission line

was determined in a separate experiment by measuring the

optical depth with an HQ dye laser. Details of this

experiment will be published elsewhere. Optical depth

correction for the H. line is small due to the much
p

smaller oscillator strength of the transition.

On some shots laser scattering observations v/ere made

simultaneous with measurements of the ohmic dissipation

of the return current. The ohmic dissipation per unit

volume is given by / nJp dt, where J = Jne(-~
JB * s t h e

plasma current density, and n = E /J is the resistivity.
z pd I
/J

z p

Here E z = L —g^Hi. j s t n e inductive electric field

and L is the inductance per unit length of the curlent

channel. The quantities J and E depend on the beam

and plasma current distributions. The beam current

distribution, inferred from damage patterns, was found

to be uniform and equal to the cathode diameter. The

plasma current distribution was assumed to be the same.

This assumption is in agreement with streak photography,

laser scattering and Ha absorption measurements, which

indicate that the plasma was uniform and existed only

within the beam channel. Measurement of B. at lOOmT with
9

two magnetic probes at 2.8cm and 3.6cm from the axis
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indicated that the current density outside the beam channel

was about 60 A cm"2 compared with 8 kA em"2 within the beam

i at lOOmT.

Laser scattering measurements were not possible during
S

the first portion of the beam pulse due to large background

light emission. Figs. 1 and 2 show typical scattering

data and H , Hg line profiles. Clearly, the distribution

is non Maxwellian at the early time and has been inter-

preted as a two temperature component distribution. Pig.3

is a plot of n and T as a fun'ction of time at two

pressures. (The larger temperature is plotted where non-

Maxwellian distributions were observed). The scatter is

large presumably due to beam non-reproducibility. The plots

clearly show that the electron temperature is low,Te^ lOeV

and that the degree of ionization high, varying from 0.2 to

l.C. Both n and T show little variation after the beam.

The ion temperature, shown as a function of time in Fig.k,

is much larger than the electron temperature, at early times

T. i- lOOeV.

The decay of the ion temperature can be explained by

equipartition to the electrons. Ths. dashed line in Pig.4

is the equipartition curve for a constant T g equal to 5eV.

Kote that at late times T^ appears to be larger than can be

expected from equipartition.

The measured resistivity is plotted as a function of

time in Pig.5, and is compared in Table 1 with the classical

value using the observed n and T from the scattering

measurements. Good agreement is shown. This is to be
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expected since T.>>Tp precludes, by ion Landau damping, the

growth of ion acoustic turbulence. Note that the resist-

ivity comparison is restricted to late times when ng and Tg

are known. Table 2 compares the energy density in the

electrons with that due to return current heating. The ion

energy density and that inferred from plasma diamagnetism is

also given. Clearly the electron energy density is too low,

even if ionization energy I is included. Ihe ion energy

density can account for the diamagnetism observed.

The energy balance of the electrons is determined by

ft{

where

- Pbr" Pcondq" pion"

is the return current heating rate, P is the

a r e d u e t oequipartition term and P.;on»
 PTine»

 pv, aild p
 nd

ionization, line radiation, bremsstrahlung and electron

thermal conduction. These terms are:

Peq e V

Pion

neno

= 1.06

Pcond = fz i z

ni

where v is the e-i equipartition rate, S. and x1 are the

rate coefficients for ionization and excitation from the

ground state to level n, I is the ionization energy of

hydrogen, I the energy difference between level n and 2,
112 "
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and K is the electron thermal conductivity. Temperatures

are in eV and densities in em"3. To calculate P l i n e we

have assumed that the plasma is optically thick to the Lyman

series and that all downward transitions are radiative.

Collisional de-excitation and self absorrticn is neglected

and thus P1:ine is an over estimate. Conduction perpend-

icular to the beam is small since <»„ T is large.

Typically for nQ'vl0
16cm~3, nJ*> 10 2 S eVs"1 cm"3 is

observed as shown in Pig.5. Taking ne-v5 10
15cm~3, Tg-v 5eV,

T̂ i- lOOeV, and the scale length of the temperature variation

as 10 cms, we find P _<\> 10 2 5 eV s"1 cm"3, which is a trans-eq

fer of energy to the electrons. The loss terms are

s"lcffi"3

Clearly, thfci-e is a large unaccounted loss of the order of

10 2 5 eV s"1 cm"3. Impurity line radiation (^ Z2) cannot

effect the energy balance since large Z is not expected at

these low temperatures. This could be explained by an

ionization rate five times larger than calculated.

A possible mechanism for ion heating is that due to ion

Landau damping of the ion acoustic wave generated by the

parametric decay of the beam excited Langmuir instability.

However it is not clear whether the parametric decay will

:j occur for situations where ion Landau damping is large.

The process, if it occurs, should give rise to a high

| energy electron tail. An attempt has been made to detect
3
j such a tail by looking at the soft X-ray emission from the

plasma. No such emission was detected above the sensiti-
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vity of the detectors, which gives a t a i l with n<4 10"cm"3 and e>3 keV,

i f ne is .taken to be equal to the diamagaetic signal. Ion heating by

radial space charge fields generated by beam trapping has been observed.4

Beam trapping is unlikely in our experiment as the beam is cold and the

field uniform. Increasing the beam scatter by using a 25 \m thick al

anode foil significantly decreased the diaraagnetic signal.
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TABLE 1

T n n
SHOT ns measured classical

(2)

(2)

(1)

17-2-77

1-3-77

4-3-77

ISO

170

90

5

1

3

lO"3

io-3

ID"3

4.6

4.9

4,3

io-3

10"3

io-3

is in
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n cm"3

per 13A

(1) 21-2-77
T = 120 ns
n e = 1.6 10

1 5 cm"3

1013
0 20 (AX)2 nm2

"3ng cm

per 13A

10 1 3

.2eV
(2) ' 1-3-77
T = 170 ns
n = 5.0 10 1 5 cm"3

0 20 (AX)2 nm2 100

Fig. 1 Low a scattering spectra showing relaxation

to a Maxwellian.

TABLE 2

SH01 dt {3/,nekTe+neI} W
dl

(2) 17-2-77 6.8 10 1 7 0.5 10 1 7

(2) 1-3-77 7.3 10 1 7 0.9 10 1 7

(1) 1-3-77 5.6 1O17 0.5 10 1 7

Averaged over 2 shots 1.3 1018+.3

Averaged over 5 shots 1.2 1O18±.6

Pilling pressure 200mT H2 Energy densities in eV cm"3
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SHOT (1) 26-7-77

FWHM = i\.l

65.6 eV

= 0.16 + 5.0 10 cm"

AXd = H.l

H 50ns

FWHM
AX.

AXs

= 2.

= 2.
= 0.

Ha

2
2

13

@

+ 19

- 3-f

150ns

eV

1 1015cnT3

2.2A/div 2.2A/div

FWHH =6.82

AXd = 3-OH

= 6.1AX.

65.6 eV

5.0 10lscm"3

SHOT (6) 26-7-77

FWHM =5.28

AXfl = 1.6 + 19 eV

50ns

Xo 2.2A/div

AX = 5.03 + 3.8 1015cm"3

s
Ho @ 150ns
p

2.2A/div

Fig. 2 Typical Ha and HB line profiles. Ha corrected

for self adsorption
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Pig. 3 Plots of ng and Tg versus time for two filling

pressures.

o points are from laser scattering

A points are from Stark broadening of H & HR.
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Fig. *) Plot of T^ versus time from Ha profiles.
Theoretical plot is from electron-ion
equipartition.
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n
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30 ns/div

Fig. 5 Plots of nJp and nversus time.
(a) 12.5pm Al/Ky anode, (b) 25um Al anode.
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E-BEAM HEATING OF A MIRROR CONFINED PLASMA

AS A FUNCTION OF THE DIODE GEOMETRY

AND THE MAGNETIC FIELD AT THE DIODE*

A. Fisher, C. W. Roberson, and S. Robertson

Department of Physics
University of California
Irvine, California 92717

Ye have investigated the heating of a mirror confined

plasma, n ~10 -5-10 , by a relativistic electron beam

with the following parameters: .9-1-2 MeV, 80-140 kA,

T = 50 ns. The field at the mirror was 3 kG at the minimum

and 5 kG at the peak. The beam was launched either at the

peak of the field or was compressed by a factor of four

(area) just before the mirror. Both foil and foilless di-

odes were used. Heating was measured by magnetic probes,

Thomson scattering and neutral particle analyzer. The beam

was diagnosed by a Faraday cup and by an X-ray pinhole

camera looking on a target hit by the beam. We found condi-

tions where primarily electrons were heated and conditions

for ion heating as well. When the diode was matched to the

transmission line, foilless diodes gave stronger heating

than foil diodes.

in the last few years in a number of places consider-

able work has been done to study the interaction between a

rotating R.E.B. and a plasma ' ' . The theory > 5' 6 predicts

a strong interaction between the rotating beam ana the

plasma and predicts energy transfer from the beam directly
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to the ions. The voltage of tbe machines used in the ex-

periments was .5 HeV-1 MeV. Due to technical limitations

the beam diameter was limited to ~ 5 cm. The magnetic field

needed to guide s> rotating beam with the above parameters is

about .2 W/m2. In such a field it is difficult to contain

hot particles and the stabilization of the electron beam by

the field is weak. The theory of the interaction between

the rotating beam and the plasma requires a current in the

6 direction when the beam penetrates the plasma. It is

possible to get a current in the 6 direction by "heating"

the beam and by getting a surface diamagnetic current. The

beam diamagnetic current can induct: an azimuthal return

current in the same manner as the rotating beam. Therefore

it may be possible to increase the magnetic field of the

rotating beam plasma experiment without increasing the

beam's kinetic energy by giving the beam a higher effective

12 3
temperature. With a 1 MeV beam, 10 e/cm "heated" to .5

Q

MeV and magnetic field of .5 W/m the energy density,
2

B /2|-i , of the field is about the same as the energy density

of the beam in the perpendicular direction. By using a com-

pressed magnetic field configuration and placing the elec-

tron beam diode in the low field side an angle is formed

between the E-field and the B-field in the anode cathode

region.

With the B-field shown schematically in Fig. 2 elec-

trons have ~ 100 keV perpendicular energy when they leave

the foil. (Neglecting self fields and foil scatter.) With

100 kA and cathode diameter of 10 cm and compression of ~ 5
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12 3(1-3 kG) more than 10 e/cro is reached. It is seen from

the above parameters that a first order change in the B z

field is attainable, where the 6 currents are surface

currents of the £ beam. The experimental system consisted

of (Fig. 1) 1 MeV 140 kA 50 us E beam machine, a magnetic

mirror with the ratio of 1:1.5, .5 W/m at the peak, a

plasma source (Marshall gun), a 2 mm nw interferometer,

Thomson scattering system, neutral particle analyzer, mag-

netic probes, and an X-ray pinhole camera. As we proceeded

I with the experiment we observed thtt the destruction of the

i foil changed the performance of the diode or the beam very

'v little. We found that in some respect the foil less diode

out-performed the foil one.

We had four different configurations:

1. Foil diode, no beam compression.

2. Foil diode with beam compression (1-5 kG).

3. Foilless diode with beam compression (1-5 kG).

4. Foilless diode, no beam compression-.

We studied these configurations by changing the ma-

chine voltage, the cathode diameter, cathode anode gap, the

plasma density, and the magnetic field. The term foilless

is a little misleading. Actually the foilless diode had an

anole foil with a 3-4 cm diameter hole in the center. We

have only a few islands in this sea of results which were

studied in more detail, and these results are reported here.

Figure 2 shows the compressed and uncompressed field

configuration.

Figure 3 compares the energy per meter as a function of
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the magnetic field. The dashed line corresponds to the un-

compressed case and the solid line to the compressed beam.

The plasma density was 5•1013p/cm3, the diode parameters

were 1 MeV, 120 kA. Cathode diameter 10 cm. Thomson

scattering measurements gave the same electron temperature

~ 50 - 100 eV. Figure 4 shows X-rays pinhole pictures of a

target ~ 60 cm from the diode for a foil and a foilless

case, both with field compression; diode parameters were

1 MeV, 120 kA, plasma density 2-1013, maximum B = .5 W/m2

compression ~ x 5.

Figure 5 shows the diamagnetic signal and the energy

per meter calculated from it for the same parameters as for

those in Fig. 4.

Figure 6 shows the diode V and I traces for foil and

foilless case (same parameters as above).

Figure 7 summarizes the results of the neutral particle

analyzer for a foil and a foilless diode. The diode and

the plasma parameters were the same as shown for the pre-

vious figures.

Figure 8 shows the actual signals from the three

channels of the neutral particle analyzer. The signal has

a structure which we do not understand. We think the

structure is a reflection of a complex phenomena and not a

thermalized homogeneous hot plasma. In some cases we get

a narrow spike and in others the spike is small compared to

a much wider "base" which lasts almost as long as the

diamagnetic signal. In high plasma density 5*10 p/cm

experiments, compressed configurations, we did not get
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neutrals and the electron temperature measured by Thomson

scattering for foil and foilless cases was ~ 20 eV. We

tried uncompressed high density foilless configuration.

The diode shorted and we did not get anything. The foilless

diode does not short in the compressed case even at high

densities in the mirror. The plasma streams along the

field lines and thins out when it reaches the diode region.

In conclusion we succeeded in getting an interaction

between a compressed beam and a plasma. ~ 40 j/m was

deposited in the plasma. The nature of the interaction of

the compressed beam seems to be different from the decom-

pressed one. We intend to continue with the experiment and

try to understand the various mechanisms responsible for

the plasma interaction.
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Figure 4.
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MEASUREMENTS ON THE ENERGY LOSS OP A RELATIVISTIC

ELECTRON BEAM IN A PLASMA

B. Jurgens, P.H. de Haan, E.H.A. Granneman & H.J. Hopman

Association EURATOM-FOM

FOM-Instituut voor Atoom- en Moleeuulfysica,

Kruislaan HOT, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

ABSTRACT

The energy transfer from a relativistic electron beam

(550 keV, 500 A, 20 ns FWHM) to a olasma (Argon, n = 10 1 7 -
18 — "$ *

10 m~->) is investigated. The electron beam is injected into

a precreated plasma column of 3 m length parallel to a magne-

tic field (0.16 T ) .

Time resolved measurements of the return current in the

system are used to determine phenomenologic collision fre-

quencies. The collision frequencies found are of the order of

10 s , which is much larger than the classical collision

frequencies. This points to high levels of turbulence.

An important feature of the present experiment is the

determination of the energy spectrum of the electron beam af-

ter its passage through the plasma. The time resolved energy

spectrum of the beam shows rapid fluctuations on a time scale

of 10 ns. Beam particles may loose up to 40" of their energy

while also their scatter angle with respect to the magnetic

field may increase from 30° to 60°.

The broadening of the energy spectrum around the initial

beam energy leads to the conclusion that electrostatic beam-

plasma instabilities are present with a wave electric field

E * 1.3 x 10e V/m.

This work has been subsidized by POM and ZWO.
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• INTRODUCTION

Intense relativistic electron beams (REB) can in prin-

ciple be used to heat plasmas to fusion temperatures. There-

fore their potentialities for the heating of plasmas confined

in toroidal systems [1,2] as'well aa in linear systems [3]

are currently being investigated.

The most important heating process takes place via the

generation of waves in the beam-plasma system. If the elec-

tron beam is assumed to be mono-energetic and the velocity

vector of the individual electrons parallel to the magnetic

field, the interaction will be hydro-dynamic in character. In

this phase an unstable wave will appear with a linear growth

rate r equal to Ik"],

r = (/3/2)(«pe/Y)(2nb/2ne). (1)

In this expression y represents the energy of the electron,

a is the electron plasma frequency arid n. and n e are the

beam and the plasma electron densities respectively. For most

experiments r is of ihe order of 0.1 o> . The excited waves

saturate by trapping of beam electrons. The maximum energy

transfer from the beam to these waves is C51,

W = | eo |E|
2 = | S(S+l)"5/2(nbTmec

2). (2)

In this expression E stands for the electric field amplitude

of the wave, ruym o is the beam energy density and S is the
OS o 3

co-called strength parameter : S = 6 Y'/'nT75n~; 6 is the ratio

between the electron velocity v and the velocity of light.

However, because beam electrons will be scattered in the anode

foil of the REB diode, the average velocity vector of the

electrons will not be parallel to the propagation direction

of the beam. Thode [6] derived,

W = |(An/nb) S(S+l)"
5/2(nbvmec

2). (3)

The correction factor (An/n^) represents the fraction of beam
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electrons for which Q = arcsin (v^/v) is small enough to be

treated as "unseattered".

If we assume equipartition of the wave electric field

energy and the kinetic energy of the plasma electrons, then

half of the energy loss is directly transferred to the elec-

trons. The other half is stored in the wave field. Therefore

in the following parts of the paper we will compare energy

gain of the plasma with the theoretical wave field energy di-

rectly and energy losses of the beam with twice the wave

field energy.

Additional heating of the plasma can take place by means

of ohmic heating by the return current induced in the plasma

by the relativistic beam IT}. In part II of this paper mea-

surements on the return current heating are described. Part

III deals with the observed heating of plasma electrons while

in part IV measurements on the energy loss of the relativistic

beam are described.

I Experimental set-up

In Fig. 1 the experimental set-up is shown. A relativistic

electron beam (550 keV, 500 A, 20.ns FWHM), extracted from a

Febetron 701 electron gun, is injected into a plasma column

of approximately 2.5 m length. The C.W. Argon plasma is pro-

duced by means of a HF-coil (9 in Fig. 1) capable of gener-

ating plasmas with densities up to 10 m~ . The argon pres-
—k

sure is 4.10 torr. The beam is injected parallel to a mag-

netic field of 0.2 T. The calibration of the plasma densities

is performed by means of a 8 mm microwave interferometer.

Collimators (2,6 in Fig. 1) ensure that the beam and plasma

radius are limited to 1.5 cm. Because of the ns time resolu-

tion achieved in the diagnostics, the signals are registered

by means of transient digitizers (500 MHz bandwidth, Tektronix

R 7912). For further information about the set-up, see the

figure caption and ref. [93.

II Return current heating

The condition for the plasma return current [10,11] to
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be equal in magnitude to the beam current is,

(5/a)2 « 1, (1)

in which a represents the beam radius and 6 the collisionless

skin depth (6 = c/r%e^'
 I n t h* s exPerilnent» i n which 0.19 <

(a/a)2 < 0.64 this condition is not fulfilled, so we have

partial current neutralisation. The beam current I b, measured

with Rogowski coils5 is determined by firing a shot into the un-

ionized Argon back ground gas ("vacuum"). I n e t is the result

of a shot with plasma present. The (extra) ionization of the

low pressure neutral gas caused by the beam was found to be

negligible. Fig. 2 gives the ratio I_/Ijj as a function of

plasma density, where I is obtained by subtracting Ib and

I n e t. As expected the current neutralization is found to be

incomplete. Fig. 3 shows the plasma current ID as a function

of time. Note that after «= 30 ns the return current changes

sign which means that it is flowing in the direction of the

electron beam. Similar effects v;ere reported by VanDevender

et al. [83. This behaviour can be understood qualitatively if

we adopt the following simple model, see also Prono C3] o r

Lee [11]. We assume that the rate of change of the current is

slow compared to the time it takes the beam to pass that part

of the plasma column seen by the Rogowski-coils. Furthermore

we take the beam and the plasma to have the same radius a; the

beam current density and the plasma density are taken to be

homogeneous. The metal return current conductor enclosing ths

beam-plasma system has a radius bs b > a. We introduce a

phenomenological collision frequency vc and neglect all mo-

tions perpendicular to the magnetic field. Then the equation

of motion of the plasma electrons and Maxwell's equations

lead to an expression for the plasma current [9],

ft h(t) * V ^ V 1 ^ = - "oV*a2L h Inef ' (5)

in which L = (uo/2ir) (In b/a + 1/H) is the selfinductance of

the plasma. Because I and I R e t are known as a function of

time vo(t) can be determined. In Fig. 3 is shown a comparison
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between the measured plasma current and the current calculated

with Eq. (5), using a constant value for the effective col-

lision frequency v = 3.2x10 -1 The Coulomb collision fre-

quency for the initially cold plasma, with T = 10 eV, amounts
6to 1.3x106 s"1. whereas the electron-neutral collision fre-

- 1

17
6 x 10 s" Doing this comparison for several

1 8 —^
n_ < 10 m , approximately the same
e

quency l

plasma densities, 10

value for v is obtained. The large value of vc points to high

levels of plasma turbulence.

Once the effective collision frequency is known the ener-

gy dissipated by the return current can be calculated. If we
p

assume the plasma resistivity to be equal to n = V C^
E u e* w e

can write for the total dissipated energy per unit volume

W0HM(t)>

WOHM ( t ) = J" -
o "

dt (6)

17 —3
For a typical plasma density of 9 x10 m , for which S =

0.22, the plasma energy density due to ohmic heating amounts

to ko J/m . Integrated over the plasmavolume this is 1.3% of

the beam energy.

Theoretical values for the return current heating are given

by Lovelace and Sudan [12], who show that.

Tra2W,'OHM = ( 2 f - f 2 ) . (7)

where f - I /I, . Eq. (7) and Pig. 2 learn that for our beam

the maximum energy that can be dissipated by the return cur-

rent, is 1.5% of the beam energy.

Ill Heating of the plasma

It should be noted that under our experimental conditions

the heating will only apply to electrons and not to ions, due

to the fact that the pulse length xb of the E-beam is too

small to give the product "„.;*>, a value much larger than one,

which is necessary for noticeable ion heating to occur, (a •

stands for the ion plasma frequency).
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Two techniques were used to get some insight in the

heating of plasma electrons. Firstly the usual diamagnetic

loop measurements which give information on the perpendicular

energy density of the electrons (ng kg T f i l). The second tech-

nique was a determination of the parallel temperature Te|| by

means of a retarding field energy analyzer situated ab the

end of the plasma column (13 in Fig. 1).

The measurements with the diamagnetic loops showed that

the perpendicular temperature is position dependent. Close to

the diode (z = 30 cm in Fig. 1) the temperature remains prac-

tically zero, whereas at the other end of the column (z = 190

cm) it may become as high as 2-3 keV. It should be pointed

out that the increase in perpendicular temperature of the beam

electrons, which is caused by scattering of these electrons

in the diode foil and in the plasma is also seen by the dia-

magnetic loops. This part of the loop signal is taken care of

[93. In Pig. 1 the increase of plasma energy density n e
k
B T j

normalized against the electron beam energy density n.vni c »

is plotted as a function of the strength parameter S (Eq. 2).

S is varied by changing the plasma density n . The dashed line
2

indicates the ratio Vl/n-^ym c , according to Eq. (3) » Thode,

[6], for a 30 nm Ti-foil (0 = 28°).

Measurements with the electrostatic energy analyzer

[9,133 showed that the electrons entering the analyzer along

the magnetic field lines have a I'axwellian velocity distribu-

tion with Te|, = 'tOO eV. Of course only parallel temperatures

are determined in this way. Delays in the arrival of electrons

in the analyzer indicate that the heating of the electrons to

a parallel temperature of 'tOO eV only takes place over a

length of approximately 60 cm, in the direct vicinity of the

diode. Taking into account the plasma density (6x10 m~ ,

for which S = 0.28) heated in this way the measured energy de-

position (T± << T||) is 20 J/m
3 or AE/nbYmec

2 ~ 0.008.

IV Energy loss of the beam

Two types of measurements on the beam energy loss were

performed. In the first one, a fraction of the beam having
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passed the column, was allowed to fall on a plastic seintil-

lator (NE 104). Taking care that the electrons are absorbed

in the scintillator a wellknown fraction of the electron ener-

gy is converted into light which is detected by a photodiode.

These measurements were not time resolved. Great care was

taken to attenuate the beam in such a way that the scintil-

lator light output was always proportional to the incident

electron beam energy. If one now measures simultaneously the

current and the total energy of the electrons hitting tho

scintillator, the average energy per incident electron can be

determined. This is done under vacuum conditions as well as

with plasma present in the machine. In this way the average

relative electron energy loss AE/n ymc can be determined. A

more elaborate description of the set-up is found in [9]- This

was done for various values of the plasma density. The result-

ing energy loss of the beam is plotted in Fig. 5 vs. the

strength parameter S. The curve gives the maximum energy loss

the beam can suffer according to the theory of Thode [6], ap-

plied to our experimental conditions (Ti-foil; 9 = 28°). The

scatter in the data is due to the variations in the strength

of the beam-plasma interaction; under vacuum conditions the

reproducibility of the results was good.

In the second type of measurement a magnetic energy ana-

lyzer was used to determine the energy spectrum of the beam

electrons after their passage through the plasma system (15

in Fig. 1). The analyzer is placed far from the interaction

chamber to diminish the disturbing influence of the axial

magnetic field confining the plasma. The entrance cone of

electron velocities, accepted by the analyzer, is limited to

about 1 degree by the entrance slit of the analyzer (1 mm

wide) and the divergence of the axial magnetic field. In the

focal plane pin-diodes are used to measure the electron cur-

rents [93 •

All data obtained with the analyzer are a result of an

average over at least 3 shots. Pig. 6 shows the energy dis-

tribution of the beam electrons at two times, with and with-

out plasma present. The measurements ranged from 110 to 750
17 —"5

keV. Plasma density was 2.5x10 m , the magnetic field
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strength was 0.157 T. The energy spectra show that after in-

teraction with the plasma the beam energy distribution has

broadened. With an initial energy of 550 keV, the spectrum re-

corded with plasma present shows electrons with energies up

to 700 keV. This is in agreement with trapping of beam elec-

trons in the wave generated by the beam. Prom the maximum

energy found in the spectrum a maximum wave field can be cal-

culated. For n e=2.5xl0
1 7 m"3 we find: E= 1.8x10 V/m. Prom

this value the lower limit of the broadened energy distribu-

tion is determined to be 110 keV. The maximum theoretical

electric field according to the theories of Thode [6D can be

obtained from Eq. (3). For n e=2.5xl0
1 7 m"3, nfa = 2 x 10

1 ro~3

and in/nb~0.5 we find E * 8.5x10 V/m, which is approxima-

tely a factor 5 higher than our experimental value.

The ratio of the measured electron densities entering the

analyzer in the plasma and the vacuum case n /nv, is shown in

Pig. 7. The oscillatory character of this ratio can in prin-

ciple be explained by assuming that during their interaction

with the plasma the electrons are scattered in and out the 1°

velocity cone accepted by the analyzer. A calculation based

on that assumption [14] shows a strong fluctuation in ©_ (the

mean angle between the velocity vector and the axis), see Pig.

7. This suggest a rapid succession of instabilities, with a

10 ns repetition time.

CONCLUSIONS: Prom the experimental data presented a few

conclusions can be drawn. The measurements with the magnetic

(beam electron) analyzer and the electrostatic (plasma elec-

tron) analyzer show that fast growing large amplitude electro-

static waves are generated. The area in which these waves

play a major role is probably limited to the first 60 cm of

the plasma column. Because in this region the plasma electrons

seem to have a much larger parallel than perpendicular tempe-

rature, the interaction is nearly one-dimensional.

The energy loss of the beam as reported in this paper has

the same order of magnitude as the theory of Thode and Sudan

predicts [5,6]. However, due to the large scatter in the data

the predicted functional dependence between the variables of

interest could not be checked.
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1. Schematic drawing of the experiment. Legend: (1) field

emission diode producing the beam; (2) beam collima-

tor; (3), (5) returncurrent conductor; CO vacuum ves-

sel; (6) plasma eollimator; (7), (12) X-ray shields;

(9) HP-coil, fed from a waveguide; (10) gas inlet;

(11) Aluminium collector having an opening of 2 mm on

axis; (13) electrostatic plasma electron energy ana-

lyzer; (15) magnetic beam electron energy analyzer;

(l8) DC magnet coils producing a homogeneous field of

2 m length with end-mirrors havinp a mirror ratio of 1.5;

RC 2, 3, 4 and 7 are Rogowski-coils.

Fig. 2.

Maximum plasma return

current normalized to

the maximum beam cur-

rent as a function of

plasma density.
£ •*
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Comparison of the measured time dependence of

the beam current I b, the plasma current I and

the plasma current calculated from Eq. (5) with

= 3.2x 10 s

9x 10 1 7 nT3,

dotted line. Conditions n =

initial temperature T = 10 eV.

toil

Q8

Fig, t. Plasma perpendiculai

energy for a 30 um Ti-foil f

two values of the magnetic

field (o) BQ=0.l6 T; (o) Bo-

0.21 T. Diaraagnetic loop posi

tion z = 190 cm. The plasma

energy density is normalized t>

the total beam energy density.

The solid line represents the

wave energy density W expres-

sed in Eq. (2). The dashed

line represents W as expressed

in Eq. (3). Every data point

is an average over three shots.
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Fig. 5. Relative energy loss

of the beam in the plasma vs.

the strength parameter °-. The

solid line is a theoretical

prediction of Thode [63 for a

beam scattered in a 30 ym Ti

diode foil (9 = 28°). Each va-

lue is an average over 5

shots. Note AE = 2(W/nbYn>ec
2).
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Pig. 7. The ratio between the

electrons entering the ana-

lyzer in the cases when plas-

ma is present and absent, e

is the mean angle between the

velocity vector and the axis.
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STABLE PROPAGATION OF AN ELECTRON BEAM IN GAS

E. P. Lee, F. W. Chantiers, L. L. Lodestro, S. S. Yu

Lawrence Livennore laboratory, University of California ]

Livermore, California 91550

Abstract

Conditions for the stable propagation of a pinched electron beam in

low pressure gas (p = .1-100 torr) are described. Hie observed window of

good propagation around p » 2 torr air is interpreted as the quenching of

the two-stream mode by sufficiently high plasma density and collision

frequency, and the simultaneous suppression of the resistive hose mode by

sufficiently rapid generation of electrical conductivity from breakdown

ionization.

Introduction

A self -focused electron beam propagating in gas is disrupted by in-

stability under a wide variety of operating conditions. The reported

stable window at 1-5 torr air for a diode-generated beanr"1' is therefore

of great interest and is analyzed in detail here.

It is concluded that the low pressure side of the window is fixed by

conditions for the onset of the colliscn dominated, two-stream instabili-

ty. Disruption and energy loss occur when the beam-generated plasma den-

sity is insufficient to quench the modes' growth. The required plasma

density increases rapidly as the collision frequency (proportional to

pressure) is reduced.

For pressures greater than about 5 torr, the resistive hose insta-

bility is found to disrupt the beam through gross sideways deflection. j

This mode is suppressed by rapid avalanching of ionization by the beam- >

induced electric field in the propagation window. The essential condi- j
381 )
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tion for stability is that electrical conductivity increase at e suf-

ficiently rapid rate that the characteristic magnetic decay time be of

the sane order as the pulse length.

A brief treatment of the two-stream mode is given. In addition, a

computer model of propagation In the higher pressure, resistive regime is

described (EMPUISE code), which treats nose instability as well as the

time dependent beam equilibrium and conducting channel. Experimental

observations are eonpared with computed results in sane detail for both

pressure regimes.

Two-Stream Mode

Several experimental observations1 J indicate the presence of micro-
instability at pressure p < p. = 1 torr, coinciding with poor propaga-

~— c

tion. The observed plasma density may be orders of magnitude greater

than that which would be produced through classical processes (as comput-

ed with EMPULSE). Further, significant ionization of the gas continues

after the beam has passed, Indicating the production of a very hot plas-

ma. A sharp Increase in the net current is observed, sometimes exceeding

the beam current. Microwave emissions also Increase rapidly for p < p,,.

All of these effects are explained by the two stream instability, so we

compute p 0 assuming this mole is dominant.

The dispersion relation*1 ' for a cold, relativistic beam interacting

with a cool plasma is

where tofg = /lmee
2/5ne, u^ = tunge

2/^, y = (1 - v|/c2)~1'''2 and cose
ee

The plasma electron-gas molecule collision frequency v is
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assumed to scale as vm = v ^ p . The peak growth rate , occuring at

k n = <* /v-,, i s given approximately as the lower of the collisional (C)

or collisionless (NC) forms:

[",• (Y
2sin2e +cos 2 e) l 1 / 2

, (2a)

(2b)Iin(u))NC =

The two-stream mode is stabilized when the phase-mix damping due to

spread beam velocity becomes comparable to the collisional, cold-beam

growth rate; the approximate criterion being 3m(oi)c £ k*Ay_. When for

the cold beam the collisionless growth rate is appropriate, the condition

Im(a))j.c < k-Av defines the transition to the kinetic regime for the in-

stability and growth rates are reduced. However,'the condition for sta-

bilization remains Im(a>)_ < k«Av. transverse spread (Av.) is due to

particle oscillations in the pinch field, which we take as Av.An =

(IB/2IA)
1'2, with I A = 17050 BY itaps. For a monoenergetic beam Av../c =

Av^/(2c ). Because the beam has finite radius (R), we set k = R , this

lowest k^ mode being the nest difficult to suppress. For maxinum growth,

Equating with k'Av gives the stability boundary:

(3)

Taking fixed beam parameters (Ig, Y> R) > we locate the stability

boundary of pressure as it depends on ng. Ihis curve is denoted p(ne).

For fixed pressure there is stability for sufficiently higi plasma den-

sity because Im((ii)c <* rC , while the phase mixing term k*Av « m_, =

n . At low plasma density the mode is also stabilized, because the
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growth rate again varies as n* but the mixing term approaches a con-

stant.

Results are presented for diode parameters in Pigs. (1, 2). Spe-

cifically we set Ig = 10 kA, y = 3.0, R = 1 cm. v ^ is taken to be

6.4 x lO^/Ctorr-s), which is valid for 2-10 eV electrons in air. Figure

(1) gives p(ne) and also indicated are the acnes where the mode is re-

spectively collisional, collisionless, or kinetic. Sufficiently high

pressure (p >_ 8 torr) results in complete suppression of the mode. At

Intermediate pressures the node is unstable for a finite range of n g but

densities in excess of this rang* are produced classically by the beam.

Note that, as the pressure is lowered below several torr, the density re-

quired for suppression rises very rapidly. It is this very rapid rise in

required plasma density, coupled with the reduced density production by

classical mechanisms at lower pressures which leads to the critical pres-

sure p_ = 2 torr.

In Fig. (2) the measured plasma density and that computed with

HWUISE are plotted along with the stability boundary from Pig. (1).

Above 2 torr the plasma production by direct ionization and avalanche

ionization are sufficient to suppress the mode during most of the pulse.

Below 2 torr quite high densities are required and such large densities

are in fact observed. However, the numerical agreement in the range 1-2

torr is actually fortuitous. Hie two stream mode does not directly

break down the gas to such high densities; rather, it produces a hot

electron component in the plasma. Hiese hot electrons then ionize the

gas on a longer time scale (~1 us) than the 40 ns beam pulse length.

Hie two-stream interaction can lead to a narked increase In the net

current because momentum is transferred from the beam to the plaama elec-

trons, thus driving a plasma current. 'Hie beam, being relativistic,
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loses l i t t l e current in this process. We have verified this effect ana-

lytically and with the relativistio particle simulation code 3D.. ' Cur-

rent gains (Ijjgj/Ig) - 1-5 for the weakly re la t ivis t ic diode beam and

- 2.5 for the hi^ily relat ivist ic Astron beam are indicated.

I t is apparent that the cri t ical pressure for stabili ty should de-

pend on gas type primarily through the value of v , i . e . p <* v . Ex-

perimentally i t i s observed that p c « v j^ , where v i Q i s the ionization

rate for 100 eV electrons in the @as type considered at 1 torr . We

explain this observation by the fact that electron temperatures are in

excess of 10 eV, where v l o <* v ^ . "Kiat i s , the scaling with v l o i s in

accord with our predicted scaling with v .

Numerical Model of Resistive Readme

mPUlSB treats a higily relat ivist ic beam propagating in gas charac-

terized by scalar conductivity o. There is no consideration of mlcroin-

| stabili ty. Current is small compared with the Alfven limit, so the para-

xial approximation for beam dynamics i s adopted. The code is described

in greater detail in Ref. (5)j the principal features are as follows:

(1) The fields are derived from two components of potential (A and
z

$), with Maxwell's equations solved assuming the field pattern propagates

at the speed of 110*. ( 6 )

(2) Conductivity is a = nee
2/im>m, with vffi = 6.k x io

9/(torr-s).

Electron density is generated according to

3ne |JJ

with effective ionization cross section k = 2.36 x io~xo cm3, and

avalanche rate v i i s a function of |E/p| fitted to a i r breakdown data.

Recombination is neglected.
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(3) For the undisturtied current profile a truncated Bennett form is

adopted (in accord with recent measurements ' ) :

J b 0 ( r , x ) = - H - q - ( l + ± W ) ( l - ± W ) NCR) , ( 5 )

where R(x) is scale radius, b is channel radius and N(R) is a nannaliza-

tion factor. These quantities depend on z and t cnly thrcu#i the Doppler

shifted time variable x = ct - z. Beam current is

P^" j ,Io tanh (jM tanh P ^ j , (6)

where 1̂ , is rise length and L is pulse length. Radius R(x) is deter-

mined fraa the balance between finite emittance (e) and the pinch forces:

with t V average taken over the beam profile. Since IL and B- tend to

cancel at the nose (x = 0), this is a zcne where no equilibrium is found.

We somewhat arbitrarily set R = 10 cm if the emittance condition Bq. (7)

cannot be satisfied by a smaller radius.

O ) To treat hose instability the functions A_, <j> and a are decac-
Z

posed into azijauthal components:

Az(r, 6, x, z) = AzQ(r, x) + Ag (r, x, z)sin8 , (8)

e tc . , and the beam current has the form resulting from of a rigid

displacement y:

3Jhn
Jb(r, 6, x, z) = Jb0(r, x) - y(x, z) -£?• sine, (9)
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(5) The beam is ccnqsosed of 300-500 segnents of varying thickness

Ax which are advanced at the speed of li^it in z and do not intermix.

Each segtent is itself composed of 100 disks of distributed mass in order

to simulate the phase mixing effects of particle orbits in the anhaimonic

pinch field. ' the transverse acceleration of the 1 t h disk is

1, ..., 1C0) , (10)

with the mean taken over the displaced disk profile. The mean displace-

ment for the whole segnent y~ is a weighted mean of the y..

Computational Results

EMFULSE runs were made to simulate the diode experiiients at pres-

sures of 2, 5, 10, 20 and 200 torr air. All runs are made with parame-

ters b = 1.98 cm, I o = 10 kA, Lp = 120 cm, L = 1200 cm, and y = H.

Hnittance was selected such that the fully pinched radius was R = 1 cm.

At the point of injection (z = 0) a perturbation of the form y^x) =

cosCrac/lij) was applied. The entire pulse was then propagated to z ^ ^ =

'(OO cm.

Table 1 gives the most significant computed equilibrium quantities

(a independent) for the representative point x = 500 em. The "pinch

point" is the position in the beam head at which self-focusing effects

first create the pinch equilibrium. This is somewhat of an artifice of

the manner in which the profile is handled, but it is considered a

reasonable indicator of the "true beginning" of equilibrium. "Maximum

displacement" gives the largsst displacement y(z, x) = V m a x, computed

near the pulse midpoint at x * 600 cm. Since the perturbed equations are

linear, YJJ^ should be compared vdth the initial perturbation amplitude

of unity. The "amplification point" gives the x-point in the pulse where
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the oscillations begin to exceed the in i t i a l perturbation. Before this

point, y" shows only damped oscillating behavior.

In Table 2, the appropriate magnetic decay length M at the point

x = 500 cm is given. I t s mean derivative with x is also estimated:

X = ™d , |L « i . ( 1 1 )

These quantities are useful in the interpretation of computed hose grow-

th. For comparison we note that, with direct ionization alone (vi = 0),

the conductivity rise is such that

Discussion of Results and Comparisons with the Experiments

The input for the five runs differ only in gas pressure. Hence, if

v. vanished, all the runs would be identical. The considerable differ-

ences among the runs can, therefore, be ascribed to the avalanching pro-

cess, which is dominant at p = 3 tore and negligible at 200 ton?.

The degree of ionization calculated by EMFULSE is in good agreement

with the experimental measurements. In Pig. 2 the computed density (from

Table 1} is plotted along with experimental observations. At 200 torrs

recombination begins to limit plasma density, but this is not included

here.

The general pattern of the predictions for hose anplifieation is

also in agreement with the experimentally determined beam pulse energy on

a calorimeter (at 100 cm). In Klg. (3) this plot is overlaid with the

computed amplification factor (vnlax''¥(p
) ̂ 00 om infco Puls6* Tne high

pressure side of the stable window is thus accounted for by increased

hose disruption with increasing pressure.

Some additional comments on the code results follow:
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(1) In all runs, ionization is due primarily to the direct process

for the first 10 cm of pulse. Hence, the pinch point is similar for all.

(2) In all runs, net current is close to beam current through the

first 30 cm of pulse; thereafter, in the low pressure runs, the avalanch-

ing of CT tends to "freeze in" net current, causing I to fall well below

3^ in the body of the pulse. But for high pressure, I « 3^ throughout

the pulse.

(3) Beam radius should be given approximately by IR = constant.

This is qualitatively bom out.

W The product neR is nearly independent of p for the low pres-

sure runs; the breakdown process appears to remove a constant amount of

energy from the pulse. Hence, a and X vary as p , since v «= p.

(5) In the pulse body, the maximum hose growth from point XQ to x
(a)

is predicted by a simple analytic model to be

(13)

Values of ymax derived from this formula, using the mean value of dX/dx,

are given in Table 3. We take x Q to be the point at which growth is

first observed, and we take x = 600 cm, the point where Y___ is computed.

Approximate agreement between EMPULSE runs and this formula is evident.

(6) In all runs except p = 200 torr the pulse head is stable. This

is a new feature in the hose stability picture predicted by EMPUTSE but

not yet fully understood. It is known that hose growth should be strong-

ly suppressed at very low conductivity (aR/c < 1 ) , which prevails up to

the pinch point. For the remainder of the pulse head it is possible that

the rapid decrease of the effective betatron period following the pinch

point causes a "detuning" of the instability, with a resultant suppres-

sion of growth,
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(7) Hose growth is delayed by rapid growth of o; note that the

position at whii-h hose anplifloation begins (xQ) increases as p is reduc-

ed. This fact is explained by the condition between phase-mix damping

and unstable growth. The damping always prevails at small x, so as hose

growth is reduced, the damped zone is expanded.

(3) Finally, it is inporfcant to note that the run at p = 2 torr

shows no hose growth at all. EMPUISE can be run at even lower pressures,

but the results cannot be in accord with experiment. A preliminary study

shows that the trend of increasing X with deereasir<g p continues at least

to 0.1 torr. No "starvation" of the secondary ionization is observed in

the computer runs, so the poor propagation observed in the subtorr

experiments does not appear to be related to hose instability.
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9600

"Given for tha point x

Table Z
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3.0 X 1 0 "

9.8 X 1 0 "

«500cm.

Dipolc decay length vs ore
through the pulse.

Pressure, Torr

X, cm

dX/dx

2

1036

2.07

Z.5 X 1 0 "

4.1 X 1 0 "

sa x 10"
8.0 X 10"

5.0 X 10lB
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461

0.923

2.01

1.66

1.39

1.17

1.02
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8.9
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1.7
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225
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T»bta3. Comparison of tha analytic tstiman of ho» growth with tha growth computed with
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17

stream
stability t*oundary

- Experimental

Fig. 1 Regions of instability vs n and p for
IB = 10,000 A, R = 1 cm, 7 = 3.0.

100

Fig. 2 Comparison of experimental and
classically computed density vs pressure
with the boundary for stability of the two
stream interaction.

Fig. 3 Experimentally determined beam pulse energy on target at 100 cm and
EMPULSE code prediction of amplification factor vs pressure.
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REB PROPAGATION AND COMBINATION IN PLASMA CHANNELS*

P. A. Miller, L. Baker, J. R. Freeman.
L. P. Mix, J. W. Poukey, and T. P. Wright

Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

ABSTRACT

An attractive approach, to pellet fusion involves the use of many

independently generated pinched REBs which are transported to and com-

bined at a target. Results of theoretical and experimental investiga-

tions into various aspects of the problem are presented.

The ignition of thermonuclear pellets by relativistic electron

beams (REBs) will require the development of sources capable of deliver-

ing tens or hundreds of terawatts of electrons at voltages near one mega-

volt and at very high current densities. While the use of self-pinched

electron diodes is a promising approach to this problem, one encounters

significant difficulties in going beyond the one terawatt level in a sin-

gle diode. These difficulties include the following: (1) power loss ap-

proaching 50 percent at the one megavolt, one megamp level can occur in a

diode by the generation of a counter-streaming ion beam if suppression

-easures are not employed; (2) radial compression ratio limits of only

10:1 are commonly seen for efficient, intense pinch generation; (3) anode-

cathode gaps tend to short circuit with effective gap closure velocities

of a few cm/us; and (4) pinch stability becomes poor for diode aspect

ratios above 20:1. Taken together, these restrictions imply a practical

limit of near one terawatt at a few ohms for the generation of efficient,

*Work supported by the U. S. Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion under Contract AT-(29-1)-789.
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intense pinches by a single REB diode. While these restrictions can be

overcome somewhat, a substantial breakthrough is required to obtain use-

ful pinches well above the one terawatt level. Consequently, iii the pur-

suit of fusion by electrons one is led to approaches involving the genera-

tion of many independent pinched beams and their subsequent combination • .

In this paper we present results of preliminary studies of such a system.

In the arrangement under consideration, dozens of separate pii;.-iie.d beams

are to be transported via plasma channels from diodes to a target region.

At the target, suitable beam overlap must be achieved and suitable inci-

dence on the target must occur. The distinct elements of the problem to

be discussed are (1) pinch formation in the diode, (2) REB injection into

the plasma channel, (3) channel formation and beam propagation, and (4)

beam overlap at the target.

PINCH FORMATION

In the course of other work, a simple anode-cathode geometry was

developed for the Hydra accelerator which has characteristics suitable

for the present study. The cathode was a 76 ran O.D., 33 Bin I.D., hollow

brass cylindrical cathode with a 10° taper. The front face of the cathode

had a series of concentric grooves with sharp edges machined into it. The

grooves in the cathode face caused rapid turn-on and uniform emission to

occur. For pinch diagnostics, thin, flat carbon anodes were employed.

They allowed highly resolved X-ray pinhole photography to be performed and

the anode blowoff generally did only minor damage to the cathode face.

Anode-cathode gaps of 2 to 4 mm were normally used, with inpedances in the

range of 2 to 6 ohms resulting.

X-ray diagnostics of the pinched beam were performed with an X-ray

pinhole camera (time integrated) and spatially apertured PIN diodes.

Measurements of the latter type (described elsewhere ) indicated that,

once the pinch was formed, all (> 90 percent) of the X-rays produced came
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from within a 10 nm diameter region on axis. From this information and

densitoroeter traces of pinhole pictures we infer that the pinch was 3 Jim

FWFW with a peak current density of 3 MA/cm , when the diode power was

0.4 TW. For work described below, two separate anodes and cathodes were

driven by a single Hydra line, so that only about 0.2S TW were available

per cathode. Under these conditions, the available pinch intensity was

reduced substantially.

REB INJECTION INTO CHANNELS

Once a satisfactory pinch has been obtained, the REB must be suc-

cessfully injected into a channel. The channel is a current-carrying

plasma which provides for beam current and charge neutralization. Ideally,

the channel properties are chosen so that once a beam electron enters the

channel, it should drift freely down the channel under the influence only

of the channel fields. The beam electrons should experience no collec-

tive forces. Consequently, a simple abrupt transition from the diode to

the channel plasma and fields should provide satisfactory injection. A

paTticle simulation of this process has been performed and reported else-

where . Note that for beams injected with large transverse energy, some

electrons will experience excursions beyond their initial radius of in-

jection. As a result, the beam current density in the channel may be

lower than at the anode plane.

In experiments, the channel termination at the anode plane can pro-

duce problems. The channels used in this work were formed by wire-

initiated discharges in the ambient air. The 2.54 x 10 cm diameter

tungsten wires were attached either directly to thin foil anodes or to

wire bridles directly behind the anode. The thin anodes served as elec-

trical grounds for the diode fields, as return current paths for wire and

channel currents, as mechanical wire supports, and as pressure windows.

In all cases tried, substantial radial beam blowup was experienced at the
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injection point, so that the transported beam was of much lower current

density than available at the anode plane. In addition, some beam loss

occurred at the injection point. In the best cases, 80 percent injection

efficiency was obtained; a radial blowup factor of two or three was conmon.

REE TRANSPORT IN PLASMA CHANNELS

The channels used to transport the REBs from the diodes to the tar-

get vicinity are current-carrying, highly conducting, plasma discharges.

They satisfy the need for a small diameter column which is charge and

current neutralizing and has a "rigid" imbedded magnetic field. The

channels could, in principle, be formed in many ways. In this work, they

were initiated in air by fine tungsten wires which were driven by a 20 kV,

15 uF bank. The tungsten wires play mainly a formative role in the dis-

charge process, with the wire material remaining on axis while the cylin-

drical discharge coluwi expands in air about the wire. Holograms of the

channel are shown in Fig. 1 for an early time and near peak current (50kA).

A 1-D magnetohydrodynamic (MID) model has been used to provide a

means for comparison with the experimental results and estimates of chan-

nel parameters required for beam propagation models. The model is quite

similar to one described by Aleksandrov, et al., and Pavlovskii, et al.

The conservation equations governing mass, momenturn, energy, and magnetic

field intensity in cylindrical coordinates (practical cgs units) are

= - a! OP + «0 - o.i j H , (2)
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dH

where

3 f 109 3 , m"|
3F 45r¥ 3r (rH) I - H 3u

37 (4)

The parameters, p, u, p, T, and E are the air density, radial velocity,

pressure, temperature, and specific energy, while q is the usual artifi-

cial viscosity. The magnetic field H is assumed to be azimuthal and the

current density axial. A simple Ohm's law and Maxwell's equations were

used to obtain Eq. (4).

The set of equations was closed by the addition of a tabular equa-

tion of state (which included ionization effects) relating the specific

energy to the pressure and temperature. Magnetic field boundary condi-

tions were provided by specifying the total current carried by the chan-

nel as a function of time, using values measured experimentally. It was

assumed that the wire served only to initiate the air discharge and its

presence was not included in the calculations. The initial conditions

required included the temperature and reaius of the discharge at the

start of the computations. These were not fcnown from experiment, and

values of T o = 0.6 eV and r = 0.06 cm were used. A solution to the set

of equations was obtained by modifying the existing CHART-D X-D Lagrangian

hydrocode . These modifications included adding the Lorentz force teim,

Ohmic heating and a magnetic field solver.

The solution to the equations also required specification of the

transport properties, a, the electrical conductivity, and K, the radia-

tive diffusivity. The conductivity a included contributions from both

electron ion and electron-neutral collisions. The commonly available

tabular Rosseland mean free paths A R (required to determine the radiative

diffusivity) are not suitable for these calculations because they neglect
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absorption of the more energetic photons. Aleksandrov, et al. and

: Pavlovskii, et al.S used an approximate AR = 6 x 10 T " /p (T in eV).

The present computations studied both- the Pavlovskii approximation and

a simplified multi-group radiation approach where an effective A^ diffu-

sion approximation was used for the short-wavelength photons (T > 7 eV)

and a loss term E = 4ag T /pA was used for longer wavelength photons

(T < 7 eV}. The parameter A is the Planck mean-free-path and a g is the

Stefan-Boltzmann constant. In general, the code predicts the existence

of a high temperature (few eV), low-mass-density channel core, surrounded

by a cold, high-density tube of gas. This is seen in the comparison of

integrated refractivities in Fig. 2, where the Pavlovskii A^ was used for

these calculations. The comparison of both the channel velocity and re-

fractivity is good. The calculated channel current density distribu-

tions are nearly uniform in the hot core.

Simple estimates may be made of REB-induced effects on channel

dynamics. Using conductivity, mass distribution, and energy deposition

information such as calculated above, one may estimate REB energy loss,

degree of current neutralization, and beam-induced channel expansion.

Such estimates show that adverse effects should not be prohibitive with

air channels near 1 m long at REB currents near 1 MA at densities of

several MA/cm. . For the case of very much more intense REBs strong beam-

channel coupling could occur, and variation of gas species and channel

formation technique would need to be considered.

REB OVERLAP

I The general problem of REB overlap is to determine a plasma and

; field geometry which achieves large beam superposition at a target and

. I is consistent with target requirements. As a first step, we have analyzed

a single, simple case and have neglected specific target requirements.
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Of the many -possible channel transport and overlap schemes, the one

considered consists of 40 uniform current-carrying channels (radii r )

arranged circumferentially around the target with return current channels

forming the axle of a waganwheel configuration . Figure 3 shows one con-

cept of how such a wire configuration would fit in the front end of a

multi-beam accelerator. For a given plasma channel radius, rc, the con-

verging channels begin to overlap at a radial distance RQ from the center

of the configuration. The plasma current along a beam channel is assumed

to be constant in as far as the channel overlap radius (RQ), where it

linearly decays over a specified distance as the individual currents

merge into a disk current. A channel current of 20 kA was chosen for

1 MeV electrons to provide good containment of the beam, while remaining

below the Alfven-Lawson critical current of about 50 kA. The two axial

return current channels are assumed to have expanded to twice the radius

of the beam channels. In this study, an injected electron distribution

was sampled by varying the initial phase space coordinates, calculating

the 3-D trajectories, and recording the distance of closest approach to

the center of the configuration (r = 0, z = 0). Note that the assumption

of current neutralization implies that the electron trajectories are non-

interacting and therefore simple superposition occurs in the beam overlap

region. Scattering and electric fields are assumed negligible and

symmetry of target irradiation is not evaluated.

The variation in the distance of closest approach to the center of

the configuration (JLjjJ attained for different injection conditions is

shown in Fig. 4. Ihe results of Fig. 4, when weighted with a realistic,

non-hollow, injected beam distribution should actually produce better beam

concentration than apparent in the figure. In Fig. 4a, 1 MeV electrons

were injected at the channel radius trc) with a velocity nearly parallel

to the channel axis. The electrons execute betatron oscillations approxi-
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mately in the injection plane of the channel. Inside the channel overlap

region there is cylindrical symnetry, so that when the injection plane is

aligned with the x-y plane (a = 0) all of the betatron oscillation can go

into angular momentum (pj) in the overlap region. However, for a = 90°,

none of the betatron motion appears in p. when the electron passes into

the overlap region. Figure 4b shows the result of varying the amplitude

of the betatron oscillation for an intermediate injection plane angle

(a = 45°). In Fig. 4c, the axial variation of the electron distribution

is obtained by moving the injection point (T = r , a = 45 ) along the

channel for a betatron cycle. In Fig. 4d, electrons are injected at the

channel edge with an increasing non-axial velocity component.

From these results, it appears that most of the injected electrons

from a realistic beam can get inside a radius roughly one-quarter of the

channel overlap radius at the hub of the configuration, regardless of the

length of the channels. An estimate of the beam concentration (current

density gain G) in these calculations is obtained by comparing the net

current density crossing the cylindrical region of radius R • and

height 2r with the current density in a single channel:

G " W Jc " 10 VRmin * 5 •

This result depends sensitively on the actual plasma current configura-

tion near the center of the system. We should note that the channel stu-

dies reported here have not been optimized, and higher gains may be ob-

tained by reducing the overlap radius using different channel configura-

tions and/or smaller channels.

Thus far, experiments have addressed several parts of the multiple

beam combination problem. The efficient generation and transport of a

single beam has been reported previously'. More recently, a dual diode

front-end was constructed for the Hydra accelerator. It was used to
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generate two independent beams driven by a single Hydra line. The inter-

action of the two beams at a combination region was then studied.

The total energy available to the two diodes was 50 kJ. Total

power and net impedance behavior is shown in Fig. 5a. The two diodes

were generally balanced in energy to within 10 percent. A top view of

the experimental arrangement is indicated in Fig. 5b. The flat carbon

target was pulsed positive by the bank and the two wires were driven in

parallel (60 kA total peak current). X-ray pinhole photographs were

taken with the camera in the position shown, so that images of the

anodes, wire support structures, wires, and target were all recorded.

Two types of shots were taken: first, the wires were displaced vertically

from each other at the target; second, the wires were attached to a com-

mon point at the target. X-ray images such as in Fig. 6 were obtained.

The anode assembly image is relatively bright because of the presence of

high-Z material and because the injection efficiency was poorer than that

reported previously . On some shots, the high density tube of air at the

channel edge was visible in the X-ray photograph.

From this experiment, we conclude that no gross problems arise at

the intersection to two beams and channels at a target. Some current

density enhancement was obtained at the overlap region, but no calcula-

tions have yet been performed for this configuration which are useful

for quantitative comparison.

SU*IARY

Initial studies of the basic elements of the multiple REB combina-

tion scheme have been carried out. Results of theoretical analyses and

experiments concerning beam pinching, injection, transport, and combina-

tion via plasma channels are encouraging. Ultimate limits to power

density achievable by the technique have not yet been determined.
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Fig. la. Holograa of channel at 1 Ms.
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Fig. lb. Hologram of channel at 6 its.
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Fig. 2. Radial profiles of fringe shift count from holograms
. in Fig. 1 and corresponding theoretical predictions.
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Fig. 3. Concept for multi-beam front end for EBFA.

a. Angle between b. Radial position c. Axial variation d. Variation in
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Fig. 5a. Total diode power and net impedance

for dual diode experiment.
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Fig. 5b. Schematic top view of dual diode experiment

showing pinhole camera position used for Fig. 6.

Hires were staggered vertically at target for some

shots.
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Fig. 6. X-ray plnhole Images showing anode structures, wires,

and target. Spacing between anodes = 11.5 ca; wire lengths =

31 ca; spacing between spots at target In top laage = 6 ca.
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EFFECTS OF E-BEAM TEMPERATURE ON PLASMA HEATING*

Charles B. Wharton

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853

A series of experiments showed that the energy transfer from beam

to plasma is greatest when the beam has the least perpendicular energy

(the lowest temperature). The increase in perpendicular energy was due

to beam scattering, which was caused by two effects: the anode foil,

where the beam first entered the plasma, and by the beam-plasma inter-

action itself. The foil-scattering produced a predictable degradation

of plasma heating, as measured by charge-exchange analysis, diamagnetic

loops and 90° laser scattering. Heating levels were roughly one third

as large with a 2 mil titanium anode foil as with a 1/2 mil foil.

Scattering of beam electrons by the two-stream interaction in che

plasma was very large, leading to trapping as much as 20% of the beam

in the 2:1 magnetic mirror for at least two reflections. The inter-

action occurred during the first 20 to 30 cm of beam penetration, with

little energy deposited in the plasma over the remaining 100 cm of

passage through the uniform plasma column.

*Group effort performed in the Cornell Plasma Heating Laboratory, with
sponsorship of U.S. ERDA, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and Cornell
University. Major collaborators in this work include C. Ekdahl, G.
Ferrentino, M. Greenspan, B. Patch, R. Seraydarian, and J. Sethian.

Apparatus

The apparatus, described previously in the literature [1], is

sketched in Fig. 1. Extensive diagnostic instrumentation was employed,

in an attempt to measure each quantity by at least two methods, using
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Figure 1. Cornell TttM-KEB apparatus. Diagnostic attachments not shown include neutral atonic beams, micro-
wave scattering, microwave and far-infrared radiometers, optical spectroscopy, Langmuir and
conductivity probes, and high voltage electrostatic probes. The 10:5:10 kgauss magnetic field
has a decay time of 20 msec.



multiple channels -when possible.

An important feature of this apparatus that makes it different

from many other installations is that a fully-ionized plasma column is

injected along magnetic field lines into a hard vacuum, away from mate-

rial walls. Thus the passage of the electron beam does not cause

ionization, unless it strikes material that outgases. Having the

effects of ionization, heating and anomalous loss decoupled helps in

our interpretation of observations, as well as :Jnproving the heating

efficiency.

For the experiments reported here we used a diode having a

titanium foil anode, at currents below 40 kA and energies below 450

keV to avoid foil rupture during extended runs. A foil changer was

nevertheless installed that allowed 50 changes in case the foil did

rupture.

Heating tfechanism

18 3Heating efficiencies up to 25% and energy densities to 10 eV/cm

were obtained [2]. Four distinct heating mechanisms were identified

[3], but for the results reported here the relativistic 2-stream insta-

bility was the dominant beam-plasma interaction. For this interaction

the fastest growing mode is that for a cold beam having purely axial

velocity, with Vi i ;> OJ /k0, and any increase in perpendicular beam

temperature decreases the growth rate of the electron streaming insta-

bilities [4], The theory of Ref. 4 further states that the coupling

of beam energy into plasma heating at saturation of the 2-stream

instability is proportional to the fraction of beam electrons

not scattered, that is the cold component remaining:
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where W Q is the initial electron beam energy

v = c w 3 s t s + «"P> YW = fi - (UoAoo2]-1/2, s
the cold-beam strength-parameter (S » 1 for strong interaction), and

P is a factor between 1 and 5/2.

For our experimental conditions of y = 1.6, n ^ / ^ = 2 x 10* ,

BQ = .0.8, the calculated growth length to saturation is 5 to 10 cm.

Thus, after about 10 cm of beam propagation in the plasma column, a

high level of turbulence would be expected to develop, with fluctua-

tions of scale-size of order l/kQ. From the data to be presented

below, a collision frequency between beam electrons and the plasma of
Q

v - 10 exists during the f i rs t 30 cm of beam penetration, contributing

to a rapid scattering of the beam in angle, that i s , the perpendicular

temperature of the beam i s increased. The plasma heating ra ts , given

by Eqn. (1), would then decrease as An decreases with distance along

the plasma colunn. This effect was documented in our experiment, and

as shown below the major heating was confined to the f i r s t 30 cm of

the colunn.

The high-level of turbulence can simultaneously act as a pump for

parametric instabili t ies that heat ions (e.g. the oscillating 2-stream,

mode-coupling e t c . ) , and can accelerate plasma electrons to add a t a i l

to their energy distribution. Hie t a i l was detected early in time

following the beam passage in data of our laser Thomson scattering

experiment. Roughly 301 of the plasma electrons had non-thermal

velocities, and when integration over the distribution is carried out,

this translates to = 50% of the energy. Goqputer simulation results in

Ref. 4 predict this effect, providing further agreement between our

experiments and theoretical developments.

The parameter range in which ion heating by the above mechanism
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predominates is î /nL « 1; that i s , i t is important for the long-

solenoid reactor case [5], as well as for tokamak or mirror machine

heating.

At the end of the beam pulse the turbulence level drops quickly

in our machine, and the heated plasma electrons and ions become

uncoupled, each category decaying with its own time constant. Electrons

scatter rapidly, the higher energy ones escaping fastest out the mir-

rors, the lower energy ones retarded by the ambipolar potential. The

measured electron energy decay time ccnstant i s from 5 to 15 ysec for

the conditions stated, the electron temperature dropping from several

keV to about 100 eV in that time, The thermalizing time for the high

energy tail on the electron distribution, measured by a 6-channel laser

scattering system, is 0.4 to 1 psec.

Ions scatter more slowly (calculated 45°-scattering time is 300 to

500 psec), but the combination of ambipolar loss, charge-exchange loss,

and possibly drift-loss-cone instabilities reduces their energy-

containment time to about 150 psec, as measured by diamagnetiq loop and

charge-exchange analyses.

Beam Scattering by Anode Foil and Turbulence

In these experiments scattering of the beam electrons was due to

two causes, deflection by atoms in the anode foi l , and scattering by

fluctuations caused by the interaction itself, as discussed above.

Results presented in this section show that Hie two causes may produce

effects of the same magnitude.

The angular spread of beam electrons is assumed in Hef. 4 to be

gaussian; however, the scattering of electrons by a foil is complicated,

and does not produce a. strictly gaussian shape. We have evaluated by

numerical methods the angular dependence, and from this the fraction
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for various foil thicknesses and beam energies. The results for

two different beam energies are plotted in Fig.. 2.

- !5O

5 10 15 20

FOIL THICKNESS MG/CM*

Figure 2. Calculated curves for fraction of beam electrons in forward
resonance cone vs. thickness of anode foil . Experimental
points are from diamagnetic signal, 600 nsec after bean injec-
tion. Beam density n^/iv, - .012 for a l l shots, rt, -
3.5 x 1013/on3. v V

I t is clear that the theory predicts an improvement in heating effi-

ciency as the anode foil is made thinner, and also as the beam energy

is increased. Thus for the relativistic 2-strearn interaction a high y

beam is desired, rather than a high v/y beam as one might intuitively

expect. In our experiments the heating efficiencies increased from

about 5% with a 2 mil foil , up to 25* at afl/n = 0.003, with a 350 keV

beam injected through a 1/2 mil titanium anode foi l . For a beam energy

of 750 keV (which we cannot achieve with our present machine) an effi-

ciency of 41% would be expected.
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Data points shown in Fig. 2 were obtained from nunerous runs at a

"standard" beam current of 20 kA over a two year period. The results

using titanium foils-were quite consistent, while those using aluminum

foils were somewhat erratic, partly because of the aluninun splattered

on the cathode and interface insulator by foil rupture (the foil changer

allowed SO shots before the machine was opened for cleaning and foil-

roll replacement). Fig. 2 data are from a diamagnetic loop. Data of

Te, obtained from laser scattering and of Ŵ  from a charge-exchange

analyzer, also correspond linearly, where the Wx energy partitioning

at 600 nsec after heating was 50% W , 401 w ,̂ 104 unaccounted for, with

a measurement uncertainty of + 501 [6].

The analytical theory and computer simulation models of Jtef. 4 are

necessarily incomplete and somewhat inaccurate, in order to make the

solutions tractable. R>r example, no magnetic field was included,

while in the experiment there is a S kgauss magnetic mirror field

present; the upper hybrid instability thus can compete with the 2-

stream, and the angles of wave propagation also can have slightly

different dependences on beam v±. In addition, the theories do not

address the various beam-election loss or plasma heating mechanisms

explicitly, subjects that need further work. Nevertheless the experi-

mental agreement is found to be rather good.

Localized Interaction

The beam-driven instability generates large radial and longitudinal

fluctuating electrostatic fields.- These fields can scatter the beam

electrons even further after their initial scattering in the anode foil .

The pitch-angle of the beam electrons was measured directly with a

miniature collimated Faraday-cup probe that could be rotated to vary

the angle, and pushed in or out to change radial positions [7], The
y
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probe, sketched in Fig. 3, is only 3 mm in diameter, thus introducing a

minimum of perturbation. The collimator may be removed, allowing col-

lection over about 90° instead of 15°. The titanium foil excludes

electrons having energies less than about 100 keV, making the probe

blind to plasma particles.

The angular dependence, measured at the diagnostics port closest

to the diode (11 cm), was very nearly that calculated for the 2 mil

titanium anode foil , using the scattering theory of Bethe, Rose and

Smith [8], During the next 20 cm of propagation, however, there is a

large increase in mean scattering angle, as shown by the data curve

"31- an" in Fig. 3. But for the remainder of the propagation distance

we found surprisingly l i t t l e further spread in angle, as shown by the

data curve "143 cm" in Fig. 3. These beam scattering measurements bear

out previous conclusions, derived from spatial diamaguetic and charge-

exchange measurements, that the plasma heating is localized, at the end

of the machine near the beam entrance [2,3].

A second result of the intense beam scattering by the plasma is

that about 20% of the beam electrons receive enough perpendicular

energy that they become trapped in the 2:1 magnetic mirror field for at

least two reflections. Foil scattering could not cause this effect,

since the beam enters the system at the peak of a symmetrical pair of

mirrors. The evidence is seen as the hum? at 120° and a less obvious

hump at 60° in Fig. 3. This increase in current comes from reflected

beam particles. There is no hump on the "143 cm" curves, since that

position is high enough up the peak of the downstream mirror that few

beam electrons are being reflected beyond that point.

One further set of data taken by the Faraday probe, with the

collimator removed, is the radial profile of beam current density,
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Figure 4. Beam
current density
profiles made
with miniature
Faraday probe, at
three distances
from anode foil.
Plasma density
1.2 x 10 1 3 cm"3.

r\

1 0 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4
RADIAl POSITION OF PROBE CM

shown in Fig. 4. The beam diameter does not change by more than about

one centimeter over the full length of the plasma colurni, in spite of

the spread in angle. The diameter shown is also the diameter of the

plasma column, which is reasonable, since the beam would become unneu-

tralized if it flowed outside the plasma column. Little decrease in

magnitude of the current density is seen until the position correspond-

ing to the beginning of the downstream mirror, where reflections begin.

The "129 cm" position is about half way up the mirror.

The beam energy also is not much degraded after an initial loss of

30 to SO keV in the foil and about the same loss in the first 30 cm.

X-ray bremsstrahlung measurements at several axial positions were made,

with results for two positions, one close to and one far from the anode

foil, given in Fig. 5. A total loss of about 50 keV in electron energy

is indicated, which is about right to account for plasma heating. An.

increase in mean scattering angle ef is not necessarily accompanied by a

loss in beam energy. A complete description of the x-ray experiment

is given in Bef. 3.
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Figure 5. X-ray

absorption data

for two axial

positions. Solid

curves are com-

puter calculated

for thin-foil

scattering (1/2

mil TjHSee Itef.

9). Apparatus

is shown in Pig.
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Conclusions

Our results of experiments on beam propagation may be summarized

by Fig. 6, which plots the mean scattering as a function of distance,

compiled from a lumber of experimental runs a t conditions the same as

for Fig. 2. The ini t ia l scattering by the foil (solid points) was

calculated. The conclusion is clear: the mean scattering angle of the

beam electrons reaches about 45° within the f i rs t SO an of transit and

remains constant thereafter. If the foil scattering is large, the beam-
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Figure 6. Msan scat-
tering index for a
350 keV beam as a
function of distance. .J{ .5
Three anode foil thick- Q
nesses were used: 1/2 .E
mil lower curve, 1 V
roil center, 2 mil
upper.

0 50 100
DISTANCE FROM ANODE FOIL CM

plasma interaction is modest and the subsequent scattering is also

modest. If the foil scattering is small, the beam-plasma interaction

is large, and the subsequent beam scattering is large. The total plasma

heating depends upon the magnitude of the interaction and the distance

over which i t acts, largest for thin foi ls .

For heating over short distances by the relativistic 2-stream

interaction, i t seems that the coldest beam obtainable is to be

desired. But for heating over long distances, for example in the long

solenoid, where the energy deposition must be uniformly distributed

over 300 or more meters [5,10], i t seems that every effort must be made

to decrease the interaction. A cold beam would probably blow up the

input end, while an already heated beam may produce the desired results.
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CORNELL'S RECE-PROGRAM ON FIELD-REVERSING

ELECTRON AND ION RINGS

H. A. Davis, H. H. Fleijchmann, R. E. Kribel , D. Larrabee,
R. V. Lovelace, S. C. Luckhardt, D. Rej, and H. Tuszewski

High-Voltage Laboratory, Cornell University, Ithaca NY 14853

Abstract During the last year, important results were obtained by the

RECE-Program in various areas. On the larger RECE-Christa device: (i)

the lifetime of rings in the field-reversed state has been extended to

over 490 (jsec providing for an increase of the field-reversal times by

about 3 orders of magnitude since 1971 (ii) strong electron rings have

been trapped close to the injector and then moved along the tank over a

distance of 1.60 m without serious loss of strength (iii) field-rever-

sal (106%) has now also been achieved by "stacking" of two electron rings

(44% and 68% strength). A B -compression coil is now being incorporated

into the device as preparation for long-lifetime and plasma confinement

experiments. On the smaller RECE-Berta experiment, an extension of

earlier measurements with quadrupole Ioffe winding indicate the presence

anomalous fast-electron losses induced by these fields, probably due to

orbital resonances. An analysis of trapping experiments in a preformed

plasma show the trapping mechanism to be very different from that in

gases. The Ion-Generation program has extended earlier micro-second

pulse measurements into the MeV-range. The Theory Group has obtained

various ring equilibria and now investigates the stability of such rings.

Work supported by U.S. ERDA Contract # EY-76-S-02-2319.*000.

Permanent address: Physics Department, Madison University,
Harrisonburg, VA.
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Introduction. The Cornell RECE-Program is aimed at investigating all

aspects of the generation and physics of high-energy and ion rings per-

taining to the potential use of such rings in fusion systems So far,

the investigations have concentrated on the generation and behavior of

field-reversing electron rings, although the direct applicability of

such electron rings appears quite limited, they provide an ideal vehicle

for model study of ion rings . Many of the problems and characteristics

are quite similar in both cases, the equilibrium and low-frequency,

gross stability limits of the rings appear quite directly scalable; their

microstability seems scalable for a number of modes. Basic MHD stability

and transport of a confined plasma again will depend only on the magnetic

field configuration and not on the fast-particle mass. The much smaller

cost and much larger flexibility of electron ring experiments thus gives

them a significant advantage for obtaining first information about the

success changes of such ion ring schemes as well as about the best de-

signs of much less flexible future ion ring experiments.

Reversed-field configurations were first achieved by this pro-

4
gram in 1970 although with the injector positioned within the E-layer ,

and in 1972 for a free standing electron ring in RECE-Berts . Since then

6
this success has been repeated in two other experiments, RECE-CHIP and

RECE-Christa . Although gross instabilities have been observed in some

cases, a number of theoretical and experimental studies have indicated

o
stable behavior and decay of the rings in a variety of situations. In

addition, experiments with magnetically insulated ion diodes and with

9
Usec-pulses have been performed by our group indicating good preliminary

prospects for obtaining the large quantities of ions needed in ion ring

experiments and reactors.
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Over the last year, our effort concentrated on further exper-

iments with BECE-Berta and RECE-Christa, on further ion generation

studies, and on theoretical work on the characteristics of certain ion

layers. A summary of the obtained results is given below.

Experiments on RECE-Christa The arrangement details of this experiment

(see Fig. 1) have h-iun described before . In brief, an intense electron

bean (presently 3 HeV, 30 kft) is injected tangentially into a large

vacuum tank and a magnetic mirror field (B =500 Gauss). The tank is
o

filled either with a steady-state fill of a few hundred mTorr of hydrogen

or, more recently, with a gas puff introduced just before beam injec-

tion . also, pulsed magnetic coils <t . )=10 Usec) were added which

provide for a small magnetic well traveling along the tank axis.

The new results obtained with this machine include:

(1) Using a puffed-gas injection with a steady-state background pressure

of only a few mTorr, rings with above-field-reversal strength were trap-

ped in the down-stream well. Due to the quite small gas pressure (30-

50 mTorr) exisiting in this area at that time the initial decay of the

rings is significantly slowed. Thus, the times during which the ring

strength remains above field-reversal could be extended to about 500 yssc

(see Fig. 2) from our earlier maximum of about 200 psec. Later in time,

the ring decay accelerates due to the larger gas densities arriving at

the well region. Figure 3 shows the development of the maximum field-

reversal times since the start of the BECE-program.

(2) Using the traveling well generated by the new pulsed coils, ring

translation experiments have been performed. Using a series of magnetic

probes positioned along the axis, the progress of the trapped rings

along the tank was monitored. Strong rings trapped upstream thus have
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been moved successfully into the downstream mirror well over a distance

of over 1.60 m. No particular difficulties were encountered during the

ring movement whenever proper rings were trapped initially. Also, the

ring decay during the moving did not appear enhanced in that case. Figure

4 gives an example of a ring the strength of which drops only from about

85% initially to about 65% downstream, of course, the decay again accel-

erated when the gas cloud arrives at the ring site.

(3) The simultaneous trapping of two rings was observed in some cases,

and this provided the chance to study ring "stacking" by again moving the

upstream ring dovmstream. As recently published , it was possible to

obtain a field-reversing rings by combination of two weaker rings with

the combined ring showing a strength approximately equal to the sum of

those of the individual rings.

At present, an additional pulsed (t =350 ysec) B -coil is
i-/*T Z

being installed in the tank in preparation for ring compression exper-

iments. This coil will approximately quadruple the magnetic fisld

strength at the downstream well. According to earlier calculations ,

this should lead to a doubling of the fast electron energy while keeping

the field-reversal factor approximately constant.

RECE-Berta Experiments Two results from that machine appear of main

interest:

(1) Further experiments were performed on the anomalous fast-electron

losses observed earlier in the presence of a coaxial magnetic guadrupole

field. Such fields were found capable of stabilizing the precessional

mode of weak rings. However, they seemed to introduce additional fast-

electron losses in strong layers . New results reported recently , re-

confirm the presence of these anomalous losses for strong rings even for
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quadrupole fields below the level needed for precessional stabilization

(see Fig. 5 and 6) . The anomalies include both additional steady-state

losses above, and small intermediate dumps at certain ring strengths.

The dependence of this phenomenon on various parameters so far can best

be explained by the presence of possibly resonance-like orbital excur-

sions of the electron, induced by the quadrupole fields. It is antici-

pated that similar effects may be important also in the field reversal

experiments in 2XIIB.

(2) The results of earlier experiments on ring trapping in a pre-

formed gun plasma injected into KECE-Berta were further analyzed . Mea-

surements of the magnetic field changes along the tank axis of the brems-

strahlung radiation generated by the fast electrons in a thin wire

stretching across the tank radius indicate that the fast electrons

initially are stalled in the injector region. Only after a few hundred

nsec, small electron rings separate from the injector and move towards

the tank center. It appears that this phenomenon is explained by an

Alfven-type expansion of the plasma around the injector under the cen-

trifugal force of the fast electrons. While this expansion wave travels

both radially and axially, most of the injected fast electrons are lost

to the injector tube. Only after reflection from the conducting tank

wall, the reflected expansion wave separates the fast electrons re-

maining in the tank from the injector and establishes a separate E-layer.

The faster wave speed at lower plasma densities will lead to an earlier

separation of the E-layer and thus to the trapping of stronger rings,

as it was observed experimentally. Unfortunately, at plasma densities

below about 8x10 cm , the trapping again becomes worse due to an

insufficient space charge neutralization of the beam at the injector
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cm"3). In view of this explanation, additional experiments

were started on our RECE-CHIP experiment where the beam is injected

through a magnetic cusp arrangement. In this case, electron rings with

up to 80% of field reversal and lifetimes of several hundred microseconds

have been observed.

Ion Generation Experiments In earlier ion generation experiments by the

RECE-group, the breakdown and ion generation characteristics oi a magne-

tically insulated ion diode (see Fig. 8) as it had first been used by

18
Bekefi was investigated using microsecond pulses (up to about 250 kv)

from the Marx generator of our 500 kV generator. Electric insulation

times of a few microseconds had been observed for graphite and metallic

anodes. Using anodes in the form of a squirrel cage made from a fishing

line strung axially along the anode cylinder, time-integrated ion current

densities of up to 7.5 uAsec/cm had been observed with magnetically

insulated Faraday cups in the sidearms of the vacuum chamber.

19
Recently similar experiments were performed using megavolt-

microsecond pulses from our larger 5-MeV Marx generator. In this case,

insulation times of up to about 1 iisec were observed with a carbon anode

(gap size 1.2 - 1.7 cm). More importantly, strongly increased ion

emission densities were found. Figure 9 shows some of the results. The

quoted ion densities refer to the anode, and where measured again with

Faraday cup probes. Activation measurements with graphite targets in-

'-•' dicate that at least about 60 - 70% of these ion currents were made up

/ . by protons. Thus, the overall tine-integrated proton densities, which

are larger than expected from Child-Langmuir emission, already are in

the range required for larger ion ring experiments and ring reactors.

s; 4 2 8



Theoretical Equilibria and Stability The recent theoretical effort in-

cluded the start of a comprehensive analysis of self-consistent ring

Vlasov equilibria and a parallel stability analysis for various beam

modes.

For our equilibrium calculations a computer code was devel-

oped for obtaining equilibria corresponding to general fast-particle dis-

tribution functions f(H,Pg), where H is the ring particle energy, and

Pg is the canonical angular momentum. So far this code has been used

mainly for a systematic study of exponential rigid rotor equilibria.

Writing this distribution function in the form

f(H,Pe) = A exp(-S(H+flPe))

and normalizing r ,z , and A. to

r0 =
3/2

c2/4nA(qn)i!g and aQ = c/qttrQ&

one obtains the equilibrium equation for a ring in a homogeneous magnetic

field, B , in the normalized form
° 32

k I k R ae + az**9 = -R «*<-»v»2>
with only one free constant

K = (l/2)Mr0
2fl6/(fl0-a), which is used in our calculations.

The results of these calculations (see Fig. 9-11 for samples)

were analyzed with regard to various criteria which are of major impor-

tance for the envisioned fusion applications of such rings. These cri-

teria include (i) the field-reversal strength of the rings on the ring

axis, SB/B , and the total volume of closed field lines; from earlier
o

calculations21, it appears that at least Ssi.5 will be required (ii) the

variation of /dl/B in the closed-field region which determines the MHD

stability of the plasma; (iii) the relative current density at the wall,

which provides a measure of the percentage of particles which in actua-

lity would be lost to the wall; and (iv) the dependence of the ring equi-
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libria on the presence of a flux-conserving wall, i.e., the influence of

potential flux penetration in applications.

Overall, the results can be summarized as follows: For the

"shallow" solution, moderate field field-reversal factors 6 < 3 were ob-

served in general; unfortunately, the relative current densities at the

wall were quite large in all cases, raising a serious question as to the

applicability of this model for actual layers. This situation, however,

is considerably better in the case of the much better localized "deep"

solutions (see Fig. 11). Unfortunately, the existence and shape of both

solutions Is very strongly dependent on the presence of a conducting wall

(see for instance Fig. 10, where at least so far no solutions were found

for larger wall radii). Apparently, no-wall solutions which were inves-

tigated also with a separate code are limited to K 2 1. Host importantly,

fdSL/B is found to increase, with the exception of a few fringe cases,

always towards the plasma surface. Thus, it appears that overall the

exponential rigid-rotor model is not very useful for describing ion rings

applicable to fusion research.

21
In view of this situation, the formalism for equilibria having a

distribution function of the form

£ = g(Pe)F(H1Pe)[A(H,Pe)]"
1

has been developed which, amongst other advantages, avoids the existence

of untrapped fast particles.

In addition, the stability of the ring-plasaa system has been

Investigated for a number of modes. (Different approaches are needed for

the various modes due to differences in the related physics.) One Impor-

tant 'class of modes are the interchange and ballooning modes for large

toroidal mode numbers, n»l. It appears that the basic stability condi-

tion for these modes Isn't significantly changed by the presence of

fast particles.
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THE NRL ION MUG PROGRAM*

C. A. Kapetanakos, J. Golden, Adam Drobotf, R. A. Mahaffey,
S. J. Marsh* and J. A. Pasour*

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375

An experiment is underway to form a strong proton ring using the 200

kA, 1.2 MeV, 50 nsec hollow prototi beam recently generated at NRL.

The 5 m long magnetic field configuration consists of a magnetic cusp,

a compressing magnetic field, a gate field and a magnetic mirror. The mid-

plane value of the magnetic mirror is such that the major radius of Che

ring will be about 10 cm. The degree of field reversal that will be a-

chieved with the 5 X 1016 protons per pulse from the existing beam de-

pends upon the field reversal is possible with che 600 kA proton beam

that would be generated from the low inductance coaxial triode coupled to

the upgraded Gamble II generator.

The propagation and trapping of an intense proton beam in the exper-

mental magnetic field configuration is investigated numerically. The

results show that the self magnetic field has a very pronounced effect on

the dynamics of the gyrating protons.

I. Introduction

The objective of the NRL ion ring program is to form a reversed

magnetic field configuration by trapping a large number of energetic

protons in a magnetic mirror field. Reversed magnetic field configura-

tions generated by gyrating light ions have several potential applica-

tions in the controlled thermonuclear fusion program including: (i) the

ion Astron reactor concept;11 3 (ii) the two component reactors4 and (iii)

the improvement of plasma confinement in the magnetic mirror devices.5'6
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II. General Considerations

In the nonrelativistic limit, the number of charged particles re-

quired to form a field reversing ring7 is given by

N = 2lIR/RJ[2TT-Jta(SS)] , (1)

where R = qs/lmc me2 is the charged particle classical radius, R is the
o o

major radius and a the minor radius of the ring. It is obvious from Eq.

(1), that considerably more ions are required to form a field reversing

ring than electrons. For R = 10 cm and a = 2.5 cm, the number of protons

needed is 1.5 X 1017, but only 8.2 X 1013 electrons. Even small size

electron beam generators can supply, per pulse, as many as two orders of

magnitude more electrons than required to form a field reversing electron

ring. For this reason the trapping efficiency of the electrons into

various magnetic field configurations to form field reversing electron

rings has attracted little attention.8 In contrast, the latest results9

on the generation of pulsed ion beams have demonstrated unequivocally

that existing pulse power technology can provide sufficient ions, in a

single pulse, which if converted into a 10 cm radius ring could produce

field reversal, only if the ions could be trapped inside the mag-

netic mirror with very high efficiency.

A substantial loss of ions can occur as the beam passes through the

magnetic cusp. It has been observed on a small scale experiment, 3<> that

only § of the ions could be transmitted 'through the cusp, whenever the

magnetic field at the exit of the cusp was more than 60$ of the critical

magnetic field. The reduction in the transmission of protons through

the cusp is probably associated partially with the space charge accumula-

tion in the cusp region and partially with the radial divergence of the

beam. It is apparent from these results that ion losses at the cusp can

be significantly reduced by operating with a value of magnetic field at
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the exit of the cusp that is only a fraction of the value of the critical

field.

In addition, a low value magnetic field at the cusp simplifies con-

siderably its construction, because the cusp width can be reduced using

soft iron or other ferromagnetic material instead of internal compensating

coils, whose structural supports always introduce undesirable perturba-

tions in the beam. At the higher fields the compensating coils are nec-

essary because the soft iron saturates, unless it is made unpractically

thick.

It is well known that in the single particle approximation a charged

particle injected from outside of one of the mirror peaks cannot be

trapped in a static magnetic mirror field under conservative conditions.

However, this is not the case with intense, current nonneutral rotating

beams. As a result of its rapidly varying self magnetic field, the

constancy of the magnetic moment is violated, having as a consequence the

self trapping of a portion of the beam. The self trapping of the beam has

been studied using a particle simulation code and is discussed later on.

The trapping of such a beam may be further facilitated by the use of

resistive wall structures. It has been shown theoretically11"13 and

demonstrated experimentally13 that wall resistors dissipate only the axial

energy of the beam and do not influence its radius, provided that the

coupling is weak. It is likely, however, that neither the self trapping

nor the resistive structures would be of any importance in the trapping

of the ion beams. This is because the radial electrostatic field E r

that develops during the build-up of the beam azimuthal current will force

the electrons that follow the ion beam to drift in the azimuthal

direction, thus canceling for ., short initial time period most, if not

all of the beam current:.
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In view of these uncertainties, it is highly desirable to adapt a

trapping scheme that is not based on the existence of the self fields.

Such a scheme may be realized by increasing the near peak of the mirror

within a time that is shorter than the full transit time of an ion

between the mirror peaks. The fast rising or gate field is produced by

a single turn coil wrapped around a plastic tube.

Based on the above considerations, we are led to select among the

several magnetic field configuration considered, the one that it Is

shown schematically in Fig. 1.

III. Description of the Experiment

A schematic of the experiment is shown in Fig. la. The 5 meter long

system consists of a low inductance coaxial reflex triode, a magnetic

cusp, a compressing magnetic field, a gate field and a magnetic mirror.

The 250 KA, 1.2 MeV, 50 nsec duration hollow proton beam is generated in

a 2.2 KG uniform field by a lav inductance coaxial reflex triode, whose

anode is powered by the Gamble II generator. After propagating for a

short distance in the uniform field, the beam enters the magnetic cusp.

Neglecting self fields, the beam, at the cusp, gains a velocity

VL " aV0, where Vo is the ion velocity at the anode and a is the ratio

of the magnetic field at the exit of the cusp to the critical magnetic

field of the cusp. Upon passing through the c-.sp, the beam enters the

2m long compressing magnetic field. As the beam propagates along this

field, its radius becomes progressively smaller, while V increases

at the expense of V,. As the head of the beam arrives at the maximum

compressing field B,^, the gete field is still zero and Bmsx is tuned

to make V^ of the ions located at the outer edge of the beam equal to

zero. After the tail of the beam leaves the B * B m a x point, the gate

coil is energized and thus a mirror field configuration is formed that
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I

traps the ions. In the single particle approximation, the ratio of the

far R. and near R mirror ratios must satisfy the condition
t 11

R-
~= a + ip/ P)

3, (2)

n

where p is the inner radius and Ap the beam thickness. Since the

difference (R, - Rn)
B> where B is the magnetic field at the raidplane

of the mirror, is equal to the amplitude of the gate field required to

trap the beam, it is apparent from Eq. (2) that the construction of the

gate field coil is considerably simplified uhen the ratio Ap/p is small.

Stringent conditions on the rise time of gate field are avoided by making
the values of R. and R small,

i n

In summary, the main advantages of the magnetic field configuration

shown in Fig. 1 are:

(i) Low ion losses at the cusp, because of the small ratio a of

Che magnetic field at the exit of the cusp B to the critical magnetic

„ field Bc,

(ii) simple cusp construction as a result of the lou value of B .

Reduction of the transition width of the cusp can be obtained with fer-

romagnetic material

(iii) the trapping scheme does not depend on the presence of the self

fields, and

(iv) the construction of the gate field coil is relatively simple.

This Is due to the low values of the mirror ratios and also to the small

value of Ap/p. •

The magnetic field configuration of Fig. lb has been based on the

assumption that the ion beam is space-charge and current neutralized and

thus the self fields can be ignored. However, the system is designed to

allow modification of the magnetic field configuration in case appreciable
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self magnetic fields are present. This case is presently under investiga-

tion using a computer simulation code.

IV. Computer Simulation

The purpose of this numerical simulation is to study the propagation

and trapping of an intense, space charge neutralized ion pulse in the

magnetic field configuration of the experiment discussed in Sec. III.

The numerical simulation is based on a model that retains only B , B

and E_, all of which are derived from the vector potential
9

Vr,z) = AaXt(r,B> + AJ!e (r,z). The vector potential is determined
0 D

from the equation

' % " ̂ 8 '
where J. is the self-consistent current contribution of the ions.

o
In the code, the equation for A. is solved on a (r,z) grid

o
(typically 32 x 128) by Fourier analysis in the z direction and Gaussian

elimination in r. It has been assumed that A. is zero on the
8

boundaries so the simulation is valid on timescales shorter than the

magnetic wall penetration time. To permit the use of the code for

configurations where the radius of the outer wall varies, the capacitive

matrix method is used to enforce boundary conditions. The code makes

use of a rezoning technique to follow the localized ring. This method

works well provided the distance to the end wall is several times the

average ion bunch radius.

In the numerical experiments an ion pulse represented typically by

10,000 macrooarticles with assigned values of P is injected into an
6

externally specified field and followed for several thousand timesteps.

The time step AT is selected so that ftAT < .05, 'jhere Q is the maximum

ion cyclotron frequency expsrte.-; in the system. The total energy, kinetic

and field, is monitored once the pulse had been completely injected and

conservation to within a percent was always found. Details about the code
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will be given in a forthcoming publication.

In all the runs of the present study, a hollow proton beam of inner

radius r =25.8 cm and thickness Ar « 1.1 cm is injected into a locally

uniform magnetic field with all its energy in the axial direction

(vro» v = 0) . After propagating for 25 cm in the uniform field, the

beam reaches the 10 cm wide magnetic cusp. The beam is then allowed to

propagate in the 2.4m long compression region that is described by

B ~ (z/zo)
a, where 1.4 <s a £ 2. However, if not otherwise specified,

a = 1.75. Figure 2 shows the results of a typical run. The five different

snapshots of the 400 kA, 40 nsec duration beam corresponds to t = 50,

100, 150, 250, 297 nsec after injection. It is apparent from the velocity

space plot that up to about 50 nsec, i.e., until the front of the beam is

well within the compressing field, the kinetic energy of the protons is

conserved. At t = 100 nsec, the radius of the front of the beam has been

reduced to approximately one half of its original value. In addition, the

kinetic energy of protons in the front has been reduced fr lm 1.2 to 1 MeV.

It should be noticed that the energy reduction is mainly associated with

v , where v is the velocity component along the magnetic field. In

contrast the tail of the beam has just started to gain energy. As a

consequence of this effect, the tail outruns the front. In the run shown

in Fig. 2, this occurs at t = 150 nsec. Finally, if the duration of the

pulse is short, the rotating beam folds into a symmetric ring. The

exchange of positions between the front and the tail in a strong rotating

beam during compression by a static magnetic field will be referred to as

the somersault effect. This effect is the direct consequence of the

time dependence of the self magnetic field.14

To study the trapping and confinement of ion rings, we have injected

a 200 kA, hollow beam through a weak magnetic cusp into a static

compression field described by B ~ (z/zo)
1>6. Upon passing the static
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compression region, the ring enters an asymmetric mirror where it is

trapped. The trapping is achieved by raising the near mirror paak using

a gate field with a risetime much shorter than the one way transit time

of a typical proton between the peaks.

Figure 3a shows the time evolution of a 40 nsec duration, 200 kA

current bea"" During the compression phase, the beam shows the same

general behavior as the 40 nsec, 400 kA current beam of Fig. 2. Both

rings that are formed during compression are trapped inside the magnetic

mirror. Although these rings pass through each other after bouncing

off the mirror peaks, their mutual attraction is not sufficient to over-

come their inertia and thus the rings do not coalesce within the first

few bounce periods that are studied. The time evolution of protons in

velocity space is shown in Fig. 3b. By comparing Fig. 3a and 3b it

becomes apparent that when the rings coincide in configuration space,

they are separate in velocity space and vice versa.

The behavior of a 30 nsec duration, 200 kA proton beam is shown in

Figs. 4a and 4b. A single ring is formed during confinement that bounces

between the mirror peaks. The trapped ring has an aspect ratio which

varies between 0.4 to 0.7 depending on its position in the mirror field.

So far, all the computer runs show that the trapped rings are r,z

stable for the entire confinement time tested, which in a run is 500 nsec

long. In addition, no axial or radial losses are observed for the entire

period of the simulation.

V. Conclusions

The main consideration in the design of the ion ring experiment at

NRL has been the trapping efficiency. Hie adopted trapping scheme is

not based on the pretence of self fields. It is expected that the

experiment will be in operation at the beginning of 1976.
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Fig. 2. Positions of protons in the r-z plane (left) and velocity
space distribution (right) at various times for a 400 kA,
4-0 nsec duration, 1.2 MeV hollow beam injected into a

l ~ (z/z ) ' ' * through,
spatially increasing magnetic field B (
a cusp. Field reversal is obtained temporarxly at t 150
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BEAM DURATION 40nsec, Vzin= 1.58 x I07 m/sec

Z(m) Z(m) 4.26

Fig. 3a. Position of protons in the r-E plane. The kO nsec duration,
SOO kA beam is Injected in a magnetic field configuration
similar to that of the experiment. The gate coil is
activated at t w 420 nsec.
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Fig. 3b. Velocity space for the run of Fig. 3a.
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Fig. 4a. Position of protons in the r-z plane for a 30 nsec duration,
200 kA beam injected in a magnetic field configuration that
is similar to that of the experiment. The gate coil is
activated at t « U00 nsec.
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Fig. kh. Velocity space for the run of Fig. ka.
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A REVERSED FIELD CONFIGURATION CREATED BY

A HELICAL INTENSE REB

M. Masuzaki and T. Kunieda

Department of Physics, Kanazawa University
Kanazawa, 920, Japan

Cylindrical Vlasov equilibrium of an intense REB with reversal of

the axial magnetic field is studied. The particle distribution function

is a delta function in the three constants of motion, the canonical axial

and azimuthal angular momenta and the Hamiltonian. There are configura-

tions with the axial current exceeding Hamner-Rostoker current and with

highly force-free state. Such configurations may be of interest in

connection with plasma confinement by a toroidal REB.

Recently, helically drifting relativistic-electron-beam [REB] equi-

libria with reversed field configuration have attracted attention con-

cerning plasma confinement by REBs [1,2]. Synchrotron radiation from such

beams may be much reduced as compared with the Astron-like configuration

[3]. Moreover, the results that reversed field plasma equilibria have

advantage in stability may possibly extend to reversed field REB equili-

bria [11. In this paper, we present an example of such configuration.

We consider a cylindrical equilibrium of an REB in which current

density is assumed to have an azimuthal component jfl and an axial compo-

nent j with an external axial magnetic field. All equilibrium quantities

are assumed to depend only on the radial distance from the axis r

(JL = ̂ | = 0) and independent of time (gi = 0).

The basic equations are the Vlasov equation,

|£ + ? . $ f + | Cv x t) • Vp:

4S1

3f + v • $ f + §• (v x §) • v_f = 0 , (1)



and one of the Maxwell equations,

$xS = % } - (2)

The distribution function chosen is the monoenergetic one,

f = f06(H-E0)6(P2+rPe-7) , (3)

where f , E , r, and 7 are constants. The constants of motion for an

electron of mass m and charge -e are the Hamiltonian, and the canonical

momenta which are given by

H = c[(p2 + p 2 + p2) * m 2c : ;] 1 / 2 = -ymc2

pe = r

where Ag and A 2 are the azimuthal and axial components of the vector

potential respectively, Y = (1 - v /c ) " ' and c is the light velocity.

Here we have assumed that the electrostatic potential ir zero due to the

presence of charge neutralizing stationary cold ions. This distribution

function is the same as studied by Kan and Lai [4]. However, they

investigated only the case without external fields. In Ref. [1] an

approximate solution is obtained for the case with an external axial field.

We treat the latter case numerically.

The axial component of the normalized magnetic field b = B /E ,
2 2 O

where BQ = ^ jm^-^mc 2 ) 1 , is governed by the following equation [5]:
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d2b.

dp2

z. 1 2 2 db

(1 +K
2P 2)^ 2

Dz(o)
(5)

where p = r/X,. K = rx, x'' = Y me /4im, -.e , n , , and *>zrQ-\
 are the values

of n, the density, and b z on the axis, respectively, and Yomc = EQ- The

boundary conditions are

ext
db

(6)

where a and b z
e x t denote the beam radius normalized by A and the external

magnetic field normalized by B , respectively. The other quantities of

|j interest may be deduced from b 2.

The normalized beam radius a is determined from the relation [5]

1 - -2
(7)

wrhere

and Bz = vz/c.

In the vicinity of the axis we use an approximate solution of Eq.

(S),

-= bz(o)

(9)

dp
= B2(o) KPI O(P) ,
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where I and 1^ are modified Bessel functions.

The density distribution for this model is given as

n(r) ^T7I »
Ci+rV)1/z

where n(o) = 2irfoEQ/c
2.

When we fix f0 and l>z
eXt» there is a family of solutions of Eq. (S)

for a given K. Figure 1 shows some examples of solutions for t>z
e = -0.1

and -0.5, where yQ = 5 and K = 0.2. For a small |b z
e x t| there is a solu-

tion which has a Taaxiraum beam radius (Curve 1 in Fig. 1) , while for a

|b,ext| greater than some critical value no such solution exists. This
z

feature is shown in Fig. 2 where the beam radius is plotted against

IBZC°)I> the value of B on the axis. Curves 4 and 4* in Fig. 1 are the

solutions with minimum radius for the reversed field configuration to

exist. Curve 1* for b z
e x t = -0.5 corresponds to the solution for which

the total axial current is maximum. Figure 3 shows the axial component

of the current density normalized by -en(o)c, which is denoted as i , as

a function of p. It has a maximum on the axis and this maximum increases

as the beam radius increases. The normalized ̂  x $ force P,

F" = J x S/(-en(o)cBo)

l+K P

is also computed and plotted in Fig. 4. The configuration for b e =

-0.S is more force-force than that for b z
e x t =-0.1. In Fig. 5, the

current ratio Iz/Ifjjj is plotted as a function of a for b
 e x t = -0.1, -0.3

and -0.S. with K = 0.2 where I is the total axial current,
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and Ijjg is the total beam current for the model considered by Kamner and

Rostoker [6J. For b z
e x t = -0.1 this current ratio is maximum when the

beam radius is maximum, while for b z
e x t = -0.3 and -0.5 it decreases as

a increases. Also, it decreases as |b z
e x | increases. However, as also

shown in Fig. 5, the current ratio IZ/IA, where TA is an Alfven current,

is an increasing function of a for b z
e x t = -0.1 and -0.3. For

b = -0.5 there is a maximum. (The total axial current is maximum

at the radius indicated by an arrow.) This current ratio is larger than

1 for the most range of a even for the latter b e . Figure 6 shows

as a function of a, talcing K as a parameter, for b e = -0.1.

b

I /I™ as a function of a, talcing K as a parameter, for b

As < decreases, the maximum of this current ratio increases.

The above results demonstrate that there exist reversed field REB

equilibria which can carry high V/Y beam currents. Such equilibria may

be of interest in connection with plasma confinement by toroidal REBs.
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INTENSE RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON RING FOR PLASMA CONFINEMENT

A. Mohri, K. Narihara, T. Tsuzuki, Y. Kubota
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and

M. Masuzaki
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Abstract

Toroidal relativistic-electron-beam currents

exceeding Alfven-Lawson limit could be formed

in a new toroidal device SPAC-V by injecting

electron beams (530 keV, 60 kA, 60 ns) either

into neutral gas or into plasma.

1. INTRODUCTION

Toroidal magnetic systems formed by intense relativistic-

electron-beam currents will offer new possibilities of plasma

confinement which is not accessible by plasma current systems

like tokamak. Since the proposal ol Astron by N. C.

Christofilos, efforts have been devoted to produce a strong

E-layer. J To produce a strong magnetic field and a confin-

ing volume sufficient for plasma confinement, the electron

energy of E-layer should be so high as the relativistic fac-

tor y > 100. The resultant strong synchrotron radiation

brings serious problems concerning the energy losses. The

radius of E-layer R decreases fairly fast. Its shrinking
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rate is proportional to (1 + Y2B2)B2Y/R2 while the velocity

decay rate is in proportion to 62Y/R2, where $ = v/c and v is

the velocity of electrons of the beam. If we use a mechanism

which can keep the radius large enough with lower y i n a

strong external field, such a problem will not be fatal.

Magnetic stress expanding a beam ring increases as the

current becomes higher, and we can settle the current ring in

an equilibrium orbit by applying a mirror field. The high

ring current far beyond the Alfven-Lawson limit can be close-

ly in a force free state and then we can have a very strong

poloidal magnetic field ' for plasma confinement. This state

is realized more easily at lower Y- A toroidal magnetic field

is of course necessary for stability of the system. Stabi-

lized pinch configuration by beam currents is of great inter-

est because of the less need of the toroidal magnetic field.

In the case of the ring of large aspect ratio with high mag-

netic shear, the orbital radii of the beam electrons become

small near the periphery, where the synchrotron radiation

loss increases. Therefore, a relativistic electron beam ring

for plasma confinement is desired to have very small aspect

ratio and high \>/y. This configuration is considered as a

very fat stabilized pinch where the plasma current is re-

placed by an electron beam, or Astron-Spherator. The re-

versed field pinch configuration may be formed which has the

strongest magnetic shear. Since Ohmic heating equipments are

not needed in this case, toroidal devices of very small as-

pect ratio can be realized, and plasma heating by three-

dimensional adiabatie compression can be applied effectively.
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During the compression the particle energy of the beam ring

is increased or clamped.

To investigate these possibilities, a series of experi-

ments to form REB rings of small aspect ratio lu>ve been

carried outf' To get further insight of high current beam
o

rings of small aspect ratio, a new toroidal device SPAC-V was

made in which adiabatic compression is applicable. A new

electron beam source Phoebus-II is used to inject electron

beams into SPAC-V. In this paper details of the device SPAC-

V and some experimental results are reported.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

,6)In the previous experiment it was proved that stable

state of a beam-plasma system can be maintained by holding

the magnetic shear under external control through the toroidal

field. When the adiabatic compression is applied, more elab-

orate control would be necessary. The toroidal fiald of

SPAC-V is generated by the current in a single conductor of

Be-Cu which is set along the major axis. Figure 1 shows a

schematic drawing of SPAC-V. The current is fed through an

impedance transformer from a capacitor bank. Time variation

of the toroidal field is adjusted by changing the turn ratio

of the transformer and/or the resistance of the clamping

circuit. The maximum available current is 500 kA. Vertical

magnetic field coils are made by machine-cutting for getting

good field accuracy and they can generate 10 kG. The decay

index of the vertical field is chosen to be appropriate for

stabilizing the positional instability even in the case of
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strong adiabatic compression. The vacuum chamber consists of

an epoxi-resin (or ceramic) cylinder and stainless steel lids

of saucer ape. The lids of 3.5 mm thick were produced by a

numerically controlled bowler lest induced currents in the

lids by the vertical field should disturb the symmetry of

magnetic field. For the same reason use of conductive struc-

tural materials is studiously avoided. Main parameters of

the device are listed in Table I.

Table I. Parameters of SPAC-V and Phoebus-II

SPAC-V (toroidal device)

Centre current for toroidal field 500 kA

Vertical field 10 kG

Vacuum vessel Outer major radius 36 cm
Inner major radius 4.5 cm
Inner height 24 cm

Phoebus-II (beam generator)

Marx generator Peak stored energy 21 kJ
Peak output voltage 2 MV

Electron beam Output current
260 kA at 3fi diode

Output electron energy
800keVat 3S2 diode

Pulse width 60 ns
Total electron energy >7 kJ

The electron beam generator Phoebus-II is capable of

producing an electron beam with the mean energy of 800 keV

and the peak current of 260 kA at the diode impedance of 3ft.

Its pulse forming line and the transmission line are of co-

axial type with water dielectrics. The equivalent pulse du-

ration of the pulse forming line is 60 ns. A high pressure

SPg gas switch is used. In this experiment, the output pulse
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from the generator is delivered to a 20-fl magnetically insu-

lated transmission line 140 cm in length. A diode of lOf! is

installed at the other end which is inserted inside the

vacuum chamber of the torus. The electron beam is injected

along the toroidal magnetic field at the major radius of 20

cm. Waveforms of the current and the voltage of the diode

are shown in Pig.2. The accelerating voltage and the current

in this experiment are 530 kV and 60 kA, respectively.

3. FORMATION OF ELF.CTRON BEAM RING

To make the formation of an electron beam ring easier,

whole inner surface of the vacuum chamber is made to be con-

ductive by covering1 the inner surface of epoxi-resin with a

thin stainless steel plate. When a beam is injected into

neutral gas or dense plasma, the decrease of the resultant

return current of plasma forces the beam to land on an equi-

7)
librium orbit inside a conductive chamber. The change of y

due to the energy transfer from the beam kinetic energy to

the magnetic one is also effective to trap the beam inside.

In this section preliminary experimental results of the beam

ring formation are described.

3.1 Injection into Neutral Gas

The filling gas in the chamber was deuterium at a pres-

sure of 0.15 torr. The timing of operation was set so that

the toroidal field B t and the vertical one B reached their

peaks at the same time and immediately a beam was injected.

The total ring current was measured with a Rogowski coil and

the distribution of poloidal field near the wall was also
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observed with magnetic loops.

In most of different combinations of Bt and By, the

poloidal field by the net current was not in the same sense.

That means that the toroidal component of the net current

'reversed in the current channel. That is, the spatial dis-

tribution of the return current is different from that of the

beam current. Such a phenomenon is mainly attributable to

the existence of toroidicity and also to the localization of

the beam ring.

However, by choosing an appropriate combination of Bfc

and B , the poloidal field became uni-directional around the

ring. Figure 3 shows the net current waveform in this case.

The peak of the current was 35 kA where B v = 1)20 G and Bfc = 3

kG at the major radius R = 15 cm. The current decayed amooth-

ly for 300 us. In this case the safety factor q became nearly

2 assuming R/a = 3 and R = 15 cm. The hard X-ray distribu-

tion about the major axis was roughly symmetric. The apparent

value of V/Y, which was estimated from the net current, w^?

greater than 1.2.

3.2 In.jection into Plasma

Injection of an electron beam into a plasma would be more

important for obtaining a confine.d-plasma 8 value necessary

for stability, since the initial condition can be adjusted

widely. Deuterium plasma was filled into the chamber by a

rail-type plasma gun. The maximum plasma density was ranging

12 -^

10 cm J in the presence of both toroidal and vertical mag-

netic fields. The beam was injected at the peak of plasma

density. The time sequence of operation except the plasma
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production was the same as in the case of the injection into

neutral gas.

The peak current attained at Bt = 2.4 kG and B v = 450 G

was 52 kA, the value of which corresponds to V/Y ̂  1-7- How-

ever, fast damping of the current appeared 20 ̂  30 us after

the injection as is shown in Fig.4. The reason of this fast ..

damp is not clear. It may be a reason that the plasma

density was not high enough. In the experiment in SPAC-IV,

the plasma density was of the order of 10 cm .

>i. SUMMARY

A toroidal device was constructed for researching the

formation of a very fat toroidal configuration with high mag-

netic shear by injecting sn electron beam. The period of the

experiment was only two weeks, but it could be experimentally

shown that electron beam ring of a current exceeding the

Alfven-Lawson limit can be formed by injecting an electron

beam either into neutral gas or into plasma.

The authors wish to thank Professors K. Takayama and A.

Miyahara for their continuous encouragement. Thanks are also

due to Dr. K. Ikuta and Mr. S. Fujiwaka for their discussions ;

and Messrs. K. Ukegawa and S. Miyake for their technical sup- ,

port through the experiment. :
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Fig.3 Wave form of the ring current in the case of

the injection into deuterium gas, where the

peak current is 35 kA.

Fig.4 Wave form of the ring current in the case of

the injection into deuterium plasma, where

the peak current is 52 kA.
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REVERSED FIELD GEOMETRY GENERATED WITH A ROTATING E-BEAM
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Abstract

A reversed magnetic field configuration has been produced by inject-

ing a rotating relativistic e-beam (1.2 MeV, 50kA) along a 1.8 kG guide

field into 8^1 neutral He (Typically, T =5eV, n =5X10
15cm"3). End-on

photography, radial scans with Thomson scattering, and CO2 interferometry

are in agreement with an MHD equilibrium model fitted to measurements of

the excluded flux and the beam-induced axial (AB ) and azimuthal (B.)

z o

fields. The resulting magnetic field configuration is similar to a belt

pinch, with cross-section length-to-width ratio of 20, and midplane g—.5-

The absence of hard x-ray emission after beam passage shows these fields

are induced by plasma currents, rather than trapped beam electrons.

After beam passage, AB remains constant until Bg becomes small, at

which time the plasma collapses radially as AB decays. No unstable

motion is observed. The observed decay times of 3-4 (j,sec, and concurrent
two-fold increase in T (obtained from H line-to-continuum data) are con-

e B

sistent with classical dissipation of the induced currents.

* Present Address: University of Maryland
t Present Address: Cornell University

I. Introduction

This paper describes studies of a reversed field configuration pro- i
i

duced by plasma currents induced by a rotating relativistic electron.1 <

The formation of this configuration is shown in Fig. la-Id, where, |

for simplicity, only the azimuthal currents and axial magnetic fields are '

s
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shown. A rotating relativistic electron beam Is injected along an ap-

plied magnetic field, B , into a conducting chamber containing neutral

hydrogen gas. The large dB/dt at the beam front induces an electric

field that breaks down the gas and attempts to induce a return current.

However, the neutral gas pressure is chosen such that the beam is only

charge-, not current-, neutralized. Thus, large net current densities

will be generated across (jg ) and along (j ) the applied magnetic

field, inducing an axial (AB ) and azimuthal (B.) magnetic field, respect-

ively (Fig. la). The relative values of j. and j depends on the
0—net z—net

ratio of the azimuthal (vQ) to axial (vj) velocity components of the beam.

During the beam pulse, the plasma is heated by direct beam-plasma inter-

actions2 as well as by ohmic dissipation of plasma currents3 (Fig. lb).

At beam termination, the dB/dt of the decaying beam induces a change in

plasma current that opposes the change in beam current. The high con-

ductivity of the heated plasma requires these changes be almost equal,

and the configuration established during the beam pulse is maintained

(Fig. lc). For a sufficient j» , AB can reverse the applied field

on axis. Thus, if the chamber has conducting end walls, the field lines

BEAM ENTERS

I-\ > •» -» "i

>

"I
-^
BREAKS DOWN CAS

BEAM EXITS, INDUCING
PLASMA CURRENTS

PLASMA IS HEATED

PLASMA CURRENTS PERSIST.
FURTHER HEAT PLASMA

Figure 1 Formation of Reversed Field Configuration
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must close inside them, and the reversed-field geometry shown in Fig. Id

is formed.

The combination of the applied axial field and the induced axial

and azimuthal fields leads to an elongated cross-section toroidal con-

figuration, and is expected to exhibit stable confinement properties for

a high e plasma.4

The plasma currents will decay as determined by the plasma conduc-

tivity. Therefore, in the absence of significant loss mechanisms, their

dissipation will result in further plasma heating, and the configuration

should persist for the characteristic L/R decay time. Thus, the beam is

not required to deposit much of its energy as heat, but rather to act as

a vehicle to transport magnetic energy into the system, which can be con-

verted into plasma energy after beam passage.

II. Experimental Apparatus

The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. A rotating relativ-

istic electron beam, produced by passing an annular beam from the TRITON

MINIATURE
ROTATING

GUIDE FIELD FARADAY
WINDINGS \ CUP

AXISPRO^E,

Figure 2 The Experimental Apparatus
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accelerator5 (1.2 MeV, 60 kA, h cm diameter, 60 nsec FWHM) through a

magnetic cusp6, is injected along a 1.8 kG guide field into a lh.6 cm

diam. stainless steel drift tube. At the fill pressure of 85 mtorr Hs,

net current generation was found to be maximized. Measurements with a

miniature rotatable Faraday cup7 and observations with polyethylene dam-

age rods8 show the beam radius to be 3.5 cm, and v /v£*l. These diagnos-

tics and damage on the main Faraday cup foil indicated the beam-plasma

system axis suffered shot-to-shot radial variations of as much as - 2 cm,

which are thought to be due to motion of the beam in the 15 cm long, 85

mTorr drift region between diode and cusp.

III. Experimental Results

End-on framing photographs (Fig. 3a) show the plasma has an annular

profile with outer radius 3.5 cm, inner radius 2.0 cm, and is formed away

from the drift tube wall (radius 7-3 cm). Note the plasma does not ap-

pear to undergo any gross radial motion as it decays; rather, the annular

region appears to fill in and then fade away.

Thomson scattering9 measurements at 2.5 cm off axis and 1)00 nsec

after beam injection show the plasma electrons to have, typically, den-

sities and temperature.: of 3-5 X 10 1 5 cm 3 and 5-8 eV, respectively. At

these low temperatures, the plasma is expected to be located only in the

light-emitting regions, and radial scans with Thomson scattering are con-

sistent with the framing photos in Fig-. 3a. Because of die shot-to-shot

•" r; variations of the electron beam and resulting plasma, detailed measure-

• ments of the radial profile could not be made. However, a series of kO

identical shots, 20 with the scattering system probing on the drift tube

axis (r = 0), and 20 at 2.5 cm off axis show (errors indicate RMS scat-

ters) :

If nfcT (r=0) = 7.2±5.2 X 10 1 5 eV/cm3,
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(r=2.5 cm) = 17.1±15.0 X 10 1 5 eV/cm3.

At 2.5 cm off axis, both T and n were increased) .
e e

The existence of field reversal is inferred from the output of the

diamagnetic loop (11.0 cm in diameter), which measures the change in

axial magnetic flux,A0 (Fig. 3b). As the measured nkT can account for

only % of the observed A0, the bulk of the diamagnetic signal is due to

the induced magnetic field, AB . Using a flux-conserving model *° in

which the azimuthal plasma current layer has zero thickness and is lo-

cated at a radius r = 3.5 cm, the signal depicted in Fig. 3b represents

full cancellation of the applied field on axis (AB = 1.0 B ) for approx-

imately 6 usec. At peak value, AB =-1.8 B . After layer formation, the

diamagnetic signal displays small amplitude oscillations. Their period

is consistent with that predicted by the theory of Chu, et al." in which

it was shown that a rotating beam can excite magnetosonic waves in the ii

plasma. These oscillations do not grow in time, indicating the system

is oscillating about a stable equilibrium. Note the decay of AB is con-

current with the plasma collapse, as expected.

Three diamagnetic loops placed along the drift tube axis showed

that at t = 400 nsec, AB at kO cm from the cusp is approximately 30% of

that at 10 cm, suggesting a characteristic length of 40 cm. However,

AB at the ends of the layer decays faster than AB at the center. This
z z

observation can be explained by modeling the azimuthal currents as a

coil which tends to maximize its self inductance (i.e., contract axially),

a tendency that is balanced by the pressure of the confined plasma. Thus,

when plasma is lost, the layer shortens into a higher inductance config-

uration .

Existence of field reversal was verified directly by measurements

with a miniature (.3 cm diameter) local axial magnetic probe. The probe
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was insulated in a-quartz tube, positioned on drift tube axis at the same

axial position as the diamagnetic loop, and cantilevered from a rigid end

plate located 1 meter downstream. The probe output agrees well with the

diamagnetic loop; however, lower field reversals (AB = -1.3 B ) and fas-

ter decay times (2^sec FWHM) were observed with this probe in place.

This is attributable to the shot-to-shot radial variations, which allow

the probe to intercept a portion of the beam and plasma currents. A sim-

iliar probe was positioned at 6.3 cm radius to determine AB outside the

plasma. This probe did not perturb the plasma and indicated AB = + 300G

M + .17 B . consistent with flux conservation inside the drift tube,
o

The persistence time of the axial plasma current, indicated by a Bfl

probe at 6.3 cm off axis, is shown in Fig. 3c. Note that I t=^5 kA

implies the plasma currents induced by the entrance of the beam are small

compared to the beam current. A characteristic feature is that no appre-

ciable decay of AB is seen until B. goes to zero. The reason for this is

the changing magnetic fields cause a change in the plasma equilibrium.

The decay of j decreases B?, changing the force balance to move the

plasma outward, whereas the decay of j. will cause B2 on axis to de-

crease faster than B2 outside the layer, and thus move the plasma inward.

Thus it is reasonable to expect a net outward motion of the plasma which

compresses the (decaying) axial return flux against the wall, and keeps

A0 through the loop approximately constant until B_ has become small, at

which point the plasma radius and A0 decrease rapidly. This explanation

is supported qualitatively by the framing photographs, which show plasma

expansion in the first four p,sec and subsequent contraction; and quanti-

tatively by a one dimensional pressure balance model, which correctly pre-

dicts the observed diamagne'.ic signal.

In Fig. 3d, the electron density from Thomson scattering (average

of three shots) is plotted as a function of time. The increase in the
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density decay rate is concurrent with the decay of AB , an observation

consistent with loss of axial confinement.

The observed late time 1/e decay times for both Bg and ABz of

approximately 3-k u,se= are consistent with classical resistive decay of

the currents, assuming an electron temperature of 5 eV. However, at

these low temperatures, the L/R time of the configuration Tp, is also

comparable to T , the time for plasma to free stream out the ends of the

apparatus (given by t/Zc where t is the length and c the sound speed).
s s

This is why the increase in density decay rate in Fig. 3d is not well

pronounced. Hence, although it is believed the field lines are closed at

the ends, this experiment does not provide direct evidence of axial con-

finement. As the T /T increases at least as fast as T2, to verify con-

tainment would require T exceed 30 eV.

e

Fig. 3e shows the electron temperature after beam injection, deter-

mined from H line-to-continuum measurements. Light collected along a

chord 2.5 cm off axis was wavelength resolved with three 27 A wide chan-

nels, one at the H line (4861 A) and the other two at 486l±27 A. The

B

temperatures indicated by this method (solid curve) agree with those pre-

: dieted by Thomson scattering (data points). The most salient feature,

- i however, is the 80$ increase in T over the layer lifetime, which veri-

' i fies that the dissipation of magnetic energy leads to an increase in

•. f; plasma heating.

'-§< That these field reversing layers are f.avaced primarily by plasma
y

., currents, rather than trapped relativistic beam electrons,was ascertained

by monitoring the hard x-ray emission from a 1 mm diameter tungsten wire

^ s placed across the drift tube at a position 30 cm from the cusp (Fig. 3f) .

*' Appropriate filters were used to discriminate against x-rays with ener-

gies less than 70 keV. The presence of the tungsten target does not
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affect either the layer lifetime or strength. As the target would ab-

sorb all of the beam electrons within 1 psec, this suggests trapped beam

electrons play a minor role in layer persistence. Furthermore, compar-

ison with Figs. 3b and 3c shows the emission does not exhibit the tem-

poral dependence of either the azimuthal or axial currents.

IV. Comparison with Equilibrium Model

A toroidal MHD model has been used to determine the equilibrium con-

figuration consistent with the experimental data. Input to the model are

the flux change measured by the diamagnetic loop and the AB and B»

fields determined by local magnetic probes placed just inside the drift

tube wall. The model output, presented in Fig. k, gives the radial var-

iation of nkT and B as the solid and broken cur"-.., respectively.
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As summarized in Table 1, the model is found to be in agreement with

the experimental observations at t = 400-300 nsec. (The plasma charac-

teristics were constant over this time). The expected average values for

nkT at a fixed radial position are estimated from the predicted elec-

tron energy density radial profile (solid curve, Fig. h), and a random

number generator (to simulate the shot-to-shot radial variations). For

comparison with C0s laser interferometer data, the plasma line density is

calculated assuming n and T have the same radial dependence,
e e

Quantity

Radial
Dimensions

Position of
j . Maximum

O

nkT ( r <•= 0)

HkTe (r=2.5 cm)

nkT (l:=0>eiram

n k TeimS2-5 cm)

fn.dl

AB on axis
z

Method of
Determination

End-on Framing
Photographs

Damage Sods,
Concentric Loops

Thomson
Scattering

a

i i

i i

C02

Interferometer

Diamagnetic Loop

Experimental
Observations

r i = 2 cm
r 2 = 3.5 cm

r = 3.5 cmP

a
7.&5.2X.V015

eV/cm3

a
r7.i±i5.oxio i s

eV/cm3

<5X1014eV/cm3b

c
60X1015eV/cm3

66±13X1015elec/cm2

-1 .8 kG

Theory

r i = 1.5 cm
is = h cm

r = 3.25 cm

d
6.5±1.7X1015eV/cm3

d
25tl>xl01 5eV/cm3

0

55X1O1S eV/cm3

60X10lselec/cm2

-2.1 kG

Table 1

Comparison Between MHD Model and Experimental Results

a Average of 20 shots c Average of three highest

b Average of three lowest d 20 "random" shots
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V. Energy Accounting

The partitioning of the rotating beam energy after passage through

its self-made plasma is shown in Table 2. These numbers were calculated

at 1*00 nsec, assuming a layer of inner radius 2.0 cm, outer radius 4.0 cm

and axial length 40 cm. The low cusp transfer efficiency (40$)is thought

to be due to the broad cusp transition width and long drift region be-

tween diode and cusp. Experiments to account for the "lost" energy are

currently underway.

Form of Energy

Diode Energy

Energy Lost Through
Cusp

Method of Determination

Diode Voltage and Current
Monitors; Calorimeter

Calorimeter

Total Rotating Beam Energy Injected

Magnetic Field; AB

Magnetic Field; Bg

Plasma Particles

Plasma Ionization
Energy

Diamagnetic Loops

B6 Probes

Thomson Scattering
(Assumes T =T =5eV)

Numerical Computation,
25 eV per e-i pair

Total Energy into Particles and Fields

Beam Energy After
Passage Through
Drift Region

Calorimeter

Total Energy Unaccounted For

Total Energy

1420 J.

570 J.

850 J.

4 5 J.

60 J.

25 J.

45 J.

175 J-

360 J.

305 J.

Table 2

Energy Accounting
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EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES OF FINITE LENGTH E-LAYERS AND

E-RINGS IN A CUSPED MAGNETIC FIELD SYSTEM

C. D. Striffler, R. R. Kulkarni, and T. F. Wang

Electrical Engineering Department

University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742

Abstract

The equilibrium properties of a stationary, finite

length, rotating E-layer are calculated from the coupled

equations representing conservation of total energy and

canonical angular momentum, and radial force-balance. The

particles forming the E-layer are emitted from an annular

knife-edged cathode, pass through a magnetic cusped field,

then propagate along a conducting wall system and through a

region where the beam's axial energy is removed so that a

stationary rotating E-layer is formed. In addition to cal-

culating the equilibrium properties, we examine the focusing

forces acting on the equilibrium E-layer as well as the sur-

face electric fields that determine the "holding power" for

collective ion acceleration.

I. Introduction

In ref. 1, electron beam equilibrium properties are

calculated via the Macroscopic Cold-Fluid and/or the Vlasov

equations. In those studies, the initial conditions at the

diode are not explicitly delineated. In ref. 2, the initial

conditions are taken into account; however, the equations are

self-consistently solved only for the case of laminar flow.

Both approaches have their realm of usefulness; ref. 1 in the
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ease with which some macroscopic properties of many systems

are determined to zeroth order, and ref. 2, the self-consis-

tency of a laminar-flow system. In ref. 3, the approach can

be thought of as using certain methods from both refs. 1 and

2. The initial conditions, diode region parameters, are

taken into account via equating conserved particle proper-

ties such as energy and canonical angular momentum between

the initial and final states.

The beam system analyzed here is that of the University

of Maryland Electron Ring Accelerator (UMERA), ' shown

pictorially in Fig. 1. The particles are emitted from an

annular knife-edged cathode and pass through a magnetic

cusped field (z = 0). After the cusp field, the hollow

"rotating" E-layer then propagates along a conducting wall

system and into a region where the remaining axial velocity

is removed, labeled as the "slowing down region." We have

shown a resistive wall, which makes use of the mechanism of

image current decay to produce an axially retarding force on

the beam. The final state is thus a stationary (v = 0),
z

hollow, rotating, finite length E-layer.

In ref. 3, the final state properties of a hollow, rota-

ting, infinitely long E-layer, moving with axial velocity v

were calculated. This was accomplished by solving the con-

servation relations of single particle energy and canonical

angular momentum along with the requirement of radial force-

balance of the final state. In this paper, we use this

approach to determine the equilibrium properties of a hollow,

stationary, finite length, rotating E-layer. Since the beam
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is finite in length, we must replace the single particle con-

servation of energy with the conservation of total energy.

Conservation oi canonical angular momentum still can be

applied as long as the slowing down mechanism does not vio-

late this conservation law. Likewise, we require radial

force-balance of the final state.

II. Model and Basic Equations

A schematic of the E-beam system is shown in Fig. 1. The

electrons emitted from a knife-edged cathode of radius R. are
2

accelerated to a kinetic energy of me (Y - 1) = eV . The
a o

axial component of the magnetic cusped field is shown below

the schematic, and for these calculations, we assume the cusp

is balanced, B^ = B . Downstream of the cusp, the E-beam

propagates coaxially to a grounded outer solid conductor of

radius R and a grounded inner "squirrel cage" conductor of

radius R . The squirrel cage conductor allows axial currents

to flow but not azimuthal currents. After the slowing down

region, the stationary final state is a finite length AZ,

finite width AR, E-layer having a mean radius R, a mean azi-

muthal velocity v, = 3,c and associated relativistic mass

ratio y= (1-B.)~ ' , and contains a total number of elec-

trons , Ng.

To calculate the total energy of the beam system, we

assume that all the electrons are accelerated to the same

kinetic energy and that the self-field energy before the cusp

can be neglected. By equating the total beam system energy

at the anode to that in the final E-layer state, the conser-

vation relation becomes
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Nemc
2Ya = Nemc

2Y + W £ + V»M + W L , (1)

where the LHS represents the total energy at the anode and

the RHS is the sum of the kinetic energy of the particles

[N mc2Y] and the electric and magnetic field energy [WE + WM]

in the final state plus the energy that the particles lost in

the slowing down region [WL]. The electric field energy is

given by

WE = - | j n(r,z)*s(r,z)dV , (2)
Ve

where n(r,z) is the beam density and fg is the total self-

electric potential. The magnetic field energy is given by

W M = - | f n(r,z)V|j)(r,z)Asil)(r,z)dV , (3)

Ve

where v^ (r,z) is the mean azimuthal velocity and AS(. is the

self-field azimuthal component of the magnetic vector poten-

tial.

Assuming an axisymmetric system, the si: gle particle

canonical angular momentum P. is conserved, that is

P. = rmyv - erA, = Constant . (4)

Evaluating the constant at the cathode where v. = 0 and equa-

ting this to the value of P^ for the mean particle of the

E-layer, assumed to have a circular orbit of radius R, we

obtain 2 _
eRTB. SR B

j-i = Rmyv^R) + 2 ° - eRAg(j)(R) . (5)

The RHS contains a cerm representing the magnetic flux due to

the applied magnetic field B Q and another representing the

self-magnetic flux due to the rotating beam.

In the final ste , we require radial force-balance of
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the mean particle, that is,

myv^(R)
Pr<K) = — -I e{Esr(R) + vt[-Bo + Bszl) = 0 , (6)

where the first term is the centrifugal force and the remain-

ing terms represent forces due to the radial self-electric

field Esj. (R) , the axial self-magnetic field B s z (R) , and the

applied field B . Equations (1), (5), and (6) are the basic

equations used to calculate the final state E-layer proper-

ties in terms of initial conditions, applied fields, and

system geometry. The cusp and slowing-down regions are

treated as "black boxes."

To complete the formal solution, we must compute the

potentials * (r,z) and A . (r,z). The electric potential is
S S(p

determined from Poisson's equation, V $ (r,z) =+ e n - with
s eo

the boundary conditions $ (R , z) =* (R ,z) =0. The magnetic
s w s c

potential is determined from V A .(r,z) =+u en(r,z)v (r,z)
S (p O (p

with the boundary conditions, A , (R ,z) =0 and A . (0,z)
S<p W S<|>

finite. The electric and magnetic fields are determined from
E =-7* and B = V * A i .
~S ~ S ~S S<j>~

We consider an E-layer where both the density and velo-

city profiles are constant within the beam cross section.

For this choice, the electric potential is found to be

. , , e V 2 ? anJo " W [Jo (otnRw)Ko (anr) -N
O
 (anRw> Jo (anr)]

$ (r,z)=-. „ I = =
4eoVe n-1 Jo(B

a
Rc)-Jo(unV

(7)

Rl Zr

where V = 2irRARiZ is the E-layer volume, R, =R-AR/2,
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R2 = R+ AR/2, the inner and outer radius of the beam,

Z = Z - AZ/2, Z = Z + AZ/2, the rear and front position of

the beam. The a 's are determined from tN
o(

a
n
R
w)

J
o'

a
n
Rc^ ~

N (a R )J (a R )J =0. The expression for A is similar in
o n c o n w sip

form.

III. Solution and Results

Normalizing all self-field quantities by taking out

their dependences on N and 8,, the basic equations become

( 8 a )

-• - £ {RfB. +R2Bo) (8b)

2 2

Fr (R) = ^ - ^ + e B ^ - eN eg s rV e t ^ c 2 ^ = 0 , (8c)

where the "script" quantities have a complicated dependence

on beam and wall geometry [see Eq. (7)]. We have assumed the

energy loss term W is proportional to N , i.e., W. = me NXJ1.
LM e i* e XJ

After specifying diode properties [Y ,R-lr applied magnetic
a x

fields [Bi = B Q ] , and conducting wall geometry [RW,RC], we

need to choose one property of the E-layer, such as geometry

[R,AR,AZ], and then from Eqs. (8a)-(8c) we can calculate the

other E-layer properties [Ne, 3^,^] • On solving Eqs. (8), a

third-order equation in B? is obtained.

Consider the following fixed parameters:

diode: y = 6, R. = 6 cm
a. J.

magnetic fields: 1500 g < B. = B < 1700 g (9)

conducting walls: R = 4.5 cm, R =7.5 cm,

which are appropriate to the UMERA experiments. There are

three branches to the solution of the third-order equation
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in 8,. in some cases, there are complex conjugate solutions,

and in other cas^s a solution leads to negative values of Ne-

Obviously such solutions are ignored. Also, solutions occur

14
for a very large number of particles (Ne z 10 ); however,

these equilibrium states are "unstable," meaning, if the mean

beam radius is displaced from the equilibrium value, the

radial forces are such as to increase this displacement.

These solutions are also ignored.

In Fig. 2, we have plotted the equilibrium radius R

versus the equilibrium number of particles N for three

different beam cross sectional dimensions: AR = AZ = 1 cm;

AR= 1 cm, AZ = 10 cm; AR= 1 cm, AZ = 25 cm. A parametric

dependence on the applied cusp field B = B^ is displayed. A

few initial comments are in order. The curves are terminated

at the R = 5 cm line because the beam thickness in all cases

is 1 cm. The curves for 1700 g do not have a single particle

limit, since this field is above the single particle cutoff

field, which is about 1681 g. In fact, for fields just a

little higher than 1700 g, no equilibrium at any radius

exists for Ya
 = 6 • Another obvious feature of the curves is

that they are all below the injection radius Ri. This occurs

because the self-field forces are such as to push the beam

inward.

From Fig. 2, when the beam cross section is AR = AZ = 1 cm,

i.e., an "E-ring," the maximum number of particles that are

contained is around 1.3 x10 which occurs when R is about

5.3 cm. Above 5.3 cm, as N decreases, the single particle

limit is approached, R=R.. Below 5.3 cm, N also decreases
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until the beam hits the inner wall; however, these equilibria

are not achievable in the cusp injected system. When the

beam cross section is a short E-layer, AR=1 cm, &Z=10 cm,

the number of particles increases but not at a rate propor-

tional to the volume increase, For this case, the maximum

number of particles is around 4 x10 at which point the

beam hits the inner squirrel cage. When a longer cross sec-

tion is considered, AR=1 cm, AZ = 25 cm, the number of

particles increases at a rate nearly proportional to the

volume increase.

In Figs. 3 and 4, the complete set of properties for

the "ring" cross section are displayed. In Fig. 3, a plot of

R versus N and R versus the mean azimuthal velocity 0, = v,/c

is shown. In Fig. 4, R versus the energy removed per elec-

tron W L/N is plotted. In all three plots, B =B. is a

parameter. From Fig. 4, as the magnetic field increases, the

amount of energy removed to form the stationary beam

decreases, as one would expect from single particle argu-

ments. R.t 1500 g, around 350 keV must be removed from each

electron, whereas at 1681 g, the single particle cutoff

field, no energy has to be removed in the single particle

limit, R = R^. In Fig. 3, we observe the expected increase of

&.. with increase in magnetic field and also observe an

increase in the number of particles as the magnetic field is

increased. This is due to the fact that the applied field

force and the centrifugal force are dominant in the radial

force balance equation. Thus, for the same radius R, the

centrifugal force term does not increase as much as the
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applied field force term, resulting in tJie fact that the

self-field force terms can increase, that is, N e increases.

IV. Discussion - Focusing and "Holding Power"

These results indicate how many particles to inject in

order to form a stable equilibrium. They also indicate the

amount of energy that must be removed from the E-beam in

order to form this final stationary state. Besides the equi-

librium properties calculated there are other features of

the stationary E-layer that must be examined.

First, let us determine if the E-layer is focused, that

is, are the forces that an individual electron experiences

such that they wi.11 cause the electrons to oscillate about

the mean position of the beam. We examine particle focusing

by calculating appropriate forces on the surfaces of the

E-layer. For the E-ring (AR=AZ = 1 cm)equilibria that are

achievable in cusp injected systems, we find that the par-

ticles are not axially focused for R>5.6 cm. In other

words, only the equilibria in the region 5.3<R<5.5 cm are

stable and focused. When the E-layer has a longer length,

i.e., AZ>10 cm, we find focusing at practically all radii.

Secondly, from the standpoint of ion acceleration using

an E-ring, an important property of the E-beam is the depth

of its potential well. In other words, what is the strength

of the electric field on the beam surfaces which act to hold

the ions. Assuming there are not many ions, we can calculate

the appropriate electric field components on the various beam

surfaces. For the case of the E-ring (AR = AZ = 1 cm), we find

the minimum electric field on the surface is about 9 MV/meter.
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If the E-layer has a length greater, than 10 en., the "holding

power" has dropped to about 3 MV/m for the equilibrium radius

with the largest average holding pov;er.

Besides the equilibrium, stability, and focusing consi-

derations examined in this work, other mechanisms such as

the negative mass instability must be calculated in order to

determine the maximum number of electrons that can be con-

tained in an E-ring.
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Fig. 2. Equilibrium properties R (mean radius) vs K

(total number of electrons) for various beam

cross sections: AR,AZ. B
O
 = B£ is a parameter.

Other fixed parameters are as shown [see Eq.(9)].
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